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Introduction

1.1 PEER REVIEWS AND THE FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION
Large‐scale bribery scandals have attracted a great deal of attention over the past years.
The settlement of the Siemens affair in 2008 represents one of the best‐known cases in
this regard (US SEC, 2008). For eight years, it had the dubious honour of being known as
the largest corporate bribery scandal in enforcement history1. Only recently, in December
2016, this record was broken, when Brazilian construction and petrochemical firms Ode‐
brecht and Braskem pleaded guilty to charges of foreign bribery. The settlement of this
case, which amounts to a staggering $3.5 billion, is more than double the size of the set‐
tlement with Siemens. Investigations into the Brazilian company exposed the operation
of ‘a “Department of Bribery” … that systematically paid hundreds of millions of dollars
to corrupt government officials in countries on three continents’ (US DOJ, 2016). Though
unprecedented in scale, these two bribery scandals are unfortunately not isolated inci‐
dents. Other companies that can be added to the list are American engineering firm Kel‐
logg Brown and Root; French oil and gas company Total; and British defence, security,
and aerospace firm BAE Systems, to name a few.
It is perhaps hard to imagine that these scandals would have raised few eyebrows
several decades back. Until the early 1990s, foreign bribery was still considered a normal
part of doing business abroad, a way to grease the wheels of international business trans‐
actions. Transnational bribes were even tax‐deductible in several European countries (Pi‐
eth, 1997; Rubin, 1998)2. However, in a rather short time span, views on the acceptability
of corruption have changed (Glynn, Kobrin, & Naím, 1997; McCoy & Heckel, 2001; Wang
& Rosenau, 2001). The end of the Cold War and the subsequent waves of democratisation
and economic liberalisation has ushered in a new era, in which the public’s awareness of
corruption has grown and its tolerance for it has declined. Corruption is nowadays recog‐
nised as one of the most detrimental phenomena that plague our society; the practice
has shifted from being viewed as a political fact of life to a widely recognised crime.
This shift in norms has led to—amongst other things—a rise in international anticor‐
ruption conventions and other policy instruments designed to eradicate corruption.
States have generally shown interest in signing these conventions and, as such, have
pledged action against graft. However, as these anticorruption legal instruments usually
are not self‐executing, a signature alone is not enough3. That states sign an anticorruption

1

This concerns settlements under the American Foreign Corruption Practices Act (FCPA).
This permissive climate of transnational bribery can be considered characteristic of the prevailing attitude
toward graft at the time, which demonstrated little awareness of, or concern for, the devastating consequences
that corruption is recognised to have today. For decades, the World Bank followed a hands‐off approach to
corruption, treating it as a political problem outside of its scope (Abbott & Snidal, 2002; Krastev, 2000; Rose‐
Ackerman, 1997). Likewise, some academic circles regarded corruption in transitioning economies as a mere
symptom of incomplete economic modernisation and democratisation, a phenomenon that under certain con‐
ditions could spur economic growth (Huntington, 1968; Leff, 1964; Nye, 1967).
3
The non‐self‐executing basis of most of the anticorruption instruments and provisions under review means
that member states need to transpose these into national legislation.
2
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convention or agreement does not mean that they will necessarily follow through on their
promises. Lack of political will, but also shortage of resources or expertise, may throw a
spanner in the works and jeopardise the successful implementation and enforcement of
these instruments4. As there exists no international oversight body or judiciary that can
enforce compliance with these instruments, the question becomes how to make sure
that governments not only sign a convention but also stick to their promises once the ink
has dried.
Peer reviews amongst states provide one possible answer to this question. They are
the most frequently used monitoring instruments in the policy field of anticorruption and,
hence, lie at the focus of this dissertation. Peer review is a system of mutual intergovern‐
mental evaluations in which states (‘the peers’) periodically evaluate each other’s perfor‐
mance in a certain policy field. The product of such an evaluation is a country report that
details recommendations to improve states’ policy performance (Pagani, 2002; Tanaka,
2008). Over the past decades, peer review has rapidly gained in popularity as an instru‐
ment to monitor states’ compliance with anticorruption instruments5. The first one in this
regard was the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Work‐
ing Group on Bribery (WGB), which has been monitoring member states’ compliance with
and enforcement of the OECD’s Anti‐Bribery Convention since 1999. Many other inter‐
national organisations (IOs) have followed its example, such as the Council of Europe with
its Group of States against Corruption (GRECO), the Organisation of American States’
(OAS) Mechanism for Follow‐Up on the Implementation of the Inter‐American Conven‐
tion against Corruption (MESICIC), and the universal peer review of the United Nations
Convention against Corruption (UNCAC).
Though peer reviews are often used to monitor states’ compliance with hard law ob‐
ligations, such as international conventions, the instrument itself is devoid of sanctioning
tools. Thus, peer reviews cannot coerce states to comply with their anticorruption com‐
mitments. Instead, they seek to advance policy reform by creating transparency of states’
performance and by formulating recommendations on how they can improve their anti‐
corruption policies. Peer reviews then aim to induce compliance with these recommen‐
dations through capacity‐building efforts and technical assistance to states, as well as the
exertion of peer and public pressure (Pagani, 2002; Tanaka, 2008). Moreover, through
these efforts, peer reviews might develop into important instruments in spreading the
global anticorruption norm. Linking this to the normative shift discussed earlier, peer re‐
views can be considered both an expression of this changing norm toward corruption as
well as a potentially reinforcing factor.

4
A yearly published report by the nongovernmental organization Transparency International, for instance, re‐
veals that only 4 out of 39 signatories to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s Con‐
vention on Foreign Bribery actively enforce the Convention. More than half of the state parties, representing
20.5% of world exports, do not enforce the Convention at all or demonstrate very little enforcement (Heimann,
Földes, & Coles, 2015).
5
One exception is the EU Anti‐Corruption Report, which is an expert review.
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Not all peer reviews, however, may be equally successful in executing these functions
and fulfilling this role as a spreader of norms. The OECD’s WGB has been hailed by the
world’s leading anticorruption nongovernmental organisation (NGO), Transparency In‐
ternational, as the ‘gold standard in monitoring’ in this policy area (see also, Chêne & Dell,
2008, p. 6)6. The peer review of the UNCAC, in turn, has been criticised for signalling var‐
ious weaknesses (Rose, 2015, p. 106). Transparency International, for instance, noted
that the UNCAC peer review is ‘up and running but urgently needing improvement’7. This
is perplexing, as peer reviews share a common set of attributes: they all lack sanctioning
tools and can only instigate reform in states through the aforementioned processes of
peer pressure, public pressure, learning, and capacity‐building. As such, they exhibit min‐
imal variation in the tools or competences at their disposal to generate effects. To shed
light on this puzzling situation, this inquiry is therefore interested in the authority of peer
reviews. Authority is conceived of as a specific form of power that stems from the per‐
ceived legitimacy of an actor or institution (Cronin & Hurd, 2008a; Hurd, 1999). Though
insufficient by itself, it is presumed to be a necessary condition for a peer review to en‐
gender effects in its member states and to motivate them to move forward on their an‐
ticorruption commitments (Conzelmann & Jongen, 2015). This study purports to answer
the questions of how much authority different peer reviews in the field of anticorruption
hold, and how variation in the authority of peer reviews can be explained.

1.2 AUTHORITY IN GLOBAL GOVERNANCE
In the age of globalisation, international relations (IR) scholars have progressively chal‐
lenged the notion of the nation state as the sole locus of authority. States are considered
decreasingly able to effectively deal with certain governance problems on their own
(Grande & Pauly, 2005). One strand in the literature reports on a relocation of authority
to transnational, subnational, nonstate, and private actors in this regard, which may be
better adept at addressing these issues than states (Cutler, Haufler, & Porter, 1999; Hall
& Biersteker, 2002; Hansen & Salskov‐Iversen, 2008). As James Rosenau (1992) describes
the situation:
Authority [has] been relocated in the direction of those political entities most able
to perform effectively. This relocation has thus evolved in two directions, “up‐
ward” toward transnational organisations and “downward” toward subnational
groups, with the result that national governments are decreasingly competent to
address and resolve major issues confronting their societies. (p. 256)

6
See http://www.oecd.org/corruption/anti‐bribery/antibriberyconvention/oecdworkinggrouponbriberyinin‐
ternationalbusinesstransactions.htm. Accessed February 28, 2017.
7
See http://www.transparency.org/news/feature/uncac_review_mechanism_up_and_running_but_ur‐
gently_needing_improvement. Accessed March 5, 2017.
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In addition, international organisations and their bureaucracies are seen to possess some
degree of autonomy and authority in their actions (Barnett & Finnemore, 2004; Bauer &
Ege, 2016; Busch & Liese, 2017; Cronin & Hurd, 2008b; Zürn et al., 2012). Consider, for
example, the World Trade Organisation as an authoritative actor in regulating world trade
(Lake 2010), or the UN Security Council as the international community’s representative
in the management of a large number of policy issues (Cronin & Hurd, 2008b).
Despite growing recognition that nonstate and private actors hold some form of au‐
thority in global affairs, a lot remains unknown. What type of authority do these actors
carry and why do some of them seem to hold more authority than others? Evidently, the
kind of authority held by nonstate actors and international institutions is quite different
from the formal or legal authority of states. As Chapter 2 explains in further detail, formal
or legal authority denotes the legal right to rule: an actor is placed in a lawful position of
authority (Weber, 1978). However, this formal‐legal conceptualisation is largely inade‐
quate for the study of global governance actors other than states (Lake, 2010).
Various scholars have attempted to shed some light on these issues and worked to‐
ward a better conceptualisation of authority in a nonstate context. In one body of litera‐
ture, which focuses on international organisations as holders of authority, authority has
come to denote the transfer of decision‐making powers to these organisations (Hawkins,
Lake, Nielson, & Tierney, 2006; Hooghe & Marks, 2015; Nielson & Tierney, 2003; Voeten,
2008). This is what Michael Barnett and Martha Finnemore refer to as ‘delegated author‐
ity’ (2004, p. 22), which extends the notion of formal‐legal authority to the international
arena. However, though worthwhile for a comparative assessment of the authority of IO
bureaucracies, delegated authority does not apply to a vast range of other actors on the
global governance scene. For instance, it does not extend to private and nonstate actors,
which have not been formally delegated any competences. Moreover, how can we dif‐
ferentiate between the authority of various peer reviews that, as discussed earlier, differ
minimally in their delegated competences (Schäfer, 2006a)? An investigation of the del‐
egated authority of peer reviews would be inadequate to explain why some of them ap‐
pear to be taken more seriously by their member states than others. This study therefore
is concerned with a different type of authority, which is more appropriate for studying
global governance actors: authority as a social relation (Barnett & Finnemore, 2004; Cro‐
nin & Hurd, 2008a; Hurd, 1999, 2008; Lake, 2009, 2010a).
In a relational and sociological understanding, authority denotes a specific mode of
social control that is rooted in the collective recognition of an actor’s or institution’s le‐
gitimacy (Cronin & Hurd, 2008a; Hurd, 1999; on sociological and relational legitimacy see:
Gutterman, 2014). More concretely, this means that authority is not inherent to an ac‐
tor’s or institution’s ability to coerce their subordinates into compliance with their com‐
mands. Instead, it rests on the shared recognition that deference to an authority is the
appropriate and right thing to do. This study maintains that a relational and sociological
understanding of authority offers a better fit to studies of peer reviews (and many other
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global governance actors) than formal‐legal or delegated authority. First, contrary to for‐
mal‐legal authority, relational authority does not inhere in a position or in certain com‐
petences that can be held and passed on to other actors or institutions. Instead, authority
is rooted in a relation between the actor or institution that holds authority and its follow‐
ers (Lake, 2009). Second, bringing in the sociological element, authority is vested in a
shared belief in the legitimacy of an actor or institution. Authority only exists to the extent
that it is collectively recognised to exist8. Both aspects square well with this dissertation’s
aim of studying the authority of peer reviews. As mentioned before, these instruments
are short of enforcement tools to coerce states into compliance (i.e., they lack formal‐
legal authority) and exhibit minimal variation in their delegated authority. Hence, a rela‐
tional and sociological conception of authority is particularly useful for studying actors
and institutions that appear to hold some form of authority in global governance, which
cannot be captured by a formal‐legalistic or delegated understanding of the concept.

1.3 THE THREE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Section 1.1 set forth the overarching aim of this study: to examine the comparative de‐
grees of authority peer reviews in the field of anticorruption hold, and to explain possible
variation amongst them. Three questions lie at the heart of this dissertation, which to‐
gether address this research aim. The following subsections discuss these three research
questions and briefly reflect on the methods that are necessary to answer each of them.

1.3.1 Research question 1: Conceptualising and measuring peer review authority
The first aim of this project is to develop a conceptualisation and measurement of au‐
thority that is suitable for analysing peer reviews. It intends to answer the following re‐
search question:
How can the authority of a peer review be conceptualised and measured?
Section 1.2 briefly touched upon the ongoing debate on authority in global governance.
Many scholars have sought to capture the type of authority that global governance actors
hold (Barnett & Finnemore, 2004; Cronin & Hurd, 2008b; Cutler et al., 1999; Hansen &
Salskov‐Iversen, 2008; Lake, 2010). However, they often seem to mean different things
when using the term. Authority, for instance, might denote a position (e.g., a police of‐
ficer or president, who is placed in a position of authority), the possession of certain de‐
cision‐making powers (e.g., the authority of the UN Security Council), or a relation based
on expertise and specialised knowledge (e.g., a professor that is an authority on a certain

8

The difference between normative and sociological studies on authority and legitimacy is further explained in
Chapter 2.
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subject matter), to name a few. Clearly, before the authority of peer reviews can be stud‐
ied empirically, it is important to specify what is meant by a sociological and relational
understanding of peer review authority. This is the purpose of Chapter 2 of this disserta‐
tion.
Once peer review authority has been defined, the next step is to operationalise this
abstract and intangible concept into concrete measures. Though the IR literature on the
concept of authority is extensive, empirical studies of its existence are scant. As will be
further explained in subsection 1.4.3, existing studies use the concept of authority rather
loosely, or build upon a formal‐legal understanding of the concept as delegated authority.
What is still missing, and much needed, is an operationalisation of authority as a social
relation9. After explaining data and methods in Chapter 3, the purpose of Chapter 4 is
therefore to address this gap in the literature. Drawing upon 15 exploratory interviews
and insights from the scholarly literature, Chapter 4 intends to develop measures of au‐
thority that are specifically tailored to the empirical case of peer reviews. Chapter 4
thereby provides the foundation for answering the second research question, discussed
in the following subsection.

1.3.2 Research question 2: Establishing the comparative degrees of peer review
authority
The second objective of this study is to establish the comparative degrees of authority
that peer reviews hold. The corresponding research question is as follows:
How much authority do different peer reviews in the field of anticorruption hold?
To answer this question, the measures of authority that are developed in Chapter 4 are
applied to three peer reviews in the policy field of anticorruption. The choice for anticor‐
ruption as a policy field to study peer review authority warrants some explanation. Peer
reviews are employed in a large variety of policy areas, which range from sustainable
development to terrorist financing, and from human rights promotion to competition
policy. Corruption, first of all, is chosen for the extensive use of peer reviews in this policy
field. This allows for a comparative analysis of peer reviews in different international or‐
ganisations, a precondition to address the research puzzle of why some peer reviews hold
more authority than others. This is also the aim of the larger research project of which
this study is a part and which compares the authority of peer reviews in four different
international fora and policy fields10. Second, corruption concerns a rather sensitive po‐

9
One noteworthy exception is the work by Per‐Olof Busch and Andrea Liese (2017) on the expert authority of
IO bureaucracies. This is further discussed in subsection 1.4.3.
10
The NWO‐funded research project: ‘No Carrots, No Sticks: How do Peer Reviews among States Acquire Au‐
thority in Global Governance?’ These IOs are the UN, the EU, the Council of Europe, and the OECD. The policy
fields are sustainable development, macro‐economic governance, human rights, and anticorruption.
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litical issue; in recent years, several governments have been toppled over (alleged) cor‐
ruption scandals and the fight against corruption is taking centre stage in election cam‐
paigns. Bestowing authority on this instrument might have serious domestic repercus‐
sions, which places the peer reviews in this policy field amongst the least likely cases for
authority to develop. If these peer reviews are found to hold some degree of authority,
this undergirds the expectation that even more authoritative peer reviews exist in other,
less sensitive policy fields.
In total six peer review mechanisms exist in the field of anticorruption. The eldest and
most restricted in its membership is the WGB. It includes all OECD member states and
several non‐OECD states that play key roles in world trade. The OECD also operates a
subregional peer review for East European and Central Asian states, called the Istanbul
Action Plan, which reviews states’ implementation of several international anticorruption
instruments and the UNCAC. Three regionally organised peer review mechanisms can be
found in the Americas, Europe, and Africa: first, the MESICIC, which is organised by the
OAS, second, the GRECO, which is employed by the Council of Europe, and third, the Af‐
rican Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) of the African Union. The latter, however, has a
much broader focus than anticorruption and also looks at other aspects of good govern‐
ance. Finally, the peer review of the UNCAC, which has a global membership, is the latest
addition to the anticorruption peer reviews. Next to these six anticorruption peer re‐
views, peer reviews are also used in the fight against money laundering and terrorist fi‐
nancing, a related policy field. These are the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), which is
an independent peer review, and MONEYVAL, operated by the Council of Europe.
Although only six anticorruption peer reviews exist at the international level (the total
population), practical limitations prevent an in‐depth study of all these cases. Therefore,
three peer reviews are selected to apply the measures of authority that are developed in
Chapter 4. These are the OECD’s WGB, the UNCAC peer review, and the GRECO. Similar
in terms of the policy field in which they are employed, these peer reviews exhibit inter‐
esting differences in their membership sizes and compositions, the composition of dele‐
gations to the peer reviews, and their institutional designs. As shown later in the theoret‐
ical framework (Chapter 2), these differences are potentially relevant in explaining varia‐
tion in peer review authority. Chapter 3 discusses the rationale behind this case selection
in more detail and expounds on the methods required to answer this research question.
A mixed‐method design is chosen, which consists of an online survey, interviews, and an
analysis of online documents.

1.3.3 Research question 3: Exploring factors conducive to peer review authority
After establishing the comparative degrees of authority that the three peer reviews hold,
the study proceeds with exploring factors that explain why some peer reviews hold more
authority than others. The third and final research question of this dissertation therefore
asks:
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How can differences in the authority of peer reviews in the field of anticorruption
be explained?
Very little is known yet about the conditions that are conducive to peer review authority.
Chapter 2 starts with a review of the literature in order to identify potential factors that
contribute to or impede its development. These are a peer review’s membership size and
composition, the type of delegates present, and institutional design. As discussed in fur‐
ther detail in Chapter 3, the WGB and the GRECO maintain rather small memberships,
whereas the UNCAC peer review has global coverage. In addition, delegations to the WGB
and the GRECO mainly consist of officials with substantive expertise on anticorruption,
while the delegations to the UNCAC peer review comprise both diplomats and technical
experts. Finally, various aspects set the three peer reviews apart in terms of their institu‐
tional design. The influence member states have over their own evaluation exercise, for
instance, is much higher in the UNCAC peer review in comparison to the WGB and, to a
lesser extent, the GRECO. The relevance of these factors to explain differences in peer
review authority is examined in Chapter 6, the final empirical chapter of this dissertation.
In addition, this chapter consists of an inductive, exploratory study of factors that may
explain variation in peer review authority. Interviews form the main data source in this
regard.

1.4 CONTRIBUTION AND RELEVANCE
The previous sections spelled out the three research questions that are central to this
study. The sections that follow position the research in the existing literature. They dis‐
cuss what we already know about the topic under study, where voids in the literature still
exist, and how the study aims to address these gaps. This inquiry seeks to contribute to
three bodies of literature: academic research on the global governance of anticorruption,
on peer reviews amongst states, and on authority in a nonstate context. Each is discussed
below. This section concludes with a brief discussion of the societal relevance of the re‐
search.

1.4.1 The global governance of anticorruption
The first body of literature that this study aims to contribute to deals with the global gov‐
ernance of anticorruption. For quite a while, academic research on corruption focused
largely on policies adopted at the national level to fight it (Wolf & Schmidt‐Pfister, 2010,
p. 13). Though the importance of national governments in combating corruption is hard
to overstate, they are certainly not the only relevant actors. As corruption has evolved
into an issue of global governance, many other actors have entered the anticorruption
stage and consequently garnered academic interest.
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An important body of literature approaches the global governance of anticorruption
from the perspective of international regimes. This literature can be differentiated along
two lines. One strand is primarily concerned with the vast range of actors that fulfil key
roles in the international anticorruption regime and have contributed to its sudden and
unexpected formation. Amongst these is the United States, which has spearheaded the
criminalisation of transnational bribery in various international fora and has assumed a
leading role in its enforcement (Abbott & Snidal, 2002; Corr & Lawler, 1999; B. George,
Lacey, & Birmele, 2000). In addition, civil society actors are recognised to have played an
important role in pushing the anticorruption reform agenda, of which Transparency In‐
ternational has received the most credit (Gutterman, 2014; Wang & Rosenau, 2001).
Moreover, the private sector is increasingly subjected to academic scrutiny for its contri‐
bution to the fight against graft (Burger & Holland, 2006; Hansen, 2011). The second
strand in the literature, to which this study is tied, is primarily concerned with the norms
(i.e., hard law and soft law), decision‐making procedures, and monitoring instruments
that constitute the international anticorruption regimes11. Within this strand, the most
attention is paid to the international anticorruption legal instruments and their potential
to contribute to the eradication of corruption (e.g. Argandoña, 2007; Corr & Lawler, 1999;
Tronnes, 2000; Webb, 2005). The instruments international organisations use to monitor
member state compliance with the anticorruption legal instruments are often (briefly)
reflected upon, however, are hardly ever the main object of research. This is remarkable,
as the importance of effective monitoring for member states’ implementation of inter‐
national anticorruption conventions is routinely underscored (Brademas & Heimann,
1998; Brunelle‐Quraishi, 2011, p. 134; Jakobi, 2010a, p. 100).
Existing research on peer reviews in the field of anticorruption can be categorised into
two groups: detailed descriptive accounts of the peer review processes (Bonucci, 2014;
Jakobi, 2010b; Low, 2003; Rau, 2011) and assessments of the relevance of the peer re‐
views. The first strand in the literature is rather self‐explanatory and provides a valuable
starting point for an investigation of peer reviews in this policy area. However, these stud‐
ies give little insight into whether these evaluations are worthwhile exercises. The second
strand in the literature purports to facilitate a better understanding of the significance of
these instruments. However, the grounds on which this is done are at times shaky. First,
several scholars base their claims about the relevance of a peer review on an assessment
of the procedures and working methods of these instruments (Brunelle‐Quraishi, 2011;
Lawson, 2009; Tronnes, 2000)12. However, the procedures and working methods as cod‐
ified on paper might not correspond to what is happening in practice. Moreover, the im‐
plications of several peer review procedures on the instrument’s functioning and legiti‐
macy are rather ambiguous. Lack of transparency and closed‐door meetings, for instance,
11

The plural ‘regimes’ is used to distinguish between the anticorruption activities of different international or‐
ganisations (Jakobi, 2010a).
12
Lawson (2009) acknowledges that caution needs to be taken when making any claims about the effectiveness
of monitoring instruments, based on an assessment of these instruments’ working methods and procedures.
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might initially create the impression that a peer review is less significant or legitimate
than its more open counterparts. However, closed doors might also stimulate a frank ex‐
change of views, thus serving an instrumental role in the functioning of the peer review
(Carraro & Jongen, 2015). Hence, more insight is needed into how these procedures con‐
cretely affect the conduct of the peer review. Second, in several instances the significance
of a peer review is directly or indirectly inferred from member states’ implementation or
enforcement of the legal instruments under review (Rose, 2015; A. Tyler, 2011)13. Such
analyses are prone to several caveats related to causality. If member states comply with
these instruments, how can we be sure that the peer review caused this change? An in‐
vestigation of member states’ compliance with anticorruption instruments opens a Pan‐
dora’s box of domestic and international factors that potentially affect compliance levels.
This study posits that an assessment of the authority of peer reviews can avoid several of
these pitfalls, without compromising on the ambition to provide insight into the signifi‐
cance of these instruments. This argument is further developed in Chapter 2.

1.4.2 Soft governance instruments and peer reviews
The second contribution of this study is to the literature on soft governance instruments
and peer reviews. This study is not the first to investigate peer review as a monitoring
instrument. Its widespread use in numerous policy fields and international organisations
has turned peer review into a relatively popular object of academic research. This sub‐
section, however, shows that a lot is still unknown about these monitoring instruments
and delineates certain areas where this study seeks to contribute.
Thus far, the literature has been primarily concerned with the domestic impact and
use of peer reviews (Armingeon, 2004; Casey & Gold, 2005; de Ruiter, 2010; López‐San‐
tana, 2006; Momani, 2006), as well as of comparable soft‐governance instruments
(Bieber & Martens, 2011; Rautalin & Alasuutari, 2009). In principle, this is an important
research interest. The peer review’s soft nature instinctively raises questions whether
and, if so, how these instruments can engender policy reform. These studies have then
also given valuable insights into some of the processes through which peer reviews may
induce effects, such as policy learning (Lehtonen, 2005; Momani, 2006), policy framing
(López‐Santana, 2006), and pressure (de Ruiter, 2012). Furthermore, case study analyses
of states participating in a peer review shed light on some of the domestic conditions that
affect the use and impact of peer reviews in states. Mariely López‐Santana (2006), for
instance, points at the level of ‘institutional fit’ as one explanation for variation in the
European Employment Strategy’s framing effect in three EU member states. Rick de
Ruiter (2010) identifies the type of democracy as a possible explanation for differences

13

Likewise, Philippa Webb makes several claims about the effectiveness of the WGB, based on member states’
enforcement of the OECD Convention (2005, p. 219).
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in the Dutch and British parliamentarians’ use of the Open Method of Coordination
(OMC).
This study marks a contribution to this body of literature in two respects. First, it shifts
the attention from the domestic level to the international level and engages in a compar‐
ative assessment of several peer reviews. The question of the domestic impact of peer
reviews is certainly an important one, however, its prevalence in the academic literature
has largely come at the cost of studying variation between peer reviews as an explanatory
factor. Peer reviews differ vastly in their format, design, and functioning (Bocquet, 2008;
Conzelmann, 2013; Thygesen, 2008), and this variation is likely to have an effect on the
peer review’s abilities to influence policy. Thus, the international level calls for more at‐
tention than it has so far received. One exception to this exclusive focus on the domestic
level is the work by Rik de Ruiter (2010, 2012), who, in addition to his consideration of
the domestic context, has looked into differences amongst OMCs. However, as peer re‐
view is only one element of the OMC’s infrastructure, the findings are less relevant for a
comparative study of the significance of peer reviews only. Armin Schäfer (2006a) also
conducted a comparative analysis of three peer reviews, but his work is primarily con‐
cerned with questions of the novelty of the instruments and motivations for choosing for
these instruments to monitor performance. A second contribution of this study is the use
of the authority concept to examine the significance of peer reviews. In line with the dis‐
cussion in section 1.1, authority is presumed to be a necessary, though insufficient, pre‐
condition in order for a peer review to have bearing on its member states and induce
policy reform. In this regard, this inquiry advances our understanding of the circum‐
stances under which a peer review can generate effects in its member states. It thereby
forms a necessary complement to studies that primarily focus on the question of domes‐
tic impact and on the processes through which peer reviews can deliver results.
More broadly, this study contributes to a better understanding of peer reviews in dif‐
ferent organisational and policy contexts by means of its case selection. This is done on
two levels: by choosing anticorruption as a policy field and by choosing the OECD, the
Council of Europe, and the UN as organisational contexts. Starting with the first, peer
reviews employed in the field of anticorruption have received remarkably little attention
in the academic literature. Human rights, environmental protection, and development
appear more popular policy areas in which to study the instrument (Abebe, 2009; Gaer,
2007; Lehtonen, 2005, 2006; Liverani & Lundgren, 2007; Paulo & Reisen, 2010)14. Fur‐
thermore, as discussed earlier, the policy field of anticorruption can be considered
amongst the least likely cases for peer review authority to develop. If authority can be
found to exist here, it might very well be that peer reviews in other policy fields also hold
some degree of authority. A second contribution lies in this study’s choice of peer reviews
employed in three organisational contexts: the OECD, the UN, and the Council of Europe.

14

The Universal Periodic Review (UPR), the OECD Environmental Performance Review, and the OECD Develop‐
ment Assistance Committee, amongst others.
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As the intellectual birthplace of peer review, the OECD’s instruments have attracted the
most scholarly attention of the three case studies. Only the EU, with its OMC, seems to
constitute a more popular organisation for the study of peer reviews. The peer reviews
in the other international organisations have received much less attention. In the UN, the
Universal Periodic Review (UPR) on Human Rights and, to a lesser extent, the Interna‐
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) Article IV Consultations attracted some interest (e.g. Abebe,
2009; Cowan & Billaud, 2015; Gaer, 2007; Lombardi & Woods, 2008; McMahon &
Ascherio, 2012; Momani, 2006; Moschella, 2012) but this is not the case for most UN
peer reviews utilised in other fields. The academic literature on the Council of Europe
makes some references to the peer review exercises, mostly the GRECO and MONEYVAL,
but the peer reviews themselves are hardly ever the main subject of research. A few
noteworthy exceptions are the work by Rick Lawson (2009) and Renate Kicker and Markus
Möstl (2012), although these studies do not go beyond delineating the political and insti‐
tutional contexts in which the peer reviews operate. The literature’s neglect of peer re‐
views in international organisations other than the EU, the OECD, and (to a lesser extent)
the UN, is striking, as it seems plausible that organisational context influences a peer re‐
view’s design and affects its practical functioning. What works well, or not so well, in one
organisation might have different implications in another.

1.4.3 Authority in a nonstate context
The third contribution is to the literature on authority in global governance. This disser‐
tation, and the larger research project of which it is part, are the first to bring together
two bodies of literature: the research on peer reviews detailed in subsection 1.4.2 and
research on authority in global governance. Having discussed the research’s contribution
to the first, this subsection is concerned with delineating its relevance and contribution
to the authority literature in IR.
A review of the IR literature on authority reveals a surge of scholarly interest in this
concept over the past years (Busch & Liese, 2017; Cronin & Hurd, 2008b; Cutler et al.,
1999; Hall & Biersteker, 2002; Hansen & Salskov‐Iversen, 2008; Lake, 2009, 2010; Zürn et
al., 2012). This inquiry seeks to make two main contributions to this literature. First, it
marks one of the first empirical studies on authority, understood as a social relation. In
this endeavour, it operationalises the concept of authority into concrete measures,
which, with minor modifications, can be applied to peer reviews in other policy fields and
other soft law instruments, such as benchmarking and ranking. As mentioned in subsec‐
tion 1.3.1, existing studies on authority often use the concept rather loosely and in a met‐
aphorical way. Operationalisation is largely absent in these studies, and no concrete
measures are suggested that can be used for empirical application (Hurd, 2008). Other
scholarship on authority in IR, which has operationalised the concept, draws upon an un‐
derstanding of authority as delegated authority (e.g. Hooghe & Marks, 2015). As argued
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earlier, this conceptualisation is less useful for a study of peer reviews, which show mini‐
mal variation in their delegated competences. The sociological and relational understand‐
ing of authority that informs this dissertation has rapidly gained ground in the theoretical
literature, however, thus far very few scholars have attempted to operationalise and cap‐
ture it empirically. Exceptions are the umbrella research project of which this study is a
part, as well as the project ‘Consideration of Expert Knowledge: International Public Ad‐
ministrations as Policy Experts’ (which runs from 2014 to 2017) of Andrea Liese and Per‐
Olof Busch from the University of Potsdam. Both projects aim to study the authority of
international actors or institutions empirically, by focusing on perceptions held by the
presumed followers of authority.
A second contribution of this study is that it is one of the first to probe the factors
that are conducive to the development of peer review authority and that might explain
variation amongst them. In particular Liesbet Hooghe and Gary Marks (2015) have pub‐
lished on the factors explaining authority, but built on a legal understanding of the con‐
cept. To gain an insight into the factors that explain authority as a sociological and rela‐
tional concept, a solid empirical base on the degrees of authority that different peer re‐
views hold is needed. Thus far, such a base was still missing, which is why research has
not yet touched upon the question of why some peer reviews hold more authority than
others. This study, in the context of the umbrella research project, makes the first steps
in this regard. As Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 discuss in more detail, this research identifies
various factors that seem to play an important role in the development of authority of
anticorruption peer reviews. This might explain differences amongst this dissertation’s
case studies.

1.4.4 Societal relevance of the study
The preceding subsections outlined the study’s contribution to the academic literature.
Peer reviews in the field of anticorruption are also particularly pertinent to investigate
from a societal perspective. The societal relevance of this study is, in the first place, un‐
derscored by the severity of the corruption problem and its economic, social, and political
costs. The list of corruption’s adverse effects is long: corruption obstructs economic
growth and deters investment (Aidt, 2009; Li, Xu, & Zou, 2000; Mauro, 1995), makes the
rich richer and the poor poorer (Gupta, Davoodi, & Alonso‐Terme, 2002), and undermines
democratic governance and the rule of law (Herzfeld & Weiss, 2003; Seligson, 2002; War‐
ren, 2004). A study commissioned by the European Parliament revealed that the costs of
corruption for the EU range between €179bn and €990bn, annually (Hafner et al., 2016).
This only pertains to the economic costs, as it is much harder to quantify the social and
political costs of corruption.
Though the findings of this study may not directly lead to reduced corruption levels
in countries, they yield important insights into how peer reviews can be designed to in‐
crease their authority. As such, the peer reviews may become better able to assist states
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in their anticorruption endeavours (if noncompliance is due to lack of capacity), or pres‐
sure governments into action against graft (if it is resultant from lack of political will). One
section in Chapter 7 (the conclusion) therefore is specifically devoted to the formulation
of policy recommendations. The need for such insights and recommendations is under‐
scored by various calls for public comments on how to design and operate a peer review
in this policy field. After the signing of the UNCAC, various organisations were invited to
provide input on what a review mechanism for the convention should look like (Chêne &
Dell, 2008; Heimann & Dell, 2006; United Nations, 2008). Likewise, in 2014, the OECD
issued a call to solicit comments and advice for its WGB Phase 4 evaluations (OECD,
2014a). The public, civil society, the private sector, and other international organisations
were asked to give input on what they consider the most pertinent areas to review, on
the steps that could be taken in case of continued noncompliance with the Anti‐Bribery
Convention, and on how to improve the visibility of the peer review, amongst others.
The societal relevance of this study extends beyond the policy field of anticorruption.
Peer reviews have rapidly gained popularity as a monitoring instrument and are exten‐
sively utilised in a vast range of organisations. Significant financial resources are invested
in these mechanisms; the costs of the UNCAC peer review, for instance, reach approxi‐
mately $3.8 million, annually (United Nations 2015c)15. In addition to this, national ad‐
ministrations incur significant financial and administrative costs to coordinate their own
review and to attend and prepare for plenary sessions. The findings of this study might
clarify whether this money is well spent and whether further expansion of this monitoring
instrument is worthwhile. This is particularly pertinent in light of the rapid spread of peer
reviews and ensuing concerns about a potential overlap in review exercises (Gia‐
koumopoulos, 2009; Jakobi, 2010a). In the field of anticorruption, several European and
Latin American states participate in up to three peer reviews (the United States, in four),
which might put a strain on the available financial and human resources, and invoke mon‐
itoring fatigue.

1.5 OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION
Chapter 2 delineates the theoretical foundations of the dissertation, which guide the
analyses in the subsequent chapters. It posits that the authority of a peer review is not
rooted in the institution’s legal competences, but instead emanates from a shared belief
in its legitimacy. This chapter thereby addresses one aspect of the first research question:
How can the authority of a peer review be conceptualised? Chapter 3 sets forth the meth‐
odological basis of the study. It introduces the study’s mixed‐methods research design,
which combines interviews, an online survey, and an analysis of online documents. In

15

This is the average of the five review years.
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addition, it spells out the comparative case study method and discusses the rationale be‐
hind the selection of the three case studies. The three research questions then structure
the empirical chapters. Chapter 4 aims at answering the remainder of the first research
question: How can the authority of a peer review be measured? It makes use of 15 ex‐
ploratory interviews to operationalise the concept of peer review authority into concrete
measures. To answer the second research question, how much authority peer reviews in
the field of anticorruption hold, Chapter 5 applies these measures to the three case stud‐
ies. The analyses are based on findings from an on online survey, complemented with
interviews and online documents. Chapter 6 makes the first steps in probing factors that
can explain variation between the peer reviews in terms of the authority they hold (i.e.
the third research question). Interviews are key in this regard. Chapter 7 summarises the
main findings of the study, discusses their implications for theory and policy‐making pur‐
poses, and spells out areas for future research.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Many IR scholars talk about authority, but often mean fundamentally different things
when doing so. Evidently, not all understandings of authority are equally suitable for a
study of peer reviews. Prior to operationalising, measuring, and explaining peer review
authority, it is necessary to specify what this concept entails and to distinguish it from
related concepts, such as power and legitimacy. The aim of this chapter is therefore to
address the following research question: How can the authority of a peer review be con‐
ceptualised? In answer, this chapter first reviews the IR literature on authority and sub‐
sequently demonstrates that social constructivism offers a particularly appropriate ap‐
proach to study the type of authority that peer reviews carry. Authority, in this under‐
standing, is a social relation. It does not inhere in an actor’s or institution’s competences
to coerce states to comply with its orders, but, rather, is rooted in a collective belief in
the legitimacy of the actor’s or institution’s commands.
The overarching aim of this dissertation is not only to measure the authority of peer
reviews but also to explain possible variation amongst them. This pertains to the third
research question: How can differences in the authority of peer reviews in the field of
anticorruption be explained? In answer, this chapter reviews the literature to identify fac‐
tors that are potentially relevant in explaining peer review authority. It shows that social
constructivism has merit in examining the degree of authority peer reviews hold, but that
it offers few concrete directions on the factors behind authority. This chapter, nonethe‐
less, singles out three search avenues that, conceivably, help to explain peer review au‐
thority: a peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity, the composition of delega‐
tions to the peer review, and a peer review’s institutional design.

2.2 CONCEPTUALISING PEER REVIEW AUTHORITY
This study is interested in the authority of global governance actors. Though interna‐
tional, nonstate, and private actors are increasingly recognised to bear some form of au‐
thority in the management of global governance issues, lack of clarity surrounds the type
of authority they hold. The subsequent sections purport to shed light on this issue.

2.2.1 Authority in a nonstate context
A wide body of literature deals with the concept of authority (for an overview, see Raz,
1990). Perusing these works, a first distinction can be made between two types of au‐
thority: actors that are ‘in authority’ (so‐called ‘executive’ authorities) and actors that are
‘an authority’ (i.e., ‘epistemic’ authorities; Friedman, 1990; Lincoln, 1994, p. 3). When
studying authority in the context of states, scholars usually allude to the first type of au‐
thority; an actor obtains authority from their position, which inheres in a legal mandate
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to rule. This conception of authority corresponds to what Max Weber referred to as legal
or de jure authority, traditionally understood as the legal right to rule (1978)17. By being
formally conferred this right to rule, an actor or institution becomes empowered (or ‘au‐
thorised’) to make decisions and, in some instances, to force compliance with their or‐
ders. Consider, for example, the Supreme Court as the highest judiciary authority, or the
United States President as the highest executive authority. At the end of the President’s
term in office, that authority can be passed on to a newly elected President.
One strand in the IR literature extends this conception of formal legal authority to the
international scene (Hawkins et al., 2006; Hooghe & Marks, 2015; Nielson & Tierney,
2003; Voeten, 2008). Authority, in this understanding, hinges on the transfer of deci‐
sionmaking powers to international institutions and organisations; it signifies ‘delegated
authority’ (Barnett & Finnemore, 2004, p. 22). This approach to studying authority ap‐
pears to be effective in the investigation of international organisations and their bureau‐
cracies, which have been delegated certain competences. However, it is inapplicable to
the host of actors and institutions that have not been delegated any decisionmaking pow‐
ers. Likewise, it is equally ineffectual for a study of peer reviews, which exhibit minimal
variation in their delegated competences (Schäfer, 2006a). However, if peer reviews are
not delegated authority, then which type of authority do they hold in global governance?
The second conception of authority, epistemic authority, appears more promising for
capturing the type of authority peer reviews carry. In contrast to executive authority, ep‐
istemic authority (meaning to be an authority) does not concern a position that can be
held or competences that can be delegated. Rather, an actor that is an authority ‘derives
standing from expertise demonstrated by credentials, education, training, and experi‐
ence’ (Barnett & Finnemore, 2004, p. 25). This type of authority is linked to individual
attributes of an actor, not necessarily to the institutional role this actor fulfils. It regards
a social relation between the actor bearing authority and its followers or granters; au‐
thority exists to the extent that an actor is recognised to be an authority. It is therefore
important to separate the perception that an actor holds expertise from the actual pos‐
session of expert knowledge.
Following from this discussion, this study employs a relational conception of authority
(Barnett & Finnemore, 2004; Cronin & Hurd, 2008a; Hurd, 1999, 2008; Lake, 2009,
2010a). More specifically, the authority of a peer review is vested in the collective recog‐
nition of a peer review’s legitimacy (Cronin & Hurd, 2008a; Hurd, 2007). It is the larger
social group of the peers that bestows authority on a peer review (based on their percep‐
tions that the instrument is legitimate), not formal rules and laws. As Barnett and Finne‐
more contend:

17
Max Weber (1978) distinguishes between three types of authority: legal, traditional, and charismatic author‐
ity.
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Authority is a social construction. It cannot be understood and, indeed, does not
exist apart from the social relations that constitute and legitimate it. One of au‐
thority’s most prominent features is that it requires some level of consent from
other actors. Authority is conferred. (2004, p. 20)
One important implication of this is that authority is a sociological concept. It cannot be
measured against normative or external standards of legitimacy, but rather is dependent
on the subjective interpretation of legitimacy by those who confer it18. Hence, peer re‐
view might be an authoritative instrument in the eyes of some individuals, but much less
so for others. The degree of authority a peer review carries then hinges on the strength
of the legitimacy perceptions held by varying shares of the larger social group.
Because an authority is widely recognised to be legitimate, it is seen to hold a specific
form of power (Cronin & Hurd, 2008a). Scholars are, however, in disagreement over how
precisely authority, legitimacy, and power are related. One strand conceives of authority
as the power of legitimacy to induce deference (Franck, 1990; Hurd, 2007). Actors comply
with an authority’s commands out of ‘an internal sense of moral obligation’ (Hurd, 1999,
p. 387); compliance becomes the right or appropriate thing to do19. In this reasoning,
compliance with an authority’s commands should be entirely voluntary (Hurd, 2007). If
coercive measures are needed to bring about change, authority no longer exists. In con‐
trast, a second strand in the literature asserts that authority can also exist if coercion is
used, as long as these coercive measures are perceived to be used legitimately (Friedman,
1990; Lake, 2010). It is not necessary that all actors recognise the legitimacy of an author‐
ity to the same extent, as long as there exists some agreement that a certain command—
and its enforcement in cases of noncompliance—is legitimate. Authority is here under‐
stood as the (perceived) legitimate use of power. Richard Friedman summarises this dis‐
tinction as follows:
Thus, the term ‘legitimate power’ sometimes serves to point to the operation of a
type of influence distinct from coercion, sometimes to the fact that it is precisely
coercive influence that is operating, though with the approval of at least some of
the people involved. (1990, p. 62)
This study is aligned with this second strand in the literature, which holds that authority
can be both the power of legitimacy and the legitimate use of power. For a peer review

18
This point relates to the distinction between sociological and normative studies on legitimacy, the latter of
which assesses the legitimacy of an actor or institution against external standards that are rooted in political
philosophy or democratic theory (Buchanan & Keohane, 2006; Zürn, 2004). Students of normative legitimacy
identify specific criteria and standards that international organisations or other global actors need to meet to
be legitimate and subsequently apply and test these criteria. Examples of such criteria are accountability, trans‐
parency, and inclusiveness. Sociological legitimacy, instead, is concerned with the extent to which these actors
and institutions are perceived to be legitimate (Gutterman, 2014; Keohane, 2006).
19
See March and Olsen (1998) for the distinction between a logic of appropriateness and a logic of conse‐
quences.
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to have bearing on its member states, it is not necessary that all the involved actors indi‐
vidually recognise the instrument’s legitimacy. More important is that the larger social
group acknowledges the peer review’s legitimacy and through words or deeds (e.g., by
exerting peer pressure or naming and shaming) seeks to change the course of recusant
states. As such, the peer review might still have influence over states, even if not all of
their delegates recognise the instrument’s legitimacy to the same extent. This inquiry,
however, is more cautious about Friedman’s claim that legitimacy perceptions amongst
‘at least some of the people involved’ would suffice for authority to exist. Rather, it pre‐
sumes that a higher threshold would have to be set as to the share of actors that need to
recognise a peer review’s legitimacy.

2.2.2 The two dimensions of peer review authority
The preceding subsection underlined three aspects that are relevant for studying the au‐
thority of peer reviews: (1) authority is relational, (2) authority is sociological, and (3)
authority can exist to different degrees. Following from these, this study employs a con‐
ception of authority offered by Bruce Cronin and Ian Hurd:
An institution acquires authority when its power is believed to be legitimate. Au‐
thority requires legitimacy and is therefore a product of the shared beliefs about
the appropriateness of the organisation’s proceduralism, mission and capabilities.
(2008a, p. 12)
In line with the earlier discussion, this inquiry conceives of authority as a mode of social
control that is rooted in the shared recognition of a peer review’s legitimacy. Legitimacy
perceptions constitute the first dimension of peer review authority. Authority, however,
not only manifests itself in beliefs, but also in deeds; it ‘exists when actors believe that
the structures embody legitimate power, and act in ways that reinforces [sic] it’ (Hurd,
2008, p. 26). This behavioural element comprises the second dimension of peer review
authority. Both dimensions are discussed in turn below.
As to the first dimension, this inquiry is interested in the extent to which legitimacy
perceptions exist and are shared in a social collective. More concretely, this implies that
the perceptions of the actors who are directly involved in a peer review are studied, such
as IO Secretariat members, national anticorruption experts who have acted as state dele‐
gates or evaluators, and diplomats. Based on the abovementioned definition by Cronin
and Hurd, this study is interested in their views on three aspects: (1) the appropriateness
of a peer review’s procedures and the correct application of these procedures (i.e., proce‐
duralism), (2) the appropriateness of a peer review’s purpose (i.e., mission), and (3) a peer
review’s ability to deliver meaningful outcomes (i.e., capabilities).
Returning to the discussion in the preceding subsection, this research ties in with work
on sociological legitimacy; an institution is legitimate if it is believed to be legitimate by
the relevant audiences (Keohane, 2006). Sociological and normative legitimacy may be
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concurrent if the relevant audiences’ individual understandings of what is appropriate
and legitimate coincide with those spelled out by normative or democratic theory. ‘Often,
however, legitimacy is contested, either because people hold different normative theo‐
ries of it or because they evaluate the facts differently’ (Keohane, 2006, p. 2). Therefore,
this study does not examine whether the actors involved in peer reviews perceive the
instrument to meet several predefined criteria, but rather probes the relevant actors’
subjective interpretation of the three subdimensions delineated above: the legitimacy of
a peer review’s proceduralism, mission, and capabilities.
Member state behaviour in the peer review constitutes the second dimension of peer
review authority. As outlined by Hurd, for authority to exist, the relevant audiences
should not only perceive the instrument as legitimate but also through their actions rein‐
force its authority. The question then becomes which concrete behaviour the involved
actors need to engage in to bolster a peer review’s authority. In answering this question,
this study considers the degree to which state actors comply with a peer review’s proce‐
dural requirements (i.e., its social norms), referred to in this study as second‐order com‐
pliance. By complying with a peer review’s procedures, state actors signal a commitment
to the peer review and (indirectly) communicate the expectation that other states do the
same. The aim of Chapter 4 is to identify the relevant social norms or behavioural expec‐
tations in a peer review that are seen to reinforce a peer review’s authority. One may
think of attendance rates, member state cooperation and timeliness in the peer review,
and their active participation in meetings, as types of ‘right’ and ‘appropriate’ behaviour
that reinforce the authority of a peer review.
Following from this discussion, authority hinges on two conditions: (1) the actors in‐
volved in a peer review perceive the instrument to be legitimate, and (2) these actors
behave in ways to uphold the authority of the instrument (i.e., show second‐order com‐
pliance). Both conditions need to be present for authority to exist. A peer review is not
authoritative, if actors acknowledge its legitimacy but do not intend to uphold its author‐
ity through their actions. At the same time, a peer review in which states comply with its
procedural requirements, but that is not collectively recognised to be legitimate, does
not hold authority either. Instead, other modes of social control, such as coercion or self‐
interest, might explain member state behaviour in the peer review (Hurd, 1999)20. As
mentioned before, this does not mean that all involved officials individually need to rec‐
ognise the legitimacy of the peer review (Blau, 1963; Friedman, 1990; Lake, 2010). Au‐
thority still exists if the wider social group recognises the peer review’s legitimacy and
through words or deeds expresses the expectation that the target complies with its com‐
mands or recommendations.
Matrix 2.1 visualises the relevance of the two dimensions of peer review authority:
legitimacy perceptions and second‐order compliance. The matrix shows four ideal types
20

In the case of anticorruption peer reviews, member state behaviour could then, for example, be explained in
relation to the threat of US sanctions under the FCPA (in the case of the WGB) or jeopardising EU membership
(in the case of the GRECO).
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of situations portraying an actor’s or institution’s authority, depending on the absence or
presence of legitimacy perceptions and second‐order compliance. It is, however, unlikely
that empirical cases fit perfectly into either one of these boxes; the matrix can therefore
be best maintained as an abstract pattern. Though both legitimacy perceptions and sec‐
ond‐order compliance need to be present for authority to exist, they can be so to differ‐
ent degrees. Legitimacy perceptions may be more strongly present, and more widely
shared, in some peer review contexts than in others. Likewise, some peer reviews may
have a stronger compliance pull than others, which manifests itself in higher levels of
second‐order compliance by the involved actors (Franck, 1990). Consequently, peer re‐
views may hold different degrees of authority, depending on the level of legitimacy per‐
ceptions (i.e., its perceived legitimacy) and second‐order compliance in a peer review.
Matrix 2.1: The two conditions for authority to exist
Legitimacy perceptions present?
Second‐order
compliance present?

Yes

No

Yes

Authority

Coercion/self‐interest

No

Legitimacy

2.2.3 Peer review authority and policy reform
The previous subsection lay out two dimensions of peer review authority: legitimacy per‐
ceptions (or the level of perceived legitimacy of a peer review) and second‐order compli‐
ance. The aim of this subsection is to substantiate the decisions that were made regarding
the second dimension, most importantly, the choice of second‐order compliance as op‐
posed to first‐order (or substantive) compliance. The latter denotes member states’ com‐
pliance with their formal obligations under an international convention or with the peer
review’s recommendations. In addition, this subsection sets out how peer review author‐
ity is presumed to relate to first‐order compliance.
Perhaps one of the most intuitive ways to study peer review authority is to look at
member state compliance with the anticorruption policy instruments under review or
with the peer review recommendations they received, that is, substantive compliance.
Substantive compliance is understood to signal that the respective actors recognise the
legitimacy of the recommendations issued by the peer review (and the international con‐
vention they pertain to), but also that other states are expected to do the same. Accord‐
ingly, it reinforces the authority of the peer reviews21.
Substantive compliance has been the subject of several studies on peer reviews (Arm‐
ingeon, 2004; López‐Santana, 2006; A. Tyler, 2011). This dissertation, however, deviates
21
A similar argument is made by Thomas Franck in relation to an actor’s obedience to a certain rule. ‘The degree
to which a rule is obeyed affects the degree to which it is cognizable as a valid obligation. Reciprocally, the
extent to which a rule is cognizable as a legitimate obligation affects the extent to which it is obeyed’ (1990,
p. 44).
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from an approach focusing on substantive compliance for three reasons. The first reason
is the comparative nature of the study and its ambition to pinpoint the relative degrees
of authority that three peer reviews maintain. If we are to assess the authority of peer
reviews by looking at substantive compliance levels, these peer reviews need to be (ap‐
proximately) equally demanding in terms of the recommendations they issue. If one peer
review sets higher expectations, or demands more far‐reaching policy reform than the
other peer reviews, inevitably, substantive compliance levels are lower in the former.
Clearly, this does not mean it also carries less authority22. The second reason is that stud‐
ies on substantive compliance are liable to several methodological caveats. Simply be‐
cause states change their policy in accordance with a peer review’s recommendations
does not mean that the peer review necessarily caused this reform. National administra‐
tions may change their anticorruption policies for reasons unrelated to the peer review.
Substantive compliance in this regard would be coincidental and lead to an overestima‐
tion of the authority a peer review holds. Conversely, states may in principle be willing to
implement reform (recognising the legitimacy of the peer review and its recommenda‐
tions), but be unable to do so. The literature on compliance with international law lays
out a variety of reasons why states are noncompliant, in this regard, such as capacity
constraints and unclear obligations (see: Chayes & Chayes, 1995; Chayes, Chayes, &
Mitchell, 1998; Koh, 1997). In addition, coalition dynamics, political conflict, and eco‐
nomic crises may thwart policy reform. Thorough process‐tracing would be needed to
find out if low levels of substantive compliance are due to lack of a peer review’s authority
or other confounding factors. The third reason not to look into substantive compliance is
the overlap in recommendations issued by different peer reviews and possibly also other
domestic and international anticorruption actors. It is extremely difficult to trace which
of these actors gave the decisive push for policy reform, if this can be attributed to a
single actor at all (Alasuutari, 2005). Accordingly, it is hard to pinpoint which of these
actors carried the authority to engender substantive compliance.
Substantive or first‐order compliance, thus, appears less suitable to the study of the
authority of peer reviews than second‐order compliance, the latter of which tends to be
less affected by the aforementioned methodological pitfalls. Second‐order compliance
typically is less demanding on states than first‐order compliance, hence reducing the in‐
fluence of confounding factors. Nevertheless, the choice of second‐order compliance ra‐
ther than substantive compliance, by no means implies that the question of substantive
compliance is irrelevant and should be put aside. All peer reviews are employed with the
aspiration to induce some reform in its participant states. How peer review authority re‐
lates to substantive compliance and policy reform in states is therefore a legitimate ques‐
tion.

22

One additional complication that is specific to the three case studies of this dissertation is that in one case
(the UNCAC peer review) implementation of review recommendations is not evaluated. The necessary data to
assess compliance levels are therefore unavailable.
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This dissertation conceives of authority as a necessary, though insufficient, condition
for a peer review to evoke policy reform in its member states (Conzelmann & Jongen,
2015). To elucidate this distinction, authority by itself is insufficient to trigger reform in
states and to engender substantive compliance. As shown before, many domestic and
international factors may hamper policy implementation; it would, for example, be overly
ambitious to expect a peer review to spur policy reform in countries plagued by (political)
conflict or economic crisis. At the same time, for soft‐governance instruments such as
peer reviews to induce policy reform, authority is a necessary condition23. The instrument
is devoid of sanctioning tools and, instead, seeks to engender effects through peer and
public pressure, policy learning, and socialisation processes. The ability of a peer review
to successfully carry out these functions and to induce its member states to obey is con‐
tingent on its authority.
The connection between some of the above peer review processes and authority is
more straightforward than others. Policy learning is one process through which peer re‐
views can engender reform in states. States might reorient their policies, based on new
insights presented in the evaluation reports, but also from their participation in the pro‐
cess itself (e.g., the experience of acting as an evaluator or through interactions with ex‐
perts during their own evaluations). It seems unlikely that, in the absence of peer review
authority, state actors would be willing to take advice from their peers and surrender
their own judgment on policy performance. The same goes for processes of peer and
public pressure used to motivate recusant states to change their course. States can hold
each other accountable for their policy performance by asking critical questions and crit‐
icising substandard practices, hereby, exerting pressure to induce reform. In principle,
one could argue that if such soft‐coercive tools are needed to engender policy reform,
the peer review as such does not hold authority (see the discussion in subsection 2.2.1);
compliance is not driven by the perception that it is the right or appropriate thing to do,
but by the threat of reputational harm. This study’s answer to such concerns is that in the
specific context of peer reviews, authority is crucial for such pressure to develop. As ex‐
plained earlier in this dissertation, peer reviews do not have a hierarchical oversight body
that exerts such pressure. Instead, pressure is exerted by the peers themselves, driven
by their belief that the peer review and its recommendations are legitimate and should
therefore be obeyed. The legitimacy perceptions of the larger social group, therefore,
appear crucial for these processes to take effect.

23

That is to say, authority is necessary for a peer review to have an independent influence on policy reform in
states. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, states might also implement change for reasons unrelated to the
peer review. National administrations, for example, may have had a pre‐existing intention to implement reform.
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2.3 EXPLAINING PEER REVIEW AUTHORITY
In addition to researching the authority peer reviews carry, this study sets out to explain
why certain peer reviews appear to be more authoritative than others. Identifying possi‐
ble factors that explain peer review authority is not an easy task. Existing studies provide
few concrete directions on avenues to explore, or draw upon a different conceptualisa‐
tion of authority. As indicated earlier, a wide body of literature conceptualises the au‐
thority in international organisations and institutions as de jure, delegated authority.
Liesbet Hooghe and Gary Marks (2015) found, in this regard, that international organisa‐
tions with a large membership have more delegation and pooling. Moreover, the scope
of the policy portfolio has a positive effect on states’ willingness to delegate, yet a nega‐
tive effect on pooling (Hooghe & Marks, 2015)24. The different conceptual grounds of
their study, however, clearly render such factors less relevant in the context of this study.
In fact, as will be shown in the next section, this study expects that a large membership,
which has been identified by Hooghe and Marks to have a positive effect on the legal
authority of IOs, may have a negative effect on peer review authority, understood as col‐
lectively internalised legitimacy perceptions and second‐order compliance.
The literature on social psychology, as well as the political science research inspired
by it, offer a better match with the concepts of authority and legitimacy employed in this
study. This scholarship points to the relevance of perceptions of procedural fairness lead‐
ing to institutional legitimacy and authority to develop, amongst others (Esaiasson, 2010;
Grimes, 2006; Linde, 2012; T. Tyler, 2001, 2006; T. Tyler & Lind, 1992)25. One fundamen‐
tal difference between these studies and this inquiry, however, are the conceptual
boundaries drawn between dependent and independent variables, between cause and
effect. Most of this research operationalises institutional legitimacy or authority as deci‐
sion acceptance (Esaiasson, 2010) trust and consent (Grimes, 2006), or system support
(Linde, 2012). Procedural fairness is thereby disconnected from institutional legitimacy
(the dependent variable) and treated as an independent variable, instead. This inquiry, in
contrast, does not separate the assessments of fair procedures and outcomes from peer
review authority. Procedural fairness is considered a subdimension of peer review au‐
thority, not an external factor influencing it.
The subsections below present a review of the literature on explanations for peer
review authority. This review is rather pragmatic; it draws upon insights from the institu‐
tionalist and socialisation literatures, as well as on studies on peer review. Based on this
literature review, three explanatory factors appear to be most promising in explaining
peer review authority: membership size and heterogeneity, the composition of delega‐
tions to a peer review, and the institutional design of peer reviews. Each of these factors
is discussed in turn below. It is of note that these are just search directions, potentially
24

Pooling is here understood as ‘joint decision making among the principals themselves’ (Hooghe & Marks,
2015, p. 307).
25
This relates to procedural fairness theory.
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relevant influences on peer review authority. On the most general level, this study for‐
mulates hypotheses about their relevance in explaining peer review authority, which are
probed in Chapter 6. Interviews are used to find out how these factors link to peer review
authority. In addition, as discussed more extensively in Chapters 3 and 6, the interviewed
officials are given ample opportunity to bring up alternative explanations for why, in their
view, a peer review bears authority. This is because it is quite likely that other factors,
commonly unidentified in the literature, affect peer review authority.

2.3.1 Membership size and heterogeneity
The first explanatory factor considered here is membership size and heterogeneity, which
is mostly informed by the socialisation literature as well as studies on peer reviews. Mem‐
bership size is one of the most fundamental characteristics of a peer review. It can be
global (mostly in the UN context), (sub)regional (such as the peer reviews organised by
the African Union, the OAS, the EU, and the Council of Europe), or defined by other cri‐
teria, such as level of economic development (e.g., the OECD). It seems likely that a peer
review’s membership size and heterogeneity have an effect on the practical functioning
of the instrument and, therefore, possibly also on its authority. However, how precisely
the two are linked remains undertheorised. As mentioned earlier, some studies conclude
that large membership is positively related to IO authority, yet draw upon fundamentally
different understandings of the authority concept (Hooghe & Marks, 2015; Koremenos,
Lipson, & Snidal, 2001)26. This study posits that membership size is a worthwhile factor
to explore but, contrary to studies on legal authority, expects that large membership size
has a negative effect on peer review authority.
The expectation that large membership size negatively affects peer review authority
is informed by the literatures on peer reviews and on socialisation in international organ‐
isations. The first body of literature underscores the importance of value‐sharing, like‐
mindedness, and mutual trust amongst the actors involved in a peer review (Pagani,
2002; Thygesen, 2008). According to Fabrizio Pagani, an OECD official involved in peer
review, like‐mindedness on the purpose of peer reviewing and assessment standards is
important to ‘prevent uncertainty or backtracking during the process’ (2002, p. 22). In
addition, mutual trust is crucial, as peer review might be a rather intrusive process; states
open their doors to colleagues from abroad, disclose (potentially sensitive) information,
and allow them to assess their performance (p. 22). For an individual to unquestioningly
give up private judgement and defer to an authority’s commands, some degree of trust
in the relationship seems necessary. This may relate to trust in other actors that proce‐
dures are followed correctly, that sensitive information is kept confidential, and that the
outcome report is the product of thorough research and deliberation.
26

It is of note that Koremenos and her coauthors do not use the term authority but speak of centralisation, a
concept rather similar to Hooghe and Mark’s understanding of delegation.
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It seems plausible that some peer review contexts are more conducive to developing
an atmosphere of like‐mindedness and trust than others. This is where the socialisation
literature comes in. This body of scholarship maintains that social interactions in interna‐
tional organisations can have reorienting effects on the identities and interests of the
officials involved (Checkel, 2001, 2007; A. Johnston, 2001). Through their participation in
a peer review, actors’ views may converge on what is legitimate behaviour and new
norms may be internalised27. This study expects such socialisation processes to be more
likely to take place in peer reviews with small memberships, consequently, fostering trust
and like‐mindedness amongst the actors involved in them. This is expected for two rea‐
sons. A peer review with a small membership, first of all, allows for more frequent and
intensive social interactions amongst state delegates. In addition to this, more time can
be devoted to the discussions on each individual country evaluation, which might make
these sessions more interactive. Second, small peer reviews are presumed to be more
homogeneous in terms of levels of economic development, political systems, and overlap
in international fora in which states participate and meet28. State actors might be more
inclined to learn and take policy advice from actors that they identify with or possibly
even look up to, and that they frequently interact with. As Iain Johnston states:
Empirically we know that the same information, even economic information, will
be interpreted differently depending on whether it comes from ‘people like us’
(the information is more authoritative and persuasive), or from a devalued ‘other
(2001, p. 491).
Finally, a peer review with a small membership is likely to comprise a more exclusive (or
even prestigious) club of states, which, in turn, is expected to foster socialisation pro‐
cesses. Perhaps one of the best examples in this regard is the OECD, which has been
termed an ‘identity‐defining international organisation’, exactly because it distinguishes
between insiders (democratic, economically developed, and liberal states that are OECD
members) and outsiders (nonmembers; Porter & Webb, 2007, p. 3). Actors that strongly
identify with the in‐group, or are aspiring members to it, might be more susceptible to
persuasion processes by their peers and inclined to act in line with collectively defined
standards of appropriate behaviour (Pawson, 2002; Porter & Webb, 2007; Risse & Sikkink,
1999). Peer review is considered one of the OECD’s main mechanisms for shaping states’
identities and inducing socialisation processes.
Based on these literatures, socialisation processes and the ensuing trust and like‐
mindedness amongst state delegates can be expected to be more likely to take shape in
a small and homogeneous peer review. Therefore, this study hypothesises that a small
27
As Ian Hurd would hold, a community of actors may develop who hold a common understanding of what is
legitimate (1999, p. 388). Research on the OMC, an EU peer review, indeed suggests that socialisation processes
in a peer review lead to norm internalisation by participant actors (Zeitlin, 2009).
28
There exists for instance quite a large overlap in membership of the Council of Europe and the EU.
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and homogeneous peer review is more likely to hold authority than a large and hetero‐
geneous one.

2.3.2 The composition of delegations to the peer review
The previous subsection hypothesised that small membership size has a positive impact
on peer review authority. More intensive and regular interactions are assumed to foster
trust and a convergence of views amongst the actors involved in a peer review. In addition
to these institutional opportunities for socialisation processes, it seems plausible that the
formation of such a community depends on the types of actors that are involved. This will
be further explained below.
Empirically, we may distinguish between peer reviews that primarily involve substan‐
tive experts (i.e., experts on the topic of anticorruption) and peer reviews that bring in a
combination of substantive experts and permanent delegates to the international organ‐
isations that host the peer review. Substantive experts are usually prosecutors, judges,
police officers, and bureaucrats who are sent from the capitals to act as delegates to the
plenary sessions or to carry out the evaluation exercise. The permanent delegates, mostly
diplomats, bring in knowledge about the instrument of peer review, the procedures re‐
lated to it, as well as international negotiations. Though all reviews are usually carried out
by experts on substance, the share of diplomats attending plenary sessions is comparably
higher in the UN peer reviews than in the OECD, the EU, or the Council of Europe. This
study expects that the type of actors found in member state delegations has an impact
on peer review authority. More specifically, the presence of diplomats at peer review
meetings or plenary sessions is assumed to have a negative effect on peer review author‐
ity for two reasons.
First, peer reviews that involve diplomats at some stage in the process are expected
to be more politicised than peer reviews that exclusively rely on substantive experts. Po‐
liticisation is conceived here as political considerations unrelated to the policy issue under
review (in this case anticorruption) permeating the peer review exercise (Carraro,
2017)29. The phenomenon is frequently discussed in relation to the protection and pur‐
suit of state interests, political bias, and unequal treatment (Donnelly, 1981; Freedman,
2011; Lyons, Baldwin, & McNemar, 1977), which can be expected to have negative effects
on (what is supposed to be) a technical and objective peer review. This study expects that
diplomats are generally seen to be more concerned with protecting state interests than
substantive experts, thus making the peer review a more politicised exercise. Substantive
expertise, in contrast, might invoke the impression of ‘depoliticisation’ and ‘objective’
knowledge, and as such be a potential source of peer review authority (Barnett & Finne‐
more, 2004, p. 24). Second, peer reviews that mainly consist of delegations of experts on
29
Other studies follow a completely different understanding of politicisation, as growing public awareness or
public debate about an issue in the political sphere (Rixen & Zangl, 2013; Zürn, Binder, & Ecker‐Ehrhardt, 2012).
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substance constitute a more homogenous group of actors. As mentioned before, homo‐
geneity of the involved actors might be conducive to socialisation processes. This might
relate to the type of states involved (i.e., homogeneity in terms of economic and political
systems and culture), but also to the type of delegates sent (homogeneity in professional
background). This ties in with the work of Peter Haas on ‘epistemic communities’, net‐
works of professionals that hold a common set of norms, values, and beliefs, even though
they may come from different backgrounds or disciplines (1992, p. 3). The likelihood of
views converging is expected to be higher amongst actors from a similar professional
background30. Like the previous argument, the presence or involvement of diplomats
would then have a negative effect on peer review authority, since it increases the heter‐
ogeneity of the involved actors. Following from this discussion, this research hypothesises
that the larger the share of diplomats who are involved in the peer review, the less au‐
thority this instrument holds.

2.3.3 Institutional design
The final factor that is worth consideration is institutional design. Peer reviews exist in
many different forms (Bocquet, 2008; Conzelmann, 2013; Thygesen, 2008). Once it has
been decided that peer review will be utilised as a monitoring instrument, decision mak‐
ers face many questions. Should the mechanism be consensus‐based or will the state
under review not have a say over the final evaluation report? How transparent and inclu‐
sive should the mechanism be toward civil society organisations and other stakeholders?
And which sources of information may be consulted for the evaluation exercise? It can
be observed empirically that decision makers negotiate, or even fight, over institutional
design because these decisions have consequences (Koremenos et al., 2001). The Ra‐
tional Design Project, for instance, emphasises the scope of issues covered, centralisa‐
tion, control, and the flexibility of arrangements as key institutional design features (Ko‐
remenos et al., 2001). Others point to the importance of transparency as an important
institutional design feature (Dai, 2002; Mitchell, 1998, 2011), which may have an effect
on peer review authority. In line with institutionalist scholarship, this study therefore ex‐
pects that institutional design also matters for peer review authority. However, how in‐
stitutional design matters precisely—and which institutional features matter—remains
yet unknown.
Considerable ambiguity surrounds the legitimising role of several institutional design
choices, transparency being a good example (Carraro & Jongen, 2015; De Fine Licht, Nau‐
rin, Esaiasson, & Gilljam, 2014; Hood, 2007, 2010; Mitchell, 2011; Stasavage, 2004). One
30
In fact, Kenneth Abbot and Duncan Snidal describe the prosecutors in the WGB as ‘a nascent epistemic
community’ (2002, p. 166). In addition, Martin Marcussen posits that ‘by providing national civil servants with
some breathing space in Paris, in the form of truly unconstrained and balanced technical discussions between
experts, the OECD could create the right conditions for deliberation, socialization, and norm‐internalization’
(2004, p. 92).
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could argue that transparency strengthens peer review authority by providing infor‐
mation on the behaviour and performance of other states, which can then be held ac‐
countable for their actions. At the same time, arguments can be put forward that trans‐
parency weakens peer review authority when secrecy in international negotiations is
deemed crucial to stimulate a free and frank exchange of views and to encourage states
to be forthcoming in providing information. In addition, irrespective of what a specific
institutional design feature is seen to do (e.g., to provide information about other states’
performance or to encourage open dialogue), it can also inform legitimacy perceptions
as a procedural value in itself. Based on intuition, to many individuals transparent gov‐
ernance is legitimate governance (De Fine Licht et al., 2014, p. 115), hence, a transparent
peer review would then carry more authority than an opaque peer review.
The case of transparency shows that specific institutional design choices can affect
peer review authority in different ways. Transparency certainly is not the only ambiguous
feature in this regard. Similar arguments can be made about the degree of obligation of a
peer review, by which this study means the discretionary leeway states enjoy over their
own evaluation exercise. Higher degrees of obligation make it harder for the reviewed
state to unduly influence their own evaluation report and thus may enhance the perceived
credibility and authority of the mechanism. At the same time, higher degrees of obligation
also reduce ownership of the report and might invoke perceptions of moral and cultural
imperialism. This would then negatively affect peer review authority.
Considering these ambiguities, this research starts from the assumption that the de‐
sign of a peer review might follow different, or possibly even conflicting, rationales. The
influence of institutional design on peer review authority would then be context‐depend‐
ent; what is perceived to work well in one context might generate adverse effects in other
contexts. This study therefore does not formulate hypotheses about the possible rela‐
tionship between specific institutional design features and peer review authority. Instead,
which specific institutional design features influence peer review authority and how they
do so are treated as empirical questions, explored through an inductive research design.

2.4 CONCLUSION
This chapter presented the theoretical underpinnings of each step in the research pro‐
ject. Section 2.2 addressed the following research question: How can peer review author‐
ity be conceptualised? It showed that many different understandings of authority exist,
but that peer review authority is best conceived as a social relation. In this understanding,
authority does not inhere in the legal competences of a peer review, but instead is rooted
in a collective belief in its legitimacy. Empirically, a peer review’s authority manifests itself
in two ways: (1) the peer review is perceived to be legitimate, and (2) actors comply with
a peer review’s social norms (second‐order compliance).
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Having clarified the concept of peer review authority, the remainder of this chapter
reviewed the existing literature to identify factors that potentially explain it. It arrived at
three explanatory factors: membership size and composition, the composition of delega‐
tions to a peer review, and institutional design. Initial expectations about two of these
factors—notably membership size and composition, and the composition of delega‐
tions—could be formulated as to how these factors affect peer review authority. Large
membership size is hypothesised to negatively affect a peer review’s authority. The same
goes for member state delegations that largely comprise diplomats. No hypotheses were
formulated about institutional design, as the literature is inconclusive about its relation‐
ship to authority.
It is important to note that these three explanatory factors (and their corresponding
hypotheses) mostly function as search directions. They are not firmly rooted in the liter‐
ature on authority, which makes it quite likely that they affect peer reviews in different
ways than initially expected, if they do so in the first place. Likewise, it seems plausible
that other factors commonly unidentified in the literature affect peer review authority.
For these reasons, Chapter 6 combines inductive and deductive research strategies. It
takes into account the three exploratory factors spelled out in the literature, and probes
their relevance, but at the same time keeps an open mind to other factors that might
affect peer review authority.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter set out the theoretical foundations for each of this dissertation’s
three research questions.
1) How can authority be conceptualised and measured?
2) How much authority do different peer reviews in the field of anticorruption
hold?
3) How can differences in the authority of peer reviews in the field of anticorrup‐
tion be explained?
It showed that different concepts are needed to answer each of these questions. This
chapter is concerned with the methodological underpinnings of the three research ques‐
tions. It purports to shed light on the methods that are necessary to operationalise the
concept of peer review authority into a concrete measurement (RQ1), to apply this meas‐
urement of peer review authority to three case studies (RQ2), and to account for differ‐
ences in peer review authority amongst the three case studies (RQ3). This chapter shows
that either a qualitative or quantitative approach alone is inadequate to answer these
questions. Different methods, and at times a combination of several, are necessary,
which is why this study opts for a mixed‐methods research design. As shown later in this
study, the first research question will be answered by using qualitative data: interviews.
Interviews are particularly useful to develop measures of peer review authority and for
exploratory purposes. To answer the second and third questions, this study makes use of
a combination of quantitative data (from an online survey) and qualitative data (inter‐
views and online documents).
Mixed‐methods approaches present one important advantage over employing either
qualitative or quantitative methods for data collection and analysis. By building upon
both, multi‐method studies combine ‘the best of two worlds’. The strength of one re‐
search method is the other’s weakness, and vice versa31. However, clear disadvantages
are that they are more time‐consuming, more costly, and require the researcher’s famil‐
iarity with both qualitative and quantitative methods (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Ted‐
dlie & Tashakkori, 2011). Moreover, the pragmatism inherent to mixed‐methods studies,
particularly in terms of their methodological eclecticism, has drawn criticism from those
who advocate a more clear‐cut distinction between interpretivist and positivist para‐
digms. In spite of this criticism, Kenneth Howe’s (1988) suggestion to treat pragmatism

31

For instance, the researcher’s own interpretation of data is more restricted in large‐N studies, such as surveys.
This leads to a more objective assessment of respondents’ views and facilitates the generalisability of results. It
comes at the cost, however, of little insight into causal mechanisms. Semi‐structured expert interviews offset
this limitation by providing in‐depth subjective knowledge that can be used to interpret the survey findings.
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as an additional paradigm has received growing support from other scholars in the field
(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2011)32.
This study, in line with the position held by many mixed‐methods researchers, priori‐
tises answering the research question over adhering to the (forced) distinction between
different research paradigms and what are traditionally understood to be their corre‐
sponding research methods. The three research questions stand central in the research
project and determine the direction the study takes. In the subsequent sections, this
chapter first gives a brief overview of the different methods that are used to answer each
of this dissertation’s research questions. These consist of semi‐structured interviews, an
online survey, and an analysis of online documents. Second, the technical details of each
of these methods are discussed. Third, this chapter concludes with a discussion of the
comparative case study method and introduces the three case studies: the OECD WGB,
the GRECO, and the UNCAC peer review.

3.2 THE METHODS EMPLOYED TO ANSWER THE THREE RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
Chapter 1 showed that the three research questions logically build on one another. To
answer the question of how much authority anticorruption peer reviews hold (RQ2) and
how differences in peer review authority can be explained (RQ3), it is necessary that the
question of how peer review authority can be conceptualised and measured (RQ1) has
been satisfactorily addressed. This led to the choice of a sequential mixed‐methods de‐
sign, which means that different research methods are used at two chronological stages
of the study. More specifically, the study has opted for an exploratory sequential mixed
methods design, which consists of two phases. In the first phase, exploratory interviews
are conducted with 15 involved officials to develop measures for the two dimensions of
peer review authority (legitimacy perceptions and second‐order compliance) delineated
in Chapter 2. It thereby addresses the first research question. In the second phase, the
findings of the exploratory study are applied to a much larger number of involved officials
to assess their generalisability (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). The main purpose of this
phase is to address the second and third research questions: to establish the comparative
degrees of authority the peer reviews hold, and to probe possible explanations for differ‐
ences in peer review authority. To these ends, both quantitative methods (the online
survey) and qualitative methods (interviews) are employed33. The subsections below
briefly introduce the two methods for data collection (interviews and the online survey)
and the three types of data sources that are used in the analyses (interview data, survey
32

For an overview of the basic tenets of pragmatism see: Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004, p.18).
This is a convergent parallel design, which means that quantitative data (the survey responses) and qualitative
data (interview data and online documents) are collected simultaneously, but analysed separately (Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2011).
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data, and online documents). Table 3.1 summarises which methods for data collection
are used to answer the three research questions.
Table 3.1: The methods for data collection to answer the three research questions
Purpose

Methods

Research question 1

Develop measures of peer review authority

Exploratory interviews

Research question 2

Apply the measures of peer review authority

Online survey + interviews

Research question 3

Explain peer review authority

Interviews + online survey

3.2.1 Research question 1: How can authority be conceptualised and measured?
Chapter 2 set out two dimensions of peer review authority: legitimacy perceptions and
second‐order compliance. What is still lacking are concrete measures of each. The pro‐
fuse literature in IR on the authority concept (see Chapter 2) stands in sharp contrast to
the number of studies on its existence. Apart from studies on the de jure authority and
autonomy of international institutions (Bauer & Ege, 2016; Hooghe & Marks, 2015), em‐
pirical studies on authority are scant. Noteworthy exceptions are a research project on
the expert authority of international public administrations carried out by Andrea Liese
and Per‐Olof Busch (2017). Considering the paucity in empirical studies upon which to
draw, and the lack of operationalisation of the concept, the first phase of this study con‐
sists of 15 exploratory interviews with officials who are directly involved in the peer re‐
views. The purpose of these exploratory interviews is to develop measures of peer review
authority, thereby answering one aspect of the first research question: how can peer re‐
view authority be conceptualised and measured?34
As will be explained in further detail in subsection 3.4.1, this study is primarily inter‐
ested in the perceptions of officials who are directly involved in the peer reviews, such as
IO Secretariat members, national anticorruption experts, and diplomats. The views of ac‐
tors who are external to the peer review, but nevertheless affected by its outcomes, lie
outside this study’s scope.

3.2.2 Research question 2: How much authority do different peer reviews in the
field of anticorruption hold?
In the second phase of this exploratory sequential design, the measures of peer review
authority developed in the first phase are applied to the anticorruption peer reviews. The
study hereby purports to answer the second research question: how much authority do
different anticorruption peer reviews hold? This phase in the study brings together three
different data sources. The first is the quantitative data retrieved through the online sur‐

34

The conceptualisation of peer review authority was discussed in Chapter 2.
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vey, which are analysed to measure the level of legitimacy perceptions (the first dimen‐
sion of peer review authority). Second, online documents are used to examine second‐
order compliance (the second dimension of peer review authority). Third, interviews are
analysed to contextualise and to elicit meaning from the findings on both dimensions of
peer review authority. It is important to note that these interviews are not the same as
the 15 exploratory interviews35. Sections 3.3‐3.5 expound on each of the data sources
and discuss the methods for data collection and analysis.

3.2.3 Research question 3: How can differences in the authority of peer reviews
in the field of anticorruption be explained?
Chapter 2 set forth three hypotheses about factors that are likely to explain variation in
peer review authority: membership size and heterogeneity, the composition of delega‐
tions sent to the peer reviews, and a peer review’s institutional design. The set‐up of the
online survey, as outlined below, squares well with the aim of collecting quantitative data
on several components of these independent variables, such a mutual trust and like‐
mindedness. However, as to the other independent variables, its often quite unclear how
these independent variables would link to the dependent variable of peer review author‐
ity. Moreover, it is quite likely that there are factors that influence peer review authority
other than those commonly identified in the literature. Interviews form the main method
to probe the relevance of the three independent variables that were informed by the
literature as well as to identify other explanations for differences in peer review authority.
The study thereby paves the way for future studies that may apply and test the identified
factors more systematically and across a larger number of case studies.

3.3 INTERVIEWS
The first method of data collection is semi‐structured interviews, which play a prominent
role in answering all three research questions. First, 15 semi‐structured exploratory in‐
terviews were aimed at the development of measures of peer review authority (RQ1).
They sought to determine which are the most pertinent questions to ask in order to probe
the level of legitimacy perceptions, and which member state behaviour is indicative of
peer review authority. Second, the 30 main interviews were used to apply these
measures (RQ2). They served to solicit information on the level of legitimacy perceptions
and second‐order compliance and as such helped to contextualise the findings of the
other two data sources (the survey and online documents). Third, interviews helped to
test the relevance of several factors that influence peer review authority, identified in the
35
In a few instances, Chapter 5 refers to the findings of the exploratory interviews. These cases are specifically
indicated.
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literature, as well as to probe possible other explanations for differences in peer review
authority (RQ3).
Various motivations underlie the choice of interviews as a method for data collection.
First, as discussed in Chapter 2, this study draws upon a relational conceptualisation of
peer review authority; authority exists to the extent that it is believed to exist. Interviews
and, as discussed later, a survey are two methods for data collection that are particularly
suitable for studying personal beliefs about a peer review. Published data, such as meet‐
ing and country reports, though extremely useful, give little insight into the views of the
involved actors toward the three peer reviews. Second, because of the novelty of the
research topic, little is known about the factors that influence peer review authority. In‐
terview data are crucial in this regard; they help provide insight into why some actors
perceive a peer review to be more or less legitimate and why states behave differently in
these instruments. Third, interviews provide in‐depth and detailed insight into the topic
under study. They shed light on the political dynamics in the meeting rooms, which take
place in a closed setting, and the informal rules of procedure in the peer review process.
This information cannot be retrieved through alternative methods of data collection.
Interviews, however, also carry several disadvantages that might affect the validity of
the findings. Interviewees may for instance give socially desirable answers, leave out cer‐
tain details—either intentionally or because of gaps in their memory—and exaggerate
others (Weiss, 1995). Moreover, the interpretation of interview data is done by the re‐
searcher herself and, thus, is rather subjective. Several of these disadvantages can be
limited by ensuring the confidentiality of respondents and by establishing a relationship
of trust with the interviewee. A professional attitude and openness about the information
that is used may help in this regard, for instance, by sharing interview transcripts with the
interviewed officials. Additionally, the validity of an interviewee’s account of a given sit‐
uation can at times be verified by asking other officials to report on the same situation.
Finally, the subjectivity of data analysis can be offset by employing a large‐N study, such
as this dissertation’s online survey.

3.3.1 Selecting interviewees
This study is primarily interested in the internal legitimacy of peer reviews. This means
that the focus of the study is on the legitimacy perceptions of individuals who are directly
involved in the peer reviews (IO Secretariat members, reviewers and delegates), as op‐
posed to external actors to the process, such as NGOs, corporations, or the broader pub‐
lic. One advantage of this focus is that the individuals who are studied are sufficiently
involved in, and therefore adequately informed about, the peer reviews. Furthermore, as
will also become clear from the discussion of the survey’s sampling frame in subsection
3.4.3, practical limitations preclude an analysis of all actors that are potentially affected
by the peer review and its outcomes. One disadvantage, however, is that the focus of the
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project lies exclusively on the internal legitimacy of peer reviews36. The external legiti‐
macy of the instrument, meaning the legitimacy perceptions held by actors who are not
directly involved in the peer review but who are nevertheless affected by its outcomes
(such as NGOs, the private sector or the public), is not subject to scrutiny. This choice
constitutes one of this study’s limitations, all of which are further reflected upon in Chap‐
ter 7 of this dissertation.
The interviews that were conducted are a sample of all the actors who are directly
involved in the peer reviews: IO Secretariat members, national anticorruption experts,
and, for the UNCAC peer review, also diplomats37. Sampling is mainly discussed in the
context of quantitative studies, however, its importance is also underscored for qualita‐
tive research projects (Goldstein, 2002; Weiss, 1995). The aim is to select a sample of
officials to interview that is representative of the total population. Although the literature
gives no direction on the selection criteria that need to be applied to arrive at a repre‐
sentative sample of interviewees, it seems reasonable to expect that two factors affect
the involved officials’ experiences with, and therefore potentially their perceptions of,
the peer reviews. These are the officials’ professional affiliation (i.e., IO Secretariat mem‐
bers, national anticorruption experts, and for the case of the UNCAC peer review, also
diplomats) and their regional background, according to the UN classification of regional
groups38. The five regional groups are: the Western European and Others Group (WEOG),
the Eastern European Group (EEG), the Group of Latin American and Caribbean Countries
(GRULAC), the African group of states, and the Asian group of states. Both the criteria of
professional affiliation and regional background are applied in the selection process of
officials to interview.
Member state officials were selected randomly and independently of each other. The
use of nonprobability sampling, such as snowball sampling, is purposely limited to avoid
a possible selection bias (Atkinson & Flint, 2001). This is mainly because officials may give
the contact details of colleagues from countries that they work with most closely and are
therefore more likely to hold similar views to, which would negatively affect the general‐
isability of the interview findings (ibid.). Snowball sampling, however, may also present
several advantages. This sampling strategy can be particularly useful for finding interview‐
ees when a certain level of trust is necessary to consent to an interview or for hidden or
hard to reach populations (Atkinson & Flint, 2001; Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981). The latter
is the case for the IO Secretariat members of two of this dissertation’s case studies, the
OECD and the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), whose names are not made pub‐
licly available. Snowball sampling turned out to be crucial to gain access to these officials.

36
For a discussion of internal and external legitimacy see, for instance, Israel Drori and Benson Honig (2013)
and Joseph Weiler(2010).
37
Further information on sampling is discussed in sub‐section 3.4.1 in relation to the online survey.
38
UN regional groupings: http://www.un.org/depts/DGACM/RegionalGroups.shtml. Accessed March 23, 2017.
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In the case of the OECD, snowball sampling was complemented with an advertisement
for volunteers39.

3.3.2 Contacting interviewees
After having selected—or sampled—the officials for an interview, the next step is to con‐
tact them. Most of the sampled officials were first contacted by email with a request for
an interview. This email was accompanied by a one‐page leaflet, which outlined the pur‐
pose of the study and the setup of the larger research project. If the selected officials did
not respond to this email, they were contacted by phone. In addition, several officials
involved in the GRECO and the UNCAC peer review were approached for an interview on
the spot, whilst attending a side‐event to the 68th session of the GRECO Plenary (Stras‐
bourg, June 2015) and the resumed fifth session and the sixth session of the UNCAC Im‐
plementation Review Group (Vienna, October 2014 and June 2015, respectively).
Systematic error may occur if the sampled officials refuse to be interviewed or cannot
be contacted (Goldstein, 2002). The first was the case for several diplomats involved in the
UNCAC peer review, who appeared not to have permission to give an interview. In addi‐
tion, the contact information of several sampled officials could not be retrieved or officials
were nonresponsive, despite repeated efforts to establish contact. Their exclusion from
the study could be problematic if these officials hold different views toward the peer re‐
views than officials who participated in the study. Although the possibility cannot be ex‐
cluded that this is indeed the case (there is no way to check the views of officials who
refuse to share them), there are also no indications of systematic error in this regard. Of‐
ficials who declined a request for an interview were substituted for officials with compa‐
rable characteristics in terms of professional and regional background.

3.3.3 Conducting interviews
From December 2013 to October 2015, 45 semi‐structured interviews were conducted,
15 of which were of an exploratory nature40. As will be explained in subsection 3.3.5, the
exploratory interviews were aimed at the development of measures of peer review au‐
thority. In the main interviews, these measures were then applied.
Nine interviews were held with staff members of the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC), which is the UN office responsible for the UNCAC peer review, the
Council of Europe, and the OECD. In addition, 29 interviews were held with national an‐
ticorruption experts who were directly involved in the peer reviews, either as reviewers,
member state delegates, or national coordinators. Seven interviews were conducted with
39
See: Robert Weiss (1995). A request for an interview was distributed electronically by a staff member of the
OECD Anti‐Corruption Division on behalf of the researcher, which resulted in one positive response for an in‐
terview.
40
One official was interviewed twice.
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diplomats based in Vienna who have attended the UNCAC peer review’s plenary sessions
as state delegates. Since it is not uncommon that national anticorruption experts are in‐
volved in, or act as delegates to, two, sometimes even three, anticorruption peer reviews,
questions were asked about their perceptions toward all peer‐review mechanisms in
which they were or had been involved. In total, the interviews resulted in 19 observations
on the GRECO, 12 observations on the WGB, and 23 observations on the UNCAC peer
review. An overview of all interviews can be found in Appendix 1. Most interviews took
place in Vienna (UNCAC), Strasbourg (GRECO), Paris (OECD), and in the national capitals
of several interviewed officials. In nine cases, interviews were conducted over the phone
or Skype, and in one instance the interviewed official provided responses in written form.
The interviews lasted on average 30–90 minutes, most of which could be audio recorded
and were subsequently transcribed. In a few instances, handwritten notes were taken
during the interviews.

3.3.4 Interviews and the three research questions
Interviews play a crucial role in answering the three research questions. The sections be‐
low discuss their purpose in each of them.
Interviews and research question 1: How can the authority of a peer review be
conceptualised and measured?
As mentioned before, the first research question of this thesis pertains to the conceptu‐
alisation and measurement of peer review authority. Chapter 2 delineated two dimen‐
sions of peer review authority: legitimacy perceptions and second‐order compliance. The
question of how to measure peer review authority remains yet unanswered. Cronin and
Hurd (2008a) provide some direction on this matter. They lay out three elements of le‐
gitimacy perceptions: perceptions of the appropriateness of the proceduralism, mission,
and capabilities of an actor or institution. More concretely, this concerns perceptions of
peer review as a procedurally legitimate and fair instrument (proceduralism), as an ap‐
propriate instrument to monitor states’ anticorruption performance (mission), and as an
instrument that can produce meaningful outcomes (capabilities).
Though extremely helpful from a conceptual point of view, these three elements are
still too abstract and intangible for empirical application. For instance, what does proce‐
dural fairness mean in the concrete case of a peer review? Furthermore, are fairness
standards universally valid across peer reviews, or do they depend on context? Measures
of second‐order compliance are equally lacking. Fifteen exploratory interviews are there‐
fore conducted with the aim of advancing both dimensions of peer review authority and
developing concrete measures for each. The analyses of these interviews do not just focus
on whether the interviewed officials perceive the peer review to be appropriate, proce‐
durally fair, and able to deliver meaningful outcomes, but more so on identifying the in‐
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volved actors’ subjective understandings of these concepts. Thus, the analyses of the ex‐
ploratory interviews centre on the interviewer’s specific interpretation of ‘appropriate‐
ness’, ‘fairness’, and ‘meaningful outcomes’ in the contexts of the three peer reviews. Fur‐
thermore, the officials are asked whether they believe that some member states take their
participation in the peer review more seriously than others and, if so, how this shows in
terms of concrete behaviour. All their responses to these questions are classified into dif‐
ferent types of second‐order compliance. Ultimately, three types of behaviour were se‐
lected as measures of second‐order compliance: (1) member state attendance at plenary
sessions, (2) member state voluntary publication of their country reports, and (3) member
state timeliness and responsiveness in the peer reviews. How and why these three
measures were selected is further discussed in Chapter 4.
Interviews and research question 2: How much authority do different peer reviews in the
field of anticorruption hold?
To answer the second research question, the measures that were developed based on
the exploratory interviews are applied to three case studies: the WGB, the GRECO, and
the UNCAC peer review. The study mainly builds on two data sources: data from the
online survey (to assess legitimacy perceptions) and online documents (to study second‐
order compliance).
Interviews play a secondary role when it comes to the examination of legitimacy per‐
ceptions; they serve to contextualise the survey findings and to elicit meaning from them.
By asking comparable questions to those asked in the online survey, interviews facilitate
understanding of the dynamics in meetings, the personal discomfort some officials expe‐
rience, and the considerations that play a role in the implementation of policy reform,
amongst other things. The interviews were analysed accordingly, for instance, how does
the interviewed official describe an appropriate peer review? As to the assessment of
member state behaviour in the peer review (second‐order compliance), interviews
played an important role. As this chapter will show, the public availability of online docu‐
ments, as well as the information presented in them, differs significantly amongst the
three case studies. Interviews, to a certain extent, may compensate for the lack of com‐
parable data. In these interviews, officials were asked to report on member states’ be‐
haviour in these peer reviews.
Interviews and research question 3: How can differences in the authority of peer reviews
in the field of anticorruption be explained?
As indicated in subsection 3.2.3, interviews play a crucial role in answering the third re‐
search question. Qualitative data, such as interviews, are particularly suitable for explor‐
atory purposes. The literature identifies three main factors (membership size and heter‐
ogeneity, the composition of delegations, and institutional design) that are likely to influ‐
ence peer review authority. However, how and through which causal mechanisms the
influence of these factors is applied remains still unknown. Furthermore, it is quite likely
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that there are other factors that affect peer review authority, which have not been sin‐
gled out in the literature yet. Interviews lend themselves well to the identification of
these factors. The officials who are involved in the peer reviews are asked directly why
they do or not perceive a peer review to be procedurally fair, to pursue appropriate ob‐
jectives, and to deliver meaningful outcomes. In the analyses of the interview data, all
the answers given in response to these questions are classified into different explanatory
factors: the three factors from the literature (membership size and heterogeneity, the
type of delegates, and institutional design) as well as the new, inductively derived factors
that were not identified in the literature. The main aim of these qualitative analyses is to
identify which factors are affect peer review authority and how. Considering the relatively
small number of interviews, the study does not make any claims about the relative im‐
portance or share of each factor in explaining peer review authority.

3.4 THE ONLINE SURVEY
The second method for data collection used in this study is an online survey. The data
collected through this method are key to answering the second research question. Its
main strength is that the measures of legitimacy perceptions, which thus far have been
based on a limited number of interviewed officials, can be applied to a much larger num‐
ber of respondents who are involved in the peer reviews. This helps to establish the com‐
parative degrees of authority the three peer reviews hold (RQ2). In addition, the rele‐
vance of several factors (notably, mutual trust and like‐mindedness) that are related to
the three explanatory factors (membership size and heterogeneity, the composition of
delegations, and institutional design) can be probed (RQ3).

3.4.1 The sampling frame
This study is primarily interested in the internal legitimacy of peer reviews. Thus, the tar‐
get population consists of similar actors as those chosen for the interviews, more con‐
cretely, all relevant officials who have been directly involved in the peer reviews during
the time frame January 2014–June 2015 and whose email address could be retrieved. The
relevant officials include national anticorruption experts, IO Secretariat members, and for
the UNCAC peer review, also diplomats. How these officials were precisely identified for
each case is discussed below.
The addition ‘whose email address could be retrieved’ already suggests that the sam‐
pling frame is not equal to the total population, but rather to the total accessible popula‐
tion. Extensive efforts were made to contact all involved officials and email addresses
were collected in the following ways:
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1) Through an internet search.
2) Through snowballing, meaning that the contact details of officials were given by
other state delegates.
3) Through contacting national and international institutions, including embassies.
4) Through attendance at the 68th session of the GRECO Plenary (Strasbourg, June
2015) and the resumed fifth session and the sixth session of the UNCAC Imple‐
mentation Review Group (Vienna, October 2014 and June 2015, respectively).
Despite these efforts, in each case study several officials could not be included in the
study. The sections below therefore discuss the sampling frame and coverage rate for
each case study.
The sampling frame of the OECD WGB
During the chosen timeframe, ten members of the OECD Anti‐Corruption Division, one
chairman of the Working Group, and 183 national experts who acted as delegates to the
WGB meetings or as focal points for the country reviews were involved in the WGB. Of
these 194 officials, 192 could be contacted, which implies a coverage rate of 98,9%41. The
high coverage can be explained by the availability of an overview of the involved officials
in the WGB in 2015.
The sampling frame of the GRECO
The GRECO makes publicly available the names of all attendants at its plenary sessions.
Next to the eight Council of Europe Secretariat members who were involved in the peer
reviews, 202 national anticorruption experts were involved during the chosen timeframe.
Of these 210 officials, the email addresses of 161 officials could be retrieved. The sample
thus has a coverage rate of 76%.
The sampling frame of the UNCAC peer review
The UNCAC peer review represents a more complex case. Contrary to the other two case
studies, this peer review actively involves three types of actors: IO Secretariat members,
national anticorruption experts, and diplomats. Considering their active involvement in
the peer review, mostly during plenary sessions, diplomats were included in this study.
The main reason for this is that for a considerable number of countries, diplomats are the
only representatives to attend these sessions. The sheer size of this peer review makes it
practically unfeasible to identify all the involved actors during the chosen timeframe. The
project therefore aims to include the 27 UNODC Secretariat members, as well as one
national expert for each member state, and one diplomat for each member state that has
diplomatic representation in Vienna. Out of 170 member states, 98 national experts could
be included in the sample42. Out of 109 states with diplomatic representation in Vienna,
41

Two email addresses of member state delegates were incorrect.
At the time of distributing the survey, the UNCAC peer review had 176 States Parties. Six of these never
submitted a list with governmental experts or sent a delegate to the plenary sessions.
42
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80 diplomats could be contacted. The total coverage rate of this study, which also in‐
cludes the Secretariat members, therefore amounts to 67%. The selection models of na‐
tional experts and diplomats are included in Appendices 2 and 3.
The total sample size
Adding up the sampled officials for all three cases brings the total sample size to 558
officials. Considering that several officials were sampled for more than one peer review,
532 distinct individuals were contacted. If respondents filled out the survey for two peer
reviews, their responses regarding each peer review were included in the study as sepa‐
rate entries43. Table 3.2 presents an overview of the number of officials contacted to par‐
ticipate in the study.
Table 3.2: The officials invited to participate in the study
WGB

GRECO

10

8

National anticorruption experts

182

153

98

Total

192

161

205

IO Secretariat staff
Diplomats

UNCAC
27
80

3.4.2 Survey design
This study opted for an online questionnaire, a mode of surveying that is rapidly growing
in popularity due to its speed of implementation and low cost (Dillman, Smyth, & Chris‐
tian, 2014). The survey was set up in Qualtrics, a software program for online surveys.
Before it was distributed, ten test runs were conducted with graduate students in differ‐
ent departments. These test runs served to estimate the time necessary to complete the
survey as well as to identify unclear statements and technical problems. The survey was
adapted in line with the results of these test runs and was first activated and distributed
on July 8, 2015. It was closed almost five months later, on November 30, 2015.
As mentioned before, the main aim of the survey is to measure the level of legitimacy
perceptions held by a large group of officials who are directly involved in the peer re‐
views. The survey questionnaire includes 15 questions that were specifically developed
with this aim in mind. The type of questions that were asked are discussed in Chapter 4.
Most of the survey items have answer categories on a 1–4 Likert scale. In this regard, the
answer option I do not know was only included for questions that concerned specific
stages of the review process, about which not all respondents are necessarily sufficiently
43

It was decided to give respondents who were sampled for more than one peer review the opportunity to fill
out the survey twice. In particular, these individuals have extensive experience with the peer reviews and are
able to assess them from a comparative perspective. Preventing them from filling out the survey more than
once would lead to a bias in the study against individuals who are most actively involved in the peer reviews
and would result in a loss of valuable information.
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informed44. Generally, the survey did not force responses, except for questions that
needed to be answered to facilitate routing later in the survey. If respondents were in‐
volved in more than one peer review, they were given the opportunity to fill out the sur‐
vey twice, which implied they were asked an additional thirteen survey questions. Con‐
sidering that the officials involved in the peer reviews tend to have very busy schedules,
the time needed to complete the survey was limited to approximately ten minutes. A
second round of questions implied an additional eight minutes.

3.4.3 The respondents
The sampled officials were contacted five times to fill out the survey.
1) The first contact email aimed at raising awareness and enthusiasm amongst re‐
spondents about the research project. The message included a note that a per‐
sonal link to the survey would be sent during the following days.
2) The second email contained the personal link to access the survey.
3) The third email reminded the official to complete the survey.
4) The fourth email was a second reminder.
5) The fifth email alerted respondents to the possibility that the survey may have
ended up in spam folders or junk mail.
The first and second reminder emails differed in content, as the second email was aimed
at motivating those officials who were not convinced by the content of the first email. In
addition, all the above emails were personalised.
After the data collection, the data were cleaned. From the 558 officials that were in‐
vited to participate in the study, 272 observations were collected45. This implies a re‐
sponse rate of 48.8%. Table 3.3 depicts the basic characteristics of the respondent
groups, which requires some explanation. First, to ensure their anonymity, this table does
not present the regional background of the IO Secretariat members, which in all three
case studies comprise very small groups. The same is the case for the Asian and African
44
The inclusion or exclusion of an I do not know option is extensively debated in survey research. Several schol‐
ars hold that the exclusion of this answer category might lead to nonattitude reporting (Converse, 1970). This
means that respondents might feel compelled to randomly tick boxes if they do not hold an opinion on a certain
statement and are not presented with an I do not know option. Other studies, however, indicate that inclusion
of this answer category might trigger survey satisficing: respondents lack the time or motivation to properly
think about an answer and go for the easiest option, that is, ticking the ‘I do not know’ option (Krosnick, 1991).
Jon Krosnick and his coauthors show that including the I do not know as an answer option does not improve the
reliability of results (Krosnick et al., 2001). Taking into consideration the different reasons for including or ex‐
cluding this answer option, this survey only includes them when some respondents can be reasonably expected
to not know the answer to specific statements.
45
Partially completed responses were included. Any respondent who answered at least Question 1 was included
in the study. The total number of missing values per question did not exceed 10%, except for one survey item
(11%). The number of missing values was quite proportional to the total number of responses per case study,
but comparably highest in the GRECO case. To deal with these missing data, these cases were excluded pairwise
in the analyses.
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delegates to the WGB, who only represent three countries (South Africa, Japan, and
South Korea). Hence, for this case study, a new variable was created ‘Non‐Europe/West’
which merged respondents from Latin America, Asia, and Africa. Second, as can be ob‐
served in the right blank column, 16 respondents reported to have never been involved
in any of the three peer reviews. This most likely means that they have been listed as
substitutes or are formally responsible for the UNCAC file as diplomats, but have never
attended any sessions. Table 3.4 shows respondents’ years of involvement in the three
peer review mechanisms, a continuous variable. Respondents were on average involved
in the WGB and GRECO for a longer period of time (4.3 and 4.9 years respectively) than
in the UNCAC (2.9 years). This can be explained by the periodical rotation of diplomats in
this peer review and by the continuous accession of new member states and therefore
new governmental experts. In all three cases, the minimum years of involvement is zero
meaning that this individual has been or was involved in the peer review for less than one
year. The high maximum for the UNCAC (ten years), despite that the peer review was only
established in 2009, suggests that the official was involved in negotiations over the UN‐
CAC and its peer review mechanism.
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Table 3.3: Characteristics of the respondents

Total

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Non‐
Involvement

N

N

N

N

%

16

100

%

77 100

%

80 100

%

99 100

Capacity:
Secretariat

8

10.5

7

9.1

National Experts

68

89.5

70

90.9

Total

76 100

Diplomats
77 100

13

13.8

32

34.0

49

52.1

94 100

Background diplomats:
Africa

5

Asia

3

9.4%

Eastern Europe

5

15.6%

Latin America
WEOG
Prefer not to say
Total

15.6%

6

18.8%

12

37.5%

1

3.1%

32 100%

Background national experts:
Africa
Asia

9

18.8%

7

14.6%
20.8%

Non‐Europe/West (OECD)

12

17.6%

Eastern Europe

13

19.1%

25

36.2%

10
7

14.6%

36

52.9%

40

58.0%

14

29.2%

7

10.3%

4

5.8%

1

2.1%

Latin America
WEOG
Prefer not to say
Total

68 100%

69 100%

48 100%

Female

31

44.3%

24

34.3%

28

33.3%

Male

38

54.3%

43

61.4%

54

64.3%

1

1.4%

3

4.3%

2

2.4%

Sex:

Prefer not to say
Total

70 100%

70 100%

84 100%

1 to 2

41

54.0%

40

52.0%

64

68.1%

3 to 5

19

25.0%

18

23.4%

19

20.2%

6 to 10

6

7.9%

8

10.4%

2

2.1%

More than 10

10

13.2%

11

14.3%

9

9.6%

Total

76 100%

Length of involvement (number of reviews):

77 100%

94 100%
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Table 3.4: Average years of involvement in the peer reviews
N

Mean

SD

Min

Max

WGB

76

4.32

3.81

0.00

15.00

GRECO

76

4.87

4.43

0.00

16.00

91

2.90

2.20

0.00

10.00

243

3.96

3.62

0.00

16.00

UNCAC
Total

3.4.4 Weighting adjustments
Table 3.3 presented an overview of the characteristics of the respondents to the study.
When looking at the respondent data for the UNCAC peer review, several issues are ap‐
parent. First, the share of respondents from the Asian Group (and to a lesser extent from
the African Group) is much lower than would be expected, based on the total number of
Asian and African states that participate in the peer review. In fact, the Asian Group con‐
stitutes the largest UN regional group, but has the lowest number of respondents. Sec‐
ond, the share of respondents from the WEOG appears to be disproportionally high, es‐
pecially when bearing in mind that they constitute a relatively small UN regional group.
Both observations strongly suggest that the sample of respondents is not representative
of the total population. This is due to difficulties in getting access to certain respondent
groups. It was much easier to retrieve contact information of some participants in the
UNCAC peer review (notably, WEOG officials and EEG experts), than of others (African
and Asian officials).
Weighting is one technique that deals with an unrepresentative sample of respond‐
ents. Its main advantage is that it makes the sample of respondents more representative
of the total population and as such more closely reflect reality (Pfeffermann, 1996). How‐
ever, one should also be cautious when making weighting adjustments. Especially in small
samples, a rather low number of respondents can have quite a substantial impact on the
mean score for each case study. The empirical chapters therefore only apply weighting
for descriptive statistics and the One‐Way ANOVA Analyses, statistical methods that are
further explained in the next subsections. Furthermore, all analyses where weighting was
used were also conducted without weighting. If large differences are observed between
the two analyses or if the significance levels changed, these are reported in the footnotes
of the study.
This study makes weighting adjustments to two groups of respondents, UNCAC dip‐
lomats and UNCAC national experts, as the possibility cannot be excluded that the above‐
mentioned differences in regional background have an important effect on actors’ per‐
ceptions toward the peer review46. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 present the weighting ratios for
each of them. The first column of each table shows the distribution of survey respondents
46
Weighting can only be applied if information is available on the composition of the total or the target popu‐
lation.
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in terms of regional background; the second column shows the distribution of the total
population. Based on this data, the weighting ratios could be calculated, which are pre‐
sented in the third column. It is of note that in these tables the respondents who did not
reveal their regional background were excluded (one diplomat and one national expert).
Table 3.5: Weighting respondents (diplomats, UNCAC peer review)

Africa
Asia

Responses %

Population %

Weighting Factor

16.1

14.2

0.88
2.93

9.7

28.3

Eastern Europe

16.1

19.5

1.21

Latin America

19.4

15.9

0.82

WEOG

38.7

22.1

0.57

Table 3.6: Weighting respondents (national experts, UNCAC peer review)
Responses %

Population %

Weighting Factor

Africa

19.1

27.0

1.41

Asia

14.9

29.3

1.97

Eastern Europe

21.3

13.8

0.65

Latin America

14.9

15.0

1.01

WEOG

29.8

15.0

0.50

3.4.5 The online survey and the three research questions.
The online survey was not used to answer the first research question. However, it played
an important role in addressing the second research question (i.e., establishing the com‐
parative degrees of authority of the three peer reviews) and, albeit to a lesser extent, the
third question (i.e., explaining differences in peer review authority).
The online survey and research question 2: How much authority do peer reviews in the
field of anticorruption hold?
The online survey was designed to collect information on the legitimacy perceptions held
by a large number of officials who are directly involved in the peer reviews. Based on the
findings of the 15 exploratory interviews, five survey questions were formulated to test
the perceptions of peer review as an appropriate monitoring instrument (mission), as a
procedurally fair instrument (proceduralism), and as an instrument that delivers mean‐
ingful results (capabilities). Each of these five questions consisted of several survey items.
Chapter 4, which addresses the operationalisation of peer review authority, details the
formulation of each of these survey items. In addition to the survey items that purport to
collect information on the presence and strength of legitimacy perceptions, the survey
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collected data on respondents’ sociodemographic characteristics, such as sex, regional
background, professional affiliation, and years of involvement in the peer review.
All analyses of the survey data are carried out in SPSS 22. These mainly consist of
descriptive statistics, such as cross‐tabulations, frequency tables, bar charts, and graphs.
Descriptive statistics are complemented with rather basic statistical analyses, which
mainly aim at identifying statistically significant differences in legitimacy perceptions be‐
tween the three case studies: Pearson‐product moment correlations, one‐way analyses
of variance (ANOVA), and two‐way ANOVA analyses, each of which is discussed in the
empirical chapters that apply them. To keep this mixed‐methods study manageable and
practically feasible, no latent variables were constructed, and no regression analyses
were carried out.
The online survey and research question 3: How can differences in the authority of peer
reviews in the field of anticorruption be explained?
Chapter 2 detailed several factors that might influence peer review authority: member‐
ship size and heterogeneity, the composition of delegations to the peer review, and in‐
stitutional design. As indicated in subsection 3.2.3, interviews are the main method to
probe the relevance of these independent variables. The online survey, however, is used
as well to look into a few factors that are expected to be related to these explanatory
factors, notably, mutual trust and like‐mindedness. For instance, membership size and
heterogeneity are hypothesised to affect peer review authority, as it might play an im‐
portant role in fostering trust amongst state delegates. The survey can be used to exam‐
ine the levels of trust and like‐mindedness amongst state delegates in a peer review.
Quite a lot is unknown about whether, how, and why the three explanatory factors
affect peer review authority. Furthermore, it is quite likely there are other factors that
affect peer review authority, but that are presently unidentified in the literature. The
study is therefore largely of an exploratory nature with the aim of answering the question
of why peer reviews hold different degrees of authority. Interviews, as discussed in sub‐
section 3.3.4, constitute an important data source in this regard.

3.5 ONLINE DOCUMENTS
In addition to interviews and survey data, several primary sources were consulted. These
included meeting reports, country evaluation reports, progress reports on member state
implementation of the anticorruption instruments, thematic reports, the Terms of Refer‐
ence of the peer reviews, and attendance lists of state delegates. Public availability of
these documents differs across the three case studies. The WGB is the only peer review
in which the online publication of country evaluation reports is mandatory; very few other
documents are made publicly available. The GRECO and the UNCAC peer reviews, in con‐
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trast, publish a much broader range of meeting reports, thematic reports, and attend‐
ance lists. The latter is the most transparent peer review as far as online access to meet‐
ing reports, (provisional) agendas, and attendance lists are concerned. Primary sources
provide information that is complementary to the knowledge obtained by means of in‐
terviews. As plenary sessions happen behind closed doors, meeting reports—in addition
to interviews—are the only source of information on what is discussed. In addition to
providing more general knowledge, they also play an important role in answering the
second research question, discussed below.

3.5.1 Online documents and the three research questions
Online documents were neither used to answer the first research question, nor to answer
the third question. As shown below, they are an important data source when it comes to
answering the second research question.
Online documents and research question 2: How much authority do different peer
reviews in the field of anticorruption hold?
As mentioned in the previous subsection, online documents are an important data source
for the assessment of the second dimension of peer review authority: second‐order com‐
pliance. They are used to evaluate to what extent member states comply with the proce‐
dural requirements of the peer review: (1) member state attendance at plenary sessions,
(2) their voluntary publication of country reports, and (3) their timeliness and responsive‐
ness in the peer review process. Why exactly these three behavioural indicators are cho‐
sen, and how the exploratory interviews informed this choice, is the subject of Chapter
4. Online documents give good insight into member state behaviour in the peer reviews,
but they also have their shortcomings. As shown in the next section, only the GRECO and
the UN make the attendance lists of the plenary sessions available. Likewise, only the
WGB and the UN give information about member state timeliness and responsiveness in
the peer reviews. Interviews constitute a necessary complement that fills these gaps in
available data.
The analysis of online documents to measure the first two indicators is rather straight‐
forward. First, attendance lists for all plenary sessions during the time frame 2012–2015
were collected. From these documents, the percentage of states that sent at least one
delegate to these meetings could be inferred. Second, in cases where states allow the
publication of the full country report, these are published on the Council of Europe and
UNODC websites47. The percentage of states could be calculated based on the number
of states for which the full report was available, out of the total number of states that

47
The publication of the full country report is obligatory in the WGB, which is why this peer review is not dis‐
cussed here.
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had completed their evaluations. The analysis of online documents for the third behav‐
ioural indicator requires some explanation, particularly as the availability of documents
differs amongst the three case studies. In the WGB, member states’ timeliness and re‐
sponsiveness in the peer reviews was inferred from an analysis of all the country evalua‐
tion reports (time frame 2012–2015). More specifically, this study was interested in re‐
marks made about member state cooperation during the evaluation, found in a specific
section in the country evaluation reports. These sections give an insight into how forth‐
coming the states under review are in providing information and if this information was
submitted in a timely manner. The UNCAC peer review is the most complete in terms of
providing information on timeliness and responsiveness, though it does not single out
individual countries. This information is presented in the Progress Reports on the Imple‐
mentation of the Mandates of the Review Group. These reports state explicitly the share
of states that were delayed in nominating focal points and completing the self‐assess‐
ment checklists. Finally, the GRECO gives the least direction on the issue of timeliness and
responsiveness. All meeting reports during the chosen timeframe (2012–2015) were an‐
alysed, by looking for any pertinent hits on the following keywords: ‘delay’, ‘cooperation’,
‘late’, ‘time’, ‘reporting’, and ‘concern’. These keywords are used the most frequently to
raise any issues with timeliness and responsiveness.

3.6 CASE STUDIES
As mentioned earlier, this research is primarily interested in the comparative degrees of
authority of three peer reviews: the WGB, the GRECO, and the UNCAC peer review. This
section of Chapter 3 sets out the comparative case study method, discusses the case se‐
lection, and presents background information on the three case studies.

3.6.1 The comparative case study method and case selection
One of the main ontological assumptions that underlies the case study method is that
there exist empirical regularities, either invariant or systematic, that can be identified
(Rohlfing, 2012). Considering this, the study builds upon the premise that there exists a
pattern of conditions under which anticorruption peer reviews develop authority. Ideally,
these conditions have the same effect on all cases that belong to the same population.
The aim of this study is therefore to uncover these regular relationships.
Ingo Rohlfing (2012) discusses three case study designs that serve different research
purposes: hypothesis‐building (through exploratory case studies), hypothesis‐testing,
and hypothesis‐modifying case studies. The main aim of this thesis is to develop a theory
of authority (i.e., hypothesis‐building) by identifying the conditions under which peer re‐
views develop authority. To this end, ideally diverse case selection is applied, which
means that the selected case studies show maximum variance either on the dependent
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or on the independent variables. The first is not an option, as the literature does not give
much direction on the value of the dependent variable, meaning the comparative de‐
grees of authority the three peer reviews hold. Therefore, the study purports to select
cases that show maximum variance on the independent variables identified in Chapter 2:
membership size and composition, and the type of delegates assigned to a peer review.
Institutional design cannot inform the selection process, as it is unclear which institutional
design features matter to the development of peer review authority, and no hypotheses
have been formulated on whether these relationships are positive or negative.
As shown in the introduction, the empirical reality is constrained by the limited num‐
ber of peer reviews that exist in this policy field. In addition to the WGB, the GRECO, and
the UNCAC peer review, three other anticorruption peer reviews can be found: the OAS’s
MESICIC, the OECD’s Istanbul Action Plan, and the APRM. Although the small number of
peer reviews imposes some limitations, theoretical considerations inform the case selec‐
tion process. Three peer reviews are chosen: one peer review with a very exclusive mem‐
bership consisting of industrialised states (the WGB), one regionally organised peer re‐
view (the GRECO), and the global review mechanism of the UNCAC. In addition, the type
of delegates that are involved in the peer reviews inform the selection process, with two
peer reviews mainly consisting of substantive experts (i.e., the GRECO and the WGB) and
one comprised of both diplomats and substantive experts (the UNCAC peer review). To
give some background on why the other three peer reviews are not selected, the APRM
is discarded as it has a much broader focus than anticorruption; the monitoring instru‐
ment also touches upon human rights protection, democracy, and other aspects of good
governance, which make it a less attractive case study. The Istanbul Action Plan is ex‐
cluded from the study, as it is the less known and arguably less developed counterpart of
the WGB, which mostly monitors states compliance with the UNCAC and other anticor‐
ruption instruments. Finally, although the MESICIC would in principle have been an
equally suitable candidate for a regional peer review as the GRECO (the two peer reviews
show many similarities in their design and functioning), predominantly practical consid‐
erations make the GRECO the preferred case study. Namely, as the researcher is based
in Europe, it is easier to organise interviews at the Council of Europe headquarters in
Strasbourg, than at the OAS headquarters in Washington DC.
With three explanatory factors and only three case studies, this study’s case selection
is imperfect. Consequently, no inferences can be made based on a controlled comparison
that rests on the assumption that all cases are similar in every respect except for the
independent variables. To offset an imperfect or suboptimal cross‐case comparison, Al‐
exander George and Andrew Bennet (2005) suggest complementing the cross‐case com‐
parison with a within‐case analysis. Such an integrative case study design is particularly
useful for this study because it not only provides insight into causal effects (i.e., whether
a particular X caused Y), but also into causal processes (i.e., why and how X caused Y).
More specifically, applied to this study, these analyses not only show whether or not small
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membership size influences peer review authority, but also why it does so. The same goes
for the type of delegates involved and the institutional design.
The following three sections provide further insight into the three case studies. They
particularly expound on how the three peer reviews differ in terms of the three explana‐
tory factors: membership size and composition, the composition of delegates, and vari‐
ous aspects of their institutional design. However, it is important to keep in mind the
common characteristics of these case studies that make a comparative analysis possible:
all of them are peer reviews, are currently still in operation, and monitor states’ compli‐
ance with legally binding and nonbinding anticorruption instruments. Within these scope
conditions, the three peer reviews show maximum variance on the aforementioned three
explanatory factors.

3.6.2 Case study 1: The WGB
Named ‘the gold standard of monitoring’ by Transparency International, the WGB is the
eldest anticorruption peer review48. It reviews the performance of 41 states in terms of
their implementation and enforcement of the 1997 OECD Convention on Combating Brib‐
ery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions and the 2009 Anti‐
Bribery Recommendation. Its membership not only comprises the OECD member states
for which participation in the WGB is compulsory, but also eight non‐OECD states that
are key players in international trade, such as Brazil, Russia, and South Africa.
The OECD Anti‐Bribery Convention
Ample literature discusses the history and emergence of the OECD Anti‐Bribery Conven‐
tion (Abbott and Snidal 2002; Brademas and Heimann 1998; George, Lacey, and Birmele
2000; Glynn, Kobrin, and Naím 1997; McCoy 2001; Pieth 1997; Jakobi 2010b). Its origins
can be traced to the enactment of the United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)
in 1977. This Act criminalised American firms that bribe public officials abroad and con‐
sequently put severe restrictions on these companies in international business transac‐
tions. US multinationals thus found themselves in a competitive disadvantage vis‐à‐vis
their European counterparts, raising the stakes of reaching international agreement on
the matter. Although US attempts to reach international agreement on foreign bribery
initially met with little enthusiasm, several global developments in the late 1980s and
early 1990s gave rise to a more supportive environment49. This ultimately led to the sign‐
ing of the OECD Anti‐Bribery Convention in 1997 and its entry into force in 1999, a Con‐
vention which resembles the FCPA. As its name suggests, the Anti‐Bribery Convention,
48

http://www.oecd.org/corruption/anti‐bribery/anti‐briberyconvention/oecdworkinggrouponbriberyininter‐
nationalbusinesstransactions.htm. Accessed February 2, 2017.
49
Various authors attribute a declining tolerance for foreign bribery to pressures caused by the end of the Cold
War and the subsequent global spread of democracy, amongst others (Abbott & Snidal, 2002; Glynn, Kobrin, &
Naím, 1997; McCoy & Heckel, 2001).
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which is a legally binding instrument, only focuses on the criminalisation of foreign brib‐
ery and does not include any provisions on domestic corruption. Besides, it only focuses
on the supply side of bribery, which explains why its membership comprises ‘“home”
States whose laws apply to the multinational corporations that are likely to be most ex‐
posed to opportunities to bribe foreign public officials’ (Rose, 2015, p. 61).
Monitoring of the OECD Anti‐Bribery Convention
The Anti‐Bribery Convention’s narrow scope allows for the periodic assessment of mem‐
ber state implementation and enforcement of the entire convention. The OECD WGB is
responsible for this. One of its aims is to overcome the prisoner’s dilemma‐type situation
that emerges from unilateral enforcement of the Convention (Tarullo, 2003)50.
The WGB is comprised of representatives from all States Parties, most of which are
technical experts on the matter, such as law enforcement experts or tax experts. It meets
four times a year in Paris to discuss and adopt country reports, to update the peers on
progress made in implementing and enforcing the Convention, and to ask each other
critical questions during the so‐called Tour de Table (Bonucci, 2014). The monitoring pro‐
cess of the OECD is intergovernmental, which means that civil society and the private
sector are formally not involved in the evaluation process. However, informally, they are
consulted during the on‐site visits and are encouraged to express their opinions and pro‐
vide information. This is facilitated by making the schedule of on‐site visits publicly avail‐
able on the OECD website.
Monitoring is divided into several phases, each of which focuses on a different step
toward implementation and enforcement of the Convention. For Phase 1, the main ob‐
jective of the mechanism is to evaluate the adequacy of national legislation to implement
the Convention. This phase comprises both self‐ and mutual assessments in the form of
questionnaires, but does not include on‐site visits51. Phase 2 is concerned with reviewing
the actual implementation of the Convention. It includes both an evaluation question‐
naire and an on‐site visit of about a week, undertaken by two countries that act as lead
examiners and one or two members of the OECD Secretariat. Phase 3 is the first in a series
of follow‐up phases to the evaluations carried out under Phase 2, focusing on the actual
enforcement of the Convention. It is described as ‘a post‐phase 2 assessment mechanism
… to act as a permanent cycle of peer review, involving systematic on‐site visits as a
50
On the issue of public procurement, all multinational companies would benefit from a situation in which no
company bribes the contracting party. This implies that all countries should comply with and enforce the OECD
Convention. However, insufficient information (and transparency) about other companies’ behaviour and the
simultaneous submission of bids leads to a situation in which the briber has an advantage over the nonbriber.
Consequently, all actors involved are encouraged to defect (i.e., to bribe) in order to win a business contract. A
peer review could help to overcome such a prisoner dilemma‐type situation, by giving member states an insight
into other states’ behaviour, hence altering the perceived benefits of nonenforcement. Ultimately, it may pro‐
vide a way out of the corruption equilibrium, by creating a level playing field for corporations that are bidding
for foreign contracts.
51
http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti‐bribery/anti‐briberyconvention/phase1countrymonitoringoftheoecdanti‐
briberyconvention.htm. Accessed January 8, 2014.
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shorter and more focused assessment mechanism than for Phase 2’52. Like Phase 2, it
comprises both questionnaires and on‐site visits, although conducted over a time span
of only three days. Phase 4 was launched in 2016 and continues its focus on enforcement
under Phase 3, in addition to several cross‐cutting and country‐specific issues.
After the evaluation is completed and a draft evaluation report is formulated, the re‐
port is discussed in the WGB plenary. Meetings are held behind closed doors, reportedly
to stimulate a free and frank exchange of views and facilitate peer pressure (Bonucci,
2014). During these plenary sessions, the report can be modified and is adopted by means
of the consensus minus one principle, meaning that the state under review is exempted
from voting53. All country evaluation reports, which include recommendations for im‐
provement, are subsequently published online, frequently coupled with a press state‐
ment. The review process does not end here. All countries are subjected to a system of
intensive follow‐up monitoring to assess whether they have implemented the recom‐
mendations from previous review rounds. To this end, states are requested to report on
its progress, either in written form or orally, 24 months after the adoption of the report.
Only after their performance under the previous review phase is considered satisfactory,
meaning that they have sufficiently addressed the recommendations they have received,
can the country move on to the next review phase. In case of continued noncompliance
or in case states reverse their legislation after the review, the WGB can decide on a –bis
or even –ter evaluation, meaning that states have to redo the evaluation round (Bonucci,
2014)54.

3.6.3 Case study 2: The GRECO
From 1999 onward, the GRECO has been tasked with monitoring member state compli‐
ance with the Council of Europe’s anticorruption legal instruments. What started out as
a small group of 17 GRECO member states has over the past two decades more than
doubled in size to include 49 states, two of which are not Council of Europe member
states55. Although separate from the EU and its institutions, there is quite an overlap in
membership between the two organisations. All EU member states are also members of
the GRECO, and the EU regularly draws upon the GRECO evaluation reports to assess the
extent to which candidate countries meet the EU’s accession criteria (Szarek‐Mason,
2010). Moreover, the EU Action Plans, which lay out the EU’s political objectives in its

52
http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti‐bribery/anti‐briberyconvention/phase3countrymonitoringoftheoecdanti‐
briberyconvention.htm. Accessed January 8, 2014.
53
It is of note that formally the rules of procedure state that reports should be adopted by consensus or reflect
different views held by participants in the WGB. In practice, however, the views of the reviewed state have
rarely been included in the review reports (Bonucci, 2014).
54
States that had to undergo a –bis evaluation are: Austria, Hungary, Ireland, Japan, Luxembourg, and Turkey.
States that underwent a –ter evaluation are the United Kingdom and Chile.
55
The United States and Belarus.
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neighbourhood demand implementation of GRECO recommendations (Börzel, Stahn, &
Pamuk, 2010).
The Council of Europe’s anticorruption legal instruments
In contrast to the WGB, the history of the GRECO is much less documented in the litera‐
ture. In 1994, the European Ministers of Justice called upon the Council of Europe to
address corruption at the European level56. In addition to several nonbinding recommen‐
dations, these calls led to two legally binding agreements: the 1999 Criminal Law Con‐
vention and the Civil Law Convention. Like the OECD Anti‐Bribery Convention and the
UNCAC, the political nature of the Council of Europe and the composition of its member‐
ship are reflected in the contents of its anticorruption instruments. The Council of Europe
was founded as an international organisation to promote human rights and democratic
governance. Where the OECD Convention centres on corruption in the private sector,
and the UNCAC on international cooperation, the Council of Europe’s instruments add
value in their focus on preventing corruption of public officials, meaning the judiciary
members and parliamentarians.
Monitoring of the Council of Europe legal instruments
The GRECO follows an evaluation procedure that is rather similar to that of the WGB. The
GRECO plenary meets on average four times a year in Strasbourg and mostly consists of
technical experts57. Like the WGB, its review process is formally intergovernmental, but
nonstate actors are consulted during the on‐site visits. Much in the same way as in the
WGB, country reviews consist of self‐assessment checklists (i.e., self‐reporting), a desk
review by the reviewing team, and a country visit that gives other domestic stakeholders
the opportunity to express their views (i.e., other‐reporting). Once a country evaluation
report has been drafted, the report is discussed and ultimately adopted by the GRECO
plenary, with the reviewed state exempted from voting. Like the WGB, these meetings
are held behind closed doors. Country evaluation reports, once they have been adopted,
are not automatically made publicly available. This only happens after the reviewed state
has given its consent to do so58. Many country evaluation reports are, however, coupled
with a press statement, which commends or shames the reviewed states for their perfor‐
mance.
One of the main differences between the WGB and the GRECO is that the GRECO
reviews are organised thematically. Each of the five evaluation rounds focuses on differ‐
ent themes, such as corruption prevention of Members of Parliament, judges, and pros‐
ecutors (round 4); transparency of party financing (round 3); and incriminations (round
3). Member states can only move on to the next review round once their performance is
56

http://www.coe.int/en/web/greco/about‐us/background. Accessed February 28, 2017
In a few instances, member states also send diplomatic representation.
58
If states refuse to lift confidentiality of the full country report, the GRECO may decide to publish the executive
summary online.
57
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deemed (globally) satisfactory under the previous round. Follow‐up monitoring is also
organised slightly differently. The GRECO monitors member state implementation of re‐
view recommendations under the so‐called compliance round, which requires states to
regularly report on the progress they have made. In case of continued noncompliance
with review recommendations, the noncompliance procedure is launched, which adds
further pressure on states in the form of naming and shaming, by contacting the head of
the delegation, the permanent representative to the Council of Europe, or even the For‐
eign Minister, or by sending a high level mission (Council of Europe, 1999).

3.6.4 Case study 3: The UNCAC peer review
After the adoption of the UNCAC in 2003, various organisations were tasked with re‐
searching monitoring instruments in light of their suitability to review implementation of
the UNCAC. These included U4, Transparency International, and the UNODC Secretariat
(Chêne & Dell, 2008; Heimann & Dell, 2006; United Nations, 2008). Despite relatively
positive experiences with peer reviews in the WGB and the GRECO, peer reviewing ini‐
tially met with little enthusiasm from the UNCAC States Parties (Joutsen & Graycar, 2012).
It was not until 2009 that the Conference of the States Parties (CoSP), the main decision‐
making body of the UNCAC, agreed on the establishment of a peer review59. The UNCAC
thereby became the first UN treaty to use peer reviews amongst states as a monitoring
instrument. Today, 181 countries participate in the peer review mechanism, the Holy see
and Bhutan being the latest newcomers.
The UNCAC
The UNCAC peer review monitors member state implementation of the UNCAC, which is
the first global anticorruption convention and the most comprehensive of its kind (United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2004). The UNCAC not only covers most of the issues
that are also covered by the OECD Convention and the Council of Europe instruments,
but also includes several measures to prevent corruption (Chapter 2 of the UNCAC) and
provisions on international cooperation and mutual legal assistance, for example, when
it comes to the recovery of stolen assets (Chapters 4 and 5 of the UNCAC). A significant
number of these provisions, however, are nonmandatory (Webb, 2005). The broad scope
of the UNCAC is not surprising, considering that it had to reconcile the interests of a large
heterogeneous group of developing and developed states. In contrast to the OECD Con‐
vention, which mainly focuses on corrupt practices that are characteristic of developed
market economies, the UNCAC also addresses the interests of developing states.

59

The CoSP consists of all states that have ratified the UNCAC.
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Monitoring of the UNCAC
The size of its membership and the UNCAC’s comprehensive scope affect the momentum
of the peer review. Each review phase—that is, a review of all member states’ implemen‐
tation of the entire Convention—is organised in two review cycles. The first review cycle
deals with Chapter 3 (Criminalisation and Law Enforcement) and Chapter 4 (International
Cooperation) of the Convention. Under the second cycle, which was launched in 2015,
Chapter 2 (Preventive Measures) and Chapter 5 (Asset Recovery) will be reviewed. Each
cycle takes up to five years, during which between 30 and 40 states are reviewed each
year. Compared to the monitoring mechanisms of the GRECO and the WGB, this means
that the pace at which reviews are completed is relatively slow. It takes about ten years
to review all countries at least once regarding their implementation of the entire Conven‐
tion. This makes it difficult to monitor states’ progress over time because there is no
agreement yet on a system for follow‐up monitoring.
The peer review mechanism of the UNCAC borrows several features from the peer
reviews of the OECD WGB and the GRECO, such as the combination of self‐assessment
checklists and country visits. The degree of obligation in the UNCAC peer review is, how‐
ever, lower: country visits are optional, the reviewed state is responsible for the provision
of information and decides on whether—and which—nonstate actors may be consulted.
Moreover, the country review report reflects the consensual outcome of the reviewing
team and the reviewed state. This means that in principle the reviewed state can block
the adoption of the report. Like the GRECO, full country reports are not made publicly
available without the reviewed states’ consent, apart from executive summaries. Another
important difference with the other two peer reviews is the role of the plenary sessions
of the Implementation Review Group (IRG), which are held twice a year at the UN Office
on Drugs and Crime in Vienna. The IRG is an intergovernmental group of all States Parties
to the convention, which oversees the operation and performance of the peer review.
The IRG plenary meetings take place in a closed setting but, in contrast to the WGB and
GRECO, the plenary does not discuss individual country evaluation reports, let alone mod‐
ifies or adopts these collectively. Thus, the information exchange amongst all participant
states is limited to a discussion of thematic reports and more general experiences with
the peer review. Table 3.7 summarises the main similarities and differences between the
three case studies.
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Table 3.7: The three case studies
WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Size

41 states

49 states

181 states

Composition

Mostly economically
developed democracies

Mostly European states

All states

Mostly substantive experts

Both substantive experts and
diplomats

Self‐reporting

Self‐reporting

Self‐reporting

Country visits (mandatory)

Country visits (mandatory)

Country visits (optional)

Input of other stakeholders
(mandatory)

Input of other stakeholders
(mandatory)

Input of other stakeholders
(optional)

Plenary discussions of
country reports

Plenary discussions of
country reports

No plenary discussions of
country reports

Membership

Delegations consist Mostly substantive experts
of:
Institutional design
Information
collection

Production of
review output

Adoption of review Consensus min. 1 in plenary Consensus min. 1 in plenary Consensus
output
Dissemination of
output

Online publication
(mandatory)

Online publication (optional) Online publication (optional)

Follow‐up
monitoring

Yes

Yes

No

3.7 CONCLUSION
This chapter outlined the methodology of the dissertation: a mixed‐methods research
design, the methods for data collection, and techniques for data analysis. It showed that
different data collection methods are needed to answer each of the three research ques‐
tions guiding this dissertation, more specifically, semi‐structured interviews, an online
survey, and an analysis of online documents. First, interviews play an important role in
the exploratory parts of the research project, mostly to develop measures of peer review
authority and to identify factors that might explain it. Interviews also serve to contextu‐
alise the results of the survey. Second, the online survey is crucial for testing the measures
of peer review authority on a large number of officials involved in the peer reviews. As
such, it plays an important role in establishing the comparative degrees of peer review
authority. Third, online documents are an important source of information to assess sec‐
ond‐order compliance. Finally, this chapter introduced the comparative case study
method. It set forth the rationale behind the selection of three case studies: the WGB,
the GRECO, and the UNCAC peer review. As this selection is imperfect, analyses at the
cross‐case level are complemented with analyses at the within‐case level. The next chap‐
ter purports to answer the first research question of this study, namely how to measure
peer review authority. The first aspect of this research question (i.e., how to conceptual‐
ise peer review authority) was already addressed in Chapter 2.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The first research question of this thesis is: How can the authority of a peer review be
conceptualised and measured? Chapter 2 introduced a sociological and relational under‐
standing of authority. Authority is defined as a form of power that emanates from the
perceived legitimacy of an actor or institution. More specifically, these perceptions are
directed at the ‘proceduralism, mission and capabilities’ of this institution (Cronin & Hurd,
2008a, p. 12). Authority not only manifests itself in such perceptions, but also in deeds. It
exists when two conditions are satisfied: (1) actors believe that a peer review is legiti‐
mate, and (2) actors act in accordance with the peer review’s procedural requirements,
referred to as second‐order compliance.
To measure the authority of peer reviews empirically, the definition of authority pre‐
sented in Chapter 2 requires further operationalisation. We need measurement indica‐
tors of its two core components: the perceived legitimacy of the peer reviews and sec‐
ond‐order compliance. However, as mentioned before, though ample literature ad‐
dresses the theoretical side of the authority concept, concrete measurements are scant.
The purpose of this chapter is to address this gap in the literature. Drawing upon the
secondary literature and the 15 exploratory interviews, the following sections develop
measures for the perceived legitimacy of the peer reviews, including its constitutive di‐
mensions of mission, proceduralism, and capabilities, and second‐order compliance.
These measures are specifically tailored to the empirical case of peer reviews in the fight
against corruption and lay the foundation for the analyses in the next chapter. In Chapter
5, these measures are applied to the three peer reviews under study in order to establish
their comparative degrees of authority.

4.2 MISSION: PERCEPTIONS OF PEER REVIEW AS AN APPROPRIATE
MONITORING INSTRUMENT
In his 1982 International Organization article, John Ruggie criticised what was at the time
the prevailing understanding of authority. In his view, existing conceptualisations of au‐
thority focused exclusively on power and neglected its legitimacy dimension. Instead,
Ruggie held that: ‘Whatever its institutional manifestations, political authority represents
a fusion of power with legitimate social purpose’ (1982, p. 382). It is this social purpose
that forms the core of the mission dimension of authority, corresponding to what more
recent work and theorising refers to as the ‘purposive legitimacy’ of international organ‐
isations and other international institutions (Barnett & Finnemore, 1999; Cassese, 2012;
Sandholtz, 2008). Purposive legitimacy exists when ‘an organisation is identified with pur‐
poses and goals that are consistent with the broader norms and values of its society’
(Cronin & Hurd, 2008a, p. 6). Authority, according to this understanding, may rest on the
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perceived appropriateness of an organisation’s or institution’s raison d’être and the social
purpose it serves.
What does this mean for the operationalisation of peer review authority? Looking at
the case studies, the three peer reviews pursue the same aim: to contribute to the global
fight against corruption. At the most general level, this aim is largely uncontested. To
reiterate what was discussed in Chapter 1, anticorruption and antibribery have developed
into global norms (Jakobi, 2013; McCoy & Heckel, 2001). Few, if any actors at all, would
openly contest corruption’s egregious nature or hold that anticorruption is not in line
with their norms and values61. This literature undergirds the assumption that the eradi‐
cation of corruption is consistent with the international community’s norms and values
and therefore is a legitimate aim. As to the operationalisation of peer review authority,
this study is therefore not interested in the appropriateness of fighting corruption, as
such. What appears to be more relevant is the perceived appropriateness of using peer
reviews to fight corruption. Likewise, to what extent are the ways through which the peer
reviews intend to eradicate corruption deemed appropriate? And how about the appro‐
priateness of the evaluation criteria that are applied to assess states’ performance in this
policy field?
These questions inform the operationalisation of the mission of the peer reviews.
More specifically, this study is interested in three measures: (1) perceptions of the ap‐
propriateness of using peer review as a monitoring instrument in the fight against cor‐
ruption, (2) perceptions of the appropriateness of the aims of the peer review, and (3)
perceptions of the appropriateness of the international organisation that hosts the peer
review. Each of these measures is discussed, in turn, below.

4.2.1 Perceptions of the appropriateness of the use of peer review in a policy
field
Peer reviews are employed in a large variety of policy fields, such as human rights pro‐
motion, economic coordination, and environmental protection. Their extensive use, how‐
ever, does not render all policy areas equally suitable for this monitoring instrument. Ir‐
respective of possible variations between them, all peer reviews build on certain mini‐
mum expectations of mutual transparency and peer accountability. The question then
arises as to what extent state delegates are willing to subject themselves to scrutiny in a
specific policy area and be held accountable for their performance.
Accordingly, the online survey asks respondents: How appropriate or inappropriate
do you find that a peer review is used to assess states’ performance in the field of corrup‐
tion? To facilitate the statistical analysis, response options are converted in the following
numerical scores: 1 = very inappropriate, 2 = inappropriate, 3 = appropriate, 4 = very ap‐
propriate. Thus, based on the four response options, there are four levels of perceived
61

As shown in the introduction to this dissertation, this has not always been the case.
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appropriateness. The quantitative analyses are complemented with insights from the in‐
terviews, in which a similar question is asked.

4.2.2 Perceptions of the appropriateness of a peer review’s purpose
Second, this study is interested in perceptions of the appropriateness of a peer review’s
purpose. This is operationalised into two measures: (1) perceptions of the appropriate‐
ness of the standards of assessment, and (2) perceptions of the appropriateness of the
functions that a peer review serves in order to bolster states’ anticorruption perfor‐
mance. Each of these is discussed below.
The standards of assessment
As discussed earlier, all three peer reviews aim to contribute to the eradication of cor‐
ruption, which is widely considered a legitimate objective. To this end, the peer reviews
monitor member state implementation, and for the case of the WGB also enforcement,
of the anticorruption conventions and recommendations. The anticorruption instru‐
ments under review, and thereby the standards that are used to assess states’ anticor‐
ruption performance, vary between the three case studies. This research is therefore in‐
terested in the perceived appropriateness of the standards that are used to assess mem‐
ber states’ performance. More specifically, the standards of assessment refer to the cri‐
teria used to gauge whether states have met their international anticorruption commit‐
ments.
The legitimacy of assessment standards is important in light of the accountability re‐
lationships present in peer reviews and for practices of peer pressure62. To hold states
accountable for their performance, clarity on the assessment criteria is crucial, as is mem‐
ber state consensus on the interpretation of these assessment criteria. This is particularly
the case when legally nonbinding anticorruption instruments are under review, which
may be less precise and permit more flexibility in implementation than legally binding
instruments. One GRECO official gave the example of the principle on immunities, one of
the Council of Europe’s 20 guiding principles under review by the GRECO. The assessment
of member state compliance with this legally nonbinding principle raises the question,
under which circumstances should immunities be lifted and when it is justified not to do
so?
It [the principle] says immunities should not be an obstacle to the fight against
corruption, it should not be used to shield corruption offences. That is both very
specific and at the same time, what does it mean if we have to evaluate a country

62
On the relationship between legitimate standards and accountability at the global level, see Grant and Keo‐
hane (2005).
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to make sure that their immunity system is not an obstacle to the effective pros‐
ecution of corruption offences?
Interview 9, GRECO official
In terms of this concrete example, member states need to reach agreement on when
exactly immunities pose an obstacle to the prosecution of corruption offences. This study
is therefore interested in whether the specific interpretation of the standards of assess‐
ment by a peer review is deemed appropriate.
In terms of operationalisation, this measure is mainly assessed quantitatively. Survey
respondents are invited to report on the following question: How appropriate or inappro‐
priate do you find the anticorruption standards that are used for the assessment of states’
performance? Like the previous measure, answer categories are as follows: 1 = very inap‐
propriate, 2 = inappropriate, 3 = appropriate, 4 = very appropriate. Interviews served to
contextualise the survey findings and gave officials the opportunity to elaborate on their
views.
The functions of a peer review
In addition to the appropriateness of assessment standards, the purpose of a peer review
concerns the functions that the instrument pursues to fulfil. More specifically, should a
peer review only seek to improve policy performance by stimulating mutual learning, ca‐
pacity‐building, and providing technical assistance to states? Such an approach would fall
in line with the management school on compliance, which sees noncompliance mostly as
a capacity problem or as a result of unclear obligations (Chayes & Chayes, 1995; Chayes,
Chayes, & Mitchell, 1998; Koh, 1997). Or, is some form of (soft‐)sanctioning and mutual
accountability necessary to induce member states to comply with their anticorruption
commitments, as enforcement theorists would argue (e.g. Downs, David, & Barsoom,
1996)63? Functions that create mutual accountability—and the associated peer pres‐
sure—are at times portrayed to be in conflict with aims to facilitate mutual learning and
constructive dialogue. One of the interviewed officials, for instance, asserted that, if an
enforcement approach were taken, states would try to cover up gaps in the implementa‐
tion of the UNCAC, rather than cooperate on the identification of these gaps (interview
11). The literature, however, indicates that such a dichotomy between the two functions
need not necessarily exist and that both functions can be integrated in the framework of
a single monitoring instrument (Lehtonen, 2005).
Based on a review of the secondary literature, the exploratory interviews, and the
mission statements of the three case studies, five peer review functions are identified:
(1) peer pressure, (2) public pressure, (3) mutual learning and exchange of best practices,
(4) the provision or organisation of technical assistance to states, and (5) the facilitation
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For an overview of both schools on compliance, see Jonas Tallberg (2002).
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of international cooperation. These five functions are discussed in further detail in sub‐
section 4.3.1. The first two functions (peer and public pressure) are most strongly associ‐
ated with an enforcement perspective on peer review. The latter three (mutual learning,
international cooperation, and technical assistance) are connected to a management ap‐
proach toward compliance. This measure is assessed qualitatively by asking officials in
the interviews to what extent they would in principle consider these peer review func‐
tions appropriate and valuable, irrespective of the question whether the peer review also
successfully carries out these functions. In contrast to the data from the online survey,
the interview findings are much harder to quantify in terms of different levels of per‐
ceived appropriateness. In the analyses of the interviews, the main focus is therefore on
the share of interviewed officials that discussed these functions.

4.2.3 Perceptions of the appropriateness of the forum organising the peer
review
The final measure of a peer review’s mission concerns perceptions of the appropriateness
of the international organisations that host the peer reviews. Many international organi‐
sations utilise peer reviews to monitor implementation of their anticorruption instru‐
ments. These organisations differ considerably in their membership size and composition,
as well as in their thematic focus or area of expertise. This potentially influences percep‐
tions of their appropriateness for hosting a peer review in the fight against corruption.
To study this measure, interview and survey data are collected. In the survey, the fol‐
lowing question is asked: How inappropriate or appropriate do you find it that the [OECD,
Council of Europe, United Nations] is used as a framework to organise the peer review?
Answer categories are identical to the previous dimensions: 1 = very inappropriate, 2 =
inappropriate, 3 = appropriate, 4 = very appropriate. The survey results are comple‐
mented with interviews in which a similar question is posed. Table 4.1 summarises the
operationalisation of the mission of the peer reviews.
Table 4.1: Operationalisation of perceptions of the mission of a peer review
Mission subdimension

Operationalisation: Perceptions of…

Measurement

Instrument

The appropriateness of using peer review in a policy field

Scale: 1–4

Purpose

The appropriateness of the standards of assessment

Scale: 1–4

The appropriateness of the functions of a peer review

Qualitative

The appropriateness of the IO carrying out the peer review

Scale: 1–4

Forum

Note: The quantitative assessment of all measures is complemented with interview findings.
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4.3 CAPABILITIES: PERCEPTIONS OF PEER REVIEW AS AN INSTRUMENT
THAT PRODUCES MEANINGFUL OUTCOMES
Having discussed the measures for perceptions of the mission of a peer review, this sec‐
tion continues with a discussion of the peer reviews’ perceived ability to deliver mean‐
ingful results, that is, their capabilities. The capabilities dimension relates to an institu‐
tion’s ‘performance legitimacy’ (Sandholtz, 2008) or, as Cronin and Hurd state, ‘legitimacy
based on positive results’ (2008a, p. 7). It denotes the extent to which an institution is
seen to achieve its objectives.
Tailoring this dimension to the empirical case of peer reviews in the fight against cor‐
ruption is problematic. All peer reviews are established with the aim of eradicating cor‐
ruption. However, the extent to which the peer reviews have contributed to reduced cor‐
ruption levels is hard to assess empirically. Likewise, for reasons explained in Chapter 2,
an assessment of compliance levels with peer review recommendations is not without
certain limitations and caveats. This inquiry therefore is not interested in the perceived
ability of the peer reviews to contribute to the global fight against corruption, but instead
operationalises the capabilities of a peer review by considering two measures: (1) per‐
ceptions of the peer review’s ability to perform five different peer review functions, and
(2) perceptions of the peer review’s ability to deliver valuable output. Analytically, output
and outcome are of course two distinct concepts, where the output of a peer review (i.e.,
the review report and its recommendations) may or may not have an impact on the out‐
come that is ultimately generated (states’ anticorruption performance). The subsequent
sections discuss the two measures in further detail.

4.3.1 Perceptions of the peer review’s ability to satisfactorily execute five peer
review functions
Section 4.2 of this chapter briefly touched upon five peer review functions: peer pressure,
public pressure, mutual learning and exchange of best practices, international coopera‐
tion, and the identification and substantiation of technical assistance needs. This section
is concerned with developing measures to examine whether peer reviews are perceived
to perform these functions satisfactorily. It starts with a brief overview of what these
different functions entail in the framework of a peer review and then proceeds with a
discussion of measures.
It is of note that this study examines perceptions of the peer reviews’ abilities to satisfac‐
torily execute all five peer review functions, irrespectively of the question of whether they
are listed in the mission statements (for an overview of the functions listed in the mission
statements, see Table 4.2). One critique on such an approach would of course be that a peer
review might not produce certain results because it is not an officially stated aim of the peer
review. For example, only the WGB and the GRECO make references to peer pressure, a
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function on which the UNCAC peer review remains silent (United Nations, 2011). Notwith‐
standing the possibility that the mission statement might affect the extent to which a certain
function is pursued, there are good reasons to consider all five functions for each peer re‐
view. The Terms of Reference or Statutes of several peer reviews overall adopt rather generic
language and tend to be somewhat unspecific about the different functions they pursue to
undertake. The fact that a function is not explicitly mentioned as an aim does not mean that
a peer review, through its design and functioning, does not seek to carry out this function.
One good example in this regard is the UN Universal Periodic Review on Human Rights, which
has a comparable mission statement to the UNCAC peer review (United Nations Resolution
5/1, 2007). The UPR turns out to be relatively successful in generating peer and public pres‐
sure, even though this is not an explicit aim of the mechanism (Carraro & Jongen, 2015). It
would therefore be premature to discard the ability of the UNCAC peer review to generate
peer pressure only because this is not mentioned in its mission statement. Another good
example is public pressure, which is not listed as an objective of any of the three anticorrup‐
tion peer reviews. However, as stated by Nicola Bonucci, Director for Legal Affairs at the
OECD, in case of continued unsatisfactory performance, ‘the WGB could make use of the
whole spectrum of peer pressure tools, including a public “naming and shaming” of the coun‐
try in question’ (Bonucci, 2014, p. 565). Public pressure seems to have developed into a func‐
tion of the WGB, though it is not officially listed as such. The same goes for international
cooperation as a peer review function. Therefore, this study investigates perceptions of the
three peer reviews’ abilities to successfully execute all five functions, each of which is dis‐
cussed below, in turn.
Table 4.2: The peer review functions according to their mission statements
WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Peer pressure

Yes64

Yes

No

Public pressure

No

No

Mutual learning

Yes

Technical assistance

No

International cooperation

No

65

Yes

No
66

No67
Yes

68

Yes
Yes
Yes

64
Though only mentioned from Phase 3 onward. See http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti‐bribery/anti‐briberycon‐
vention/phase3countrymonitoringoftheoecdanti‐briberyconvention.htm. Accessed February 2, 2017.
65
Though only mentioned from Phase 2 onward. See http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti‐bribery/anti‐briberycon‐
vention/phase2countrymonitoringoftheoecdanti‐briberyconvention.htm. Accessed February 2, 2017.
66
This function is not mentioned in the GRECO Statute (Council of Europe Resolution [99] 5 1999), but is listed
on the GRECO website: http://www.coe.int/en/web/greco/about‐greco. Accessed February 2, 2017.
67
Though not mentioned in the GRECO’s mission statement, the Council of Europe operates several technical
assistance and cooperation programs in the area of anticorruption, amongst others.
68
This function is not mentioned in the GRECO Statute, but is listed on the Council of Europe website:
http://www.coe.int/t/DGHL/cooperation/economiccrime/corruption/Default_en.asp. Accessed October 18,
2016.
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The five peer review functions
The first two peer review functions, peer and public pressure, are frequently discussed in
the peer review literature (Meyer, 2004; Guilmette, 2004; Pagani, 2002; de Ruiter, 2012).
Both forms of pressure aim at inducing compliance by exposing and condemning under‐
performance (naming and shaming) and showcasing best practices (faming) to the peers
or the broader public (Zeitlin, 2009). As to the first, peer pressure is linked to an under‐
standing of peer review as a mechanism for horizontal (or mutual) accountability in global
governance (Dimitropoulos, 2014). States can hold each other accountable for the pro‐
gress they have made by asking critical questions, requesting additional information on
policy performance, and exposing underperformance. Public pressure, in contrast, con‐
cerns a relationship of vertical accountability69. If information on a state’s performance
in the peer review is made publicly available, domestic audiences such as NGOs, the me‐
dia, or the broader public can hold their governments accountable for their actions.
Though both forms of external pressure work on the basis of reputational threats, peer
and public pressure should be treated as separate processes, particularly in the case of
anticorruption peer reviews. Considering the insulated, closed‐door setting of plenary
sessions in this policy field, it is possible that states are shamed in front of their peers,
generating peer pressure, but that their underperformance is not exposed to the public.
This would then limit opportunities for public pressure70.
Peer and public pressure are rather output‐oriented processes. Their aim is to pro‐
duce results by putting pressure on states to consider and comply with the output of an
evaluation. The third and fourth peer review functions (mutual learning and facilitating
international cooperation), in contrast, pertain to the process use of these evaluation
exercises (Forss, Rebien, & Carlsson, 2002; Patton, 1998). Exploratory interviews suggest
that national anticorruption experts may not just learn from the output produced (i.e.,
the findings of the evaluation exercise), but possibly even more so from their participa‐
tion in the review process. Active involvement in the evaluations provides opportunities
to meet colleagues from abroad, to exchange experiences, and thus to broaden under‐
standing of how to eradicate corruption and bribery (interviews 7, 11). In addition, it
might contribute to the formation of an international professional network, an added
benefit in the event of asset recovery or prosecutions of transnational bribery cases (in‐
terviews 3, 7, 11). Such processes of mutual (or policy) learning and networking have also
received attention in the scholarly literature on peer reviews (Casey & Gold, 2005; Lehto‐
nen, 2005; Radaelli, 2008).
The fifth peer review function is the provision of technical assistance to states to ad‐
vance policy implementation. This aim is most explicitly mentioned in the context of the
UNCAC peer review. During the negotiations of this peer review, developing states were
apparently hesitant to consent to a monitoring instrument, fearing that it would expose
69

Grant and Keohane (2005) refer to this as ‘public reputational accountability’ (p. 37).
For instance, if review reports are not made publicly available or nongovernmental actors are not allowed to
attend plenary sessions.
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shortcomings they would be unable to address (Heineman & Heimann, 2006). Technical
assistance was introduced in the UNCAC peer review, driven by the conviction that the
peer review should not just point out shortcomings in states’ legislation, but actively help
them to improve their anticorruption performance. As such, it brings in a positive meas‐
ure to induce member state compliance with the UNCAC. Also, the Council of Europe
operates several technical cooperation programs on the battle against crime, which in‐
clude corruption, money laundering, and organised crime71. The aim of these projects is
to assist states with implementing the Council of Europe anticorruption legal instruments
as well as their GRECO review recommendations.
The survey is used to assess perceptions of the ability of the three peer reviews to
perform these five peer review functions. Five survey items deal with this, asking re‐
spondents the following question: Generally speaking, to what extent do you believe that
[the respective peer review] successfully:
1) Exerts state‐to‐state (peer) pressure?
2) Exerts public pressure?
3) Triggers mutual learning?
4) Provides technical assistance to member states to implement the [anticorruption
instruments under review]?
5) Facilitates international cooperation?
Answer options are as follows: 1 = not at all, 2 = to some extent, 3 = to a large extent, 4 =
completely, indicating that there are four levels of a peer review’s perceived ability to
execute these functions. Respondents, moreover, can report that they do not know the
answer to a specific survey item, and these answers are treated as item nonresponse72.
In addition to these measures, one specific survey item is aimed at probing the pressure
experienced by national anticorruption experts to implement anticorruption reform. Sur‐
vey respondents are requested to indicate to what degree they disagree or agree with
the following statement: I feel under pressure from the peer review to implement review
recommendations, with four response options: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 =
agree, 4 = strongly agree73. The survey findings are complemented with interview data.
The exploratory interviews also give the involved officials the opportunity to raise
functions and outcomes that are not formally amongst the listed aims of a peer review.
One such function is the empowerment of governmental and nongovernmental reform‐
oriented actors in overcoming domestic opposition against reform. Furthermore, a peer
review might raise the issue of anticorruption on the national agenda (interviews 1, 2, 7,
9, 12, 15). As one OECD official explains:

71
http://www.coe.int/t/DGHL/cooperation/economiccrime/corruption/Default_en.asp. Accessed March 24,
2017.
72
On the discussion of the inclusion and exclusion of I do not know options on certain survey questions, see
subsection 3.4.2 in Chapter 3.
73
This question was only posed to national experts, as neither diplomats nor IO Secretariat members are re‐
sponsible for policy implementation.
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There are some sensitive or controversial reforms. Particularly when it relates to
corporate liability in countries that don't have a form of proper liability at the mo‐
ment, they have a huge kickback from the private sector and from companies
when they try to legislate for that, so being able to say we need to do this because
the OECD is telling us to, helps.
Interview 7, OECD official
Similar processes were reported in the literature on peer reviews. Tony Porter and Mi‐
chael Webb, for instance, note in the context of the OECD’s peer reviews that ‘national
officials can use the support of their peers in other member states to try to sway opinion
in their bureaucratic battles’ (2007, p. 4).

4.3.2 Perceptions of the value of the output produced
In addition to perceptions of a peer review’s ability to perform the aforementioned five
peer review functions, the perceived value of the output produced might form a source
of legitimation (interviews 13, 14). This second component is operationalised into two
measures: (1) perceptions of the peer review’s ability to issue practically feasible recom‐
mendations, and (2) perceptions of the peer review’s ability to accurately depict reviewed
states’ anticorruption performance.
Starting with the first, the practical feasibility of review recommendations pertains to
the degree that they can be implemented without requiring unreasonably intrusive or
demanding policy reform. The importance of practically feasible review recommenda‐
tions is underscored by one of the interviewed officials:
I believe [one of] two important strengths is that … the GRECO takes itself seriously
and generally does not give impossible recommendations. … The GRECO would
not do things which they know requires constitutional amendments or anything
else that is too radical.
Interview 5, GRECO delegate
If the review recommendations are perceived to be practically feasible, member states’
willingness to implement them increases (interviews 5, 6). The second measure, which
pertains to perceptions of the accuracy of review reports, is rather self‐explanatory; it
concerns the extent to which review reports are seen to sketch an accurate picture of
reviewed states’ anticorruption performance. To study both measures, survey respond‐
ents are presented the following two survey questions: Generally speaking, to what ex‐
tent do you believe that [the respective peer review] successfully:
1) Provides practically feasible recommendations to states?
2) Provides an accurate overview of reviewed states’ performance?
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Like the previous measures, this is assessed on a 1–4 scale: 1 = not at all, 2 = to some
extent, 3 = to a large extent, 4 = completely. Also, respondents are given the possibility to
tick the I do not know answer option, which is treated as item nonresponse. Interviews
help with contextualising survey results. Table 4.3 gives an overview of the operationali‐
sation of the capabilities of the peer reviews.
Table 4.3: Operationalisation of perceptions of the capabilities of a peer review
Capabilities subdimension

Operationalisation: Perceptions of a peer review's ability to…

Measurement

Functions

Exert peer pressure

Scale: 1–4

Output

Exert public pressure

Scale: 1–4

Trigger mutual learning

Scale: 1–4

Provide technical assistance

Scale: 1–4

Facilitate international cooperation

Scale: 1–4

Provide practically feasible review recommendations

Scale: 1–4

Provide an accurate overview of reviewed states’ performance

Scale: 1–4

Note: The quantitative assessment of all measures is complemented with interview findings.

4.4 PROCEDURALISM: PERCEPTIONS OF PEER REVIEW AS A
PROCEDURALLY APPROPRIATE INSTRUMENT
The final dimension of the perceived legitimacy of the peer reviews concerns ‘the proce‐
dural legitimacy’ of an institution (Sandholtz, 2008, p. 135). Cronin and Hurd refer to this
as the proceduralism of an actor or institution, meaning perceptions of the judicious and
consistent application of procedures, irrespective of the question as to whether these
procedures in themselves are perceived to be fair. In their view, ‘procedural correctness
means fairly following the known rules, not fair procedures as such’ (2008a, p. 9). The
assumption that only procedural correctness matters for authority beliefs to emerge pre‐
supposes that procedures are either already deemed legitimate, or that the perceived
legitimacy of these procedures does not matter. The exploratory interviews, however,
suggest the opposite. It is not only consistency in rule application (i.e., correct rule fol‐
lowing) that may raise concerns or receive appreciation, and thereby inform legitimacy
beliefs. Possibly even more so, it is the nature of these rules themselves, meaning the
specific normative understandings of procedural legitimacy that are embedded in each
peer review74.
From the findings of the exploratory interviews, there are concrete indications that
the involved actors’ perceptions of legitimate procedures do not necessarily correspond
to, or may even deviate substantially from, the procedures in each peer review. The fact
that state actors formally agreed on certain procedures does not necessarily mean that
74

A similar approach is taken in Conzelmann and Jongen (2015), and Carraro et al. (2017).
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they consider these appropriate. Some delegates have become disillusioned by the prac‐
tical functioning of the peer reviews. Others may have already expressed dissatisfaction
during negotiations on certain procedures, but had to make concessions to reach agree‐
ment on the establishment of a peer review. Another group joined the peer reviews only
after the instruments had been designed, and therefore never had a say over the peer
review procedures. Thus, it appears that not only perceptions of procedural correctness
matter; possibly even more so, perceptions of the appropriateness of procedures as they
exist in a peer review are relevant. The subsections that follow therefore first operation‐
alise perceptions of the appropriateness of procedures and second look at perceptions
of procedural correctness.

4.4.1 Perceptions of the appropriateness of procedures
The ways in which the three peer reviews are designed reflect different normative un‐
derstandings of procedural fairness. Areas of variation concern civil society access to and
inclusion in the peer review, the format and reach of accountability mechanisms, the de‐
gree of transparency to the broader public, and member states’ ownership of the review
process, amongst others. The key question, as mentioned before, is not just if the peer
reviews are seen to formally act in accordance with these procedures (i.e., do they cor‐
rectly follow the rules) but also whether these procedures as such are deemed appropri‐
ate and legitimate in light of the particular context in which they are employed. The ex‐
ploratory interviews, for instance, suggest that several procedures are more broadly ap‐
preciated in some peer review contexts than in others.
There exists large variation in procedures, both formal and informal, that may influ‐
ence the conduct of a peer review and thereby the involved actors’ legitimacy percep‐
tions. To keep this study manageable, it focuses on perceptions of the appropriateness
of the general design of the peer review, its transparency provisions, its procedures for
information collection and analysis, the procedures for the production and dissemination
of review output, and mechanisms for follow‐up monitoring. The choice for these proce‐
dures is informed by a review of the rules of the peer review procedures, as well as by
the exploratory interviews. Particularly, the latter give an insight into the informal rules
of procedures, which are not formally institutionalised. The sections below discuss how
each of these dimensions is studied and operationalised. Unless indicated otherwise, the
standard survey question for each measure is: Please indicate whether you believe the
following features of the peer review are inappropriate or appropriate: [particular institu‐
tional design feature], with four answer categories: 1 = very inappropriate, 2 = inappro‐
priate, 3 = appropriate, 4 = very appropriate.
General design
The general design of the peer review comprises procedures that are not limited to par‐
ticular stages of the review process (e.g., information collection or discussion of review
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reports), but relate more broadly to the entire review process. First, officials are invited
to report on how inappropriate or appropriate they find the general design of the three
peer reviews. The survey item that corresponds to this subdimension is formulated as
indicated above.
In the exploratory interviews, two features were flagged that relate to a peer review’s
general design: the degree of involvement of IO Secretariat members in the review process
(interviews 2, 3, 4, 5, 14), and the degree of involvement of civil society actors and NGOs
in the review process (interviews 1, 6, 7, 13, 15). Though all three peer reviews are for‐
mally intergovernmental processes, the WGB and the GRECO appear to invite more civil
society engagement in the country reviews than the UNCAC peer review. In the latter,
the reviewed state can decide which stakeholders, if any at all, will be involved in the
review exercise (interview 6). The UNODC progress report, published in June 2016, re‐
vealed that in 84% of the country evaluations, nongovernmental stakeholders were in‐
volved (United Nations, 2016a)75. In the other two peer reviews, this has become stand‐
ard practice. Without imposing any judgment on what their level of involvement should
be, this study probes participants’ views on whether these actors’ involvement in the re‐
view process is deemed: 1 = far too low, 2 = too low, 3 = just right, 2 = too high, 1 = far
too high. This perhaps rather odd allocation of numerical values is because the answer
option that denotes the highest level of perceived legitimacy is the middle category: just
right. Hence, it has been assigned a score of 3. The categories too low and too high denote
lower levels of perceived legitimacy and therefore have been assigned a score of 2. Both
the answer categories of far too low and far too high point to the lowest level of perceived
legitimacy (a score of 1). As this allocation of values does not provide insight into whether
participants perceive there to be too much or too little involvement, bar charts are cre‐
ated.
Transparency
The second type of procedure concerns the transparency of the peer review. This com‐
prises two measures: the peer reviews’ transparency to the broader public and the
closed‐door setting of the plenary sessions. This dimension is assessed by soliciting views
on the appropriateness of the level of transparency to the broader public and that civil
society and NGOs are absent during plenary sessions, rating on a 1–4 scale. The survey
items are formulated as indicated above. The information obtained through the survey is
complemented with interview findings.
The three peer reviews do not differ vastly in terms of their transparency, except for
when it comes to the availability of country review reports (a dimension discussed below).
None of them allow civil society or NGOs to attend their plenary sessions, in which they
differ remarkably from other peer reviews, such as the UN’s Universal Periodic Review

75
These included ‘representatives of civil society, the private sector, academia, trade associations and other
national stakeholders’ (United Nations, 2016a, p. 6).
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(UPR) of human rights76. Compared to the other two cases, the UNCAC peer review
makes publicly available the most documents related to the plenary sessions, such as
provisional agendas, meeting reports, and attendance lists, amongst others, followed by
the GRECO, and ultimately the WGB. The latter is the least transparent about what pre‐
cisely is discussed behind closed doors.
Procedures for information collection and analysis
The third category pertains to the procedures for information collection and analysis. This
comprises three measures that probe officials’ views on how inappropriate or appropri‐
ate is the following:
1) Information is collected through self‐reporting by the reviewed state.
2) Information is collected during a country visit.
3) A country visit is mandatory (as is the case in the GRECO and the WGB) or that a
country visit is not mandatory (UNCAC peer review).
The three case studies build on a model of peer review that combines elements of self‐
and other‐reporting. As discussed in Chapter 3, they do not display much variation in their
format; each peer review starts with the reviewed state filling out its responses to the
self‐assessment checklist, which is subsequently assessed by the reviewing team in a desk
review. The information provided by a state under review (i.e., self‐reporting) may be
complemented with data obtained during the country visit (other‐reporting), for in‐
stance, through consultations with civil society, academics, or representatives from the
private sector. The main difference between the three peer reviews is the obligatory or
voluntary nature of the country visits. Whereas a country visit is compulsory for partici‐
pants in the WGB and the GRECO, it is optional in the UNCAC peer review. The exploratory
interviews indicate that this might be an area of contention amongst the involved officials
(interviews 3, 11, 15).
Production and dissemination of review output
The production and dissemination of review output constitutes the fourth category of
procedures. This is studied through three survey items, namely the perception of how
inappropriate or appropriate is the following:
1) Country reports are discussed during plenary sessions (GRECO and WGB) or that
country reports are not discussed during plenary sessions (UNCAC peer review).
2) The reviewed country has to endorse the recommendations (UNCAC peer review)
or that the reviewed country does not have to endorse the recommendations
(GRECO and WGB).
3) It is mandatory to publish review reports online (WGB) or that it is not mandatory
to publish review reports online (GRECO and UNCAC peer review).

76
This peer review not only allows any interested person to attend these sessions as an observer but also
webcasts these sessions online.
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Answer categories, similar to the ones stated above, are on a 1–4 scale. As the formula‐
tion of the survey items already suggests, the three peer reviews differ considerably in
terms of procedures for the production and dissemination of review output. The explor‐
atory interviews shed light on how this is perceived to affect the notion of a ‘peer’ review.
The GRECO and the WGB follow a format in which country evaluation reports are dis‐
cussed and adopted by the plenary. This extends the ‘peer’ element of the review exer‐
cise beyond the officials that are formally part of the reviewing team and involves all state
delegates in the plenary as peer evaluators in the country review (interviews 3, 4, 9). As
one WGB delegate explains:
The peer element … lies not completely or only in the fact that two countries act
as lead examiners, but lies mainly in that the report will be discussed in plenary
and that there are 39 other peers sitting at the table to discuss that report77.
Interview 4, WGB delegate
During these plenary sessions, reports are adopted by means of ‘consensus minus one’,
meaning that the state under review is exempted from voting on the adoption of its own
report. Before and during the discussion of the report, the reviewed state, however, can
comment on the review recommendations and the formulation of the report. As one
GRECO delegate explained: ‘The view of the reviewed country is highly considered, but
the country’s agreement is not sought—the report is the view of the plenary’ (interview
15). The UNCAC peer review, in contrast, does not discuss individual country reports in
plenary. It therefore adheres to a narrower definition of ‘the peers’, only referring to the
two countries that have been selected to act as reviewing states. The adoption of the
report, moreover, is based on consensus between the reviewing team and the state un‐
der review, referred to as ‘constructive collaboration’. This means that if the reviewed
state does not agree with the contents of its report, it can block its adoption.
Mechanisms for follow‐up monitoring
The final dimension concerns the presence or absence of systems for follow‐up monitor‐
ing. More specifically, survey respondents are invited to report on how inappropriate or
appropriate they find that states’ implementation of recommendations is reviewed during
following sessions (GRECO and WGB) or that states’ implementation of recommendations
is not reviewed during following sessions (UNCAC peer review), on a 1–4 scale.
As the above suggests, systems for follow‐up monitoring include procedures to mon‐
itor whether—and to what extent—states have implemented the review recommenda‐
tions they have received. Particularly in case of continued noncompliance, states may
become periodically subjected to such follow‐up reviews. Thus far, only the WGB and the
GRECO have systems in place for follow‐up monitoring. No formal agreement has yet

77

Note that at the time of writing this dissertation, the WGB comprises 41 member states.
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been reached on the establishment of a system for follow‐up monitoring in the UNCAC
peer review.

4.4.2 Perceptions of procedural correctness
The proceduralism of a peer review hinges on perceptions of correct rule application.
Some criteria of fair rule application are rather uncontroversial. Peer reviews set great
store by equal treatment, and the harmful effects of (political) bias on perceptions of
procedural legitimacy are not hard to imagine. If some actors receive preferential treat‐
ment for political reasons, equal treatment is compromised. The first measure of proce‐
dural correctness therefore concerns perceptions of political bias, which is assessed by
means of the survey and through interviews. More specifically, survey respondents are
presented the following question: To what extent do you perceive the peer review to be
free from political bias? 1 = not at all, 2 = to some extent, 3 = to a large extent, 4 = com‐
pletely.
However, not all fairness criteria are as uncontroversial as the ‘absence of political
bias’. The exploratory interviews reveal that officials may maintain different subjective
understandings of what ‘fairly following the rules’ precisely means, and that such an as‐
sessment is often context‐dependent. What is considered fair and appropriate in some
peer reviews may be deemed less appropriate in other organisational or policy contexts.
Uniform rule application, for instance, is arguably most important in the context of the
WGB peer review, where a prisoner‐dilemma type of situation exists (Tronnes, 2000)78.
Member states need to be assured that other states are equally pressured to implement
and enforce the Anti‐Bribery Convention and have their progress adequately monitored.
Moreover, rather homogenous levels of economic development and political systems
may raise expectations of uniform rule application in this context. The UNCAC peer re‐
view, in contrast, represents a very different case. The large diversity of countries and
their legal systems may moderate expectations of uniform rule application. Instead, more
flexible, customised approaches for each specific country, or as the GRECO states, ‘each
country on its own merits’, may become the norm, or even the preferred approach to
country assessments for certain review themes (Mrcela, 2014, p. 2). As one GRECO offi‐
cial elucidated:
We always try to apply the same principles to all the countries, to treat them really
on the same basis, [on an] equal footing, to have common standards to some ex‐
tent, although we say especially in the fourth round that each country is evaluated
78
It should be noted that the WGB maintains some degree of flexibility, most importantly in the form of ‘func‐
tional equivalence’ (Zerbes, 2014). This principle dictates that the WGB does not aim at complete harmonisation
or the unification of laws across member states, but instead focuses on the comparability of results. As one
GRECO and WGB delegate maintained: ‘The GRECO and the WGB look at the system as a whole. Is it effective
or is it not effective? If it is effective, the state is compliant. In case it is ineffective, there is non‐compliance’
(interview 14, also interview 7).
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on its own merits. We have to take into account the global, the complete context
of the country, so that we don't have to automatically address a recommendation
to all the countries on one issue where once we have addressed the recommen‐
dation to one country.
Interview 10, GRECO official
Considering the high likelihood, and concrete indications, that standards of correct rule
application differ between review mechanisms, this study is not so much interested in
the extent to which rules are applied uniformly or the degree to which individual capabil‐
ities are considered in the evaluation exercises. It seeks not to make any judgement on
where the balance between these two standards should lie, or which fairness standard
should prevail in a specific peer review context. Instead, it operationalises perceptions of
correct rule application by probing whether the degree to which the three peer reviews
uniformly apply rules (or take individual capabilities into account, respectively) is deemed
appropriate in a specific context. In the online survey, this is assessed through two items,
which ask the following:
1) How would you assess the extent to which standards of assessment are uniformly
applied across reviews?
2) How would you assess the extent to which individual capabilities of countries are
taken into account?
Answer options are as follows: 1 = far too low, 2 = too low, 3 = just right, 2 = too high, 1 =
far too high (for an explanation of these scores, see the discussion under general design).
The way in which these two measures are operationalised implies that uniform rule ap‐
plication may in principle be considered just right in peer review A, but too low in peer
review B, even though in absolute terms, standards of assessment may be much more
stringently and consistently applied in the latter. It is the specific context in which the two
peer reviews are organised that may render flexibility much more acceptable and appre‐
ciated in peer review A, as compared to peer review B. Table 4.4 summarises the opera‐
tionalisation of the two aspects of the proceduralism of a peer review: the perceived ap‐
propriateness of procedures and procedural correctness.
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Table 4.4: Operationalisation of perceptions of the proceduralism of a peer review
Proceduralism subdimension
Appropriate procedures

Procedural correctness

Operationalisation: Perceptions of…

Measurement

General design

Scale: 1–4*

Transparency

Scale: 1–4*

Information collection

Scale: 1–4*

Production and dissemination of output

Scale: 1–4*

Follow‐up monitoring

Scale: 1–4*

Political bias

Scale: 1–4

Uniform rule application

Scale: 1–3

Consideration of individual capabilities

Scale: 1–3

Note: The quantitative assessment of all measures is complemented with interview findings.
*Scale per constitutive survey item

4.5 SECOND‐ORDER COMPLIANCE
The preceding sections discussed how this study examines the involved actors’ percep‐
tions. However, peer review authority not only manifests itself in words but also in deeds;
it exists when actors perceive an institution as legitimate and act in accordance with a
peer review’s procedural requirements. This section is concerned with the latter. It aims
at developing measures to assess the level of second‐order compliance in the three peer
reviews.
In Chapter 2, it was argued that substantive compliance, meaning member state com‐
pliance with review recommendations, is not an adequate measure of peer review au‐
thority. It is difficult to adjudicate between the different reasons for noncompliance with
review recommendations. Are member states in principle willing but simply unable to
implement reform? Or are states not eager to follow up on their recommendations? Con‐
sidering these limitations, this study investigates the extent to which member states act
in accordance with the peer review’s social norms, meaning the peer review’s procedural
requirements. The focus hereby does not lie on substantive compliance, but rather on
second‐order compliance. These behavioural expectations are considerably less demand‐
ing than expectations of substantive compliance. The subsequent sections aim to identify
the specific social norms, or procedural requirements, that are indicative of peer review
authority.

4.5.1 Developing measures of second‐order compliance
Exploratory interviews play a crucial role in operationalising second‐order compliance in
the peer reviews. In these interviews, officials are first asked if they had observed that
some member states take their participation in the peer‐review mechanism more seri‐
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ously than others. Second, if the answer to this question is positive, interviewees are in‐
vited to describe how this showed in terms of concrete behaviour. Based on their an‐
swers, different types of behaviour are identified which, reportedly, indicate that a state
complies with the behavioural expectations of a peer review (i.e., second‐order compli‐
ance). Ultimately, three of these behaviours are selected as measures of the level of sec‐
ond‐order compliance: member states’ attendance at plenary sessions, their voluntary
publication of review reports, and their timeliness and responsiveness in the peer review.
Each of these measures, as well as the reasons for selecting them, are discussed in the
next sections.
The interviewed officials mentioned more behavioural indicators than could be in‐
cluded in the study. These are discarded for three main reasons. First, like member state
compliance with review recommendations (i.e., substantive compliance), several behav‐
ioural indicators are excluded as they may be influenced by member states’ political or
economic circumstances, or are rather ambiguous. One example is delegation size (inter‐
views 5, 6, 10, 12), another is whether states are in the (GRECO’s) noncompliance proce‐
dure (interview 9). An assessment of these behaviours poses similar limitations to an
analysis of substantive compliance levels. Second, some behavioural indicators are meth‐
odologically unfeasible to study, such as the seniority, expertise, and professional affilia‐
tion of state delegates and interlocutors on site (interview 5, 7, 9, 10)79, the level of detail
of responses to the self‐assessment checklist (interviews 9, 12, 15), member states’ prep‐
aration for and cooperation during the country visit (interviews 4, 7, 9, 15), and their
active participation during plenary sessions (interviews 5, 6, 10, 12). However, where pos‐
sible, the analysis provides anecdotal evidence of these measures. A third reason why
several suggested measures for second‐order compliance have been rejected is that they
are interpreted positively by some officials (attesting to the existence of authority), but
rather negatively by others (in their view, pointing to a lack of authority). Perhaps the
best example in this regard is the extent to which member states attempt to renegotiate
review outcomes (interviews 2, 4, 5, 6). To one group, this behaviour suggests that mem‐
ber states take the peer reviews very seriously, that they are concerned about the impact
of review reports, and participate actively in the peer review to limit reputational dam‐
age. Another group, however, interprets it as a lack of deference to authority, as the peer
review’s assessment is openly contested.
Before continuing with a discussion of the aforementioned three behavioural indica‐
tors, it should be noted that the levels of analysis of the first and second dimension of
authority (legitimacy perceptions and second‐order compliance, respectively) are differ‐
ent. The assessment of legitimacy perceptions is specifically targeted at the level of the

79
For instance, according to one interviewed official, if a member state to the WGB sends a prosecutor to the
plenary sessions, this suggests that they are serious about actively enforcing the Anti‐Bribery Convention. If a
state sends a representative from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who is not an expert on the theme under
review, this might suggest the opposite (interview 7).
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individual, such as governmental experts, diplomats, and IO Secretariat members. Sec‐
ond‐order compliance is analysed at the level of the member states: Do the governments
of these states (or the responsible governmental departments) regularly send a delegate
to these meetings? Do they lift the confidentiality of the report? How responsive and
timely are they? Ideally, of course, both analyses would be executed at the same level.
The choice for different levels of analysis, however, is justified by reasons of practical
feasibility. All plenary sessions are held behind closed doors, which makes it impossible
to systematically assess the behaviour of officials in the peer reviews. The same goes for
the evaluation exercises and country visits, which are equally inaccessible to actors ex‐
ternal to the peer review, including researchers.
Having said that, the two different levels of analysis warrant some reflection on how
they affect the assessment of peer review authority. The investigation of legitimacy per‐
ceptions only gives an insight into state delegates’ perceptions of the peer review. These
views may (or may not) deviate from the official position of the countries they represent.
The assessment of second‐order compliance, in contrast, mostly sheds light on the de‐
gree of authority national administrations bestow upon the instrument. By demanding,
or expecting, that state delegates behave in a certain way in the peer reviews (e.g., attend
meetings and provide information in a timely matter), a signal is sent to other states
about what constitutes appropriate behaviour in a peer review. To give a concrete exam‐
ple, an anticorruption expert may individually maintain a low level of legitimacy percep‐
tions toward the peer review. However, the government he represents may nevertheless
request him to attend plenary sessions regularly. As such, his behaviour in the peer re‐
view (i.e., his attendance) still reinforces the authority of the instrument.

4.5.2 Attendance at plenary sessions
The first measure of second‐order compliance is the member states’ attendance at ple‐
nary sessions (interviews 5, 7, 9, 12). This relates to the peer review’s ability to induce
member states to show up at plenary sessions. Plenary sessions are usually held two to
four times a year, during which member state delegates convene to discuss management
and budgetary issues, exchange best practices, and (in the case of the GRECO and the
WGB) discuss and adopt individual country evaluation reports. Absence at these sessions
reportedly signals a lack of interest in the review or dissatisfaction with its functioning
(interview 5). One interviewed official admitted that her country had not sent a delegate
to one of the plenary sessions as an expression of their discontent with how they had
been treated during previous sessions (anonymous). Moreover, presence at peer review
meetings is essential to the instrument’s functioning. If a member state does not send a
delegate, its opportunities to learn from other states as well as to ask critical questions
and exert pressure are slim, if not absent. As one GRECO delegate put it: ‘If you do not
attend, you do not influence anything’ (interview 5). Member state delegates’ absence at
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plenary sessions thus negatively affects two important functions of peer reviews: mutual
learning and peer pressure.
It is of note that member states’ attendance at plenary sessions may also be affected
by factors unrelated to peer review authority, such as member states’ capacity and geo‐
graphical proximity. It clearly requires more effort for Australia to send a delegate four
times a year to the OECD in Paris, than for France, Germany, or the Netherlands. Likewise,
the absence of a delegate from the microstates of Monaco, Andorra, or Liechtenstein
may be viewed differently than the absence of the United States, the United Kingdom, or
Germany. Notwithstanding several exceptional circumstances that may justify a member
state’s absence at plenary sessions, this study posits that this behavioural measure is ra‐
ther reliable. The UN, for instance, financially covers the attendance of at least one dele‐
gate from the Least Developed Countries at the UNCAC plenary sessions. Likewise, the
GRECO reimburses the expenses necessary for the attendance of at least one delegate
per member state (interviews 9). This makes the argument that the absence of a member
state is due to a lack of (financial) capacity less compelling. Instead, absence suggests that
the peer review plenary sessions are not deemed important enough to attend.
This study is interested in the average attendance rates of the peer reviews during
the timeframe January 2012 until December 2015. The member states’ attendance at
plenary sessions is assessed by looking at attendance lists and meeting reports. Infor‐
mation on this is only publicly available in the cases of the GRECO and the UNCAC peer
review. Publicly available data on attendance rates was complemented with information
retrieved during interviews, particularly to compensate for the lack of publicly available
data on the WGB.

4.5.3 Voluntary publication of review reports
The second measure of second‐order compliance is the extent to which peer reviews
manage to induce their member states to voluntarily publish country evaluation reports
online. In the WGB, the online publication of the full country report is mandatory for all
member states. This measure is therefore only applicable to the GRECO and the UNCAC
peer review, which merely oblige their member states to publish the executive summar‐
ies of the country evaluations online. Thus, the publication of the full country report is
optional. Two interviewed officials underscored the importance of the public availability
of the complete review reports (interviews 12, 13). Processes of vertical accountability
and public pressure are considered more likely to take effect if peer reviews are trans‐
parent about member state performance. To facilitate processes of peer pressure and
mutual learning, transparency is arguably even more important for peer reviews that do
not discuss individual country reviews in plenary.
This measure is assessed by looking at the publication rates of the full country evalu‐
ation reports, which are made available on the Council of Europe and UNODC websites.
States may need some time to authorise publication of the full report, which is why only
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country evaluations are included in the study that were finalised before June 1, 2016. This
allowed the member states four months to authorise online publication by November 8,
2016. Furthermore, considering that states may lift confidentiality of the report at any
point in time, it should be noted that the data presented in Chapter 5 reflect the situation
on November 8, 2016.

4.5.4 Timeliness and responsiveness
The final measure of second‐order compliance is the extent to which member states respect
deadlines and fulfil their commitments as member states in the peer review, both as review‐
ers and reviewed states (interviews 7, 6, 12, 13). Interviewed officials reported that states
are at times unresponsive when they have been selected to act as reviewers or when they
have to undergo the review process themselves (interviews 2, 13). Moreover, some states
are unresponsive when asked to provide information, they provide incomplete information,
or they give the required information at the very last minute: ‘You get it the day before you
arrive or the morning that you get there’ (interview 7, also interview 4).
The UN publishes comparatively the most data on the degree of responsiveness and
timeliness of participant states in its anticorruption peer review, however, does not single
out individual cases. Progress reports contain information on member state responsiveness
and on timeliness in terms of nominating focal points, organising video or teleconferences,
and submitting responses to the self‐assessment checklist (United Nations, 2015a, 2016a).
In addition, a list of unresponsive states is read out during plenary sessions of the Implemen‐
tation Review Group (IRG; personal observations). The WGB shames individual unresponsive
and uncooperative states by expressing its dissatisfaction in the evaluation reports. For in‐
stance, one of the interviewed officials noted the Phase 3 report of Belgium, which contains
a separate section titled ‘Belgian authorities’ cooperation during the on‐site visit’, in which
the WGB expressed its disappointment about the delayed responses to the self‐assessment
questionnaire (OECD, 2013a, p. 9). The GRECO does not formally report on matters of time‐
liness and responsiveness.
It needs acknowledgement that the lack of comparable and publicly available documents
on this dimension render a systematic comparison of timeliness and responsiveness across
cases unfeasible. The analysis of the online documents (as explained in Chapter 3) is comple‐
mented with insights from the interviews. In particular, but not exclusively, the interviews
with IO Secretariat members were very informative for the analysis of this measure, as these
officials have the necessary experience with a sufficient number of country reviews to assess
this measure. Nevertheless, compared to the previous measures of second‐order compli‐
ance, it is very hard to pinpoint the exact level of timeliness and responsiveness in the three
peer reviews and to compare them. Context might matter a lot; what is considered fairly
acceptable in some peer reviews (e.g., being a few weeks late submitting information) might
be inadmissible in others. Table 4.5 summarises the three measures of the level of second‐
order compliance.
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Table 4.5: Measures of second‐order compliance
Behaviour

Measurement

Presence at plenary sessions

Attendance rates

Voluntary publication of review reports

Publication rates

Timeliness and responsiveness

Qualitative

4.6 CONCLUSION
The purpose of this chapter was to develop measures of the two dimensions of the authority
of peer reviews: the perceived legitimacy of these instruments and second‐order compli‐
ance. Both the secondary literature and the 15 exploratory interviews helped to fine‐tune
the measures of these two dimensions of authority.
When it comes to the first, this dissertation set forth several measures of the perceived
legitimacy of a peer review’s mission, capabilities, and proceduralism. These concern per‐
ceptions of the appropriateness of the peer reviews and their ability to perform certain func‐
tions, which are assessed on a 1–4 scale and, in a few instances, on a 1–3 scale. As to the
second dimension, the exploratory interviews played a crucial role in the identification and
development of measures of second‐order compliance. Ultimately, three of them were cho‐
sen: member states’ attendance at plenary sessions, their voluntary publication of review
reports, and their cooperation and timeliness during the peer review. An overview of the
measures for the perceived legitimacy of the peer reviews and second‐order compliance is
presented in Table 4.6. In the next chapter, the measures of peer review authority are ap‐
plied to the three anticorruption peer reviews that have been selected as case studies in
order to provide an insight into the comparative degrees of authority that the WGB, the
GRECO, and the UNCAC peer review hold.
Table 4.6: Summary of the dimensions, subdimensions, and measures of peer review authority
Dimension

Subdimension

Measures

Perceived legitimacy

Mission

The perceived appropriateness of the instrument
The perceived appropriateness of the purpose
The perceived appropriateness of the IO

Capabilities

The perceived ability to execute the peer review functions
The perceived ability to produce valuable output

Proceduralism

The perceived appropriateness of procedures
The perceived correct application of rules

Second‐order compliance

Member state attendance at plenary sessions
Member state voluntary publication of review reports
Member state timeliness and responsiveness
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The second research question of this dissertation reads: How much authority do different
anticorruption peer reviews hold? The preceding chapter put forward measures of peer
review authority. The purpose of this chapter is to apply these measures to the three
empirical cases, the WGB, the GRECO, and the UNCAC peer review, and as such to identify
their comparative degrees of authority. This is done by, first, studying the perceptions of
the actors who are involved in the peer reviews and, second, by investigating the level of
second‐order compliance in the peer reviews. The analyses are based on data obtained
by means of interviews, the survey, and online documents. Quantitative and qualitative
research methods are employed to analyse these data and to compare the degrees of
authority the three peer reviews hold.
To examine legitimacy perceptions, this study draws upon quantitative and qualitative
methods for data collection and analysis. As to the quantitative methods, perceptions are
investigated using three statistical methods. First, Pearson‐product‐moment correlations
serve to check the robustness of the measures of legitimacy perceptions developed in Chap‐
ter 4. Do these measures truly relate to different characteristics (or attributes) of a peer re‐
view, or do they in principle measure the same thing? If strong correlations exist between
two survey items (i.e., r>0.50), this might imply that they do not measure two distinct char‐
acteristics, or qualities, of peer review authority, but tap into the same aspect.
Second, this chapter is interested in the three peer reviews’ mean scores on the vari‐
ous measures. From these mean scores, the level of perceived legitimacy of the peer re‐
views is inferred, which can be very low, rather low, rather high, or very high. As indicated
in Chapter 4, most survey items have answer options on a 1–4 scale (a few on a 1–3 scale).
A score of 1 means that an attribute of a peer review is deemed very inappropriate or
that a peer review is not at all able to deliver a certain outcome or perform a function. A
score of 4 then indicates that this aspect is perceived to be very appropriate or that the
peer review is completely able to carry out this function. Accordingly, if the mean score
exceeds 2.5 on 1–4 scale (or 2 on a 1–3 scale), this indicates a rather high level of per‐
ceived legitimacy. In fact, if the mean score exceeds 3.25 (2.5, respectively), this is even
considered to be very high. The same goes for mean scores below 2.5 (or 2 for the 1–3
scale), which indicate a rather low level of perceived legitimacy. Likewise, when below
1.75 (1.5, respectively), the level is very low. Table 5.1 provides an overview of how the
perceived legitimacy of the peer reviews is inferred from the mean scores.
Third, once the level of perceived legitimacy is established for each peer review, One‐
Way ANOVA analyses (LSD Post‐Hoc Test) are carried out to study whether differences
between the case studies are also statistically significant. In addition, these analyses help
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to establish the eta squared values, which indicate the share of the dependent variable
that can be accounted for by the independent variable80.
The One‐Way ANOVA analyses, though very useful for assessing and comparing the
perceived legitimacy of three case studies, also present several limitations. First, this
method gives no insight into how responses are distributed across answer categories. It
therefore is possible that two or three case studies have rather similar mean scores, even
though response patterns differ greatly. Second, in their focus on mean scores per case
study, One‐Way ANOVA analyses may run the risks of sketching too bleak a picture of the
authority a peer review holds or overestimating its authority, depending on whether spe‐
cific groups of survey respondents deem certain aspects of a peer review highly inappro‐
priate or highly appropriate. As to the first limitation, this study checked the distribution
of responses for each survey item by using cross‐tabulations. It did not find any notewor‐
thy differences in response patterns between the peer reviews for each survey item
where comparable mean scores exist. To address the second limitation, the fourth statis‐
tical method is used: Two‐Way Analyses of Variance (Hochberg GT2 Post‐Hoc Test)81.
Two‐Way Analyses of Variance serve to control for the impact of two independent varia‐
bles: respondents’ regional background (i.e., the five UN regional groupings) and their
professional affiliation (i.e., IO Secretariat members, national anticorruption experts, and
also diplomats in the case of the UNCAC peer review)82. These two control variables were
selected as they are most likely to have an influence on the experiences the involved
actors have had with the peer reviews and thus to affect their views. The subsequent
analyses indeed show that this is at times the case. In instances where such statistically
significant differences between respondent groups are identified, these are reported in
the footnotes of the study83.
Next to the quantitative methods, this study employs qualitative methods to assess
legitimacy perceptions. In the interviews, officials are presented questions that are com‐
parable to the survey, allowing them to elaborate on their views. The analyses of the
80

An eta squared value of 0.12, for instance, means that 12% of the variation on the dependent variable can be
explained by the peer review in which the respondent participates (i.e., the independent variable).
81
This post‐hoc test was chosen as there is considerable variation in the sample sizes of the different respond‐
ent groups (i.e., in terms of professional affiliation and regional background).
82
One note about the Two‐Way Analyses of Variance: Even though the survey question about professional
affiliation was obligatory (i.e., forced response), for regional background respondents could indicate that they
preferred not to answer. These respondents are categorised as a ‘sixth regional’ group, although in reality they
do not constitute a separate regional group. Excluding this sixth group allows for a better analysis of the impact
of regional background on the dependent variable, but reduces the sample size to such an extent that it affects
the analysis of the impact of professional affiliation considerably. The results of the empirical analyses pre‐
sented in Annexes 4–6, therefore, consist of two separate tests: one for regional background, for which the
sixth group was excluded from the analysis. A second test, which included the sixth group, studies the effect of
professional affiliation and the interaction effect between regional background and professional affiliation on
the dependent variable.
83
This study’s main interest lies with explaining differences in authority between three peer reviews. The ques‐
tion of which respondent groups are more likely to hold authority beliefs is a different research aim, which lies
outside this study’s scope. Professional affiliation and regional affiliation therefore mainly serve as control var‐
iables to check whether specific groups of actors differ considerably in their views.
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interviews are aimed at putting the survey findings into context. What do the survey re‐
spondents mean when they indicate that they believe a peer review is (or is not) an ap‐
propriate monitoring instrument, that is procedurally fair, or able to deliver meaningful
results? For instance, in the survey, respondents are asked to report to what extent they
perceive a peer review to be free from political bias. Interviews help to identify what type
of bias is seen to exist in a peer review.
To study the level of second‐order compliance in the peer reviews, this research pri‐
marily draws upon online documents and interviews. Attendance rates and publication
rates of country review reports are calculated based on the information presented in at‐
tendance lists as well as on the website of the IOs that host the peer reviews. Both
measures are particularly useful for pinpointing the comparative levels of second‐order
compliance between the three peer reviews. However, the analysis of member state
timeliness and responsiveness in the peer reviews is more complex, because of the lack
of comparable data in this regard. As discussed more extensively in Chapter 3 (subsection
3.5.1), to examine member states’ timeliness and responsiveness in the peer reviews, this
study draws upon data from the country evaluation reports (for the WGB), progress re‐
ports (for the UNCAC peer review), and meeting reports (for the GRECO). In all three case
studies, this information is complemented with insights from the interviews.
Table 5.1: Inferring the level of perceived legitimacy from the mean scores
Scale survey item

Very low

Rather low

Rather high

Very high

1–3

Mean < 1.50

Mean 1.50 <> 2.00

Mean 2.00 <> 2.50

Mean > 2.50

1–4

Mean < 1.75

Mean 1.75 <> 2.50

Mean 2.50 <> 3.25

Mean > 3.25

5.2 MISSION: PERCEPTIONS OF PEER REVIEW AS AN APPROPRIATE
MONITORING INSTRUMENT
Chapter 4 set out the three measures of the mission of a peer review. These concern
perceptions of the appropriateness of (1) using peer reviews in a policy area, (2) to serve
a specific goal, and (3) under the auspices of an international organisation. The second
measure again consists of two submeasures: perceptions of the appropriateness of the
assessment standards and of the functions of the peer review. All measures are studied
using both quantitative and qualitative data. The only exception to this are perceptions
of the functions of the peer review, to which this section will return later.
First, Pearson‐product‐moment correlation is used to study the relationship between
the three measures that are studied quantitatively. As shown in Table 5.2, the analyses
reveal a strong correlation between the first and third measure (r=.63; p<0.001), which
implies that there is 39.2% shared variance between them. Though this correlation should
be kept in mind when interpreting the results, its inclusion in the analyses seems rather
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unproblematic. The three case studies do not show statistically significant variation on
either the first or third measure. Table 5.3 presents the survey findings on these three
measures, each of which is discussed in the subsequent subsections. This table, as well
as the tables presented later in this chapter, provide information on three points: (1) the
scale of the respective survey items, (2) the mean scores of each peer review on these
survey items with the standard deviations presented in brackets behind them, and (3) the
differences in mean scores between each combination of peer reviews and the signifi‐
cance levels at which they differ.
Table 5.2: Pearson‐product‐moment correlations between the measures of the mission of the peer reviews
1

2

1. Instrument

3

.48**

.63**

2. Standards of assessment

.49**

3. International organisation
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001
Table 5.3: Quantitative assessment of perceptions of the mission of the peer reviews
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs
GRECO

WGB vs
UNCAC

GRECO vs
UNCAC

Instrument

1–4

3.46 (.65)

3.34 (.69)

3.35 (.52)

.12

.11

.01

Standards of assessment

1–4

3.15 (.73)

3.20 (.70)

3.22 (.58)

.05

.07

.02

IO

1–4

3.39 (.66)

3.41 (.68)

3.48 (.55)

.02

.09

.07

Sum of mean scores

3–12

10.00

9.95

10.05

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

5.2.1 Perceptions of peer review as an appropriate monitoring instrument in the
fight against corruption
The first measure concerns the appropriateness of peer review as a monitoring instru‐
ment in the fight against corruption. The survey results indicate that the three peer re‐
views are overall perceived to be appropriate or even very appropriate monitoring instru‐
ments. Mean scores for the three case studies exceed 3.25 on a 1–4 scale: M=3.46 (WGB),
M=3.34 (GRECO), and M=3.35 (UNCAC)84. Differences between the three peer reviews
are marginal and statistically insignificant.
Interviews yield several insights into what is so valued about peer reviews as a moni‐
toring instrument. They show that specific qualities of the instrument are appreciated,
84
Only in the case of the UNCAC peer review did professional affiliation have a statistically significant main
effect (p<0.05). Statistically significant differences exist between IO Secretariat members (M=3.61) and diplo‐
mats (M=3.16; p<0.05). However, since Levene’s test is significant (p=0.01), these results should be interpreted
with caution. For details, see Appendix 4, Table A4.1.
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such as the opportunities it provides for capacity‐building and policy learning (interviews
16, 18, 21, 22, 30, 41). The entire review process is a learning experience, not just the
output (i.e., the review report) that the country evaluation produces. In addition, several
officials, though not all of them, appreciate that the evaluations are carried out by other
states, their peers, as opposed to, for instance, an independent body of experts or an
NGO (interviews 21, 24, 31, 44). ‘You can never say: “It is dictated by this international
organisation”, because it comes from the peers’ (interview 31). Moreover, compared to
the independent experts, governmental experts are at times considered better aware of
the national context in which policy reform needs to be implemented. Ultimately, these
governmental actors are dealing with similar policy problems in their home countries (in‐
terview 21, confirmed in exploratory interview 8).

5.2.2 Perceptions of the appropriateness of the standards of assessment
The second measure pertains to the appropriateness of the standards of assessment that
are used in the evaluations. Like the previous measure, in all peer reviews, the assess‐
ment standards are overall perceived to be appropriate or even very appropriate: M=3.15
(WGB), M=3.20 (GRECO), and M=3.22 (UNCAC peer review)85.
These high levels of appropriateness are quite surprising, considering the variation in
legal and nonlegal instruments under review and some of the critique raised in inter‐
views. Highlighting a few aspects, the GRECO drew some criticism with regards to the
Fourth Evaluation Round (interviews 32, 33, 35, 39)86. The topic under review for this
Round is based on nonbinding legislation. Reportedly, no clearly developed international
norms exist with regards to what constitutes good performance under this review theme
(interviews 22, 32, 33, 35). The standards of assessment were therefore said to be vaguer,
leading to longer discussions over what the minimum standards and expectations are.
This is different from previous evaluation rounds; the review theme of incriminations, for
instance, is based on a legally binding Convention, and ‘if you were not in compliance,
that was easy to verify’ (interview 33).

5.2.3 Perceptions of the appropriateness of the IO hosting the peer review
The third measure regards the appropriateness of the IO that hosts the peer review. The
survey results show that the IOs that organise the three peer reviews are overall per‐
ceived to be very appropriate: M=3.39 (WGB), M=3.41 (GRECO), M=3.48 (UNCAC)87.

85
The analyses revealed that in the UNCAC peer review professional affiliation had a statistically significant main
effect (p<0.01). IO Secretariat staff members perceive this to be more appropriate (M=3.61) than diplomats
(M=3.09; p<0.05). Levene’s test is also significant at: p<0.01. For details, see Appendix 4, Table A4.2.
86
This concerns the ‘prevention of corruption in respect of members of parliament, judges and prosecutors’.
87
The analyses did not show statistically significant variation between respondent groups. For details, see Annex
4, Table A4.3.
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Interviews shed light on what makes these organisations so appropriate for organising
peer reviews in this policy field. Each of them, reportedly, has certain qualities. The OECD,
for example, which is composed of many of the world’s largest exporting nations, is con‐
sidered well suited to monitor states’ performance on the issue area of foreign bribery.
For the same reasons, however, its membership at times is deemed too selective. Some
of today’s biggest players in world trade, such as China, India, and Indonesia, do not take
part in the peer review (interviews 42, 43). In addition, both the OECD, which is tradition‐
ally seen as a technical expert body, and the Council of Europe are appreciated for their
expertise. The UN, in turn, is often considered the only organisation with the legitimacy
and resources available to carry out a global peer review.

5.2.4 Perceptions of the appropriateness of a peer review’s functions.
The three peer reviews do not differ remarkably on the three measures for which quan‐
titative data is available. All peer reviews are deemed very appropriate and no statistically
significant variation can be identified between them. This, however, is only partly the case
when it comes to the final measure of this dimension: the appropriateness of the three
peer reviews’ functions. As discussed in Chapter 4, these functions concern peer and pub‐
lic pressure, international cooperation, technical assistance, mutual learning, and ex‐
change of best practices. Using interviews as the main method, this subsection studies
perceptions of the appropriateness of these functions.
Apart from one interviewed WGB delegate, who questioned the appropriateness of
peer pressure (interview 40), the peer review functions of the WGB and the GRECO are
widely deemed appropriate. None of the interviewed delegates expressed any concerns
about, or reported on a potential dichotomy between, aims of stimulating constructive
dialogue and learning, on the one hand, and peer and public pressure, on the other.
Based on participants’ insights, it appears that both aims can be successfully integrated
into the framework of a single peer review.
The UNCAC peer review, however, has attracted more criticism on this dimension.
This criticism is not necessarily targeted at the explicitly stated functions of the peer re‐
view as such, which include international cooperation, learning, and technical assistance.
Views seem rather to diverge considerably about the roles that peer pressure and other
mechanisms meant to foster mutual accountability should play in this peer review. Inter‐
views reveal that to some officials, peer pressure is implied in the choice of peer review
as a monitoring instrument, irrespective of the question whether this is a formally stated
aim. As one UNCAC delegate argued:
They’re delighted that they’ve created something that they call a peer review and
in technical terms it is a peer review. But it is not peer review as we understand,
or I would understand, it in the sense of a critical friend or critical peer judging
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you. That’s been kind of filleted out of the process to make it all less challenging
and less controversial.
Interview 45, UNCAC delegate
Other delegates refer to one of the peer review’s guiding principles, which state that the
peer review should be nonpunitive and nonadversarial (United Nations, 2011, p. 5). Peer
pressure and, possibly even more so, public pressure are perceived to be soft sanctioning
tools and are therefore deemed inappropriate in the context of this peer review (inter‐
views 19, 28, exploratory interview 11). Their arguments seem to follow a management
rationale for compliance: noncompliance is perceived to be inadvertent and due to lack
of capacity, rather than political will, which is why the introduction of more enforcement‐
oriented functions would have counterproductive effects (interview 19)88. Whether, in‐
deed, peer pressure and public pressure compromise on the nonpunitive nature of the
peer review is open to debate. What is clear, however, is that both groups do not seem
to hold a shared understanding of which purpose exactly this peer review serves or
should serve.
The number of interviews conducted per UN regional group is rather small, which is
why no generalisations can be made about the views held by actors from different re‐
gional backgrounds. Interviews, however, suggest that many (Western) European
(WEOG) officials are quite supportive of peer pressure and public pressure as peer review
functions (interviews 20, 22, 27, 45). The interviewed officials from the Group of Latin
and Caribbean states (GRULAC), in turn, generally do not reject peer pressure, but also
do not tend to see it as a peer review function that needs to be exported to the UN con‐
text (interviews 23, 24, 25, 29). As one of the GRULAC delegates indicated: the UNCAC
peer review ‘has another reason to be’ (interview 29).
I know that the OECD and the OAS go much further than the UNCAC review mech‐
anism. But knowing what the UNCAC is for, considering the greater disparities be‐
tween states, this sensitivity has to be reflected in the mechanism. In this respect,
that same level of peer pressure is not foreseen in the UNCAC review mechanism.
Interview 23, UNCAC delegate
Several of the interviewed delegates from the African and Asian groups appear to per‐
ceive processes of peer pressure as least appropriate (interview 19, 28, also exploratory
interview 11). Arguments against peer and public pressure (‘naming and shaming’) are
that it may be detrimental to a constructive environment, and that it is simply inappro‐
priate in the UN’s diplomatic setting. However, it is of note that this is based on a rather
limited number of interviews and may not be representative of the entire African and
Asian groups of delegates.
88
For the discussion on a management and enforcement approach to compliance with international law see
Chapter 4 (subsection 4.2.2.).
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To summarise the findings on the four measures of the mission of a peer review, peer
review is widely considered a very appropriate monitoring tool in this policy field. Despite
variation in their assessment standards and the international organisations that host
them, the missions of all three peer reviews are perceived to be very appropriate. The
only exception to this is the final measure, which pertains to the appropriateness of the
peer reviews’ functions. Interviews suggest that in the UNCAC peer review, views are not
aligned on what the exact purpose of this peer review is; is the peer review only about
learning or also about establishing some degree of mutual accountability? Chapter 6 aims
to shed light on why views are so dispersed on this issue in the UNCAC peer review.

5.3 CAPABILITIES: PERCEPTIONS OF PEER REVIEW AS AN INSTRUMENT
THAT PRODUCES MEANINGFUL OUTCOMES
The capabilities dimension pertains to the perceived ability of the peer reviews to deliver
meaningful outcomes. As such, it comprises two measures, perceptions of: (1) the ability
of the peer reviews to carry out the peer review functions, and (2) the ability of the peer
reviews to produce valuable output. These two measures correspond to seven survey
items in total.
Table 5.4: Pearson product‐moment correlations between the measures of the capabilities of the peer reviews
1
1. Peer pressure
2. Public pressure
3. Mutual learning
4. Technical assistance
5. International cooperation
6. Practically feasible recommendations

2

3

4

5

6

7

.49**

.31**

.01

.16*

.26**

.32**

.29**

.02

.16*

.28**

.27**

.27**

.36**

.37**

.36**

.47**

.32**

.18**

.34**

.27**
.60**

7. Accurate overview of performance
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

First, Pearson‐product‐moment correlation coefficient is used to explore possible corre‐
lations between these seven survey items. As shown in Table 5.4, these reveal statistically
significant, positive correlations between several of them. The correlations suggest that
respondents who perceive a peer review as able to perform one of these functions are
quite likely to hold similar perceptions of the other functions, as well. Two correlations
stand out. The first is the medium‐sized correlation between perceptions of a peer re‐
view’s ability to generate peer pressure and its ability to deliver public pressure (r=.49;
p<0.01). This correlation suggests that in the eyes of many respondents, the two survey
items essentially tap into the same ability of a peer review. Though it might theoretically
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make sense to adjudicate between the two, both relate to the pressure generated by a
peer review. The second correlation that stands out is the strong correlation between
perceptions of the peer reviews’ ability to produce practically feasible review recommen‐
dations and the accuracy of review reports (r=.60; p<0.01). Their high degree of shared
variance (36.1%) should be kept in mind when analysing the survey findings.

5.3.1 Perceptions of the ability of the peer reviews to perform the peer review
functions
The first measure concerns the perceived ability of the peer reviews to successfully carry
out five peer review functions: to exert peer pressure, to exert public pressure, to trigger
mutual learning, to provide (technical) assistance, and to facilitate international cooper‐
ation amongst states in the international fight against corruption. Table 5.5 reports the
survey findings on each peer review function.
Table 5.5: Quantitative assessment of the perceived ability of the peer reviews to perform the following functions
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs.
GRECO

WGB vs.
UNCAC

GRECO vs.
UNCAC

Peer pressure

1–4

2.92 (.67)

2.69 (.73)

2.30 (.76)

.23

.62**

.39**

Public pressure

1–4

2.61 (.79)

2.61 (.74)

2.10 (.71)

.00

.51**

.51**

Mutual learning

1–4

2.94 (.80)

2.97 (.69)

2.91 (.79)

.03

.03

.06

Technical assistance

1–4

2.44 (.77)

2.34 (.84)

2.85 (.79)

.10

.41**

.31**

International cooperation

1–4

2.91 (.81)

2.72 (.78)

2.79 (.80)

.19

.12

.07

Sum of mean scores

5 – 20

13.82

13.33

10.04

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD Post‐Hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

Peer pressure
The first peer review function is peer pressure. The survey shows that the peer reviews
are viewed quite differently when it comes to their abilities to generate peer pressure.
The WGB is, overall, perceived as rather able to successfully execute this function
(M=2.92). The same, though to a slightly lesser extent, is the case for the GRECO
(M=2.69). Both peer reviews show statistically significant differences with the UNCAC
peer review (M=2.30; p<0.01), which is perceived to be least able of the three peer re‐
views to generate peer pressure89. The effect size is medium: an eta squared value of
0.12.

89
In the UNCAC peer review, professional affiliation has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.01). Differ‐
ences exist between IO Secretariat members (M=2.77) and diplomats (M=2.00; p<0.05). However, Levene’s test
is also significant: p<0.01. For details, see Appendix 5, Table A5.1. In addition, if weighting is switched off, dif‐
ferences become statistically significant at the p<0.001 level.
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Peer pressure as a form of soft‐persuasion is intrinsically linked with the OECD peer
reviews. The WGB is no exception to this (M=2.92)90. Several interviewed officials men‐
tioned that they had either experienced peer pressure personally or that they had wit‐
nessed other state delegates coming under social pressure during plenary sessions (in‐
terviews 40, 41, 42, 43). The interviews show that peer pressure may take different forms
in this specific review context. There is the sociological element of the peers asking critical
questions during plenary sessions and requesting evidence of progress made. In addition,
there are possibilities to publish critical press statements, to contact the Minister of Jus‐
tice, to send technical delegations, or to demand states to redo an entire evaluation
round (called the ‐bis or ‐ter evaluations, depending on whether the evaluation is done
for the second or even for the third time). One of the WGB delegates referred to these ‐
bis and ‐ter evaluations ‘as the very worst of the bad things that could happen to us’
(interview 41). At times, the mere threat that such measures will be taken may suffice to
motivate states to implement reform; ‘the key threat [of the WGB] is that it keeps the
issue [of noncompliance] from going away,’ (interview 40). One of the best‐known exam‐
ples and success stories of peer and public pressure in the WGB is the case of the United
Kingdom (UK) and BAE Systems91. After numerous critical press statements and two ‐bis‐
and one ‐ter evaluations, this case led to a complete overhaul of legislation and the adop‐
tion of the UK Anti‐Bribery Act (Pieth, 2013).
The findings also indicate that the GRECO is perceived overall as rather able to exert
peer pressure (M=2.69), but to a slightly lesser extent than the WGB. The GRECO avails
itself of comparable mechanisms to exert pressure as the WGB, such as periodically re‐
questing states to update their peers on progress made, the threat of publishing critical
press statements, and sending letters to the permanent delegations and the Minister of
Justice. GRECO delegates and Secretariat members reported on similar dynamics to the
WGB; however, interviews leave the impression that the atmosphere at the GRECO ple‐
nary is comparably less confrontational (interviews 17, 22, 31, 36). One GRECO delegate,
who had also been involved in the WGB, reported that he had experienced pressure in
the GRECO, but that he personally felt that political pressure in the OECD was higher and
at times targeted at the individual delegate (interview 33).

90

See https://www.oecd.org/site/peerreview/peerpressurearelatedconcept.htm. Accessed March 30, 2017.
In December 2006, the British Serious Fraud Office (SFO) announced the discontinuance of its inquiry into an
arms deal between British BAE Systems, a multinational aerospace, defence and security company, and Saudi‐
Arabia. It had announced that it intended to start an investigation into the Al‐Yamamah arms deal, two years
earlier, based on allegations that BAE Systems had been operating a slush fund to bribe Saudi officials. National
and international security considerations and the public interest were listed as the prime reasons underlying
the decision to terminate the probe (Bonucci & Saula, 2011). This decision was intensely criticised by the WGB,
subjecting the UK to periodical review and peer pressure, processes which have been partly credited for trig‐
gering widespread legal change in the UK, most importantly in the form of the UK Anti‐Bribery Act. This trans‐
formed the UK into one of the leaders in the global fight against foreign bribery. Some researchers, however,
consider the slow pace by which the UK implemented reform, and the fact that prosecutions were ultimately
dropped, an indication of the peer review’s weaknesses and limitations (Rose, 2015).
91
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Finally, the findings of the survey indicate that the ability of the UNCAC peer review
to exert peer pressure is overall perceived to be rather low (M=2.30). None of the inter‐
viewed officials mentioned its existence in this context and reportedly no direct question‐
ing takes place between state delegates during plenary sessions of the Implementation
Review Group (IRG), the intergovernmental group that oversees the operation and per‐
formance of the UNCAC peer review. As one of them described the situation: ‘No pres‐
sure is exerted at all. The IRG is just countries reading out statements’ (interview 20, also
interview 41). Granted, as mentioned in Chapter 4, peer pressure is also not clearly spec‐
ified as an aim of the UNCAC peer review. Yet, considering that several state delegates
reported that they would in principle value more peer pressure in this mechanism, or
even indicated that this is what they expect from a peer review (see subsection 5.2.4),
these results appear to be relevant to the authority of the mechanism.
Table 5.6: Quantitative assessment of the perceived pressure from the peer review

Pressure to implement
recommendations

Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs
GRECO

WGB vs
UNCAC

GRECO vs
UNCAC

1–4

3.07 (.57)

2.81 (.69)

2.35 (.68)

.26*

.72***

.46***

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

To gain an insight into the differences in the extent to which the involved officials per‐
sonally experienced pressure from the peer reviews, consider Table 5.6. In the survey,
national anticorruption experts were requested to indicate to what degree they disa‐
greed or agreed with the following statement: I feel under pressure from the peer review
to implement review recommendations, with four response options: 1 = strongly disagree,
2 = disagree, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree92. Survey respondents reported to agree more
strongly with this statement in the WGB (M=3.07) than in the GRECO (M=2.81; p<0.05),
with even more marked differences existing between the GRECO and the UNCAC peer
review (M=2.35; p<0.001) and the WGB and the UNCAC peer review (p<0.001)93. The
effect size is medium: an eta squared value of 0.18.
The WGB is then also the only peer review where a few interviewed state delegates
indicated they feel nervous about country reviews or having their reports discussed in
plenary sessions, particularly in comparison to the UNCAC peer review (interview 41, also
exploratory interview 6). Amidst what has been described as an emotional atmosphere,
peer pressure in the WGB seems to serve its purpose:

92
This question was only posed to national experts, as neither diplomats nor IO Secretariat members are re‐
sponsible for policy implementation.
93
In the WGB, regional background has a statistically significant main effect: p<0.05. Differences exist between
the EEG officials, on the one hand (M=2.67), and the non‐Western/European officials (M=3.18; p<0.01) and
Western European, on the other (M=3.19; p<0.01). For details, see Appendix 5, Table A5.2.
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There is challenge and there is critique and there is quite a lot of aggression. My
personal view is that it got slightly out of hand … but it was a key part of the dy‐
namics, sociologically that worked.
Interview 40, WGB delegate
Peer pressure is perceived to be an effective tool for moving some countries forward in
a policy area where, in the absence of this peer review, probably not much progress
would be made (interviews 40, 41).
Public pressure
The second peer review function is public pressure. Like peer pressure, the survey find‐
ings show that the three case studies differ considerably in their perceived ability to en‐
gender public pressure. The WGB and the GRECO (M=2.61) are overall perceived as ra‐
ther able to execute this function, especially when compared to the UNCAC peer review
(M=2.10; p<0.001; an eta squared of 0.10)94. However, also in the first two peer reviews
the perceived ability of the peer reviews to execute this function is not very high, laying
only slightly above the middle category of M=2.50.
Interviews indicate that the WGB and the GRECO are quite similar in terms of how
public pressure takes shape. Public pressure reportedly takes the form of the media ech‐
oing findings from the evaluation reports or civil society organisations, such as Transpar‐
ency International, showing an interest in the outcomes of country evaluations (inter‐
views 16, 21, 32, 33, 34, 40, 42, 43, 44). Some officials also indicated that local newspa‐
pers had featured articles on the peer review exercises and their outcomes (interviews
16, 43, 44). The degree to which public pressure materialises, however, differs vastly
across countries. The UK, in the case of BAE Systems, is exemplary of a domestic context
that is receptive to public pressure from the WGB. This pressure mobilised the media,
Parliament, and civil society, and ultimately resulted in policy reform. A similar example
was given in relation to the GRECO. This peer review reportedly had stirred up public
discussion in a member state for being the only one in Europe not to have any regulation
on the transparency of party financing (interviews 32, 37). As one of the GRECO delegates
said: ‘Nobody wants to be the bad guy’ (interview 37). These two instances stand in sharp
contrast to several other countries, where the media and the public reportedly lack in‐
terest in the peer review exercises. One of the WGB delegates indicated that the issue of
corruption simply ‘does not keep public opinion awake’ (interview 41), and the peer re‐
view recommendations seem to find less political resonance in these contexts. Another
WGB delegate also mentioned: ‘I never saw the very angry letters written by the Chair of
94
In all three peer reviews, IO Secretariat members are more positive about the abilities of the peer review to
facilitate public pressure than the national experts and diplomats. In the GRECO, this difference is statistically
significant (p<0.01) between the GRECO Secretariat (M=3.29) and the national experts (M=2.54). Also in the
UNCAC peer review are the differences between the UNODC Secretariat (M=2.54) and the diplomats (M=1.90)
significant (p<0.05). However, since Levene’s test turns out statistically significant, the between subject effects
in this case should be interpreted with caution. For details, see Appendix 5, Table A5.3.
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the Working Group to [country name removed] and [country name removed … to] have
any impact at all’ (interview 40).
As the survey findings show, the UNCAC peer review is perceived overall as rather
unable to execute public pressure (M=2.10). Most interviewed officials, indeed, con‐
firmed that the UNCAC peer review has not been able to mobilise much public pressure,
with two notable exceptions (interviewees 20, 26). However, one of these delegates was
not specifically referring to public pressure in his own country, but to the ability of the
mechanism more broadly (interview 20). Though public pressure is not a specified aim of
the UNCAC peer review, which perhaps explains its low scores on this measure, it is of
note that neither the WGB nor the GRECO have listed this as one of their aims either.
Still, these two peer reviews are perceived to be comparably better able to deliver this
outcome.
Mutual learning
The third peer review function concerns its ability to facilitate mutual learning. The survey
findings show that all three peer reviews are perceived overall as rather able to do so.
The case studies demonstrate negligible differences in their mean scores: M=2.94 (WGB),
M=2.97 (GRECO), and M=2.91 (UNCAC)95.
Interviews are aligned with these positive survey results, in which delegates indicated
that they had personally learnt a lot from the review exercises and that the evaluations
involved a valuable exchange of views (interviews 16, 17, 21, 25, 29, 31, 36). To illustrate
this with a few examples, delegates referred to the WGB as ‘a big classroom’ (interview
42), described their participation in the GRECO ‘as a precious source of inspiration’ (in‐
terview 21), and referred to the UNCAC peer review as ‘a whole new learning experience’
(interview 29). In addition, the peer review exercises are valued for giving a fresh, out‐
sider’s perspective on matters, revealing issues that previously had never been consid‐
ered or that were simply taken for granted (interviews 30, 36). As one GRECO delegate
explained:
Some ideas which can get out on the surface can help you to see the things differ‐
ently in your country because you are in … some kind of shell, if you understand
me, and sometimes it is very hard to see out of this shell, but then somebody else
looking into the shell sees that there [are] … more holes than [there] … should be.
Interview 36, GRECO delegate
Individual learning processes reportedly take place at various stages of the review pro‐
cess, such as during plenary sessions, during the evaluation of one’s own country, and
when acting as reviewers.
95
In the GRECO, professional affiliation has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.05) between IO Secretariat
members (M=3.29) and national experts (M=2.94). In the UNCAC peer review, regional background does not
have a statistically significant main effect, although the differences between the WEOG (M=2.77) and the Afri‐
can Group (M=3.20) are statistically significant (p<0.05). For details, see Appendix 5, Table A5.4.
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Technical assistance
The fourth peer review function is the substantiation of technical assistance needs. The
survey results show that the UNCAC peer review is overall perceived as best able to exe‐
cute this function (M=2.85), by comparison with the WGB (M=2.44; p<0.01) and the
GRECO (M=2.34; p<0.01) 96. With an eta squared value of 0.074, the effect size is me‐
dium97.
The survey findings are unsurprising to the extent that no other anticorruption peer
review attaches as much value to identifying and substantiating technical assistance
needs as the UNCAC peer review does. Interviews, however, provide little insight into this
peer review function, as only one interviewed delegate indicated to have received such
technical assistance. This delegate expressed her appreciation for the UN’s work, men‐
tioning that her country managed to implement the review recommendations with the
help of donor funding and the UNODC’s assistance.
I know that a lot of other states haven’t been through the same path that we have
in the sense that we had a review, recommendations have come out, and we re‐
ceived assistance immediately after. So we’ve been very lucky to have that posi‐
tive outcome.
Interview 30, UNCAC delegate
As the above interview quote suggests, not all requests for technical assistance could be
granted. Another interviewed official indicated that their request for assistance had been
denied, the most likely reason for this being limited funding (interview 27).
The type of technical assistance that the UNODC provides as a direct result of the
country evaluations is unique to the UN peer review. The Council of Europe, however,
also operates several technical assistance and cooperation programs that purport to as‐
sist both member and nonmember states with implementing their international anticor‐
ruption commitments. Therefore, the GRECO’s low mean score (M=2.34) is rather sur‐
prising. None of the interviewed delegates referred to any of these projects in interviews.
Instead, at times the GRECO review process itself and the ensuing review recommenda‐
tions are considered an indirect form of technical assistance. One of the GRECO delegates
even explicitly referred to the review recommendations as ‘free technical assistance’ (in‐
terview 38), which were perceived in a similar way by another GRECO delegate. They
indicated that their country wanted to implement review recommendations but did not

96
In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.05). However,
only differences between the African officials (M=3.31) and the WEOG officials (M=2.46) are statistically signif‐
icant (p<0.01). No other pairwise comparisons between respondents from different regional groups reveal sta‐
tistically significant differences. For details, see Appendix 5, Table A5.5.
97
If weighting is switched off, differences between the WGB and the UNCAC peer review become significant at
the p<0.05 level (the mean score of the UNCAC peer review becomes 2.77). The new eta square value becomes:
0.05.
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always have the appropriate knowledge to do so. The GRECO identified the gaps in legis‐
lation and ‘advised us on how to implement the missing provisions and on how to initiate
an internal process to change legislation’ (interview 22).
None of the interviewed delegates for the WGB raised the issue of technical assis‐
tance directly and, based on the survey findings, the WGB is overall perceived as rather
unable to deliver this (M=2.44). The WGB then is also the only peer review where tech‐
nical assistance does not constitute part of the review process. Like the GRECO, the sur‐
vey findings on this peer review function could be interpreted in terms of the value at‐
tached to the review process and its outcomes as indirect forms of technical assistance.
International cooperation
The final peer review function is the peer review’s ability to stimulate international coop‐
eration. The survey findings show that the WGB is perceived comparably to be best able
to do this (M=2.91), followed by the UNCAC peer review (M=2.79), and ultimately the
GRECO (M=2.72)98. These differences are very small and not statistically significant. How‐
ever, they are very surprising, as the themes under review by the WGB and the UNCAC
peer review seem to require more international cooperation than the themes reviewed
by the GRECO. Still, the perceived ability of these two peer reviews to execute this func‐
tion is not significantly higher than that of the GRECO.
Both the WGB and the UNCAC peer review cover issues that may benefit from inter‐
national cooperation. During interviews, a delegate mentioned that delegates convene
at plenary sessions, for instance, to discuss requests for mutual legal assistance or extra‐
dition (interview 26). As one of the national experts involved in the UNCAC peer review
explained:
It [the peer review] sets up a good network of technocrats. We now have the pos‐
sibility to consult each other informally before we submit a formal legal request.
Interview 26, UNCAC delegate
In addition, a few officials praised the UNCAC peer review and the WGB for facilitating an
exchange of views and establishing connections between countries that otherwise would
probably not directly interact on these issues (interviews 30, also exploratory interview
8).

98

The analyses reveal a statistically significant main effect for regional background in the UNCAC peer review
(p<0.01). Statistically significant differences only exist between the WEOG officials (M=2.32) and the African
officials (M=3.25). For details, see Appendix 5, Table A5.6.
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Additional functions of a peer review: Empowerment of reform‐oriented governmental
actors
Informed by the exploratory interviews, Chapter 4 suggested that peer reviews may fulfil
certain functions that are not amongst their defined aims, but that are nevertheless con‐
sidered valuable and effective. One of these is the peer review’s potential to empower
reform‐oriented actors in their efforts to implement anticorruption reform. This peer re‐
view function was frequently raised in interviews, but has also received attention in the
literature (interviews 20, 21, 22, 29, 31, 34, 35, 38, 39, 42, 43; Lehtonen, 2005, 2006;
Zeitlin, 2005).
The interviews do not indicate that perceptions of the peer reviews’ abilities to em‐
power reform‐oriented governmental actors differ considerably between the three case
studies. This function was discussed largely to the same extent in each of them. The main
reason why this subsection devotes quite some attention to this peer review function is
that the involved officials perceive it to be one of the key mechanisms through which
peer reviews engender effects domestically. As such, this function may foster the in‐
volved actors’ legitimacy perceptions of peer review as an instrument that produces
meaningful outcomes.
Interviews gave an insight into how peer review can help reform‐oriented actors in
their anticorruption efforts. Several delegates indicated that a critical evaluation report
may help overcome domestic opposition to policy reform. Peer review reportedly adds
legitimacy to certain recommendations for anticorruption reform and is also used as such
by governmental experts99. Officials would, for instance, cite or refer to the OECD and
the peer review recommendations to promote and legitimate policy reform (interviews
42, 43). Comparable examples were given in relation to the other two peer reviews (in‐
terviews 20, 29, 33, 38, 39).
Resistance to policy reform might come from a broad range of actors, including other
governmental actors. This is particularly the case when the costs of noncompliance with
peer review recommendations are unequally shared between governmental depart‐
ments (interviews 33, 34, 38, 39, 41). Some departments might feel the pressure of a
peer review more than others (interviews 33, 40), or feel less bound by the compromises
that have been negotiated on the international level. If an institution that is held in high
esteem by its member states puts forward suggestions for policy reform, this may help

99
Similar dynamics have been reported to exist in the OECD Environmental Performance Review (EPR). As
Markku Lehtonen explains: ‘The EPRs “empower” environmental authorities in relation to other sectors within
the government. They also strengthen the status of environmental issues on the agenda of public policies in
general, thus helping correct imbalances of power and approach an ideal speech situation. This effect crucially
depends on the legitimacy that an evaluation carried out by an international organisation of the OECD’s stand‐
ing can provide’ (2006, p. 193).
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domestic actors considerably in their anticorruption efforts100. One of the GRECO dele‐
gates from an anticorruption agency, for instance, indicated that ‘for us it [the GRECO] is
a lot of support’, referring to the peer review as ‘an ally’. The agency would face a lot of
resistance when suggesting policy reform domestically, being accused of aspiring to ac‐
cumulate more competences. When, instead, an international organisation suggests sim‐
ilar reform, it is reportedly much harder for Members of Parliament to oppose legislative
change (anonymous interview).
However, it does not even always need to get to the point of putting pressure on
governments to act. At times, the mere processes of raising awareness or bringing to‐
gether officials from different departments in the context of an evaluation may help to
place the issue of anticorruption on the government’s agenda (interviews 21, 30, 37).
One UNCAC delegate, for instance, credited the peer review with the progress made on
anticorruption reform in their country, indicating that ‘without the peer‐review process
we wouldn’t have that kind of progress in our government. … It wasn’t on the agenda for
us until we signed the Convention and then things started happening’ (interview 30).

5.3.2 Perceptions of the value of review output
The second measure of the peer review’s ability to deliver meaningful outcomes pertains
to the perceived value of the output produced. More specifically, this includes two survey
items: (1) perceptions of the peer reviews’ ability to formulate practically feasible review
recommendations and (2) perceptions of the peer reviews’ ability to provide an accurate
overview of reviewed states’ performance. Table 5.7 presents the results of the two sur‐
vey items.
Table 5.7: Quantitative assessment of the perceived value of the output produced
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs.
GRECO

WGB vs.
UNCAC

GRECO vs.
UNCAC

Practically feasible
recommendations

1–4

2.78 (.63)

3.07 (.67)

2.82 (.76)

.23

.04

.19

Accurate overview of
performance

1–4

2.96 (.72)

3.07 (.72)

2.68 (.76)

.11*

.28

.39*

Sum of mean scores

2–8

5.74

6.14

5.50

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

As to the ability of the peer reviews to produce practically feasible review recommenda‐
tions, the survey findings show that the GRECO is comparably perceived to be best able
100

One of the GRECO delegates indicated that GRECO recommendations may also be misused by delegates.
They may want to receive certain recommendations not to further anticorruption or democratic governance,
but instead to strengthen their own position, for instance, vis‐à‐vis the judiciary (interview 35).
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to deliver this outcome (M=3.07). However, also the WGB (M=2.78) and the UNCAC peer
review are considered rather able to do so (M=2.82)101. The differences between the
three cases are quite small and not statistically significant.
Interviews, nevertheless, shed light on three issues. The first concerns the conse‐
quences of implementing certain review recommendations. A few WGB delegates re‐
ported that some of the review recommendations might have far‐reaching implications,
affecting policy areas other than the specific theme under review (interview 41, also ex‐
ploratory interview 4). One example is the recommendation to prolong the statute of
limitations for international corruption offences102. If a state decides to implement this
recommendation, reportedly the same would have to be done for other crimes (interview
41). Similar remarks were made about recommendations to amend tax regimes (explor‐
atory interview 4). A second issue that was raised by one delegate in the WGB, but also
brought up by several GRECO delegates, is in regard to the deadline to implement review
recommendations. This time limit, which amounts to 18 months for the GRECO and 24
months for the WGB, is considered especially challenging for small administrations, which
generally have fewer skills and resources available to implement reform (interviews 33,
38, 39, 44). Review recommendations may in principle be practically feasible to imple‐
ment, but not necessarily within the set timeframe. A third aspect, which in fact was ap‐
preciated of all three peer reviews, is their flexibility. The three peer reviews reportedly
only indicate what needs to be achieved, leaving the decision on how precisely to achieve
this up to the reviewed state to decide (interviews 24, 30, 34, also exploratory interviews
7, 14, 15). As one of the GRECO delegates explained: ‘We just say [what] the outcome
should be. The goal is this and how you do that, that is your job’ (interview 34). This ties
in with the understanding of peer review as an instrument that respects diversity be‐
tween member states (Bocquet, 2008).
Second, to what extent do the peer reviews present an accurate overview of the re‐
viewed states’ performance? The survey shows that, again, the GRECO is overall per‐
ceived as better able to deliver this outcome (M=3.07) than the WGB (M=2.96; p<0.05)
and the UNCAC peer review (M=2.68; p<0.05)103. The effect size is fairly small and
amounts to an eta squared value of 0.049. Likewise, differences between the GRECO and
WGB, albeit statistically significant, are minor.

101

No statistically significant differences were identified between respondent groups. For details, see Appendix
5, Table A5.7. However, if weighting is switched off, differences between the GRECO and the UNCAC become
significant at the p<0.001 level; differences between the WGB and the UNCAC peer review become significant
at the p<0.05 level (the mean score for the UNCAC becomes 2.74). The new eta squared value is: 0.03.
102
The statute of limitations sets the time frame (i.e., the limitations period) during which legal proceedings
should be initiated after an alleged offense.
103
The Two‐Way Analyses of Variance did not reveal statistically significant differences between respondent
groups. For details, see Appendix 5, Table A5.8. If weighting is switched off, differences between the WGB and
the UNCAC become significant at the p<0.01 level and between the GRECO and the UNCAC at the p<0.001 level
(the mean score of the UNCAC peer review becomes 2.62). The new eta square value is 0.06.
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Interviews yield several insights into the comparably low score of the UNCAC peer
review on this survey item. One of the UNCAC delegates, for instance, indicated that the
review report may give a very accurate depiction of the legal situation in a country, but
that such a legal analysis does not say much about this country’s anticorruption perfor‐
mance (interview 45). Furthermore, some of the officials mentioned that they have ra‐
ther little insight into how precisely the review of other countries is conducted, or what
the end product of the country review is based on (interviews 22, 34, 41). This is report‐
edly less the case for the other peer reviews. As one WGB delegate mentioned, compared
to some of the other anticorruption peer reviews, ‘the OECD actually gets to the bottom
of things’ (interview 42), and ‘everything is on the table … you know everything’ (inter‐
view 41). Factors that fuelled such feelings of doubt or concern about the accuracy of the
UNCAC evaluation reports are explored in Chapter 6.
Before continuing with an assessment of perceptions of the appropriateness of the
procedures of the peer reviews (i.e. their proceduralism), a summary of results is offered.
First, the analyses show quite some variation in the peer reviews’ perceived capacities to
successfully carry out five functions. The WGB and the GRECO appear to be much better
at organising peer and public pressure than their counterpart in the UN. One strength of
the latter, however, is its ability to deliver technical assistance to states. Chapter 6 gives
an insight into the reasons for why the peer reviews score differently on these three
measures. Apparently, more is going on in the UNCAC peer review than the mere fact
that its mission statement does not explicitly mention functions of peer and public pres‐
sure as official aims. Second, this subsection investigated perceptions of the output pro‐
duced. The analyses reveal remarkably little variation between the case studies in this
regard, although the GRECO is overall perceived as best able to deliver these outcomes.
Chapter 6 purports to explain why the ability of the UNCAC review to produce accurate
review reports is perceived to be lower than in the other two peer reviews.

5.4 PROCEDURALISM: PERCEPTIONS OF PEER REVIEW AS A
PROCEDURALLY APPROPRIATE INSTRUMENT
The preceding sections reported the findings on perceptions of the mission and capabili‐
ties of the three peer reviews. This section is interested in the proceduralism of the peer
reviews, which consists of two dimensions: (1) perceptions of the appropriateness of pro‐
cedures, and (2) perceptions of procedural correctness. The findings on each of them are
discussed below.
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5.4.1 Perceptions of the appropriateness of procedures
The first measure concerns the perceived appropriateness of a peer review’s procedures.
Informed by the literature and the exploratory interviews, Chapter 4 laid out 12 im‐
portant procedures in this regard, 10 of which are assessed on a 1–4 scale and two on a
1–3 scale. To reiterate, a score of 1 denotes that this feature is overall perceived to be
very inappropriate, a score of 4 that it is very appropriate. It is of note that the analyses
pertain to perceptions of the appropriateness of the specific procedures as they exist in
a peer review. Thus, the formulation of survey items may vary between the three case
studies, depending on their specific procedures. The tables below indicate with italics the
survey items for which this is the case104.
First, Pearson‐product‐moment correlation was used to study correlations between
the ten survey items that were assessed on a 1–4 scale (Table 5.8). The analyses reveal
strong correlations (r>.50) between perceptions of the general design of the peer reviews
(survey item 1) and its transparency to the public (survey item 2), as well as between the
degree of obligation of country visits (survey item 5), the discussion of reports in plenary
(survey item 6), the absence of civil society and NGOs (survey item 7), and follow‐up mon‐
itoring (survey item 9). These strongly positive correlations imply that if respondents per‐
ceive one of the above procedures to be appropriate, chances are rather high that they
deem the other procedures appropriate, as well. Naturally, the same goes for those who
perceive specific procedures to be inappropriate.
Even though strong correlations exist, the analyses below include data on all these
survey items as they pertain to the appropriateness of procedures. This shows most
clearly which procedures are perceived to be appropriate or inappropriate in each peer
review. In addition, this inquiry does not purport to construct latent variables for a re‐
gression analysis, which would render the inclusion of all these survey items more prob‐
lematic. Nevertheless, considering the strong correlations between various survey items,
the findings should be interpreted with some degree of caution. For instance, by including
more than one survey item related to the degree of obligation of the peer review, the
UNCAC peer review may receive an overall more negative assessment than would be the
case if only one item on this dimension had been included.

104

To explain the survey items listed in italics in Table 5.8 (items 8‐10): ‘Degree of obligation: country visits’:
concerns the issue of whether it is deemed appropriate that country visits are obligatory (as is the case in the
GRECO and the WGB) or not (UNCAC peer review). ‘Discussion of reports in plenary’: pertains to whether it is
deemed appropriate that evaluation reports are discussed in plenary (GRECO and WGB), or not (UNCAC peer
review). ‘Procedures re. endorsement of the report’: whether it is perceived appropriate that the reviewed
state has to endorse its own review report (UNCAC) or not (GRECO and WGB). ‘Degree of obligation: publication
of reports’: concerns the perceived appropriateness of the obligatory (WGB) or voluntary nature of publication
of reports (GRECO and UNCAC). Finally, ‘follow‐up monitoring’: relates to the issue whether it is deemed ap‐
propriate that the implementation of review recommendations is monitored (GRECO and WGB), or not (UN‐
CAC).
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* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

10. Degree of obligation: publication of reports

9. Follow‐up monitoring

8. Procedures re. endorsement of reports

7. Absence of civil society and NGOs

6. Discussion of reports in plenary

5. Degree of obligation country visits

4. Information collection during country visit

3. Information collection by self‐reporting

2. Level of transparency

1. General design

1

1
1

0.52**

2.

1

0.38**

0.36**

3.

1

0.34**

0.26**

0.32**

4.

1

0.25**

0.14**

0.34**

0.33**

5.

Table 5.8: Pearson‐product‐moment correlations between the measures of the appropriateness of procedures

1

0.71**

0.25**

0.22**

0.46**

0.43**

6.

1

0.56**

0.42**

0.05

0.23**

0.42**

0.30**

7.

1

0.20**

0.31**

0.21**

0.22**

0.26**

0.40**

0.41**

8.

1

0.26**

0.51**

0.79**

0.73**

0.18**

0.12

0.39**

0.34**

9.

1

0.40**

0.23**

0.32**

0.39**

0.41**

0.64**

0.15**

0.20**

0.20**

10.
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Perceptions of the appropriateness of the peer reviews’ general design
This study is interested in the perceived appropriateness of the peer reviews’ general
designs, which is studied through three survey items. The results on these three survey
items are presented in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Quantitative assessment of the perceived appropriateness of general design features105
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs
GRECO

WGB vs
UNCAC

GRECO vs
UNCAC

General design

1–4

3.02 (.48)

3.17 (.54)

2.97 (.55)

0.15

.05

.20*

Involvement of IO
Secretariat members

1–3

2.56 (.65)

2.71 (.63)

2.67 (.60)

0.15

.11

.04

Involvement of NGOs and
civil society

1–4

2.60 (.55)

2.60 (.57)

2.30 (.63)

0.00

.30**

.30**

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

The study first probes the perceived appropriateness of the three peer reviews’ general
designs. The findings show that the design of the GRECO is overall deemed most appro‐
priate (M=3.17), the WGB represents a middle case (M=3.02), and, of the three case stud‐
ies, the UNCAC peer review is generally deemed least appropriate, showing statistically
significant differences with the GRECO (M=2.97; p<0.05)106. However, the eta squared
value only amounts to 0.02, which is a rather small effect size. Furthermore, also for the
WGB and the UNCAC peer review, the general designs of which are comparably perceived
to be less appropriate than of the GRECO, it is noteworthy that mean scores exceed 2.5.
This implicates a rather high level of perceived appropriateness (for a discussion of this,
see Table 1 in section 5.1).
Second, the study continues with an assessment of views on the involvement of the
IO Secretariat in the peer review, which was assessed on 1–3 scale. The results indicate
that the involvement of the IO Secretariat is perceived to be largely appropriate in all
three peer reviews107. Mean scores exceed 2.5 in all three case studies: M=2.71 (GRECO),
M=2.67 (UNCAC peer review), and M=2.56 (WGB). Since the scores presented in Table
5.9 do not provide much insight into whether the degree of civil society involvement is
perceived to be too high or too low, a bar chart is created (Bar Chart 5.1). The bar chart
reveals that large majorities of respondents, exceeding 60%, consider the involvement of

105

No sum of mean scores is presented, as the three survey items have different scales.
If weighting is switched off, the differences between the GRECO and the UNCAC peer review become signif‐
icant at the p<0.01 level (the mean score for the UNCAC peer review becomes 2.90). The new eta squared value
becomes 0.04. In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect
(p<0.05). Differences appear between the Asian group (M=3.25) and the WEOG states (M=2.66; p<0.05).
Levene’s test is however also significant p=0.05. For details see Appendix 6, Table A6.1.
107
This question was only presented to diplomats and to national anticorruption experts. For this and the fol‐
lowing question, no Two‐Way ANOVA was carried out.
106
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the IO Secretariat in the peer reviews to be just right. Interviews suggest that the three
IO Secretariats are actively involved in the country reviews and at times even take the
lead in the examinations, which is largely appreciated (interviews 3, 4, 5, 21, 32, 34, 37);
as one of the GRECO delegates asserted: ‘95% of the work is done by the people of the
Secretariat’ (interview 32). Several members of the Secretariats confirmed their active
involvement in the peer review (anonymous interviews).
Third, the inquiry is interested in perceptions of the degree of civil society involve‐
ment in the peer review, which is also examined on a 1–3 scale. The GRECO and the WGB
received identical scores on this measure (M=2.60), indicating that the degree of civil
society involvement is perceived largely appropriate. The two peer reviews reveal statis‐
tically significant variation with the UNCAC peer review (M=2.30; p<0.01). With an eta
squared value of 0.06, the effect size is medium108. Bar chart 5.2 gives an insight into
whether the involvement of NGOs and civil society is generally perceived to be too high
or too low. This chart shows that many respondents perceive the degree of civil society
involvement in the UNCAC peer review to be too low or even far too low. Interviews attest
to the existence of dissatisfaction on this measure in the UNCAC peer review, which is
particularly but not exclusively heard from the European and some of the GRULAC dele‐
gates (interviews 20, 23, 24, 25, 27). Advocates of more civil society involvement in the
UNCAC peer review emphasise the need for an inclusive approach to fight corruption
effectively. Its critics hold that peer review is essentially an intergovernmental process,
which does not necessitate more involvement of nonstate actors than is currently the
case. Views on civil society involvement appear to be often closely aligned with percep‐
tions of the appropriateness of the instruments’ in‐camera setting, a procedure that is
discussed below.

108

If weighting is switched off, differences between the GRECO and the WGB, on the one hand, and the UNCAC
peer review, on the other, become significant at the p<0.001 level (the mean score for the UNCAC peer review
becomes 2.24). The new eta squared value becomes 0.09.
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Bar chart 5.1: Perceptions of the degree of IO Secretariat involvement
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Bar chart 5.2: Perceptions of the degree of civil society involvement
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Perceptions of the appropriateness of transparency provisions
The second category of procedures relates to the peer reviews’ transparency provisions,
which are assessed through two survey items: transparency to the public and the closed
setting of plenary sessions. Table 5.10 presents the results on these measures.
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Table 5.10: Quantitative assessment of the perceived appropriateness of transparency provisions
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs. WGB vs. GRECO vs.
GRECO UNCAC UNCAC

Transparency to the broader 1–4
public

2.84 (.65)

3.21 (.58)

2.72 (.72)

.37**

.12

.49***

In‐camera setting of plenary 1–4
sessions

3.00 (.76)

3.01 (.78)

2.37 (.90)

.01

.63***

.64***

Sum of mean scores

5.84

6.22

5.09

2–8

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

First, this inquiry is interested in the perceived appropriateness of the instruments’ trans‐
parency to the public. The findings of the survey show that the transparency provisions
are, overall, believed to be most appropriate in the GRECO (M=3.21), which differs signif‐
icantly from both the WGB (M=2.84; p<0.01) and the UNCAC peer review (M=2.72;
p<0.001; eta squared value of 0.09)109. As discussed in Chapter 4, the WGB is the least
transparent to the outside world about what precisely is discussed behind closed doors,
though the publication of review reports is obligatory. The issue of transparency, how‐
ever, was not consistently brought up in interviews with WGB officials and delegates.
Second, the study is concerned with the appropriateness of the plenary sessions’
closed‐door (or in‐camera) setting. As mentioned in Chapter 4, concretely, this means
that neither civil society nor the media can attend these sessions. What is very striking is
that, even though the plenary sessions of all three case studies are organised in such a
closed setting, the only peer review where this is overall deemed rather inappropriate is
the UNCAC peer review (M=2.37). This peer review shows statistically significant variation
with the other peer reviews: the GRECO (M=3.01; p<0.001) and the WGB (M=3.00;
p<0.001)110. The effect size is medium: an eta squared value of 0.12.
The findings of the interviews are aligned with those of the online survey. The officials
involved in the WGB and the GRECO overall perceive the closed‐doors of the plenary ses‐
sions as appropriate. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, closed doors are seen to serve an
important purpose and to be crucial for conducting a thorough peer review. In contrast,
in the UNCAC peer review, the closed setting of the plenary sessions has been described
109

In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.001): the
WEOG officials hold the weakest legitimacy perceptions (M=2.10), revealing statistically significant variation
with the African officials (M=3.12; p<0.001, the EEG officials (M=3.00; p<0.001), and the Asian officials (M=2.75;
p<0.01). The GRULAC officials (M=2.53) also reveal differences with the African officials (M=3.12; p<0.05). For
details, see Appendix 6, Table A6.2. In addition, if weighting is switched off differences between the GRECO and
the UNCAC peer review become significant at the p<0.001 level (the mean score for the UNCAC peer review
becomes 2.64). The new eta squared value is: 0.109.
110
Regional background has a significant main effect (p<0.01) in the UNCAC peer review. The WEOG officials
were least appreciative of the UNCAC peer review’s closed setting (M=1.78) as well as the GRULAC officials
(M=1.92). Both groups show statistically significant variation with the Asian officials (M=2.91; p<0.001 and
p<0.05, respectively). Differences also exist between the African officials (M=2.25) and the Asian officials
(M=2.91; p<0.05). Levene’s test is, however, significant (p=0.008). For details, see Appendix 6, Table A6.3.
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as ‘the [Mechanism’s] main bone of contention’, a dividing factor in the IRG and the CoSP
(interview 20). Proponents of this closed setting assert that sensitive information is dis‐
cussed in plenary sessions. Furthermore, they consider the current degree of civil society
involvement in the peer review sufficient and effective, often referring to paragraphs 4
and 42 of the Terms of Reference. These paragraphs state that the mechanism is an in‐
tergovernmental process (par. 4), and that the IRG ‘shall be an open‐ended intergovern‐
mental group of State Parties’ (par. 42; United Nations, 2011; interviews 19, 26, 28). In
their view, the intergovernmental nature of the peer review precludes the presence of
nonstate actors at the plenary sessions.
Advocates of a more inclusive and open approach toward civil society in the peer re‐
view comprise many WEOG and several GRULAC delegates. These officials place empha‐
sis on paragraphs 3(a), 28, and 30 of the Terms of Reference of the Mechanism, which
hold that ‘the mechanism shall be transparent, efficient, non‐intrusive, inclusive and im‐
partial’ (par. 3a), and encourage member state engagement with other stakeholders in
the review process (par. 28 and 30; Finnish delegation, 2015; United Nations, 2011)111.
The restricted setting of plenary sessions is one of the main areas of the mechanism that
is subject to critique, together with the issue of civil society involvement more broadly
(interviews 20, 23, 24, 25, confirmed by 18). As one of the delegates stated: ‘It is a big
weakness of this mechanism, that we are talking about corruption and the importance of
transparency, but then there is nobody in the room’ (interview 20).
Meanwhile, member state efforts to open the IRG meetings to civil society have con‐
tinued and the issue is raised invariably at meetings. Discussions on civil society involve‐
ment seemingly have permeated negotiations on the establishment of another UN peer
review in Vienna, that of the UN Treaty on Organised Crime. During the negotiations on
this new peer review, the involved actors directly referred to the Marrakech consensus
that was negotiated for the UNCAC peer review on this matter (United Nations,
2016b)112.
Perceptions of the appropriateness of procedures for information collection and analysis
The third category of procedures concerns the methods for information collection and
data analysis. These are studied by means of three survey items, the results of which are
presented in Table 5.11.

111
During the fifth meeting of the CoSP held in Panama in 2013, criticism on the lack of civil society participation
was expressed by ‘the representative of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the State Members of the
United Nations that are members of the European Union, Albania, Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Canada,
Chile, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Iceland, Israel, Liechtenstein, Mexico, Montenegro, Norway, Peru, Re‐
public of Moldova, Serbia, Switzerland, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Turkey and the United
States of America’ (United Nations, 2013, p. 1).
112
At the fourth meeting of the CoSP, held in Marrakesh 2011, a compromise was reached on the issue of
granting civil society access to plenary sessions. Briefings for NGOs would be organised at the margins of the
IRG sessions, but no individual country cases could be discussed.
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Table 5.11: Quantitative assessment of the perceived appropriateness of procedures for information collection
and analysis
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs
GRECO

WGB vs
UNCAC

GRECO vs
UNCAC

Self‐reporting by the
reviewed state

1–4

2.98(.43)

3.17 (.63)

3.11 (.66)

.19

.13

.06

Information collection
during country visits

1– 4

3.32 (.73)

3.49 (.50)

3.30 (.54)

.17

.02

.19*

Degree of obligation:
country visits

1‐4

3.63 (.59)

3.58 (.55)

2.26 (.82)

.05

1.37*** 1.32***

Sum of mean scores

3 ‐ 12

9.93

10.24

8.67

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

First, the study is interested in the perceived appropriateness of self‐reporting by the
reviewed state. As shown in Table 5.11, the three peer reviews do not show significant
differences on this measure: M=2.98 (WGB), M=3.17 (GRECO), and M=3.11 (UNCAC peer
review)113. Self‐reporting by the reviewed state thus appears to be an appropriate
method for data collection. Likewise, in interviews, delegates did not express any con‐
cerns about this procedure.
The survey does reveal statistically significant variation on the second survey item,
which concerns the appropriateness of collecting information on member state perfor‐
mance during country visits. The findings of the survey show that this procedure is overall
perceived to be slightly, albeit statistically significantly, more appropriate in the GRECO
(M=3.49) than in the UNCAC peer review (M=3.30; p<0.05)114. The WGB (M=3.32) repre‐
sents a middle case115. These differences, however, are so small, that they are barely of
interest from a comparative perspective; the effect size only amounts to an eta squared
value of 0.02. Interviews also did not reveal any criticism on this procedure for infor‐
mation collection.
Clearer differences appear on the third survey item, which measures the perceived
appropriateness of the degree of obligation of the country visits. When speaking of the
degree of obligation, this study means that these country visits are mandatory in the case
in the GRECO and WGB, and optional as applies to the UNCAC peer review. The survey
results indicate that obligatory country visits are the preferred option. In the UNCAC peer
review, the only peer review where these visits are optional, this procedure is overall
113

In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.05). These
mainly exist between WEOG officials (M=2.67), on the one hand, and Asian officials (M=3.25; p<0.05), GRULAC
officials (M=.3.15; p<0.05), and EEG officials (M=3.33; p<0.01), on the other. For details, see Appendix 6, Table
A6.4.
114
If weighting is switched off, these differences are no longer statistically significant (the mean score of the
UNCAC peer review becomes 3.35). New eta squared value: 0.02.
115
No statistically significant differences exist between respondent groups. For details, see Appendix 6, Table
A6.5.
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considered rather inappropriate (M=2.26),. In the GRECO and the WGB, where country
visits form a mandatory part of the review process, this procedural requirement is con‐
sidered very appropriate. Both the WGB (M=3.63) and the GRECO (M=3.58) show statis‐
tically significant variation with the UNCAC peer review (p<0.001)116. The effect size is
very large: an eta squared value of 0.48. Chapter 6 aims to explain why country visits are
deemed so important to the conduct of a peer review and why some actors prefer to
make them obligatory.
Perceptions of the appropriateness of procedures for the production and dissemination
of review output
The fourth type of procedures pertain to the production and dissemination of review re‐
ports. Three survey items aim to study this category of procedures, which regard the pro‐
cedures for the discussion of reports in plenary, for the adoption of the reports, and for
publishing them. The survey results are presented in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12: Quantitative assessment of the perceived appropriateness of procedures for the production and
dissemination of review output
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs WGB vs GRECO vs
GRECO UNCAC UNCAC

Discussion of reports in
plenary

1–4

3.49 (.61)

3.69 (.52)

2.50 (.78)

.20

.99***

1.19***

Procedures regarding the
endorsement of the report

1–4

2.96 (.81)

2.90 (.84)

2.95 (.73)

.06

.01

.05

Degree of obligation:
publications of reports

1–4

3.53 (.58)

2.11 (.78)

2.26 (.82)

1.42*** 1.27*** .015

Sum of mean scores

3 – 12

9.98

8.70

7.71

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

Starting with the first, the research is interested in the perceived appropriateness of the
procedures for discussing country reports. As shown in Chapter 4, in the GRECO and the
WGB, these reports are individually discussed during plenary sessions. In contrast, in the
UNCAC peer review, country reports are not discussed amongst the peers. The survey
shows that plenary discussions of country reports are generally appreciated: the GRECO
(M=3.69) and the WGB (M=3.49). These discussions reportedly strengthen learning pos‐
sibilities, facilitate peer pressure, and may positively contribute to a feeling of collegial
responsibility for the quality of the evaluation report. These reasons are discussed in fur‐
ther detail in Chapter 6. The procedures as they exist in the UNCAC peer review are

116
No statistically significant differences exist between respondent groups. For details, see Appendix 6, Table
A6.6.
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deemed comparably less appropriate, varying significantly from the other two peer re‐
views (M=2.50; p<0.001)117. With an eta squared value of 0.36, the effect size is large118.
Several interviewed officials who are involved in the UNCAC peer review indicated that,
in principle, plenary discussions of country reports may be useful, but that this is impos‐
sible to organise in the context of a global peer review. This would imply that over 175
country evaluations need to be discussed during the biennial IRG meetings, which may
be practically unfeasible (interview 29, also exploratory interview 14).
Second, this inquiry is interested in the appropriateness of the procedures for the
adoption of the report. How appropriate is it that the reviewed state must endorse its
own review report (UNCAC peer review), or that the report is adopted without the re‐
viewed state’s consent (GRECO and WGB)? The three case studies show only marginal
differences between them on this dimension: M=2.96 (WGB), M=2.90 (GRECO), and
M=2.94 (UNCAC peer review), indicating that these procedures are overall considered
appropriate in all three peer reviews119. This is striking, as the procedures in the three
peer reviews differ. As discussed in Chapter 4, the GRECO and the WGB do not require
the reviewed state’s consent to adopt the report. In the UNCAC peer review, in contrast,
the reviewed state’s endorsement is a precondition for the adoption of the report. The
survey findings, nevertheless, suggest that the procedures are considered appropriate in
each of the peer reviews’ specific contexts. Interviews, however, provided little insight
into why this is the case.
Finally, this study is concerned with the appropriateness of the rules regarding the
publication of reports. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the online publication of the full report
is mandatory in the WGB, but optional in the other two review mechanisms. The analyses
show that the mandatory publication of these reports in the WGB is considered very ap‐
propriate (M=3.53). This peer review reveals statistically significant variation with the
other two peer reviews: the GRECO (M=2.11; p<0.001) and the UNCAC peer review
(M=2.26; p<0.001)120. The effect size is very large: an eta squared of 0.42. The GRECO, in

117

In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.05). Differences
exist between the GRULAC officials (M=2.07), on the one hand, and the Asian officials (M=2.75; p<0.05) and the
EEG officials (M=2.66; p<0.05), on the other. Variation also exists between the WEOG officials (M=2.10), on the
one hand, and the Asian officials (M=2.75; p<0.05) and the EEG officials (M=2.66; p<0.05), on the other. For
details, see Appendix 6, Table A6.7.
118
If weighting is switched off, the effect size becomes much larger: eta squared value of 0.76 (the mean score
of the UNCAC peer review becomes 2.39).
119
In the WGB, statistically significant differences exist between national anticorruption experts (M=2.89) and
IO Secretariat members (M=3.50; p<0.05). For details, see Appendix 6, Table A6.8.
120
In the GRECO, professional background has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.05), where IO Secretar‐
iat members hold weaker legitimacy perceptions of voluntary publication (M=1.50) than national anticorruption
experts (M=2.56; p<0.05). In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main
effect (p=0.01). Differences exist between WEOG officials (M=1.73), on the one hand, and Asian officials
(M=2.58; p<0.01), EEG officials (M=2.40; p<0.001), and African officials (M=2.25; p<0.05) on the other. Variation
also exists between the GRULAC officials (M=1.92) and the Asian officials (M=2.58; p<0.05). For details, see
Appendix 6, Table A6.9.
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contrast, has attracted much criticism on this procedure. Meeting reports indicate that
possibilities to automatically publish review reports have been explored, but that the Bu‐
reau ultimately decided against amending the GRECO Rules of Procedures (GRECO,
2015b). The UNCAC peer review, which has comparable procedures to the GRECO, was
perceived to be slightly, though not significantly, more appropriate on this item.
Perceptions of the appropriateness of systems for follow‐up monitoring
Finally, as far as the perceived appropriateness of procedures is concerned, this study is
interested in the appropriateness of a system for follow‐up monitoring. The survey results
on this institutional design feature are presented in Table 5.13.
Table 5.13: Quantitative assessment of the perceived appropriateness of systems for follow‐up monitoring

Follow up monitoring

Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs. WGB vs. GRECO vs.
GRECO UNCAC UNCAC

1–4

3.46 (.58)

3.63 (.48)

2.03 (.65)

.17

1.43*** 1.60***

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

As discussed in Chapter 4, both the GRECO and the WGB have very developed systems in
place to monitor whether states have implemented their review recommendations. A
peer review is therefore not a one‐off exercise, but an iterative process. The UNCAC peer
review, in contrast, has not yet reached agreement on the establishment of a system for
follow‐up monitoring. The survey reveals that the absence of a system for follow‐up mon‐
itoring of the UNCAC has been subject to much critique and is overall perceived to be
inappropriate (M=2.03). The follow‐up mechanisms of the GRECO and the WGB, in con‐
trast, are very much appreciated (M=3.63 and M=3.46; differences with the UNCAC peer
review are significant p<0.001)121. The effect size is very large: an eta squared value of
0.62. These findings concur with insights from interviews, which suggest that there exists
widespread agreement that a system for follow‐up monitoring would benefit the review
process of the UNCAC (interviews 18, 24, 25,27, 28, 29, 41). A few interviewed delegates
indicated they had yet to make up their mind on follow‐up monitoring (interviews 19,
also exploratory interview 11). Chapter 6 elaborates on the reasons for why follow‐up

121
Professional affiliation has a statistically significant main effect in the GRECO: IO Secretariat members unan‐
imously perceive this system for follow‐up monitoring as very appropriate (M=4.00), and are therefore even
more positive about this feature than the national experts (M=3.59; p<0.05). Levene’s test is, however, also
significant: p<0.001. In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect:
p<0.05. Differences exist between the WEOG officials (M=1.78), on the one hand, and the Asian officials
(M=2.27; p<0.05) and EEG officials (M=2.33; p=0.01), on the other. Variation also exists between the GRULAC
officials (M=1.76), on the one hand, and the EEG officials (M=2.33; p<0.05), on the other. For details, see Ap‐
pendix 6, Table A6.10.
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monitoring is deemed so appropriate in the WGB and the GRECO and the effects that it
is seen to have on the conduct of the peer review.

5.4.2 Perceptions of procedural correctness
The previous section examined the perceived appropriateness of 12 institutional design
features. However, as mentioned before, this research is not only interested in the ap‐
propriateness of procedures but also in the extent to which these are seen to be applied
fairly and consistently. Three survey items are aimed at collecting quantitative data on
this, which are complemented with insights from the interviews. First, the study is inter‐
ested in the perceived absence of political bias in the reviews, which is assessed on a 1–
4 scale. Second, information is collected on the perceived appropriateness of the degree
to which assessment criteria are applied uniformly, and, third, on the degree to which
individual capabilities are taken into account during the evaluations. Both measures are
assessed on a 1–3 scale122. Table 5.14 shows the results of the survey on these three
items, each of which is discussed in further detail below.
Table 5.14: Quantitative assessment of the perceived procedural correctness of the peer reviews123
Scale

WBG

Free from political bias

1–4

2.44 (.79)

Uniform application of
standards

1–3

2.43 (.65)

Consideration of capabilities 1 – 3

2.53 (.58)

Sum of mean scores

9.98

3 – 10

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs
GRECO

WGB vs
UNCAC

GRECO vs
UNCAC

2.97 (.78)

2.60 (.91)

.53**

.16

.37

2.53 (.58)

2.61 (.58)

.10

.18

.08

2.60 (.57)

2.85 (.54)

.07

.32

.25

8.70

7.71

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

The perceived absence of political bias
This research is first interested in the perceived absence of political bias in the reviews.
The survey findings show that political bias is seen to be, comparably speaking, the least
present in the GRECO (M=2.97), which reveals statistically significant variation with the
WGB (M=2.44; p<0.01). The UNCAC peer review (M=2.60) is a middle case124. The effect
size is medium: an eta squared value of 0.062.
122

Considering the different types of questions and scales of answer categories, no Pearson‐product‐moment
correlation was carried out between these three items.
123
No sum of means is presented, considering the different scales of the sub‐items.
124
In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.05), although
Levene’s test is also significant (p=0.028). Differences between the EEG officials (M=3.13), on the one hand, and
the WEOG officials (M=2.26; p<0.05) and the GRULAC officials (M=2.15; p<0.05), on the other, are significant.
For details, see Appendix 6, Table A6.11. In addition, if weighting is switched off, differences between the
GRECO and the UNCAC peer review also become statistically significant at the p<0.01 level (the new mean score
of the UNCAC peer review is 3.56). The new eta squared value is: 0.065.
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Interviews elucidate the type of political bias that is at times seen to be present in the
peer reviews. In the WGB, historical, diplomatic, and trade relations between countries
reportedly play a role in the evaluation exercise. Mutually sympathetic states stand up
for each other to prevent one another from receiving recommendations. Likewise, neigh‐
bouring countries or states with a similar legal system are at times perceived to be more
lenient on each other (interviews 8, 40, 41, 42, 44), with several delegates even admitting
to engage in such behaviour themselves (anonymous interviews). As one of the WGB del‐
egates reported:
They always say with the Eurovision song contest that neighbouring states give
each other points … but the same is with the OECD, the same is with the United
Nations. … When one of those Scandinavian states is evaluated, for sure the others
will say something positive. … Australia and New Zealand will always say some‐
thing positive about each other, the USA and Canada, the UK and the USA.
Anonymous interview, WGB delegate
The situation described above is not unique to the WGB. In the GRECO, several delegates
mentioned the existence of similar dynamics (interviews 22, 31, 34, 35). In both peer
reviews, however, a counterforce to such politically motivated behaviour seems to take
shape in plenary discussions. Member states that themselves received certain review rec‐
ommendations may be particularly adamant on making sure that other states do not get
away with fewer recommendations (interviews 33, 41). This may ultimately attenuate
political bias in the discussions and adoption of reports, a factor that is further explored
in Chapter 6.
Interestingly, many interviewed officials involved in the UNCAC peer review, including
critics of the mechanism, reported that the reviews are very technical and not politically
biased; it is a legal compliance exercise (interviews 20, 24, 29, 45). Back‐scratching or
behind‐the‐scenes trade‐offs, as reportedly exist in the WGB, are seemingly not present
in the UNCAC peer review. However, the UNCAC plenary sessions are a completely dif‐
ferent story, as they are more often perceived to be heavily politicised meetings (inter‐
views 20, 27, 41, 45). These meetings predominantly focus on issues concerning the
budget, timetables, or procedural matters, such as civil society involvement in the review
process, issues that are mainly dealt with by diplomats. ‘The substance [of how to fight
corruption] only occasionally comes into the debate when you have an expert from [the]
capitals’ (interview 45). The role played by the type of actors present at plenary sessions,
meaning diplomats as opposed to substantive experts, and its relation to peer review
authority are further probed in Chapter 6.
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Perceptions of the extent to which assessment standards are applied uniformly 125
The second survey item concerns the appropriateness of the extent to which assessment
standards are uniformly applied in the peer reviews, which is assessed on a 1–3 scale. The
survey findings show that the application of standards is perceived to be most appropri‐
ate in the UNCAC peer review (M=2.61), followed by the GRECO (M=2.53), and finally the
WGB (M=2.43). As these scores do not provide much insight into whether uniformity in
the application of standards is perceived to be too low or too high, a bar chart is created
(Bar chart 5.3). This chart shows that, even though in all three peer reviews a majority
perceives this to be just right, a significant share considers the degree to which standards
of assessment are applied uniformly to be too low. This is particularly the case for the
WGB.
It is important to bear in mind that that the findings on this survey item, as well as on
the next item that deals with the peer review’s consideration of individual capabilities, do
not say anything about absolute differences in uniform rule application between the
three peer reviews. Thus, the standards of assessment are not necessarily applied more
uniformly in the UNCAC peer review than in the WGB. What this analysis does reveal is
that the extent to which context‐specific expectations of uniform treatment are seen to
be satisfied is somewhat lower in the WGB than in the UNCAC peer review and the
GRECO. As discussed in Chapter 4, interviews and the literature suggest that the specific
context of the WGB raises expectations and aspirations of uniform treatment, with the
aim of levelling the playing field for international business (Tarullo, 2003). The UNCAC
peer review, in contrast, brings together a group of states that have different starting
conditions and levels of socioeconomic development. Consequently, some interviewed
delegates considered it almost self‐evident that countries cannot be held to the exact
same standards (interview 41, also exploratory interview 14). Finally, the GRECO has re‐
portedly pursued an approach of assessing each country on its own merits from the
Fourth Evaluation Round onward (interviews 22, 32, 33, 37, 39)126. The extent to which
standards of assessment are applied uniformly was overall assessed positively, although
the GRECO has comparably the largest share of respondents that consider the degree to
which this is done to be too high.
To conclude the discussion of the findings on this survey item, interviews clarify an
issue that affects all three peer reviews. Several officials in the three mechanisms men‐
tioned that states that were evaluated at the beginning of an evaluation round were as‐
sessed somewhat more leniently than those subjected to review at a later stage (anony‐
mous interviews). This happens, despite many efforts by the GRECO, the WGB, and their
respective Secretariats, to ensure consistency in the evaluations. At times, recommenda‐
tions are even directly copied from one country report and pasted into another. What
125

For this and the following question, no Two‐Way ANOVA was carried out.
This seems to be a pragmatic solution to the absence of commonly defined standards of good performance
under the latest two review rounds, which was discussed under the mission dimension in section 5.2 (interviews
22, 32, 33).

126
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appears to be one of the reasons for why absolute uniformity in treatment reportedly
cannot be achieved is that the standards of assessment mature over time; they become
more specific as the evaluation round progresses.
Bar chart 5.3: Perceptions of the extent to which standards of assessment are uniformly applied across countries
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Perceptions of the extent to which individual capabilities are taken into consideration
during the evaluations
The third survey item pertains to the appropriateness of the extent to which individual
capabilities are considered in the evaluation process. The findings presented in Table 5.14
reveal only small differences between the three case studies: M=2.53 (WGB), M=2.60
(GRECO), and M=2.58 (UNCAC peer review). Bar chart 5.4 is created to identify whether
the extent to which countries’ individual circumstances are considered in the evaluations
is overall perceived to be too high or too low. This chart shows that in all three peer re‐
views, a majority perceive the degree to which individual capabilities are considered in
the evaluations to be just right. However, particularly in the WGB and to a lesser extent
also in the UNCAC peer review, a considerable share of respondents deems this to be too
low.
Interviews elucidated some of the concerns that delegates have and why they per‐
ceive the consideration of individual capabilities in the evaluations to be too low. These
concerns, however, should not overshadow the fact that most respondents perceive this
to be just right. Starting with the WGB, several delegates reported that other delegates
do not always understand the efforts they have made to implement recommendations.
The variety in legal systems in the WGB was often blamed for this (interviews 42, 44).
One state delegate asserted that some WGB members possess inadequate knowledge of
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legal traditions other than common or European law, and are insufficiently considerate
of differences in available resources (interview 42, confirmed by 44).
The most enforcer country [sic] in the Working Group is the US and the UK and
they come from common law systems and they cannot understand that there are
different legal systems in the world, that they work differently, that they have dif‐
ferent standards, that our sources of law are different than what happens in the
Commonwealth, and we have different resources and everything.
Interview 42, WGB delegate
Interestingly, another WGB state delegate reported on a comparable bias toward certain
legal systems, but instead felt that common law countries had fallen victim to unfair cri‐
tique. ‘I understood from the chairman common law was wrong and the continental legal
system was the one international relations was based on’ (anonymous interview). The
situation described here is not necessarily unique to the WGB. Officials from reviewed
countries in the other two peer reviews also reported at times on some misunderstand‐
ings between delegates from different legal traditions.
Compared to the WGB, the GRECO’s consideration of individual capabilities and cir‐
cumstances in the evaluations is perceived slightly, though not statistically significantly,
more appropriate. GRECO delegates discussed how the mechanism aims to ensure con‐
sistency, or even policy convergence, amongst member states that have comparable legal
systems (interview 31). The mechanism seems to be strict not to impose a certain model,
but instead follows a strategy of evaluating each country on its own merits (interviews
16, 22, 33, 37, 39). However, since different systems and approaches should be re‐
spected, this approach reportedly has several perverse effects. According to one of the
interviewed delegates, there exists no agreement on whether it is necessarily better to
have an anticorruption agency than not to have such an agency. Instead, the different
systems are assessed on their own terms, resulting in the following situation: ‘If you have
it [i.e., an anticorruption agency] you should always improve it, [but] … if you don’t have
it then you don’t have to improve it because you don’t have this system’ (interview 39).
Thus, states that have an anticorruption agency might be consistently subjected to fur‐
ther recommendations for improvement and the resultant reputational damage in case
of noncompliance with these recommendations.
Finally, the UNCAC peer review was traditionally designed as a mechanism that ‘shall
take into account the levels of development of States parties, as well as the diversity of
judicial, legal, political, economic and social systems and differences in legal traditions’
(United Nations, 2011, par. 8). Bar chart 5.4 indicates that a considerable share of re‐
spondents considers this to be too low, although the issue was not explicitly raised during
interviews. In fact, one of the interviewed WEOG delegates seemed to be more con‐
cerned that individual capabilities may be taken too much in account. Though he appre‐
ciated the ambition to assess each country on its own merits, care should be taken that
WEOG countries are not pushed further than other countries. ‘You could say that we
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[Western‐European countries] have to go further and further, but I think we should also
make sure that we do not end up over here and the others are staying behind’ (interview
41).
Bar chart 5.4: Perceptions of the extent to which individual capabilities of countries are considered in the evaluations
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Summarising the findings on the proceduralism dimension of peer review authority,
the three peer reviews show clear differences in terms of the appropriateness of their
procedures. Procedures are overall perceived to be more appropriate in the WGB and
the GRECO than in the UNCAC peer review. In the latter, views diverge considerably on
the appropriates of certain procedures, such as the involvement of NGOs and civil society,
the closed setting of plenary sessions, the optional nature of country visits, and the vol‐
untary publication of country reports. Moreover, the absence of a system for follow‐up
monitoring is overall perceived to be inappropriate. As to the correct application of pro‐
cedures, the analyses show that the GRECO is overall perceived as best able to ensure
low levels of political bias and to maintain a good balance between uniform rule applica‐
tion, on the one hand, and the consideration of countries’ individual circumstances, on
the other. The UNCAC peer review is a middle case, and the WGB is overall perceived
least appropriate and effective in this regard.

5.5 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS ON LEGITIMACY PERCEPTIONS
A summary of the findings of the preceding sections is presented in Table 5.15. The allo‐
cation of the different scores follows a similar logic to that explained in the introduction
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to this chapter and Table 5.1. To reiterate, for survey items assessed on a 1–4 scale, mean
scores above 2.5 indicate a rather high level of perceived legitimacy (+), whereas mean
scores below 2.5 indicate a rather low level of legitimacy perceptions (‐). If the mean
scores exceed 3.25, the level of perceived legitimacy is considered very high (++); below
1.75, the level is very low (‐‐). For survey items evaluated on a 1–3 scale, mean scores
above 2 indicate a rather high level of legitimacy perceptions (+), below 2 a rather low
level (‐). If the mean scores exceed 2.5, the level is very high (++), if they fall below 1.5,
very low (‐‐). However, it is of note that this table does not capture all nuances between
the three case studies. As shown in the preceding sections, at times the peer reviews
reveal statistically significant differences, but still fall into the same category of the level
of legitimacy perceptions.
Table 5.15: Overview of the level of perceived legitimacy
Subdimension

Measure

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Mission

Instrument

++

++

++

Assessment standards

+

+

+

Peer review functions

++

++

+

Forum

++

++

++

Peer pressure

+

+

-

Public pressure

+

+

-

Mutual learning

+

+

+

Technical assistance

‐

-

+

International cooperation

+

+

+

Empowerment of governmental actors

+

+

+

+

++

+

Accurate review report

+

++

+

Appropriate procedures

++

+/++

+

Absence political bias

‐

+

+

Uniform application of standards

+

++

++

Consideration of individual circumstances

++

++

++

Capabilities

Ability to achieve the following functions

Valuable output
Practically feasible recommendations
Proceduralism

Procedural correctness

Three measures presented in Table 5.15 require some clarification. The measures of the
peer review functions and empowerment of reform‐oriented actors were assessed quali‐
tatively, by means of interviews. As such, the allocation of scores is less straightforward
than for the measures that were mostly examined by using quantitative data. The plusses
and minuses therefore mainly aim to point out the relative differences between the three
case studies, rather than absolute differences. As to the peer review functions, this means
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that these are overall perceived to be more appropriate in the WGB and the GRECO than
in the UNCAC peer review, where the interviewed officials expressed some concerns. Re‐
garding the empowerment of reform‐oriented actors, based on the interviews, no differ‐
ences could be observed between the three case studies. The score of the appropriate
procedures shows the average of the 12 institutional design features that were stud‐
ied127.
The analyses in the preceding sections exposed remarkable variation in the levels of
perceived legitimacy of the three case studies. Each of them has certain features that are
deemed very appropriate, or functions that each is seen very able to perform. None of
the three peer reviews are overall perceived to have very inappropriate procedures or to
be not at all able to execute certain functions.
The GRECO, on the whole, maintains the highest level of perceived legitimacy; its mis‐
sion and procedures are overall considered appropriate or even very appropriate, and the
peer review is perceived to be able to deliver valuable outcomes. At the same time, it also
manages to keep the level of political bias in the peer review low and is seen to apply the
rules fairly and consistently. The only aspects that reflect lower levels of legitimacy per‐
ceptions are the optional publication of review reports (a subdimension of procedural‐
ism) and the peer review’s ability to deliver technical assistance to states (a subdimension
of capabilities). Second in line is the WGB, which overall retains a somewhat lower level
of perceived legitimacy than the GRECO. This peer review is perceived to be very appro‐
priate when it comes to its mission and procedures and is also perceived comparatively
best able to exert pressure on states to implement reform. However, the ways in which
this peer review generates results are not always deemed appropriate. Perceptions are
that political bias has permeated the peer review process to quite an extent. Further‐
more, like the GRECO, the WGB is perceived to be rather unable to deliver technical as‐
sistance to states. Finally, relative to the other two peer reviews, the UNCAC peer review
is perceived to be the least legitimate. This peer review exhibits lower levels of legitimacy
perceptions when it comes to the appropriateness of its procedures (proceduralism), as
well as the peer review functions (mission). In addition, it is perceived as rather unable to
exert peer and public pressure on states and, of the three case studies, is least able to
sketch an accurate picture of the reviewed states’ performance. Having said that, also
this peer review has its perceived strengths. The UNCAC peer review is perceived com‐
parably best capable of delivering technical assistance to states. Furthermore, it is gener‐
ally seen to do better than the WGB in terms of correctly applying the rules.
As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the question of which respondent
groups are more likely to perceive a peer review to be legitimate lies outside this study’s
scope. Still, the Two‐Way ANOVA analyses show that in several instances professional and
regional background have a statistically significant main effect on the dependent variable
127

This is the average of the twelve institutional design features. The scores were as follows: WGB + (6 times),
++ (7 times); the GRECO ‐ (1 time), + (5 times), ++ (6 times); the UNCAC peer review ‐ (4 times), +/‐ (1 time), +
(5 times), ++ (2 times).
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(legitimacy perceptions) and therefore call for some further reflection. Particularly, in the
case of the UNCAC peer review, the regional background of respondents proves to be
pertinent. Overall, the WEOG and, to a lesser extent, the GRULAC officials constitute the
most critical groups of this peer review’s procedures, bringing down the level of per‐
ceived legitimacy of this peer review (see the tables in Appendix 6). Conversely, the Asian
and EEG officials espouse more support for the instrument’s current functioning and pro‐
cedures. As to professional background, this characteristic of respondents regularly has
a statistically significant main effect on the perceived legitimacy of the peer reviews’ mis‐
sion and capabilities. Generally, the IO Secretariat members of the OECD and the UNODC
tend to perceive the peer reviews’ mission to be somewhat more appropriate than the
national anticorruption experts and diplomats. Additionally, in the GRECO, the IO Secre‐
tariat overall perceives this peer review as slightly better able to deliver meaningful out‐
comes than the anticorruption experts. These findings are relevant, considering the soci‐
ological understanding of authority utilised in this dissertation. They underscore that peer
review authority is not only a matter of which peer review holds the most authority, but
also for whom.

5.6 SECOND‐ORDER COMPLIANCE
Chapter 4 introduced three measures to study state compliance with a peer review’s so‐
cial norms: attendance rates at plenary sessions, publication rates of country reports, and
an assessment of member states’ timeliness and responsiveness in the peer reviews. In
the following subsections, each of these measures are applied to the three case studies.
The analyses mainly draw upon information presented in online documents and from in‐
terviews. Considering the rather limited number of interviews with IO Secretariat mem‐
bers, all interviews (i.e., both the exploratory and main interviews) are used to measure
second‐order compliance. Secretariat members usually maintain the broadest overview
of member state behaviour in the peer reviews, which make their experiences and views
particularly useful to assess this dimension of authority.

5.6.1 Attendance at plenary sessions
The timeframe chosen to assess attendance rates in the three peer reviews runs from
January 2012 until December 2015. Graphs 5.1 and 5.2 depict the attendance rates of
the GRECO and the UNCAC peer reviews over this period of time. The data for this is
retrieved from the attendance lists, which are published online. Unfortunately, no data
is available about member state attendance at the WGB plenary sessions. Nevertheless,
interviews give some valuable insights into this measure.
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For the analysis of the attendance rates at the GRECO plenary sessions, the following
meetings are considered: GRECO 54 (held in March 2012) until GRECO 70 (held in De‐
cember 2015). Graph 1 depicts the overall attendance rate for this time frame, as well as
a breakdown per regional group (WEOG and EEG countries). Cyprus, the only participant
state in the GRECO that does not belong to either the WEOG or the EEG but is instead a
member of the Asia‐Pacific Group, is excluded from the analysis of regional groups. The
analysis reveals that attendance at the GRECO plenary sessions during the chosen
timeframe is on average high, showing around 93.8%. No considerable differences can
be observed between the two regional groups; the average attendance rate is at 94.4%
for the EEG states and at 93.4% for the WEOG states.
Graph 5.1: Attendance rates at the GRECO in %
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For the analysis of the attendance rates at the UNCAC peer review’s plenary sessions, the
following meetings are considered: the third session of the IRG (June 2012) until the sixth
session of the Conference of the States Parties (CoSP; November 2015). In total, this in‐
cluded six (resumed) sessions of the IRG and two sessions of the CoSP128. Graph 2 depicts
the average attendance rate during these sessions, as well as a breakdown per regional
group. This analysis reveals that on average the attendance rate at the UNCAC plenary
sessions is below the GRECO: 76.32%. This is, perhaps, unsurprising as the UNCAC peer
review brings together a much more geographically scattered group of states than the
GRECO, which mainly consists of European states.
There are nevertheless several aspects that warrant attention. With an average at‐
tendance rate of 87.2%, the WEOG states have the highest representation at the UNCAC
128
The fourth resumed session of the IRG was excluded from the analysis, as it coincided with the fifth session
of the CoSP.
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plenary sessions. The attendance rate, however, still sits (slightly) below that of the
WEOG states at the GRECO: 93.4%. Much clearer differences exist when it comes to the
states of the EEG. They have the lowest attendance rate of all regional groups at the UN‐
CAC plenary sessions (65.56%), whereas their attendance rate in the GRECO (94.3%) is
even above that of the WEOG states. Quite remarkable are the attendance rates of states
from the African and the Asia‐Pacific Groups: 78.30% and 79.09%, respectively. Many of
them do not have diplomatic representation in Vienna, which implies that they have to
fly in delegates from the capitals. Their rather consistent attendance at these meetings,
not unfrequently with large delegations, did not go unnoticed by several representatives
from other states (interviews 21, 41). Finally, the attendance rates of the GRULAC states
are rather low, on average showing slightly higher than the EEG states: 70.18%.
Graph 5.2: Attendance rates at the UNCAC peer review in %
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Finally, no data is publicly available on member state attendance at the WGB plenary
sessions, which are held on average four times a year. According to information provided
by the OECD Anti‐Corruption Division ‘usually between 120 and 150 delegates attend the
WGB meetings (…) With the exception of a couple of small countries on one or two occa‐
sions during the year, WGB members send at least one delegate per meeting,’ From this,
an attendance rate of about 95% can be inferred, which concurs with estimates given by
another interviewed delegate (interview 41). It therefore seems safe to conclude that the
attendance rate at the WGB plenary sessions is comparable to that of the GRECO. One of
the GRECO officials reported on an instance where a member state did not send a dele‐
gate to the GRECO meetings, but prioritised attendance at the WGB instead. However,
based on this single instance, obviously, no conclusions can be drawn as to whether this
reflects a broader trend in terms of prioritising attendance at a specific anticorruption
peer review.
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To summarise the findings on this measure, the average attendance rates at the ple‐
nary sessions of the GRECO and the WGB are 93.8% and +/‐95%, respectively. This is con‐
siderably above the average attendance rate at the UNCAC peer review’s plenary ses‐
sions, which is 76.32%. In addition, the findings show that several WEOG states and many
EEG states that do attend the plenary sessions of the GRECO do not send a delegate to
the UNCAC plenary sessions.

5.6.2 Voluntary publication of peer review reports
The second measure of member state behaviour only concerns the GRECO and the UN‐
CAC peer reviews, as these are the only two peer reviews that do not oblige their member
states to publish the country reports. As to the GRECO, the publication rate almost
reaches 100% (98% to be exact). Some of the interviews suggest that the social pressure
in the GRECO to publish country reports online is immense (exploratory interview 14); it
may be considered one of the instrument’s ‘unwritten rules’ (interview 17). The only state
that has not given in to this pressure is Belarus. Hence, each of the GRECO meeting re‐
ports contains a note, indicating that the President of the GRECO had called on the au‐
thorities of member states to authorise publication of the county reports, placing an em‐
phasis on Belarus. One of the reports even referred to the case of Belarus as ‘an unprec‐
edented departure from GRECO’s longstanding practice’, urging the authorities to lift
confidentiality of the report (GRECO, 2015a, p. 5)129. In addition to these concerns about
Belarus, several meeting reports of the GRECO reveal that the Bureau has attracted at‐
tention to states delaying the publication of reports (e.g. GRECO 2015, also interview 33).
This delay could, unfortunately, not be analysed systematically, as many member states
do not comply with the GRECO’s request to indicate the date of adoption and the date of
publication of the reports. What is striking, however, is that most member states go be‐
yond their formal obligations under the peer review regarding publication. They even
translate (some of) the reports in the national language, make this translation publicly
available on the GRECO website, and as such increase the visibility of the evaluations (ex‐
ploratory interview 9)130.
The UNCAC peer review’s publication rate lies significantly below that of the GRECO:
51.6%. Since states may lift confidentiality of the report at any point in time, this percent‐
age concerns the situation on November 8, 2016. The analysis only includes member
states that have finished their evaluation by June 2016 at the latest (the seventh session
of the IRG)131. This gave them at least five months to authorise publication of the report.
129

In February 2014, the GRECO made the exceptional decision to publish a summary of the evaluation reports
of Belarus online.
130
Translations are provided by the member states themselves. One GRECO official, however, indicated that
the quality of the translations is at times poor (interview 17). For an overview of translations of country re‐
ports under the Third Round see: http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/greco/evaluations/round3/Re‐
portsRound3_en.asp
131
The data of completion of the evaluation is inferred from the date presented on the executive summaries.
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Bar chart 5.5 presents a breakdown of publication rates per regional group. This shows
that both the WEOG (85.7%) and the EEG (61.9%) member states have publication rates
above the UNCAC peer review’s average of 51.6%. However, their combined publication
rate (73.8%) in this peer review still lies considerably below that of the GRECO, which as
mentioned before amounts to almost 100%. This indicates that quite a number of mem‐
ber states that allow the publication of the full report in the GRECO, do not allow this in
the UNCAC peer review132. As discussed in section 5.4.1, the WEOG officials are most
critical of the voluntary publication of the review reports (M=1.85 on a 1–5 scale). Their
countries can then also be seen to have the highest publication rates. However, very strik‐
ing is the GRULAC. This regional group has a very low publication rate (33.3%), even
though their officials overall indicated that the voluntary publication of reports is inap‐
propriate. Their publication rate even falls below that of the Asian Group (37.8%), where
officials generally perceive voluntary publication to be more appropriate.
Bar chart 5.5: Publication rates per regional group (UNCAC peer review)
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Summarising the results of this measure, the publication rate of the GRECO country
reports (98%) lies significantly above that of the UNCAC peer review (51.6%). Like the
previous measure (the attendance rates), what is very striking is that quite a few states
that allow the publication of their reports in the WGB do not waive confidentiality of the
reports in the UNCAC peer review.

132

There does not exist a perfect overlap between UN member states from the WEOG and the EEG, on the one
hand, and the GRECO, on the other. To give an example, Australia and Canada belong to the WEOG, but do not
participate in the GRECO. Apart from a few exceptional cases, overall most WEOG and EEG states do participate
in the GRECO.
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5.6.3 Timeliness and responsiveness
The final measure of behaviour regards member states’ timeliness and responsiveness in
the reviews. This section starts with an assessment of the UNCAC peer review. This is the
anticorruption peer review that makes most information publicly available on the issue,
though it only presents aggregated data and reports on general trends. The WGB pays
some attention to member states’ responsiveness and timeliness in a separate section of
the country evaluation reports. Finally, the GRECO makes least information publicly avail‐
able on the issue, although it gives several hints in its meeting reports about problems
that exist in this regard. In all three cases, the analysed data are complemented with in‐
terviews. Considering the variation in available data for this measure, the findings should
be interpreted with caution. The availability of less data in the GRECO, naturally does not
necessarily mean that delays and lack of responsiveness pose fewer problems in this peer
review.
The issue of nonresponsive states has been regularly brought to the attention of del‐
egates at the plenary sessions of the IRG. States may be unresponsive at various stages
of the review process, such as unresponsive focal points or unresponsive governmental
experts that have been selected to act as examiners. Countries may even be entirely un‐
responsive. The latter, however, appears to happen only in a very limited number of cases
and mainly seems to concern countries that face considerable internal problems. Perhaps
understandably, participation in the UNCAC peer review is not a top priority to these
states. Even one very critical UNCAC delegate indicated to find the rather low number of
nonresponsive states a very good sign.
There are only six countries that are not involved in one way or another and I think
that is a very good score, considering the chaos some countries find themselves
in.
Interview 20, UNCAC delegate133
The UNODC publishes rather detailed information on member states’ timeliness in the coun‐
try reviews. The 2015 Progress report on the Implementation of the Mandates of the Review
Group brings to light considerable delays at various stages of the review process, such as the
nomination of focal points and the submission of responses to the self‐assessment checklist
(United Nations, 2015a). First, Bar chart 5.6 presents information on member states’ timeli‐
ness in nominating focal points. Formally, this should be done within three weeks after noti‐
fication, but the analysis shows that in practice this only happens in slightly more than half
of the cases (90 out of 173 states). Second, as presented in Bar chart 5.7, only a very small
number of states (8 out of 171) met the deadline for submitting the responses to the self‐
assessment checklist, which is set at two months. More than one third of countries needed
between two and six months; almost half of the member states (80 out of 171) even needed
133

The number of six unresponsive states could not be verified.
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more than six months134. According to one member of the Secretariat, delays happen in
many country reviews: ‘Even at the beginning we have experienced delays in receiving the
response to the self‐assessment checklist and then, you know, if you've started with delays
from the outset then there is a domino effect’ (interview 18).
Bar Chart 5.6: Member states’ timeliness in selecting focal points
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Bar Chart 5.7: Member states’ timeliness in submitting the self‐assessment checklist
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Though no conclusive statements can be made about different regional groups, there are
several indications that some states that participate in both the UNCAC peer review and
the GRECO or the WGB may be less responsive, timely, or cooperative in the UNCAC peer
review. One of the interviewed officials, for instance, reported on a WEOG state that kept
134
Several interviewed officials also indicated that filling out the self‐assessment checklist is a very complex and
time‐consuming task and that the checklist should be made more user‐friendly (interview 24, 25, 26).
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on nagging about the formulation of recommendations in the UNCAC peer review, where
the adoption of the report is consensus based. Consequently, the adoption of the report
was considerably delayed. ‘They would not dare to do this within the EU or Council of
Europe framework’ (anonymous interview). Several officials also indicated that, in their
view, several African and developing states are very active in this peer review, for in‐
stance, by taking the floor in plenary sessions and presenting action plans (interviews 18,
20, 25, 41). As one UNODC official mentioned: ‘They are doing the job with enthusiasm’
(interview 18).
Complete unresponsiveness, as is the case for a few states in the UNCAC peer review,
does not exist in the WGB. Apart from the fact that such behaviour would simply not be
accepted, none of its member states find themselves in a situation that would render
unresponsiveness understandable, let alone acceptable. As mentioned before, there are
indications that most of the completely nonresponsive UN member states face significant
internal struggles and conflict. As to the WGB, Chapter 4 discussed the example of Bel‐
gium, which was shamed in its Phase 3 report for its lack of timeliness and the provision
of incomplete information for the review (OECD, 2013a). A systematic analysis of Phase
1, 2, and 3 reports during the timeframe 2012–2015 reveals that four countries were
criticised for lack of responsiveness or tardiness in the review process. In addition to the
aforementioned case of Belgium (Phase 3 report), Greece (Phase 3 report) was shamed:
‘The lead examiners note regrettably that they have not received sufficient information
from the Greek authorities in a timely manner’ (OECD, 2013b, p. 9). The report noted that
the information provided by the Greek authorities was scant: responses to questions
were missing, very little explanation was given, and, crucially, no translations were pro‐
vided. ‘The evaluation team … had to resort to seeking legislation and other basic infor‐
mation on the Internet’ (OECD, 2013b, p. 9). Comparable comments were made in the
Phase 3 report of Spain (OECD, 2013c, p. 11). Finally, a few critical notes were expressed
in South Africa’s Phase 3 report mostly with regards to the provision of incomplete re‐
sponses in some areas and delays in providing follow‐up materials (OECD, 2014b, p. 7).
Generally, however, the evaluation team expressed its appreciation for South Africa’s co‐
operation in the review process (OECD, 2014b, p. 7). Interviews confirmed these in‐
stances of lack of timeliness and responsiveness in the evaluation reports, but suggested
that delays may be more common than indicated in these reports. Evaluation reports
mainly bring the slightly more extreme cases to the attention of the public. One OECD
official, for instance, indicated that ‘even the most committed countries miss deadlines.
… We try to keep our deadlines always reasonable but you just never expect anything to
come in on time’ (exploratory interview 7). During some country evaluations, the infor‐
mation is reportedly handed in at the very last minute, commonly only after frequent and
persistent requests (exploratory interviews 7, 8). At the same time, and to put things into
perspective, many evaluation reports commended the reviewed states for the complete‐
ness of the information provided and their cooperation during the on‐site visits.
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Finally, as indicated before, very little information is publicly available on timeliness
and responsiveness in the GRECO. The GRECO meeting reports during the chosen time
frame (i.e., GRECO 54–70) mainly raise the issue of timeliness in relation to the authori‐
sation of the publication of reports. Interviews suggest that the situation in the GRECO is
comparable to the WGB. Complete unresponsiveness does not happen, but in some in‐
stances the necessary information may be provided at the very last minute, panels may
be poorly organised during the country visit, or evaluators may be unresponsive (inter‐
views 17, 34, exploratory interview 9), A GRECO official mentioned two instances in which
the national authorities were reluctant to let the reviewing team meet with NGOs (inter‐
view 17).
From a comparative perspective, lack of responsiveness and timeliness seem to pose
more problems in the UNCAC peer review than in the other two peer reviews. However,
it also has to be acknowledged that the pressure exerted by the reviewing teams of the
WGB and the GRECO and their Secretariats to provide information on time is considerably
higher. One delegate to the WGB and the UNCAC explained that there are differences in
the pressure experienced from the two peer reviews to report in a timely manner. In the
WGB, this pressure is higher and deadlines are adhered to much more strictly. In the UN,
in contrast, there is a time schedule with deadlines, ‘but the majority did not stick to
these. Neither did we’ (interview 41). In such instances, there is comparatively little that
the UN and the reviewing team can do.

5.7 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS ON SECOND‐ORDER COMPLIANCE
Summarising the findings on the three measures of second‐order compliance, the GRECO
and the WGB show comparable trends. Attendance rates are high, states are generally
responsive even though they do not always provide information in a timely manner, and,
for the GRECO, publication rates reach almost 100%. States participating in the UNCAC
peer review show a comparably lower level of second‐order compliance: member state
attendance lies below that of the WGB and the GRECO; so does its publication rate when
compared to the GRECO. Although rather few countries are completely unresponsive,
lack of responsiveness and timeliness have started to pose problems for the functioning
of this peer review.
These differences in second‐order compliance between the three case studies can be
partly attributed to different membership compositions. The UNCAC peer review has to
bring together a much larger group of geographically scattered states with divergent lev‐
els of socioeconomic development than the other two peer reviews. Nevertheless, the
comparably lower attendance rates of WEOG and EEG officials at the UNCAC peer review
than at the GRECO send a strong signal, particularly as delegations to the first might also
consist of diplomats based in Vienna.
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Table 5.16 presents an overview of the level of second‐order compliance in the three
peer reviews. The allocation of these different scores for the level of second‐order com‐
pliance is less straightforward than for the legitimacy perceptions presented in section
5.5. The plusses and minuses mainly aim to point out the comparative differences be‐
tween the three peer reviews. Besides, a few words of caution are in place when it comes
to the differences in timeliness and responsiveness between the three case studies. Lack
of comparable data only makes it possible to report on general trends and indications of
differences between the three peer reviews. It is not possible to pinpoint the exact levels
of second‐order compliance in this regard.
Finally, as discussed earlier, this study of peer review authority is aimed at two levels
of analysis: the legitimacy perceptions held by individual actors who are directly involved
in the peer reviews as well as the behaviour of member states in the peer reviews. These
different levels come to the fore in the analyses, revealing that individuals’ perceptions
of what is appropriate and legitimate need not necessarily correspond to the official po‐
sition of their countries. For instance, the analyses of legitimacy perceptions showed that
many GRULAC officials consider it inappropriate that the publication of reports is op‐
tional. However, when looking at the same group of states, the publication rate of this
regional group is low. The same goes for many WEOG officials, who appear to maintain
the lowest level of legitimacy perceptions. Nevertheless, many of their governments ex‐
pect them to regularly attend plenary sessions, hence, the average attendance rate of
this group is high. As such, these officials’ behaviour in the peer review (i.e., attendance)
still reinforces the authority of the instrument.
Table 5.16: Overview of the level of second‐order compliance
Dimension

Measure

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Presence at plenary sessions

Attendance rates

++

++

+

Voluntary publication of
reports

Publication rates

N/A

++

+/‐

+

+/‐

Timeliness and responsiveness Accounts by interviewees and references made +
in online documents

5.8 CONCLUSION
Based on an assessment of legitimacy perceptions and second‐order compliance, this
chapter found that peer reviews hold different degrees of authority; the GRECO main‐
tains the highest degree of peer review authority, the WGB ends up in the middle, and
the UNCAC peer review holds comparably the least authority. Delving into the different
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measures of the two dimensions of peer review authority (perceived legitimacy and sec‐
ond‐order compliance), the peer reviews reveal remarkable variation in several of them.
In addition, and perhaps equally surprising, are the measures on which the three peer
reviews barely reveal any differences, which mainly regard aspects related to the mission
of the peer reviews. Table 5.17 summarises the main differences and similarities between
the three peer reviews. A detailed summary of the levels of perceived legitimacy and
second‐order compliance in the three peer reviews is presented in sections 5.5 and 5.7.
The aim of this final section is to look at the larger picture again and to point out some
surprising findings. The first and perhaps most puzzling finding of this chapter is that two
rather similar peer reviews, the WGB and the GRECO, maintain different degrees of au‐
thority, exposing considerable variation in their perceived legitimacy. More specifically,
the analyses pointed out that, overall, the GRECO is perceived as better able to generate
valuable output (capabilities) and to fairly and consistently apply the rules (procedural‐
ism) than the WGB. The WGB, in turn, is overall perceived more successful at exerting
pressure on states to implement reform, but is also more politically biased. This is sur‐
prising, as the two peer reviews follow comparable procedures and have a rather similar
design. A second finding is that the GRECO and WGB expose similar levels of second‐order
compliance. This is equally puzzling since they, as mentioned before, display differences
in their perceived legitimacy. Finally, the analyses found that, by comparison to the other
two peer reviews, in the UNCAC peer review, views are not aligned on the functions the
peer review serves and on the appropriateness of its procedures. Furthermore, the UN‐
CAC peer review is overall perceived to be the least able to generate pressure on states
and to provide an accurate overview of reviewed states performance. The aim of the next
chapter is to explore factors that explain these puzzling findings.
However, before moving on to Chapter 6, it is worthwhile to point to another relevant
finding of the current chapter. The analyses revealed that at times vast differences exist
between respondent groups in their legitimacy perceptions and behaviour in the peer
reviews. As to regional background, differences are most apparent in the UNCAC peer
review, where this factor often had a statistically significant main effect on an individual’s
perceptions; the WEOG officials tend to perceive this peer review as the least legitimate;
the Asian and EEG officials, in contrast, view the instrument comparably more legitimate.
Interestingly, this does not always correspond to the behaviour of the states these offi‐
cials represent in the peer review. By regularly attending the UNCAC plenary sessions and
publishing country reports, many WEOG states (whose officials maintain comparably low
levels of legitimacy perceptions) still reinforce the authority of the instrument. Likewise,
the average attendance rate of the EEG states (whose officials hold rather high levels of
legitimacy perceptions) at the UNCAC peer review is quite low, which weakens the au‐
thority of this instrument. In addition to regional background, professional affiliation at
times had a statistically significant effect on legitimacy perceptions. These findings have
important implications for studying authority as a sociological concept; the background
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of the officials who confer authority apparently matters. What is perceived as legitimate
by one group of actors need not necessarily be viewed in the same way by another group.
Table 5.17: Differences and similarities in peer review authority
(Sub‐)dimension

Measure

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Perceptions
Mission

Capabilities

Instrument

++

++

++

Assessment standards

+

+

+

Stated functions

++

++

+

Forum

++

++

++

Peer pressure

+

+

‐

Public pressure

+

+

‐

Mutual learning

+

+

+

Technical assistance

‐

‐

+

Ability to achieve the following functions

International cooperation

+

+

+

Empowerment of governmental actors

+

+

+

Practically feasible recommendations

+

++

+

Accurate review report

+

++

+

Appropriate procedures

++

+/++

+

Absence political bias

‐

+

+

Valuable output

Proceduralism

Correct rule‐following
Uniform application of standards

+

++

++

Consideration of individual circumstances

++

++

++

Attendance

Attendance rates

++

++

+

Publication

Publication rates

N/A

++

+/‐

Timeliness

Accounts given by interviewees and information from
online documents

+

+

+/‐

Behaviour
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The analyses in Chapter 5 found that the three peer reviews under study maintain differ‐
ent degrees of authority: the GRECO is the most authoritative peer review, the WGB rep‐
resents a middle case, and the UNCAC peer review holds the least authority. The peer
reviews expose remarkable variation on both dimensions of peer review authority: per‐
ceived legitimacy and member states’ second‐order compliance in the peer review. Ad‐
ditionally, when taking a closer look at the findings on the different subdimensions and
measures of each of these dimensions, variation appears in several aspects of the mis‐
sion, capabilities and proceduralism of the peer reviews, as well as in attendance rates,
publication rates, and timeliness and responsiveness. Table 5.17 of the previous chapter
provided a detailed summary of the findings on these measures, indicating the differ‐
ences and similarities between the three case studies.
Considering the variation in peer review authority identified in Chapter 5, the purpose
of the present chapter is to answer the question of how these differences can be ex‐
plained. For example, why are the purpose and the procedures of the GRECO and the
WGB perceived as comparably more appropriate than those of the UNCAC peer review?
Why is the UNCAC peer review less able to exert pressure on states to implement the
peer review recommendations than the other two peer reviews? And why do the WGB
and the GRECO display comparable levels of second‐order compliance, whereas the WGB
is perceived as less legitimate than the GRECO?
Explaining the identified variation in peer review authority is a complex undertaking
for two reasons. First, the authority concept utilised in this dissertation is comprehensive
and multidimensional. It comprises two main dimensions (perceived legitimacy and sec‐
ond‐order compliance), the first of which consists of three subdimensions (mission, ca‐
pabilities, and proceduralism) that again include multiple measures. Consequently, ex‐
plaining peer review authority requires delving into the different dimensions and subdi‐
mensions of the concept and tracing possible explanations for the findings on each. Sec‐
ond, Chapter 2 touched on the difficulties related to identifying factors that can possibly
explain variation in peer review authority. A social‐constructivist approach is very useful
to examine peer review authority as a social relation, but offers limited guidance on the
factors that explain peer review authority. Based on a review of the IR literature, Chapter
2, nevertheless, sets out three promising candidates (independent variables) that may
explain peer review authority: the membership size and heterogeneity of the peer re‐
view, the composition of delegations to the peer reviews (technical experts on anticor‐
ruption and diplomats), and the institutional design of the peer reviews.
To answer the research question outlined above, this chapter combines deductive
and inductive research strategies. Using interviews and—to a lesser extent—the online
survey, the chapter starts by probing the relevance of the abovementioned three inde‐
pendent variables that are derived from the literature. However, the scholarly discussion
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only offers some broader and partly contradictory ideas on how these independent vari‐
ables connect to peer review authority. Furthermore, it is quite likely that other factors,
presently unidentified in the literature, affect peer review authority. Interviews are there‐
fore employed to gain insight into how these independent variables affect peer review
authority. Additionally, interviews also play an important role in identifying alternative
explanations for the observed variation in peer review authority. In interviews, the offi‐
cials are invited to discuss reasons for why, in their view, the peer review is or is not an
appropriate monitoring instrument that is able to deliver meaningful outcomes and that
is procedurally appropriate. Some of the mentioned reasons overlap with the three inde‐
pendent variables in the literature. However, as will be discussed later in this chapter,
one additional explanation, previously unidentified in the literature, was brought up reg‐
ularly in interviews, namely policy entrepreneurship. Policy entrepreneurship is under‐
stood as the advocacy roles assumed by various key actors in pushing the anticorruption
or antibribery reform agendas in the peer reviews. It helps to explain some of the identi‐
fied variation in peer review authority between the WGB and the GRECO.
The following sections are structured along these four independent variables: mem‐
bership size and heterogeneity, the composition of delegations to the peer review, insti‐
tutional design, and policy entrepreneurship. These sections start off by discussing the
theoretical expectations of how the respective independent variables link to peer review
authority, and subsequently probe whether or not these relationships hold in practice.
Before proceeding to the analyses, a few words of methodological caution should be ex‐
pressed. Interviews are the most intuitive method for exploratory purposes. With rather
little direction on how the independent variables spelled out in the literature link to peer
review authority (as well as a realistic possibility that other factors, commonly unidenti‐
fied in the literature, matter for peer review authority), the set‐up of this online survey is
somewhat less useful for explaining variation in peer review authority. However, based
on the accounts given by interviewees, a certain relationship between the independent
and dependent variables cannot be proved with absolute certainty. It is important to un‐
derline that the analyses therefore give an indication of the extent to which a certain
factor is commonly perceived to affect peer review authority, however, this does not con‐
firm the de facto existence of a causal relationship. Nevertheless, if an independent vari‐
able is recognised to affect the authority of a peer review by the officials who are directly
involved in them, it becomes more plausible that such a relationship may indeed exist.

6.2 MEMBERSHIP SIZE AND HETEROGENEITY
Chapter 2 introduced the hypothesis that peer reviews with a small and homogeneous
membership are more likely to hold authority than peer reviews encompassing a larger,
heterogeneous group of states. This hypothesis is informed by several insights from the
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peer review and international socialisation literatures; peer reviews with smaller mem‐
bership sizes and more homogeneous compositions of states are surmised to be more
susceptible to socialisation processes and, consequently, maintain higher degrees of mu‐
tual trust and a shared understanding of how to fight corruption. This, in turn, is expected
to be conducive to peer review authority.
Based on the analyses in Chapter 5, it can indeed be concluded that the peer review
with the largest membership size (i.e., the UNCAC peer review) holds comparably less
authority than the smaller‐sized GRECO and, though less pronounced, the WGB. The
question then becomes whether this variation in authority can also be attributed to dif‐
ferences in the membership size and heterogeneity of these peer reviews and, if so, how.
Using data from the online survey and the interviews, the following subsections start by
probing the relevance of mutual trust and a common understanding of how to fight cor‐
ruption for peer review authority. However, they find weak support for the initial expec‐
tation that mutual trust and such a common understanding hinge on membership size
and heterogeneity and, hence, would explain variation in peer review authority amongst
the three case studies. This raises the question of how, if not through mutual trust and
this like‐mindedness, membership size and heterogeneity are relevant. Interviews indi‐
cate that the independent variable of membership size and heterogeneity has three main
components: (1) the heterogeneity amongst member states in terms of their experiences
with peer review as a monitoring instrument, (2) the heterogeneity amongst member
states in terms of their motives for joining a peer review, and (3) the exclusivity and pres‐
tige of a small and restricted membership. These three components, in addition to the
theoretically informed components of mutual trust and like‐mindedness, structure the
following four subsections (see Table 6.1).
As to the dependent variable (peer review authority), the three abovementioned
components of the independent variable help explain the following variation amongst
the three case studies: (1) why the functions of the UNCAC peer review are overall
deemed less appropriate than those of the other two peer reviews (which relates to the
mission subdimension; see subsection 5.2.4 in Chapter 5), (2) why the procedures of the
UNCAC peer review are overall deemed less appropriate than those of the other two peer
reviews (which relates to the proceduralism subdimension; see subsection 5.4.1 in Chap‐
ter 5), and (3) why European states exhibit comparably lower levels of second‐order com‐
pliance in the UNCAC peer review than in the other two peer reviews (see section 5.6 in
Chapter 5). This is further elucidated in the subsections below.
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Table 6.1: Specification of membership size and heterogeneity
Independent variable

Components

Membership size and heterogeneity

1) Mutual trust and a common understanding
2) Heterogeneity in member states’ experiences with peer review
3) Heterogeneity in member states’ motives for participating in a peer
review
4) Exclusivity of membership

6.2.1 Trust and a common understanding of how to fight corruption
Informed by the literature on peer reviews, this study started off with the expectation
that mutual trust and a shared understanding of how to fight corruption are conducive
to peer review authority (Pagani, 2002; Thygesen, 2008). Both are expected to be more
likely to take shape in small and homogeneous peer reviews, which allow for more inten‐
sive social interactions amongst state delegates. The online survey collected data on the
degree of mutual trust and on a common understanding of how to fight corruption in the
three peer reviews. Member state delegates were requested to indicate to what extent
they agree or disagree with the following two statements: (1) I trust the other state dele‐
gates in the peer review and (2) member states of the [peer review] have a common un‐
derstanding of how to fight corruption. Response options to both survey items were as
follows: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree. Table 6.2 pre‐
sents the survey results for both items.
Table 6.2: Perceptions of mutual trust and like‐mindedness in a peer review
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs. WGB vs. GRECO vs.
GRECO UNCAC UNCAC

Mutual trust

1–4

2.84 (.61)

2.92 (.58)

2.93 (.50)

.08

.09

.01

Common understanding

1–4

2.71 (.64)

2.83 (.52)

2.71 (.65)

.12

‐

.12

Note: One‐Way ANOVA: LSD Post‐Hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Against expectations, the analyses show that trust amongst state delegates is not higher
in the two peer reviews with a small membership size (i.e. the WGB and the GRECO) than
in the larger‐sized UNCAC peer review. Assessed on a 1—4 scale, the WGB has a mean
value of 2.84, the GRECO of 2.92 and the UNCAC peer review of 2.93135. Likewise, the
extent to which states are perceived to maintain a shared understanding of how to fight
corruption does not vary substantially across the three peer reviews: the WGB has a mean
score of 2.71, the GRECO of 2.83, and the UNCAC peer review also of 2.71136. Thus, the
135

No statistically significant differences can be observed between respondent groups. For details see Appendix
7, Table A7.1.
136
In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect on the dependent
variable (p<0.01): the WEOG officials tend to disagree most strongly with this statement (M=2.27) showing
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survey finds no support for the initial expectation that mutual trust and a shared under‐
standing of how to combat corruption hinge on a peer review’s membership size. More‐
over, these aspects do not help to explain variation in peer review authority amongst the
three peer reviews under study. However, these findings do not imply that overall mutual
trust and a common understanding on fighting corruption do not positively affect peer
review authority.
Based on a qualitative analysis of interview data, it is difficult to probe the relevance
of trust for peer review authority. Interviews, however, give no indication that state del‐
egates suspect their peer evaluators to have ulterior political motivations during the re‐
view exercise137. In this regard, the interview findings align with the survey results on
mutual trust. Only in one instance did an interviewed official report on some distrust
amongst member state officials in the UNCAC peer review. Reportedly, several African
states oppose the revision of the self‐assessment checklist because of concern that it
would take attention away from the issue of asset‐recovery, an aspect that is of high im‐
portance to them (interview 25)138. In addition, the interviews give several indications
that, rather than trust in other state delegates, trust in the members of the IO Secretariat
may matter even more for the development of peer review authority139. The Secretariat
members are seen to act as a safeguard against political bias, to ensure equal treatment
of states, to warrant consistency in the reviews, and to function as the peer review’s in‐
stitutional memory (interviews 5, 14, 33, 34, 36, 38, 41, 43). In addition, they may inter‐
vene if the expertise of the lead examiners is too low or if the examination team does not
go sufficiently in depth during reviews (interviews 4, 5). The Secretariat may also resolve
misunderstandings between the examiners and the evaluated country. This suggests that
complete trust in other lead examiners is not necessary, as long as state delegates trust
the IO Secretariat.
As to a common understanding of how to fight corruption, the survey findings are
rather striking. Perceptions of a common understanding of how to fight corruption are
naturally different from measuring whether state delegates indeed maintain common
views on the issue, an assessment of which lay outside the scope of this study. Nonethe‐
less, it is surprising that even in the global UNCAC peer review, most state delegates feel
that they are on the same page when it comes to fighting corruption. The reason that this
statistically significant variation with the African officials (M=3.07; p<0.01), with the Asian officials (M=2.83;
p=0.01), and with the GRULAC officials (M=2.69; p,0.05). Additionally, statistically significant variation was iden‐
tified between the African officials (M=3.07) and the EEG officials (M=2.53; p<0.05). In the GRECO, professional
affiliation has a statistically significant main effect (p<0.05) between the members of the Secretariat (M=3.29)
and the national anticorruption experts (M=2.78; p<0.05). For details see Appendix 7, Table A7.2.
137
As shown later, this is different for some of the plenary discussions.
138
To reiterate, filling out the self‐assessment checklist concerns the first step in the evaluation process. The
responses to this checklist are subsequently analysed by the evaluation team.
139
The online survey did not collect data about the degree of trust in the IO Secretariat. The survey, however,
did collect data about the perceived expertise of the Secretariat members. These revealed very positive assess‐
ments. On a 1—4 scale, the OECD Secretariat received a mean score of 3.56, the GRECO Secretariat of 3.74,
and the UNODC of 3.56.
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is striking is that, even though anticorruption has developed into a global norm, the way
it is defined has many cultural and normative connotations attached to it (Johnston
2005). Moreover, states participating in this peer review differ considerably in the quan‐
tity and quality of corruption they face. In addition, in interviews, the homogeneity or
heterogeneity of a peer review’s membership composition was brought up as an expla‐
nation for the variation in peer review authority. In particular, the WGB was often de‐
scribed as a homogenous group of states that share the same goals and views (interviews
3, 4, 7, not shared by interviewee 44), but also the GRECO is often perceived as like‐
minded (interviews 5, 10, 21 not shared by interviewee 16), especially when compared
to the UNCAC peer review (interviews 20, 22, 24).
One possible explanation for the high degree of like‐mindedness on this issue in all
three peer reviews, as identified by the survey, is that the peer reviews differ in the focus
of their evaluations. The UNCAC peer review mostly concentrates on the legal aspects of
fighting corruption. It monitors member states’ compliance with a legally binding inter‐
national anticorruption convention. This is quite different from the GRECO, which also
looks at the implementation of the anticorruption legal instruments, and even more so
from the WGB, which deals with enforcement. Such enforcement issues might be more
prone to conflicting views on how to address them, than legal compliance only. There‐
fore, even though the WGB and GRECO have more homogeneous membership composi‐
tions, member state delegates do not always feel that they are on the same page. In ad‐
dition to this, it is important to mention that the WEOG delegates, who overall confer the
least authority on the UNCAC peer review of the five UN regional groups, are also the
most sceptical about the degree to which states maintain a common understanding of
how to fight corruption (see Appendix 7, Table A7.2). This suggests that a relationship
may exist between the extent to which an official perceives states to maintain a shared
understanding of how to fight corruption and her legitimacy perceptions. However, fur‐
ther research is necessary to confirm the existence of this relationship.
In sum, this subsection showed that, though mutual trust and a common understand‐
ing of how to fight corruption are likely to foster peer review authority, these aspects
seemingly do not hinge on the peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity. Fur‐
thermore, these aspects do not help explain variation in authority among the three peer
reviews under study. Using interviews, the following subsections probe how, if not
through mutual trust and shared views on how to fight corruption, membership size and
heterogeneity might explain variation in peer review authority. Delving deeper into the
matter by means of interviews, three factors are reported to be of relevance: (1) the
heterogeneity amongst member states in terms of their experiences with peer review as
a monitoring instrument, (2) the heterogeneity amongst member states in terms of their
motives for joining a peer review, and (3) the exclusivity and prestige of a small and re‐
stricted membership. Each is discussed in turn below.
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6.2.2 Heterogeneity in member states’ experiences with peer review
Based on interviews, heterogeneity in terms of member states’ experiences with peer
review as a monitoring instrument affects peer review authority. Peer reviews with larger
and more heterogeneous memberships tend to involve states with disparate experiences
with this instrument. Many European countries, for instance, are involved in up to three
anticorruption peer reviews; most African and Asian countries are newcomers to the in‐
strument and only participate in the UNCAC peer review. As shown below, this diversity
in member states’ experiences helps to explain why the functions of the UNCAC peer
review (which relate to the subdimension of mission) and its procedures (which relate to
the subdimension proceduralism) are overall deemed less appropriate than those of the
other two peer reviews. In addition, it clarifies why the level of second‐order compliance
amongst European states is lower in the UNCAC peer review than in the other two peer
reviews. Monitoring fatigue appears to play an important role in this regard, which seems
to affect the UNCAC peer review more than the WGB and the GRECO.
To reiterate the findings of Chapter 5 on these (sub)dimensions, in the UNCAC peer
review, views are largely unaligned on the appropriateness of the purpose the instrument
serves as well as its procedures. The Two‐Analyses of Variance (supported by findings of
the interviews) in this chapter found that WEOG officials are, overall, the most critical
about these aspects when compared to delegates from the other regional groups140. Also,
the GRULAC officials tend to be quite sceptical about some of the UNCAC peer review
procedures. These dispersed views amongst officials with different regional backgrounds
translate into a comparably lower assessment of the UNCAC peer review on these
measures. Additionally, Chapter 5 found that European states display higher levels of sec‐
ond‐order compliance in the WGB and the GRECO than in the UNCAC peer review. The
discussions below seek to shed light on these issues. More concretely, why do the WEOG
officials deem the functions and procedures of the UNCAC peer review to be rather inap‐
propriate compared to their colleagues from other regional groups? And, why do Euro‐
pean states tend to take their participation in the WGB and the GRECO more seriously
than in the UNCAC peer review, as shown by their behaviour in these peer reviews?
Different member states’ experiences with peer review and the peer review’s mission
and proceduralism.
Based on findings from the interviews, heterogeneity in terms of member states’ experi‐
ences with the instrument of peer review helps to explain why the functions and the pro‐
cedures of the UNCAC peer review are overall deemed less appropriate than those of the
WGB and the GRECO. As mentioned above, Chapter 5 found that WEOG officials, in par‐
ticular, but also several GRULAC officials, deem the UNCAC peer review procedures rather
140
The findings on the Two‐Way Analyses of Variance on the proceduralism of the peer reviews are presented
in Appendix 6 (Tables A6.1 – A6.10).
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inappropriate. Many European delegates—or the states they represent in the peer re‐
view—also participate in the other two anticorruption peer reviews examined in this dis‐
sertation and can therefore be considered to be quite experienced with the instrument.
The same goes for several GRULAC states, who also participate in the MESICIC of the OAS.
Most African and Asian delegates, in contrast, are only involved in the UNCAC peer re‐
view.
By comparison with their less‐experienced counterparts, it appears that state dele‐
gates that have more experience with the instrument of peer review are also more willing
to surrender control over the peer review evaluations141. The UNCAC peer review grants
the reviewed state considerable leeway regarding the consultation of nonstate actors,
the publication of evaluation reports, and country visits. These procedures are largely
deemed inappropriate by many of the WEOG and GRULAC delegates. Discussing their
views on the functions and procedures of the UNCAC peer review, quite a few of them
directly compared this mechanism to the GRECO, the WGB, and sometimes the MESICIC.
In most cases, they indicated that the UNCAC peer review falls somewhat short of their
expectations of what a peer review should do and how it should do this (interviews 3, 6,
15, 22, 25, 38, 45). Their—or their states’—participation in multiple peer reviews gives
them a direct reference point to two peer reviews which, in their view, function better.
Likewise, it creates awareness that other anticorruption peer reviews pursue aims that
are out of reach for the UNCAC peer review.
The states that are less experienced with the instrument of peer review, however, are
generally more supportive of the UNCAC peer review’s present procedures. Additionally,
they are more hesitant to surrender sovereignty, to permit other stakeholders access to
the peer review, and to increase the transparency of the mechanism, hence, blocking a
revision of procedures (interviewees 11, 19, 26, confirmed in interview 22). One of the
interviewed Asian delegates, for example, expressed concerns over limiting the reviewed
states’ say over the formulation of their own evaluation reports. He indicated that this
would provide the evaluators with an opportunity to criticise the reviewed states’ political
systems, rather than their anticorruption performance (interview 19). Furthermore, one
interviewed delegate mentioned that several state delegates feel uneasy with a revision
of the UNCAC peer review procedures. Giving up control in one area (for instance, the
publication of reports) might spark a domino effect in other areas, resulting in a gradual
loss of sovereignty (anonymous interview). It was mentioned that, in their view, states
141
This falls in line with the findings of a study by Matti Joutsen and Adam Graycar (2012) on the negotiations
leading to the establishment of the UNCAC peer review. Discussing two different positions toward peer review
(an open review position and a controlled review position), the authors maintain that from the beginning on‐
wards the EU member states, Canada and the United States favoured a technocratic and open peer review,
borrowing many features from the WGB, the GRECO, and the FATF. Later, these states received support from
several Latin American states that had experience with the MESICIC and some developing states that were
familiar with the FATF. States that had less experience with peer reviews (including Pakistan, China and several
G77 members) espoused support for a more controlled review process, which gives governments more leeway
in the assessment procedure.
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first need to gain confidence in the peer review process, before transferring sovereignty
to the instrument.
Summarising its relevance to explaining variation in peer review authority, heteroge‐
neity in member states’ experiences with peer review help explain why, in the UNCAC
peer review, views are unaligned on the functions and, even more so, the procedures of
this peer review. The GRECO and the WGB maintain more homogeneous membership
compositions in this regard and are more like‐minded on what a peer review should do
and how it should do this. Inexperienced newcomers are only gradually admitted to the
peer reviews and most of the existing member states are quite experienced with the in‐
strument of peer review. This helps explain why many WEOG state delegates deem the
functions and procedures of these two peer reviews to be more appropriate than those
of the UNCAC peer review. This leads to lower mean scores for the UNCAC peer review
on these measures.
Different member states’ experiences with peer review and second‐order compliance
The preceding discussion showed that diverse member states’ experiences with peer re‐
view in the fight against corruption provide one explanation for the UNCAC peer review’s
lower scores on two measures: its functions (mission) and procedures (proceduralism).
In addition, heterogeneity in terms of member state experiences with (or, more con‐
cretely, their participation in) multiple peer reviews provides one explanation for why
European states exhibit different levels of second‐order compliance in the UNCAC peer
review compared to the other two peer reviews. To reiterate, both the attendance rates
and publication rates of the WEOG and EEG states are comparably higher in the GRECO
than in the UNCAC peer review (subsections 5.6.1—5.6.2 in Chapter 5)142. Moreover, het‐
erogeneity in experiences with peer review helps explain why many European states re‐
portedly participate in the peer reviews less enthusiastically than several of their African
and Asian counterparts (subsection 5.6.3 in Chapter 5). Monitoring fatigue amongst Eu‐
ropean states appears to play an important role in this regard (interviews 1, 2, 41).
Because many European countries’ take part in up to three anticorruption peer re‐
views, questions are raised about the added value of the UNCAC peer review (interviews
2, 6, 20). During the negotiations of the UNCAC peer review, several European and other
industrialised states had expressed their concerns over a potential duplication of review
activities in this policy field (Heineman & Heimann, 2006; Jakobi, 2010a)143. In the six
years of its existence, the UNCAC peer review seems to have intensified these concerns,

142
It is important to note that overall the WEOG states still show higher attendance rates and publication rates
in the UNCAC peer review in comparison to states from other UN regional groups. However, less data is availa‐
ble to assess why the other UN regional groups display lower attendance rates and publication rates than the
WEOG states. This calls for further examination in future research.
143
An example of concerns about reviewing fatigue was the suggestion by the GRECO to take over monitoring
of the UNCAC on behalf of the UN for its own member states, which would have de facto excluded many Euro‐
pean states from involvement in the UNCAC peer review (interview 9).
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rather than proven its added value to several of these states. Illustrative of such concerns
is the following comment by a UN delegate from the WEOG:
[Country X] took on the burden of three peer reviews about corruption and I think
nobody really thought about it: do we really need three review mechanisms? We
now know that the answer to that is no, we don’t. But we do it because we want
to participate in the international arena.
Interview 20, UNCAC delegate
Several times it was indicated that the number of peer review evaluations is becoming
too much (interviews 1, 33). Moreover, states that only participate in one peer review,
reportedly, show more enthusiasm during the evaluations (interviews 20, 41).
Monitoring fatigue is not unique to the UNCAC peer review. In the other two peer
reviews, officials remarked as well that, because of monitoring fatigue, states engage in
the reviews less enthusiastically, provide incomplete information, or are delayed in
providing this information. One GRECO official mentioned that, at the GRECO’s inception,
replies to the questionnaire used to be very detailed, but that over the years the quality
of the responses has globally decreased (interview 9). Monitoring fatigue, however, ap‐
pears to affect the UNCAC peer review more than the WGB and the GRECO for two main
reasons. First, the UNCAC peer review was the latest addition to the anticorruption peer
reviews and the instrument still needs to find its place amongst more mature and estab‐
lished anticorruption peer reviews in which many European states already participate.
Second, as mentioned before, in many WEOG officials’ views, the other two peer reviews
pursue more appropriate aims and embody more appropriate procedures. Participation
in the UNCAC peer review is at times felt to be unnecessary repetition (interviews 6,
20)144. These two reasons help to explain why the level of second‐order compliance,
amongst WEOG states, is higher in the WGB and the GRECO in comparison to the UNCAC
peer review.

6.2.3 Heterogeneity in member states’ motives for participating in a peer review
Based on the findings of the interviews, a second way in which a peer review’s member‐
ship appears to matter for peer review authority is in terms of heterogeneity of member
state motives for joining a peer review. States might joint a peer review principally to
improve their own anticorruption performance, to signal a commitment to battle corrup‐
tion, or to pressure other states into action against graft. Like heterogeneity in member
states’ experiences with peer review as a monitoring instrument, this aspect helps explain

144

Though several WEOG officials indicated that they do not find the UNCAC peer review particularly useful for
themselves, they acknowledged the instrument’s significance for states for which this is the only opportunity
to participate in an anticorruption peer review (interviews 6, 20, 41).
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why the functions of the UNCAC peer review (which relates to the subdimension of mis‐
sion) and its procedures (which relate to the subdimension of proceduralism) are overall
deemed less appropriate than those of the other two peer reviews. More specifically, in
the UNCAC peer review, different member state motives for participating in a peer review
lead to different assessments of a peer review’s mission and procedures (see Tables A6.1
– A6.10 in Appendix 6). This, in turn, results in overall lower mean scores for the UNCAC
peer review on these subdimensions compared to the WGB and the GRECO.
Different member states’ experiences with peer review and the peer review’s mission
and proceduralism
Interviews gave several indications that states had disparate motives for joining the UN‐
CAC peer review, which led to different expectations of what this peer review should do
(its functions) and how it should do this (its procedures). These interviews suggest that
several states, mostly from the WEOG, did not only join the UNCAC peer review with the
primary intention of improving their own anticorruption performance. In fact, some del‐
egates claimed that their countries do not have a large corruption problem or that the
other peer reviews in which they participate suffice to address any corruption issues they
may have (anonymous interviews)145. Rather, the establishment of the UNCAC peer re‐
view initially seemed to provide an opportunity to also motivate other states to beef up
their anticorruption efforts. One of the interviewed WEOG delegates, for example, indi‐
cated that his country had anticipated using the UNCAC peer review as a developmental
tool (anonymous interview). Peer review could then reduce the information asymmetry
between donor countries and recipients by providing credible (authoritative) information
about the latter’s efforts to combat corruption146.
The UNCAC peer review, however, seems to be largely unable to fulfil this function,
especially as the complete country reports are not automatically published. Moreover,
even if they are published, the country reports mostly deal with legal compliance issues,
rather than provide detailed insight into how these laws are applied in practice. Conse‐
quently, rather limited information is available concerning the anticorruption perfor‐
mances of other states that would enable interested states to use the instrument as a
developmental tool. For this reason, as well as for the peer review’s lack of transparency,
several financial donors to the peer review (i.e. member states) are said to have with‐
drawn their support to the mechanism (anonymous interview). Their perceptions of what
the peer review should do (i.e. to motivate states in improving their anticorruption per‐
formance) and how it should do this (amongst others by creating transparency about

145
A UNODC official confirmed that several developed states argue in the evaluations that they do not need to
implement certain reform, as they do not perceive their country to have a significant corruption problem (in‐
terview 12).
146
This is similar to what Elizabeth Dávid‐Barrett and Ken Okamura refer to as ‘reputational intermediaries’: the
tools (e.g. indices) available that ‘provide information about a country’s track record on controlling corruption
and help shape expectations about how the country will behave in the future’ (2013, p. 9).
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states’ performance) do not align with the way in which the peer review is currently or‐
ganised.
In contrast to some of the WEOG delegates, several of the interviewed GRULAC offi‐
cials appear to be generally less concerned with other states’ performance in the peer
review. The UNCAC peer review is also appreciated as a tool to improve their own anti‐
corruption performance, not necessarily (or only) to pressure other states into compli‐
ance (interviews 23, 24, 25, 29). Several delegates from the other regional groups ad‐
vanced similar arguments (interviews 11, 19). One possible explanation for these differ‐
ent stances toward the UNCAC peer review is that the perceived levels of corruption are
lower in WEOG states compared to many GRULAC, Asian, and African states, leading sev‐
eral (though certainly not all) WEOG delegates to believe that there is less to gain from
the evaluations147. However, further research is needed to confirm a relationship be‐
tween perceived corruption levels in states and the degree to which their delegates rec‐
ognise the UNCAC peer review’s authority.
In sum, heterogeneity in member states motives for joining the UNCAC peer review
translates into diverse views on what the peer review should do (its functions) and how
it should do this (procedures). These divergent views result in lower scores for this peer
review on both measures of peer review authority. Broadly speaking, state delegates that
were initially hoping or expecting to use the UNCAC peer review to also motivate other
states to combat corruption overall deem this peer review less legitimate than the state
delegates that indicated to see the instrument principally as a tool to battle corruption in
their own countries. In the WGB and the GRECO, in contrast, member state delegates’
motives and expectations seem to largely converge on these issues which, as shown in
Chapter 5, are reflected in higher scores on both measures. In these peer reviews, mem‐
ber state delegates appear to be more like‐minded and homogeneous in terms of their
motives and interests for participating in a peer review.

6.2.4 Exclusivity of membership
The preceding subsections found that both heterogeneity in member states’ experiences
with peer review and heterogeneity in terms of their motives for joining a peer review
affect peer review authority. The third component concerns the exclusivity and prestige
that comes from participation in a peer review with a restricted membership. This ties in
with the theoretical argument advanced in Chapter 2; actors that identify strongly with
the in‐group (either as members or aspiring members) can be expected to be more in‐

147
It is important to emphasise that this pertains to perceived corruption levels, according to Transparency
International’s Corruption Perceptions Index. This study makes no claims about the actual size of the corruption
problem in these countries. In addition, as mentioned earlier, several WEOG states also indicated that the other
peer reviews in which they participate (the WGB and the GRECO) suffice to address any corruption problems
they may have.
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clined to act in line with collectively defined standards of behaviour and be more suscep‐
tible to persuasion processes (Flockhart, 2004; Pawson, 2002; Porter & Webb, 2007; Risse
& Sikkink, 1999). A peer review with a small, restricted membership most clearly sets
these boundaries between the in‐ and out‐group. As shown below, this helps explain why
European states display higher levels of second‐order compliance in the WGB and the
GRECO than in the UNCAC peer review.
Exclusivity of membership and second‐order compliance.
This study did not systematically examine the identity orientations of the officials partic‐
ipating in the peer reviews. Interviews, nonetheless, gave several indications of the rele‐
vance of this aspect. The OECD retains a small membership, composed of industrialised
nations. Membership in this organisation is perceived as rather prestigious; it is an exclu‐
sive club of states that not just any state can join (interviews 3, 42)148. As a consequence
of this, some interviewed officials indicated that their countries’ reputation in the OECD
is very important (interviews 3, 45).
They are your economic partners who sit there, so it is quite unpleasant if you end
up in an argument on these kinds of issues. It is not just reputation, but just … you
will be perceived as some sort of banana republic.
Interview 3, WGB delegate
Such concerns seem to inform member state behaviour in the peer review and move
countries forward on implementing reform. Countries in the accession process to the
OECD, or recent newcomers, for instance reportedly tend to take the peer reviews very
seriously, as shown by their behaviour in the peer review (interviews 4, 6, 7). States might
conform to the behavioural expectations of a peer review in order to be recognised, or
accepted, as members of the in‐group. This seems to correspond to what the literature
refers to as ‘strategic social construction’ […] a process in which actors rationally recon‐
figure preferences, identities or social context so as to comply with the demands of the
norm leader in order to gain benefits or avoid punishment (Flockhart, 2004, p. 366). This
provides one explanation for the comparatively high level of second‐order compliance in
the WGB.
Some of the delegates also alluded to the GRECO’s good image and reputation (inter‐
views 9, 21, 38), and the instrument appears to be particularly well‐known in Central and
Eastern Europe (interviews 16, 17). Like the WGB, the GRECO started out with a very
small in‐group of states. Over the years, its membership has gradually expanded. New‐
comers have had to adapt themselves to the rules as they exist in the peer review and
have gradually been socialised into the norms of the peer reviews (interviews 9, 16). In
addition, the high level of second‐order compliance observed in this peer review may not
only be due to the exclusivity of the Council of Europe, but also the exclusivity of the EU.
148

One of the delegates referred to the OECD as a ‘good practices club’ (interview 42).
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The EU draws upon the information from the GRECO reports as part of the accession
process of aspiring newcomers to the supranational organisation (interview 9). Thus, EU
candidate states have an interest in doing well in the GRECO evaluations in order to signal
their commitment to joining the EU. Several interviewed officials indeed confirmed that,
overall, the states that are in the accession‐procedure to the EU tend to take the GRECO
very seriously, which is reflected in their behaviour in this peer review (interviews 1, 5, 9,
16, 10, 37).
In the case of the UNCAC peer review, any state can sign up to the convention and
join its peer review. Consequently, any state is technically part of the ‘in‐group’, to the
extent that we can speak of an in‐ and out‐group in this peer review in the first place. The
few states that are not member of the UNCAC peer review appear to be so because of
choice, not because they are not allowed to join149. Therefore, membership in this club is
less exclusive and may be less prestigious than the other peer reviews (interviews 3, 45).
Though this explanation is based on a rather limited number of interviews, and should
therefore be taken with some caution, it partly explains why predominantly European
states behave differently in the UNCAC peer review compared to the WGB and the
GRECO, exhibiting higher levels of second‐order compliance in the latter two.

6.2.5 Conclusion
This section found that a peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity affect its au‐
thority. The largest peer review (i.e., the UNCAC peer review) maintains the lowest de‐
gree of authority and the two smaller‐sized peer reviews hold comparably more author‐
ity. Membership size and heterogeneity, however, matter in slightly different ways than
initially expected. The analyses show that mutual trust and a common understanding of
how to fight corruption might overall foster a peer review’s authority, as the theoretical
literature suggested. However, these elements do not explain variation in peer review
authority amongst the three case studies.
Interviews then played an important role in finding out how membership size and
heterogeneity affect peer review authority and, possibly, help to explain variation
amongst the case studies. The study found three relevant aspects related to membership
size and heterogeneity in this regard: (1) heterogeneity amongst member states in terms
of their experiences with peer review as a monitoring instrument, (2) heterogeneity
amongst member states in terms of their motives for joining a peer review, and (3) the
exclusivity and prestige of a small and restricted membership.
As to the first, the study found that a large peer review (such as that of the UNCAC)
brings together states that have vastly different experiences with peer review in this pol‐
icy field. This raises different expectations of what a peer review should do and how it
149
Until rather recently, these included Germany, the Czech Republic and New Zealand. See the work by Trine
Flockhart on the role of in‐ and out‐groups on identity construction (2004).
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should do this. In the case of the UNCAC peer review this has resulted in lower scores on
the appropriateness of its functions (mission) and its procedures (proceduralism) com‐
pared to the WGB and the GRECO. In addition, this component helps explain why Euro‐
pean states display lower levels of second‐order compliance in the UNCAC peer review in
comparison with the other two peer reviews in which they participate. Regarding the
second factor, this section found that heterogeneity in states’ motives for joining a peer
review affect peer review authority, much in the same way as the first‐mentioned factor
does. It clarifies why the functions and procedures of the UNCAC peer review (which ap‐
pears to be the most heterogeneous in this regard) are overall perceived as less appro‐
priate than those of the WGB and the GRECO. In particular, states that initially expected
to use the peer review as a developmental tool (or to put pressure on other states) ap‐
pear to be rather disappointed by the practical functioning of the UNCAC peer review.
Third, membership size matters in terms of the exclusivity of a small and restricted mem‐
bership. There are several indications that states comply with a small peer review’s pro‐
cedural requirements in order to be recognised as members of a restricted in‐group (the
OECD is a prime example).

6.3 THE COMPOSITION OF DELEGATIONS TO A PEER REVIEW
In addition to membership size and heterogeneity, Chapter 2 presented the hypothesis
that if the peer review largely involves substantive experts (as opposed to diplomats), it
is more likely to hold authority. By diplomats, this study means the permanent delegates
who are based in Vienna, Paris or Strasbourg. Substantive experts, in contrast, include
the bureaucrats, judges, police officers, and prosecutors (in UN terms: the governmental
experts), which are sent by the member states from the capitals. Chapter 2 surmised that
the involvement of these substantive experts mitigates perceptions of bias and politicisa‐
tion in the peer review. In addition, socialisation is more likely to occur amongst officials
from a similar professional background.
Like the previous independent variable (i.e. membership size and heterogeneity), a
correlation exists between the type of delegates attending the plenary sessions and peer
review authority. Of the three case studies, delegations to the UNCAC peer review com‐
prise the largest share of diplomats; this peer review also holds the least authority. The
most authoritative peer review, the GRECO, predominantly involves experts on sub‐
stance. To probe whether the types of officials (diplomats vs. substantive experts) in‐
volved in the peer reviews explains variation between them, the following subsections
draw upon data from the online survey and interviews. These two subsections are struc‐
tured along the types of officials that are involved at different stages of the review pro‐
cess: (1) the officials attending plenary sessions, and (2) the officials involved in the col‐
lection and analysis of information.
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As will be shown below, the significant share of diplomats that attend the UNCAC peer
review’s plenary sessions help explain why this peer review is overall considered less able
to exert pressure on its member states than the other two peer reviews under study (see
subsection 5.3.1 in Chapter 5). This relates to the capabilities subdimension of peer re‐
view authority. As to the officials involved in the collection and analysis of information,
all three peer reviews primarily engage substantive experts. Thus, this component might
overall foster the authority of a peer review, but does not explain variation between the
three case studies.
Table 6.3: Specification of the composition of delegations to a peer review
Independent variable

Components

The composition of delegations to a
peer review

1) The officials attending plenary sessions
2) The officials involved in the collection and analysis of information

6.3.1 The officials attending plenary sessions
Based on the interviews, a relationship appears to exist between the share of member
state delegations that is comprised of diplomats and peer review authority. Compared to
the WGB and the GRECO, delegations to the UNCAC peer review involve the largest share
of diplomats. This offers one explanation for why this peer review is comparably less ca‐
pable of exerting pressure on states than the WGB and the GRECO. It is of note that also
in the WGB and the GRECO, several states send diplomats to attend plenary sessions.
However, the faction of diplomats attending these sessions lies considerably below that
of the UNCAC peer review.

The involvement of diplomats in the peer review and the peer review’s
capabilities
In line with the hypothesis outlined in Chapter 2, interviews indicated that the attendance
of plenary sessions by a substantial number of diplomats adds a political element to these
meetings and creates a diplomatic atmosphere (interviews 6, 9, 15, 41, 45). Some inter‐
viewed officials felt that diplomats steer the discussion away from substantive anticor‐
ruption issues to inherently political, procedural matters (interviews 6, 45). One of the
UNCAC state delegates addressed the implications of this as follows:
It is true that at the Implementation Review Group and particularly at the Confer‐
ence of States Parties you get folks from capitals going. But when it comes down
to the real meaty issues, the meaty issues tend to be at the UN not to do with
substance, they tend to be about process and that’s when the big UN bloc kind of
mentality comes in … They [the permanent delegates] are not the expert[s] and
so their comfort zone is about actually protecting national interests in the UN
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world and that’s when you get countries which are not looking at this problem
from a corruption problem, they’re looking at it from a big picture UN represen‐
tation problem.
Interview 45, UNCAC delegate
It is, however, important to note that this political atmosphere was only reported to exist
in the plenary sessions. The evaluations themselves, which are carried out by substantive
experts, are perceived to be technical and objective (interviews 20, 24, 29). This is ex‐
plored in more detail below.
Based on the interviews, it can be concluded that the presence of diplomats at plenary
sessions affects the capabilities of a peer review in two ways. First, the diplomats’ prime
area of expertise lies in international diplomacy and negotiations, not in substantive an‐
ticorruption issues (interviews 18, 20). Consequently, diplomats often do not have the
necessary background knowledge to put pressure on their peers and to ask critical ques‐
tions about other states’ performances (interview 20). Second, and related to the previ‐
ous point, if states send the permanent delegates to attend these sessions, rather than
substantive experts, the potential of the peer review to facilitate mutual learning is inhib‐
ited. To stimulate mutual learning and knowledge transfer, the more substantive experts
attending the sessions of the IRG, the better it is for the peer review (interview 18, also
in the GRECO interview 9). An additional consideration is that diplomats do not bring the
knowledge acquired in the peer review back to the capitals for policy‐making purposes
(interview 16). Consequently, they cannot be turned into what Martin Marcussen refers
to in the OECD context, ‘reform entrepreneurs in their home countries’ (2004, p. 92).
In sum, the rather large share of diplomats attending the UNCAC peer review’s ple‐
nary sessions clarifies why pressure in this peer review is felt to be lower compared to
the other two peer reviews. In the WGB and the GRECO, plenary sessions are mostly at‐
tended by substantive experts on anticorruption. As one GRECO official explained: ‘this
technical expertise and not a political expertise in the room, that's what I think … makes
a difference in not allowing political considerations to permeate the processes’ (interview
16, also interview 5). It keeps the discussions technical, rather non‐political, and allows
for the exertion of peer pressure (interviews 3, 5, 6, 16). As discussed above, the attend‐
ance of plenary sessions by diplomats was also raised in relation to the peer review’s
ability to stimulate learning. In this regard, however, it is noteworthy that the analyses in
Chapter 5 did not expose variation in the three peer reviews’ perceived capabilities to
facilitate learning processes (see subsection 5.3.1 in Chapter 5). Put differently, the peer
review that comparably involves the most diplomats (the UNCAC peer review) is not per‐
ceived as less able to facilitate mutual learning than the other peer reviews.
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6.3.2 The officials involved in the collection and analysis of information.
In interviews, officials time and again stressed the importance of the expertise of evalua‐
tors to peer review authority (interviews 1, 5, 9, 20, 29, 41, 42). This not only pertains to
the officials attending plenary sessions, but also the officials who are selected to act as
evaluators and are therefore involved in the collection and analysis of information. Based
on the interviews, the participation of substantive experts in the country evaluations was
found to foster peer review authority, most importantly, its ability to provide accurate
and objective review reports. However, as will be shown below, it does not explain vari‐
ation amongst the peer reviews under study.
The involvement of experts on substance in the peer review and the peer review’s
capabilities
Substantive expertise on anticorruption issues is deemed crucial for carrying out a thor‐
ough review, to arrive at an accurate assessment of states’ policy performances, and to
provide to‐the‐point review recommendations. However, in all three peer reviews under
study, the evaluations are carried out by substantive experts, which is why this compo‐
nent does not satisfactorily explain variation in peer review authority amongst the peer
reviews. The online survey is therefore used to find out if the peer reviews under study
reveal variation in terms of the perceived expertise of the member state officials involved
in the peer reviews. Accordingly, survey respondents are asked to what extent they agree
or disagree with the following statements: I consider the other member states competent
to review my country’s performance. Answer options are: 1 = not at all, 2 = to some extent,
3 = to a large extent, 4 = completely. In addition, they are requested to assess the exper‐
tise of the member state officials involved in the review, which can be 1= very low, 2 =
rather low, 3 = rather high and, 4 = very high. The findings are presented in Table 6.4. On
a 1‐4 scale, in all three peer reviews, respondents to the survey appear to be very positive
about their peers’ competences and expertise. As to competences, mean scores are as
follows: M=2.93 (WGB), M=2.98 (GRECO), M=2.93 (UNCAC peer review)150. Regarding the
perceived level of expertise, the mean scores are: M=3.09 (WGB), M=3.17 (GRECO), and
M=3.06 (UNCAC peer review)151. No statistically significant differences can be observed
amongst the three peer reviews.
Though the involved officials, overall, tend to be positive about their peers’ compe‐
tences and expertise, problems were also reported to exist. Various officials indicated
that the competences and expertise of the member states officials vary (interviews 8, 9,
150
In the GRECO, regional background has a statistically significant main affect (p<0.05) between the WEOG
officials (M=2.86) and the EEG officials (M=3.13; p<0.05). For details, see Appendix 7, Table A7.3.
151
In the UNCAC peer review, regional background has a statistically significant main effect on the dependent
variable (p<0.01). Statistically significant differences can be observed between the WEOG officials (M=2.65) and
the African officials (M=3.13; p<0.05), the Asian officials (M=3.10; p<0.05), the GRULAC officials (M=3.17;
p<0.05), and the EEG officials (M=3.33; p=0.001). Levene’s test is also statistically significant (p<0.01). For details
see Appendix 7, Table A7.4.
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17, 34, 41, 42). Though possibly experts in their field, several reviewers reportedly do not
have the necessary language skills, which makes it hard to evaluate another country (in‐
terviews 8, 9, 17, 34, 41, 42). In this regard, as mentioned before, the IO Secretariats
members fulfil an important role; they step in if the expertise of the lead examiners is too
low or if the examination team does not go sufficiently in depth during the reviews.
The involvement of substantive experts in the peer reviews offers one explanation for
why mutual trust and a common understanding of how to combat corruption are so high
across the three peer reviews, irrespective of their membership sizes. This ties in with the
notion by Peter Haas of ‘epistemic communities’ (1992), discussed in Chapter 2; member
state officials may maintain shared norms on anticorruption and trust one another, based
on similarities in their professional background. Further research, however, is needed to
confirm this assumption. The involvement of substantive experts in the peer review, how‐
ever, does not explain variation amongst the three case studies. In all three peer reviews,
the evaluations, including the country visits, are carried out by substantive experts. The
survey findings, moreover, reveal minimal variation amongst the three peer reviews in
terms of the perceived expertise of member state officials. It is, however, of note that the
WEOG officials, who bestow the least authority on the UNCAC peer review, are also the
least positive about the expertise of the other member states’ officials involved in this
peer review (see Appendix 7, Table A7.4).
Table 6.4: Perceptions of competences and expertise
Scale

WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

WGB vs
GRECO

WGB vs
UNCAC

GRECO vs
UNCAC

Competences of member
states

1–4

2.93 (.48)

2.98 (.42)

2.93 (.52)

.05

‐

.05

Expertise member state
delegates

1–4

3.09 (.72)

3.17 (.64)

3.06 (.59)

.08

.03

.11

Sum of mean scores

2‐8

6.02

6.15

5.99

Note: One‐Way ANOVA; LSD post‐hoc test; standard deviations are presented in brackets.
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

6.3.3 Conclusion
This section showed that the composition of delegations to a peer review affects peer
review authority and, in part, explains variation between the three case studies. More
specifically, the relatively large share of diplomats attending the UNCAC peer review’s
plenary sessions help explain why this peer review is comparably less able to exert peer
pressure than the other two peer reviews, which mostly involve substantive experts. In
the next section on institutional design, however, it becomes clear that these differences
cannot only be attributed to the presence of diplomats. Several institutional design
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choices also appear to have an effect on the ability of the mechanism to exert peer pres‐
sure. The same goes for the final independent variable, policy entrepreneurship, which is
discussed in section 6.5.
The participation of substantive experts in the evaluations, most importantly in the
collection and analysis of information, is overall recognised to foster the authority of the
peer reviews. However, as their involvement is roughly the same in the three case studies
(and so is their perceived expertise), this aspect does not explain differences in peer re‐
view authority. Additionally, rather than membership size and heterogeneity, the involve‐
ment of substantive experts seems to provide a more plausible explanation for the high
degrees of (and the lack of variation in) mutual trust and a common understanding on
fighting corruption that was found to exist in subsection 6.2.1.

6.4 INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN
Chapter 2 presented the expectation that institutional design matters for peer review
authority. It was, however, rather unclear how institutional design matters for peer re‐
view authority and which specific institutional design features are of relevance. Introduc‐
ing the concrete example of transparency, Chapter 2 pointed out that the existing litera‐
ture is inconclusive about the legitimising role of several institutional design features. Ra‐
ther than studying the relevance of several predefined features, the analyses therefore
focus on the five institutional design features that were brought up by the interviewed
officials in relation to peer review authority: (1) the discussion of country reports in ple‐
nary, (2) the procedures for the adoption of the report, (3) the degree of obligation of
the peer review, by which this study means the discretionary leeway the reviewed state
maintains over its own evaluation exercise, (4) follow‐up monitoring, and (5) the trans‐
parency of plenary sessions (see Table 6.4).
As to the dependent variable of peer review authority, the following subsections show
that these five institutional design features help explain the following variation amongst
the three peer reviews: (1) why the GRECO and the WGB are overall perceived as better
able to exert pressure than the UNCAC peer review (see subsection 5.3.1 in Chapter 5),
and (2) why the review reports of the WGB and the GRECO are perceived as somewhat
more accurate than those of the UNCAC peer review (see subsection 5.3.2 in Chapter 5).
As will be shown below, interviews also indicate that institutional design has an effect on
the procedural correctness of a peer review, more specifically, its ability to apply the rules
fairly and consistently. However, it does not seem to explain variation amongst the three
peer reviews in this regard.
Before moving on to a discussion of the relevance of each institutional design feature
for authority, a few words should be expressed on the differentiation between the ap‐
propriateness of procedures (which is a subdimension of peer review authority discussed
in Chapter 5) and institutional design as a possible explanation for differences in peer
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review authority. The appropriateness of procedures, discussed in Chapter 5, relates to
perceptions of a certain procedure. The institutional design features discussed here re‐
late to objective, structural features of the peer review and the effects these features
may or may not have on the capability of the peer review to deliver meaningful results or
to apply the rules fairly and consistently.
Table 6.5: Specification of institutional design
Independent variable

Components

Institutional design

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The discussion of country reports in plenary
The procedures for the adoption of the reports
The degree of obligation of the peer reviews
Follow‐up monitoring
Transparency of plenary sessions

6.4.1 The discussion of country reports in plenary
The first institutional design feature is the procedure to discuss and adopt country reports
in plenary. To recapitulate the discussion in Chapter 3, plenary sessions fulfil different
functions in the three review mechanisms under study. In the GRECO and the WGB, they
form an integral part of the review process; national anticorruption experts convene to
discuss country reports, modify them, and ultimately adopt them. In the UNCAC peer
review, diplomats and national anticorruption experts gather to discuss procedural issues
related to the process of peer reviewing, as well as to report on progress made in imple‐
menting the UNCAC. Individual country reports, however, are not discussed in these
meetings.
Interviews indicate that the plenary discussions of country reports (or the lack
thereof) affect peer review authority. More specifically, plenary discussions of country
reports help explain why the UNCAC peer review is less able to exert peer pressure than
the GRECO and the WGB, and why the review reports of the UNCAC peer review are
overall perceived as somewhat less accurate than those of the GRECO and the WGB. Both
measures relate to the capabilities subdimension of a peer review. This institutional de‐
sign feature may also affect the ability of the peer reviews to apply the rules fairly and
consistently. However, as shown below, it appears more difficult to confirm the existence
of this relationship.
Plenary discussions of individual country reports and a peer review’s capabilities
In the GRECO and the WGB, interviewed officials frequently linked the peer reviews’ abil‐
ity to deliver meaningful outcomes to the fact that country reports are discussed in ple‐
nary. More specifically, this feature is seen to strengthen the ability of the peer reviews
to facilitate mutual learning processes and to establish a network of international anti‐
corruption experts (interviews 4, 31, 36, 42). As one of them asserted:
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I think that we are learning a lot from each other, even just discussing in the ple‐
nary, because I don’t know if in my ordinary life, I would sit at a dinner with a
colleague from Norway, with a colleague from Turkey.
Interview 36, GRECO delegate
Additionally, the plenary is viewed to fulfil a crucial role in processes of peer pressure, by
creating transparency about other states’ performances in the peer review process and
providing opportunities for direct dialogue between state delegates (interviews 6, 9, 38,
41). As one of the WGB delegates maintained: ‘The plenary is the ultimate moment to
exert peer pressure’ (interview 6). Furthermore, plenary discussions of individual country
evaluations are considered to perform a quality check of the review recommendations,
as well as to contribute to their practical feasibility (interview 21).
As discussed earlier, the UNCAC peer review’s plenary sessions fulfil a somewhat dif‐
ferent function than the plenary sessions of the other two peer reviews. In this peer re‐
view as well, the plenary sessions can be credited for facilitating mutual learning and in‐
ternational cooperation. However, interviewed officials also linked the specific format of
the UNCAC peer review’s plenary sessions (i.e., the fact that individual country evalua‐
tions are not discussed in these meetings) to the peer review’s more limited ability to
exert peer pressure (interviews 6, 15, 45). States can voluntarily take the floor and pre‐
sent their efforts to fight corruption, but reportedly only focus on their achievements
(interviews 27, 41). Few possibilities exist for a direct and frank exchange of views or to
broach comments of a more critical tone (interview 20). Moreover, in the absence of a
good insight into how other states perform, it becomes very difficult to identify and crit‐
icise laggards and, as such, to exert peer pressure.
Plenary discussion of individual country reports and a peer review’s proceduralism
In addition to the capabilities of a peer review, interviewed officials raised the plenary
discussions on country reports in relation to a peer review’s proceduralism, more specif‐
ically, its ability to apply the procedures correctly. In the GRECO and WGB, the plenary is
seen to attenuate political considerations in the review process. In case some state dele‐
gates are politically biased, possibly as a result of the consensus minus one principle,
which will be discussed below, the remainder of the plenary is there to balance out such
considerations, to ensure consistency in the evaluations, and to uphold their quality (in‐
terviews 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 34, 37). One GRECO delegate referred to the plenary as ‘the
watchdog of the consistency [of the reviews]’ (interview 37). Interviewed officials who
are involved in the UNCAC peer review did not explicitly discuss the plenary in relation to
the procedural correctness of the instrument.
To summarise the findings on this institutional design feature, the plenary discussions
of country reports offer one explanation for why peer pressure is, overall, felt to be higher
in the WGB and the GRECO compared to the UNCAC peer review. Combined with the
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presence of substantive experts at plenary sessions (as discussed in section 6.3) and sev‐
eral other institutional design features, which are discussed below, the discussion of
country reports in plenary creates opportunities for peer pressure to take shape. In con‐
trast, in the UNCAC peer review, which does not discuss individual country reports in ple‐
nary sessions, peer pressure is felt to be lower.
This section also showed that the plenary is recognised to attenuate political bias in a
peer review. However, the analyses in Chapter 5 found that the UNCAC peer review is,
overall, seen to be less politically biased than the WGB, though the latter organises ple‐
nary discussions of country reports (see subsection 5.4.2). Therefore, it is more difficult
to confirm the existence of the relationship between this institutional design feature and
a peer review’s proceduralism. One possible explanation is that in the WGB other institu‐
tional design features or factors might cancel out the positive effects of plenary discus‐
sions of country reports on peer review authority. As discussed in the following subsec‐
tions, the procedures for the adoption of the report might be one such institutional de‐
sign feature. Another possibility is that in the WGB other external factors are at play that
affect the proceduralism of this peer review, which will be explored in section 6.5.

6.4.2 Procedures for the adoption of the report: Consensus vs. consensus minus
one
The second institutional design feature concerns the procedures for the adoption of re‐
ports, which is related to the previous institutional design feature. The GRECO and the
WGB adopt country reports during plenary sessions by means of the consensus minus
one principle, which stipulates that all states need to agree on the formulation of the final
report, apart from the state under review. In the UNCAC peer review, in contrast, the
adoption of the report is based on a constructive dialogue, a consensus amongst a se‐
lected group of members of the reviewing team and representatives from the state under
review.
Interviews indicated that this institutional design feature affects peer review author‐
ity. As shown below, this institutional design feature helps explain why the review reports
of the UNCAC peer review are perceived as somewhat less accurate than those of the
WGB and the GRECO. This institutional design feature was also raised in connection with
the ability of the peer reviews to apply the rules fairly and consistently (which relates to
proceduralism). However, like the previous institutional design feature, it appears to be
more difficult to confirm the existence of a relationship in this regard.
Procedures for the adoption of the report and a peer review’s capabilities
Variation in the procedures for the adoption of the report (consensus vs. consensus mi‐
nus one) help explain why the review reports of the UNCAC peer review are perceived as
slightly less accurate than the reports of the WGB and the GRECO. Interviews indicated
that in the UNCAC peer review state delegates have little insight into the negotiations
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and discussions that precede the formulation and adoption of the final report (interviews
6, 41). The report is decided by consensus amongst a small number of people (construc‐
tive dialogue) and need not be formally adopted by the plenary, as is the case in the other
two peer reviews. To several delegates, this leaves the impression that reviewed states
can freely modify their own report or have an important say over its content (interviews
4, 6, 20, 38, 41). One UNCAC delegate, for instance alleged:
At the UN, they [the reviewed state] don’t need to negotiate [on the formulation
of their evaluation report] because they can just say how they want it to be … They
can just say: well, but I don’t want that to be in there [i.e. the report]
Interview 4, WGB and UNCAC delegate
Another delegate also mentioned that diplomatic consensus is deemed more important
in the UNCAC evaluations than the objective review (interview 15). At the same time, it
also has to be acknowledged that several interviewed officials are quite pleased about
this procedure. They opine that it fosters a sense of ownership of the review report and
makes states more inclined to listen to their peers and to implement the recommenda‐
tions (interviews 11, 19).
This dissertation makes no claims about the extent to which states de facto modify
their reports in the UNCAC peer review. The conclusions that are drawn only pertain to
the effects that this procedure has on the involved officials’ legitimacy perceptions. That,
procedurally speaking, the reviewed state can have a say over the formulation of the final
report, and that these discussions are not open to member state delegates other than
the evaluators, seems to raise suspicion amongst some of the interviewed delegates. It
also raises concerns about the quality of the final product. In the GRECO and the WGB, in
contrast, it is generally appreciated that the state under review cannot block the adoption
of the report or remove some of the sharp edges of its own evaluation report (interviews
9, 22, 38). Direct references were made to the UNCAC peer review as a less desirable
alternative (interviews 3, 6, 15, 22, 38). Furthermore, many interviewed officials indicated
that, also in the GRECO and the WGB, the states under review have several opportunities
to express their views and clarify some issues, before the reports are formally discussed
and adopted (interviews 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 32, 34, 37). Consequently, it is not the case that
the reviewed state is the passive recipient of unilaterally imposed recommendations;
moreover, it is also not in the interest of the peer review to issue recommendations that
are impossible for the reviewed state to implement (interview 37).
Procedures for the adoption of the report and a peer review’s proceduralism
In interviews, the procedures for the adoption of the country reports were also raised in
connection with the proceduralism of a peer review, more concretely, its procedural cor‐
rectness. The consensus minus one principle, as it is used in the WGB and the GRECO,
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appears to be a double‐edged sword. Though overall appreciated, it is also seen to en‐
gender several adverse effects, which mostly relate to backscratching amongst state del‐
egates from countries with a similar legal system. One WGB delegate alleged that when
a country with a similar legal system is criticised on a standard that they have not met
either: ‘I can’t let that happen, because I can block it now that they are under review, but
I can’t block it for myself’ (interview 40). Several other interviewed officials confirmed
that such practices exist (interviews 8, 42).
Similar dynamics apparently take shape in the GRECO; once agreement is reached to
issue a specific recommendation to a state, this recommendation becomes a standard in
future evaluations (interviews 17, 22). As one of the delegates explained: ‘There is the
question of the precedent effect, all these delegations are very aware that what is written
in one report may backfire on them one day so they must be carefully drafted’ (interview
22). Consequently, state delegates may have an interest in preventing the classification
of standards that would negatively affect their own country. Nevertheless, it is notewor‐
thy that the GRECO and the WGB plenary sessions are often perceived to abate the im‐
plications of such backscratching, as discussed in subsection 6.4.1.
To summarise the relevance of the procedures for the adoption of reports in explain‐
ing variation in peer review authority, this feature first of all makes clear why the UNCAC
peer review’s evaluation reports are perceived as somewhat less accurate than those of
the other two peer reviews. Little insight into how the evaluation reports come about
(and the extent to which the reviewed states have amended them) leave the impression
on several state delegates that these reports are less accurate. Such concerns are less
pronounced in the WGB and the GRECO, which exclude the reviewed state from amend‐
ing the report. Second, the relevance of the consensus minus one principle in explaining
variation in peer review authority is less apparent. On the one hand, it might explain why
the WGB (which applies this principle to adopt reports) is, overall, perceived as somewhat
less procedurally correct than the UNCAC peer review (which does not apply the princi‐
ple). In the WGB, the consensus minus one principle might give rise to undue behaviour,
such as political bias. On the other hand, the question then becomes why the GRECO—
which maintains similar procedures to the WGB—is perceived to be comparatively less
biased. Section 6.5 provides one possible explanation for this puzzling situation, shedding
light on several contextual factors that are likely to have amplified the adverse effects of
the consensus minus one principle in the WGB.

6.4.3 The degree of obligation
The third institutional design feature concerns the degree of obligation of a peer review,
by which this study means the discretionary leeway the reviewed state maintains over its
own evaluation exercise. In the GRECO and the WGB, the reviewed state has little to say
about its own evaluation process. Country visits are obligatory, information is collected
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from a variety of sources, including nonstate actors, and in the WGB, the online publica‐
tion of reports is mandatory. The opposite holds true for the UNCAC peer review, where
the reviewed state retains much more ownership of the review process in terms of coun‐
try visits, involvement of nonstate actors, and publication of reports. Thus, the collection
of information and publication of results is a much more controlled process in this peer
review (interviews 2, 3, 6, 18, 13, 20).
As shown below, interviews indicate that this institutional design feature has an effect
on peer review authority. Like the previous two institutional design features, it helps clar‐
ify why the country reports of the UNCAC peer review are perceived as somewhat less
accurate than those of the WGB and the GRECO.
The degree of obligation of a peer review and a peer review’s capabilities
Interviewed officials discussed the relevance of the degree of obligation of a peer review
much in the same way as the previous institutional design feature, namely, the proce‐
dures for adopting reports. The main difference is that a high degree of obligation of a
peer review is overall perceived to evoke fewer adverse effects than the consensus minus
one principle.
In the case of the UNCAC peer review, which maintains the lowest degree of obliga‐
tion, the effects of this feature on the capabilities of this instrument are two‐pronged.
Some officials are concerned about how this feature affects the accuracy of reports. The
evaluation exercises may go less in‐depth due to the nonobligatory nature of country
visits and the possible exclusion of NGOs and other stakeholders from providing input in
the evaluations (interviews 3, 6, 15, 23). As one of the UNODC officials mentioned with
regards to getting access to information: ‘We are at the mercy of the state party under
review’ (interview 2). Though not directly referring to the voluntary basis of country eval‐
uations, other officials also indicated that a country visit is of importance to arrive at an
accurate assessment of a state’s performance (interviews 12, 13, 20, 30; also in the
GRECO interviews 1, 10, 16). Moreover, as country reports are not discussed in plenary
sessions, the country visit provides the only opportunity for state delegates to exert some
peer pressure in the UNCAC peer review (interview 20).
At the same time, another group of delegates espouses more support for the wide
margins this peer review grants to the reviewed state (interviews 11, 19). Arguments in
favour of the procedures of the UNCAC peer review are similar to those put forward with
regards to the procedures for the adoption of the report; the peer review is perceived as
an intergovernmental process and, in these delegates’ view, fewer states would join the
mechanism if these provisions were mandatory. Moreover, as one of the delegates main‐
tained, in the present format of the peer review, ‘you can make sure that what comes
out of it [the peer review] is in your interest’ (interview 11). This is, however, not to say
that these delegates are necessarily against the idea of country visits as such. Rather, they
oppose making these country visits obligatory.
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Like the previous institutional design feature, the UNCAC peer review’s lower degree
of obligation helps explain why the reports produced by this peer review are, overall,
perceived as less accurate than those of the other two peer reviews. Member states’
sense of ownership of the review was not systematically studied in this dissertation and,
hence, no conclusions can be drawn as to the relevance of institutional design in fostering
it. This, however, does not renounce the potential validity of the argument that lower
degrees of obligation in a peer review cultivate a sense of ownership amongst its member
states.

6.4.4 Follow‐up monitoring
The fourth institutional design feature concerns systems for follow‐up monitoring. Both
the WGB and the GRECO have advanced systems in place to monitor states’ implemen‐
tation of review recommendations from previous evaluation rounds. To this day, such a
system for follow‐up monitoring does not exist in the UNCAC peer review. As shown be‐
low, this institutional design feature helps explain why the UNCAC peer review is compa‐
rably less capable of exerting peer pressure. Follow‐up monitoring was also brought up
in relation to the procedural correctness of the peer reviews (which relates to the subdi‐
mension of proceduralism), however, it appears more difficult to establish its relevance
in explaining variation in authority amongst the peer reviews.
Follow‐up monitoring and a peer review’s capabilities
In interviews, follow‐up monitoring was frequently raised in connection to a peer review’s
capabilities, more specifically, its ability to exert pressure on states. In the WGB and the
GRECO, peer review is an iterative process. Procedures for follow‐up monitoring are seen
to enhance peer accountability and to put pressure on states to implement recommen‐
dations (interviews 6, 7, 8, 19, 21, 32). Even the threat of more intense and regular follow‐
up monitoring, in cases of substandard performance, may suffice to motivate states to
beef up their anticorruption efforts (interviews 6, 8). The absence of a system for follow‐
up monitoring in the UNCAC peer review is then also blamed for why pressure in this peer
review is felt to be lower (interviews 6, 20). As one UNCAC and WGB delegate explained:
At the OECD you just know … that after a while you have to report on what you
have done. You work towards that and you make sure that you can present results.
And then at the UN, there will be a report with recommendations, but that’s it.
Who will then after one or two years draw attention to this and ask whether you
have done something with these [recommendations]? Parliament, maybe, if you
are lucky.
Interview 6, UNCAC and WGB delegate
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Thus, follow‐up monitoring offers an additional explanation for why peer pressure is not
seen to materialise in the UNCAC peer review.
Follow‐up monitoring and a peer review’s proceduralism
Follow‐up monitoring was also brought up in relation to the proceduralism of a peer re‐
view, more concretely, the extent to which procedures are applied correctly. A few dele‐
gates mentioned that it may advance the consistency and fairness of the evaluations (in‐
terviews 21, 43). As shown in Chapter 5, states that are evaluated at the beginning of a
review cycle may be treated somewhat more leniently, as assessment standards still de‐
velop in the process of peer reviewing (subsection 5.4.2 in Chapter 5). Follow‐up moni‐
toring then provides an opportunity to return to and discuss country reports from previ‐
ous evaluation rounds, and as such, to enhance the consistency of the reviews (interviews
6, 8, 43).
To summarise the relevance of this institutional design feature in explaining variation
in peer review authority, this feature provides an additional explanation for why pressure
is experienced the least in the UNCAC peer review. Though the relevance of follow‐up
monitoring for the procedural correctness of a peer review was underscored, and might
overall foster peer review authority, it appears to be insufficient to explain differences
amongst the three case studies. The UNCAC peer review (which does not engage in fol‐
low‐up monitoring) is not perceived as less procedurally correct than the WGB, which
does have a system in place to monitor states’ implementation of review recommenda‐
tions. This could either mean that the relationship between follow‐up monitoring and
procedural correctness, as identified by interviewees, does not hold in practice. An alter‐
native scenario is that external factors cancel out the positive effects of follow‐up moni‐
toring on procedural correctness in the WGB.

6.4.5 Transparency of the plenary sessions
The fifth institutional design feature is the transparency of plenary sessions to the
broader public. Chapter 2 indicated that the scholarly literature is inconclusive about the
relationship between transparency and authority (subsection 2.2.3 in Chapter 2). To reit‐
erate this discussion, transparency of the plenary sessions might foster peer review au‐
thority by providing citizens and nonstate actors with information on the anticorruption
performance of states and by establishing relationships of vertical accountability. How‐
ever, it can also be argued that transparency weakens peer review authority when se‐
crecy in international negotiations is necessary for member state delegates to engage in
a free and unconstrained debate on rather sensitive topics.
As outlined earlier in this dissertation, the plenary sessions of all three peer reviews
are organised in an in‐camera setting, meaning that these meetings are inaccessible to
NGOs, the media, or the broader public. Many interviewed officials confirmed the exist‐
ence of a relationship between transparency and peer review authority. Interestingly,
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however, in the WGB and the GRECO, this closed‐door setting was largely perceived as
positively linked to a peer review’s capabilities (i.e., closed doors advance peer pressure).
In contrast, in the UNCAC peer review, views are much more mixed on this relationship.
As shown below, some interviewees maintain that this closed setting has a positive effect
on authority, others posit that it has a negative effect.
Closed doors and a peer review’s capabilities
Interviews indicate that in the WGB and the GRECO the closed‐setting of plenary sessions
is largely deemed crucial for peer pressure to develop. Closed doors are felt to stimulate
open dialogue amongst state delegates on politically sensitive issues and thereby serve
an instrumental function in the formation of peer pressure (interviews 8, 14, 31, 33, 34).
This is aligned with arguments put forward in the literature on the WGB (Bonucci, 2014),
In the UNCAC peer review, several state delegates put forward similar arguments as those
expressed in the WGB. In their view, if the doors to the meeting rooms were open to civil
society or the public, states would hide information rather than engage in an open debate
(interview 19). Additionally, there appears to be some mistrust about the motives of
some NGOs for attending plenary sessions (interviews 19, 26, 28). Other delegates, how‐
ever, maintain the belief that in the UNCAC peer review closed doors neither stimulate a
free and frank exchange of views on sensitive issues nor advance peer pressure; the doors
to the meeting rooms might just as well be opened (interview 20). Moreover, several
interviewed delegates deem attendance by NGOs important for the effectiveness of this
peer review in fostering domestic change (interviews 13, 22, 24). Transparency, in this
context, is often invoked as having procedural value in and of itself (see De Fine Licht et
al., 2014, p. 115); a transparent peer review is considered a legitimate peer review.
Interviews provide a preliminary answer to the question of why the in‐camera setting
of plenary sessions appears to stimulate peer pressure in the WGB and the GRECO but
not in the UNCAC peer review. The presence of diplomats at these sessions as well as the
format of the UNCAC plenary discussions in which (contrary to the other peer reviews)
no individual country reports are discussed seem to inhibit such a free and frank exchange
of views on politically sensitive issues. Rather than discussing (sensitive) country reports
or ongoing corruption investigations, the UNCAC peer review’s plenary only discusses
thematic reports that contain aggregated and anonymised data: ‘This [the negotiations
in the IRG] is not state secrecy’ (interview 12, also interviews 22, 45). Therefore, the in‐
formation exchange in these meetings can overall be considered less politically sensitive
than in the WGB and the GRECO, which makes it harder to justify the peer review’s
closed‐door setting (interviews 20, 29). Consequently, the in‐camera setting of the UN‐
CAC peer review helps explain why this peer review is overall perceived as less legitimate
by a considerable number of WEOG and GRULAC delegates.
The above discussion suggests that there is no simple answer to the question of how
transparency affects peer review authority, but that this is context‐dependent. In the
WGB and the GRECO, the lack of transparency is overall perceived to foster the authority
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of these peer reviews. The closed‐door quality fulfils an instrumental role in the peer re‐
view process by stimulating an open exchange of views and peer pressure. In contrast, in
the UNCAC peer review, the diplomatic setting of the review and the focus of the meet‐
ings on thematic reports inhibit peer pressure, regardless of whether the doors are open
or kept shut. This makes it harder to justify why the meetings of the IRG are inaccessible
to nonstate actors, especially as some delegates perceive granting these actors access as
a way to enhance the legitimacy of the UNCAC peer review. However, further research is
necessary to substantiate the existence of this relationship.

6.4.6 Conclusion
The analyses in the preceding sections show that differences in institutional design help
explain considerable variation in the authority of the three peer reviews, more specifi‐
cally, why the WGB and the GRECO are more capable of exerting peer pressure than the
UNCAC peer review and why their review reports are perceived to be somewhat more
accurate than those of the UNCAC peer review.
Three institutional design features are found to be of relevance in explaining variation
in the capabilities of the peer reviews to exert peer pressure. These are: (1) discussions
of country reports in plenary sessions, (2) which take place in an in‐camera setting, and
(3) follow‐up monitoring. These institutional design features provide the institutional
structures for peer pressure to develop. This, however, does not mean that peer pressure
will also necessarily take shape, if these structures are in place. Notably, this study found
that a closed‐door setting seems to foster a free and frank exchange of views (and the
ensuing peer pressure), provided the right conditions are in place. In the UNCAC peer
review, for instance, diplomats attend plenary sessions and the discussions only focus on
rather politically uncontroversial issues. Notwithstanding the peer review’s closed doors,
peer pressure does not materialise in this peer review.
Two institutional design features are found to help explain why the review reports of
the UNCAC peer review are, overall, perceived as slightly less accurate than those of the
WGB and the GRECO. These two features are: (1) the procedures for the adoption of the
report (which can be consensus based or by means of the consensus minus one principle)
and (2) the degree of obligation of a peer review. In the UNCAC peer review, in which the
adoption of reports is consensus‐based and which maintains a low degree of obligation,
several delegates expressed some concerns about the accuracy of reports. Perceptions
are that states can modify their own evaluation report and block the input of information
from nonstate stakeholders. This is not the case for the WGB and the GRECO, in which
states maintain a broader overview of other states’ performances and feel reaffirmed
that the reviewed states cannot change their own reports or prevent the reviewing team
from accessing information provided by nonstate actors.
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Finally, several of the five institutional design features were also discussed in connec‐
tion with the proceduralism of the peer reviews, more specifically, their correct applica‐
tion of rules. The discussion of country reports in plenary and follow‐up monitoring are
indicated to foster peer review authority, whereas the consensus minus one principle
reportedly has a somewhat negative effect on the fair and consist application of rules.
What is interesting, however, is that the WGB, which maintains most of the procedures
that are perceived as positively contributing to a peer review’s correct application of rules
is overall not perceived as more procedurally correct than the UNCAC peer review, which
does not have most of these procedures in place. One explanation for this is that the
positive and negative effects of several institutional design features cancel each other
out. For instance, the negative effects of the consensus minus one principle can be offset
by discussing the country reports in plenary sessions. An alternative scenario is that in
the WGB other external factors may be at play that have a negative effect on the peer
review’s ability to apply the rules fairly and consistently. These are further explored in the
next section on policy entrepreneurship.

6.5 POLICY ENTREPRENEURSHIP
So far, this chapter has shown that a considerable share of variation in authority amongst
the three peer reviews can be attributed to differences in their membership sizes and
heterogeneity, the composition of delegations, and institutional design structures. How‐
ever, several differences between the three peer reviews are yet unexplained. Why is the
WGB overall deemed less able to apply the rules fairly and consistently (see subsection
5.4.2 in Chapter 5)? Likewise, why do state delegates to the WGB report to feel more
pressure to implement recommendations than delegates to the GRECO (see subsection
5.3.1 in Chapter 5)? And, why do the GRECO and the WGB exhibit comparable levels of
second‐order compliance, even though the GRECO is perceived as comparably more le‐
gitimate (see section 5.6 in Chapter 5)?
The final section of this chapter considers a factor that was unidentified in the IR lit‐
erature on authority, but which appears to bear considerable relevance in explaining the
abovementioned variation in peer review authority between the WGB and the GRECO.
Though none of the interviewed officials used the term ‘policy entrepreneurship’ con‐
cretely, they frequently referred to the advocacy roles of the United States and former
WGB‐chairman Mark Pieth in relation to peer review authority152. The subsequent sub‐
sections are therefore structured in reference to these two actors.

152

For an overview of the concept of ‘policy entrepreneur’ see Michael Mintrom and Philippa Norman (2009).
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Table 6.6: Specification of policy entrepreneurship
Independent variable

Components

Policy entrepreneurship

1) The advocacy role of the United States
2) The advocacy role of Mark Pieth

6.5.1 The advocacy role of the United States in the peer review
In setting out the history of the OECD Anti‐Bribery Convention, Chapter 3 elaborated on
the leading role the United States assumed in the negotiations leading to it. To this day,
the United States continues to maintain a strong interest in the universal criminalisation
of foreign bribery. According to several interviewed officials, this is reflected in the United
States’ behaviour in the WGB (interviews 4, 6, 7, 41). The United States supply the largest
delegations to the WGB, are best prepared for plenary sessions, and engage most actively
in the discussions (interviews 3, 4, 6, 8, 30, 33).
Their active role in this peer review affects the WGB’s authority, both in terms of its
perceived legitimacy and—though less explicitly—second‐order compliance. As to the
first, the advocacy role assumed by the United States helps explain why the WGB is com‐
parably more capable of exerting peer pressure than the GRECO. In addition, it clarifies
why the WGB is perceived as comparably less able to implement the rules fairly and con‐
sistently. Regarding second‐order compliance, it makes clear why the GRECO and the
WGB maintain comparable levels of second‐order compliance, even though the first is
overall perceived as more legitimate.
Before moving on to the discussion of how the United States affects the WGB’s au‐
thority, a few words should be expressed on the other two peer reviews. Interestingly,
interviewed officials rarely discussed the United States with reference to the GRECO and
the UNCAC peer reviews. One GRECO official mentioned explicitly that, in the GRECO, the
United States does not seek to impose its own system or anticorruption model on the
other states, which (as will be discussed below) is at times felt to be the case in the WGB
(interview 16). The United States seems to take a much more moderate stance in the
GRECO and the UNCAC peer reviews, which might be explained by the different policy
instruments under review, as well as by the different organisations hosting the peer re‐
views. It appears that the United States has a much larger interest in moving countries
forward on enforcing the OECD Convention than on the Council of Europe anticorruption
instruments or the UNCAC. To the United States, the implications of universal noncom‐
pliance with the OECD Convention are more significant.
The advocacy role of the United States and the WGB’s capabilities
The United States’ leading role in the WGB was brought up in relation to the peer review’s
capabilities, more specifically, its ability to exert peer pressure on states (interviews 4, 6,
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33, 40). The fact that pressure is comparably felt the most in the WGB, as shown in Chap‐
ter 5, can be partly attributed to the United States’ active role in this peer review, as well
as to the leadership style of Pieth, which is discussed below. As one delegate posited:
They [the United States] are very vocal and very active in the discussions in the
Working Group. Whenever a country is evaluated, it is generally the US that asks
most questions, that are most critical etc.
Interview 6, WGB delegate
As mentioned before, the United States has a strong interest in the global enforcement
of the OECD Anti‐Bribery Convention. This would pave the way for a level playing field
and fair competition amongst multinational firms in their bids for foreign contracts. It also
mitigates the competitive disadvantage American companies experienced as a result of
their government’s unilateral criminalisation of foreign bribery. Thus, the United States
is quite active in exerting pressure on their peers in the WGB to encourage them to crim‐
inalise the offence of foreign bribery. What makes the United States’ position even
stronger in this regard is that, under the FCPA, it can prosecute foreign firms that are
listed on the New York Stock Exchange and that allegedly have bribed public officials
abroad. According to Cecily Rose, the Working Group, for instance, alluded to the possi‐
bility that other jurisdictions (i.e. the United States’) take measures to pressure the UK to
enforce the OECD convention (2015, pp. 92–93)153.
The advocacy role of the United States and the WGB’s proceduralism
Interviews indicate that the United States affects the proceduralism of a peer review,
more specifically, its correct application of procedures. One of the interviewed officials
was rather positive about the United States’ approach in the peer review, indicating that
in the United States’ absence few countries would be inclined to enforce the convention
(interviews 4). However, a few other delegates raised concerns (interviews 33, 40). Not
only does the United States have the capacity to prepare in detail for the meetings and
arrive with large delegations, but they also serve on the WGB’s management committee,
which sets out the direction of the Working Group (interviews 3, 4, 6, 8, 40)154. In addi‐
tion, the United States has the advantage that the OECD Convention is largely modelled
after the FCPA. Because of this, the United States maintains the highest level of enforce‐
ment of the convention and, consequently, is in the position to exert pressure on other
states to step up their game (interview 40). These factors are perceived to give the United

153
This relates to the UK’s unsatisfactory handling of the BAE‐Systems Saudi cause (see subsection 5.3.1 in
Chapter 5).
154
Several involved officials in the WGB indicated that states that have more resources at their disposal and
that can send larger delegations may have a more substantial impact on the plenary discussions (interviews 8,
40, 41, 43). They can divide the work amongst themselves and as such are better prepared for the discussions
compared to one‐man or one‐woman delegations.
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States a disproportionally strong influence in the WGB (interviews 33, 40, 42); one inter‐
viewee even described the OECD as an ‘echo chamber to amplify … [United States] dip‐
lomatic pressure’ (anonymous).
The findings are aligned with some insights from the existing literature in this regard.
Martin Marcussen, for instance, alleges that in many respects, the OECD has started ‘to
function as an ideational agent for the United States’ (2004, p. 101). Such unequal influ‐
ence, naturally, conflicts with the notion of peer review as a monitoring instrument of
equals. Also, other literature on the OECD suggests that size matters in the OECD peer
reviews (Porter & Webb, 2007, p. 8). The United States as the largest member state of
the WGB also has the largest influence in this Working Group.
Rather recently, the dynamics within the WGB have changed. Now that several other
states have taken measures to enforce the Convention, pressure in the WGB can no
longer be dismissed as the United States’ unilateral imposition of its anti‐bribery model.
After the Siemens affair, which stirred up the compliance world, Germany joined efforts
with the United States (interview 4). This appears to have changed views about pressure
in the Working Group. It is no longer the United States versus Western Europe, but sev‐
eral other (European) states against the rest (interview 40)155.
The advocacy role of the United States and second‐order compliance
Though not explicitly mentioned in the interviews, the advocacy role assumed by the
United States and, more recently, also several other European states might explain why
the member states in the WGB exhibit a high level of second‐order compliance. Naturally,
second‐order compliance is then not necessarily (or not only) caused by the authority of
the peer review, but rather by the capabilities of individual participants in the peer review
to set their seal on the dynamics in the WGB and pressure states to behave in line with
the peer review’s procedural requirements (i.e., second‐order compliance). Further re‐
search is, however, needed to substantiate this presumption.
Summarising the relevance of the advocacy role assumed by the United States in ex‐
plaining variation in peer review authority, it partly clarifies why pressure is felt to be
higher in the WGB compared to the GRECO. To a fair extent, it also helps explain why the
WGB is perceived as less able to apply the rules correctly compared to the other two peer
reviews. Additionally, it provides a plausible explanation for why the GRECO and WGB
maintain comparable levels of second‐order compliance, though future research is
needed to confirm the existence of this link.

155
The Siemens affair was a large‐scale corruption scandal, exposed in 2008, which totaled $1.4 billion in bribes.
For further information on the case see: US DOJ (2008).
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6.5.2 The advocacy role of the chairman of the peer review
The United States has not been alone in its crusade against foreign bribery, but reportedly
found an ally in Pieth, who led the WGB from 1994 until 2014156. His leadership style in
the peer reviews affected the WGB’s authority much in the same way as did the advocacy
role assumed by the United States. First, it clarifies why peer pressure is felt to be higher
in the WGB than in the GRECO. Second, it makes clear why the WGB scores lower in terms
of procedural correctness than the GRECO. Third it helps explain why the GRECO and the
WGB maintain similar levels of second‐order compliance.
Compared to the WGB, the roles of the chairmen of the GRECO and the UNCAC peer
review were brought up less frequently in connection to peer review authority. One of
the interviewed delegates explained that, in the UNCAC peer review, it is overall consid‐
ered inappropriate for the UNODC Secretariat or the chairman to take up an active stance
in the discussions or to assume an advocacy role (interview 20). Directly comparing the
WGB and the UNCAC peer reviews, a WGB delegate asserted that:
[In the WGB] the chairman is also at one point going to say, when we are getting
sick and tired of it [i.e. a state taking the floor for too long]: ‘you have already said
this five times, this is the way it is, shut up.’ Whereas, the chairman of the UN will
never say anything.
Interview 41, UNCAC and WGB delegate
This was confirmed by another delegate to the WGB and the UNCAC peer reviews (inter‐
view 3).
The advocacy role of Mark Pieth and the WGB’s capabilities
Several interviewed officials alluded to Pieth’s leadership role in the WGB in relation to
the peer review’s capabilities, more concretely, its ability to generate pressure. Together
with the United States, Pieth is considered a driving force behind the pressure that is
reported to exist in this peer review, by asking critical questions and stimulating the de‐
bate (interviews 3, 4, 6, 40)157. As one WGB delegate described him: ‘He was the Working
Group’; he would not hesitate to voice his own opinion in meetings (interview 4). As such,
the advocacy role assumed by Pieth—in conjunction with the role of the United States
explained above—help explain the comparably high pressure experienced by member
states in the WGB, compared to the other peer reviews.

156
Since January 1 2014, former GRECO chairman Drago Kos has taken over chairmanship of the WGB. This
change took place in the middle of this study. Some of the officials interviewed for this study only joined the
WGB after Pieth had left the Working Group.
157
Kenneth Abbott and Duncan Snidal (2002) identify Pieth as an important value activist in the process leading
to the adoption of the OECD Anti‐Bribery Convention in 1997.
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The advocacy role of Mark Pieth and the WGB’s proceduralism
Referring to Pieth’s leadership style of the WGB, some of the interviewed officials indi‐
cated that they found this appropriate; the end justifies the means (interviews 3, 4). As
one of the delegates explained:
He would not conceal his personal views. He was a good chairman, but he was not
just a chairman who gives the floor to countries and draws conclusions from that.
He would raise issues in the discussion himself and … would assume a bit of the
role of an NGO every now and then. But that is also necessary in this Working
Group, because otherwise there is no pressure.
Interview 4, WGB delegate
However, the appropriateness of his behaviour was also called into question (interviews
3, 40, 41). Though generally appreciating his undiplomatic approach, one delegate as‐
serted that ‘at times he would almost be plainly rude’, refusing to give the floor to coun‐
tries that, in his view, had misbehaved (interview 3). One of the delegates openly ques‐
tioned the procedural legitimacy of some the chairman’s actions (interview 40).
Perhaps, the best‐known example of Pieth’s actions is his handling of the UK BAE Sys‐
tems‐Saudi case, which was discussed in Chapter 5 (subsection 5.3.1). The case exposed
the full arsenal of options available to, or at least considered by, the Working Group and
the then‐chairman to pressure states into compliance. The Financial Times, for instance,
reported on Mark Pieth raising the possibility of blacklisting UK exporting companies in
response to their continued noncompliance with the review recommendations (Boxell &
Rigby, 2011). Though it can be questioned whether blacklisting companies is legally per‐
missible, the mere expression of the threat generated its intended effect (Rose, 2015).
The active role Pieth assumed in the UK’s handling of the BAE Systems‐Saudi case, how‐
ever, represents a clear departure from previous mechanisms to exert social control, such
as peer pressure.
The advocacy role of Mark Pieth and second‐order compliance in the WGB
The combined efforts by Pieth, the United States, and recently several European coun‐
tries, offer one explanation for the comparatively high level of second‐order compliance
in this peer review. However, this factor is not directly related to the authority of the peer
review as such. Rather, it is linked to the ability of individual actors to exert social control
on states, such as the aforementioned threats of blacklisting or publishing articles in
newspapers. Reiterating the discussion in Chapter 2 (subsection 2.2.2), second‐order
compliance can then be considered the result of coercion.
In sum, the relevance of the advocacy role assumed by Pieth in explaining variation in
peer review authority is comparable to the previous factor (the role of the United States).
The findings make clear why pressure is felt to be higher in the WGB than in the GRECO,
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and why the WGB scores lower in terms of procedural correctness. Additionally, the pres‐
sure exerted by Pieth on recusant states provides one explanation for the WGB’s rather
high level of second‐order compliance.

6.5.3 Conclusion
The final section of this chapter explored additional factors that may account for differ‐
ences in peer review authority between the three case studies. This section found that if
certain actors take a leadership role in pushing the policy reform agenda, this may con‐
siderably affect the dynamics in the peer review and, subsequently, its authority. This
helps to explain some of the variation in the authority of the WGB and the GRECO. The
advocacy roles assumed by the United States and Pieth clarify why pressure is felt to be
higher in the WGB and the GRECO, even though both peer reviews provide comparable
institutional structures for such pressure to take shape. Linked to this, the United States
and Pieth also help to explain why the WGB is overall perceived to be somewhat less
procedurally correct than the GRECO. As shown in Chapter 5, the WGB is perceived as
comparably the most politically biased of the three peer reviews. Finally, though inter‐
viewed officials did not directly allude to the United States and Pieth in relation to second‐
order compliance in the WGB, there are several indications that the pressure exerted by
the United States and Pieth has resulted in higher levels of second‐order compliance in
the WGB. This would clarify why the WGB and the GRECO demonstrate similar levels of
second‐order compliance, even though the GRECO is overall perceived to be more legit‐
imate.

6.6 CONCLUSION
The aim of this chapter was to explain the variation in peer review authority that was
identified in Chapter 5. Why does the GRECO maintain the highest degree of authority,
why is the WGB a middle case, and why does the UNCAC peer review hold comparably
the least authority? To answer this question, the present chapter combined deductive
and inductive research strategies. Using the online survey and interviews, it started off
by probing the relevance of several independent variables that were informed by the ac‐
ademic literature, outlined in Chapter 2: (1) a peer review’s membership size and heter‐
ogeneity, (2) the composition of delegations to a peer review (technical experts on anti‐
corruption or a combination of these technical experts and diplomats), and (3) the insti‐
tutional design of a peer review. It showed that these independent variables explain a
significant share of variation in peer review authority amongst the three peer reviews. In
addition, interviews provided for opportunities to identify alternative explanations for
variation in peer review authority. The advocacy roles assumed by the United States and
the former chairman of the WGB (captured under the label of policy entrepreneurship)
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were derived inductively and help explain considerable differences between the WGB
and the GRECO in terms of their authority.
This final section focuses on how variation in both dimensions (perceived legitimacy
and second‐order compliance) and subdimensions of peer review authority can be ex‐
plained, referring to the relevance of the four independent variables. Starting with the
first subdimension of the perceived legitimacy of a peer review, namely, its mission, the
analyses in Chapter 5 showed that the UNCAC delegates are not on the same page when
it comes to the functions the UNCAC peer review serves. Views tend to be much more
aligned on this aspect in the other two peer reviews. The present chapter showed that
the UNCAC peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity provide an explanation for
these disparities. The GRECO and the WGB started off with small groups that gradually
expanded to include aspiring members. The UNCAC peer review, in contrast, has a mem‐
bership that comprises both states that are quite experienced with peer review and new‐
comers to the instrument. In addition, states appear to have different motives for joining
an anticorruption peer review, such as to improve their own anticorruption performance
or to put pressure on other states to take action against graft. These different experiences
and motives translate into divergent views on what the UNCAC peer review should do (its
functions) and how it should do this (its procedures); consequently, this leads to lower
assessments (i.e. mean scores) on both measures of peer review authority.
The second subdimension concerns the capabilities of a peer review. This chapter
found two explanations for why the GRECO and the WGB are perceived as better able to
exert pressure on states than the UNCAC peer review. The first is the relatively minor
involvement of diplomats in these peer reviews, who are overall perceived to make ple‐
nary sessions more political and who have insufficient knowledge of anticorruption issues
to ask critical, technical questions about other states’ anticorruption performance. The
second is the institutional structures the WGB and the GRECO have in place for such peer
pressure to take shape. These concern the discussion of country reports in plenary, fol‐
low‐up monitoring, and (though only if certain conditions are met) the insulated, closed‐
door setting of plenary sessions. In the WGB, pressure is even felt more strongly than in
the GRECO, which can be attributed to the advocacy efforts carried out by the United
States and former chairman Pieth in this peer review. Both appear to be very capable of
exerting pressure on states to take action on criminalising foreign bribery. In the UNCAC
peer review, individual country reports are not discussed in plenary and there is no sys‐
tem for follow‐up monitoring, both of which negatively affect its ability to generate pres‐
sure. This is intensified by the presence of diplomats at plenary sessions.
In addition, this chapter identified three institutional design features that help explain
why the review reports of the UNCAC peer review are perceived as somewhat less accu‐
rate than those of the WGB and the GRECO. Overall, the discussion of country reports in
plenary, the consensus minus one principle for the adoption of reports, and a high degree
of obligation are three institutional design features of the WGB and the GRECO that ap‐
pear to enhance the accuracy of their review reports. The UNCAC peer review, which
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does not discuss reports in plenary, adopts these reports by means of consensus amongst
a small group of officials, and maintains a low degree of obligation, is overall perceived
to be somewhat less able to deliver accurate review reports.
The third subdimension concerns the proceduralism of a peer review, which consists
of two measures: the appropriateness of procedures of the peer review and its ability to
apply the rules fairly and consistently (i.e., procedural correctness). As to the first, Chap‐
ter 5 demonstrated that the procedures of the UNCAC peer review are, overall, perceived
to be the least appropriate of the three peer reviews. The current chapter showed that
this can be attributed to the UNCAC peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity.
Member states’ experiences with peer review, and their motives for joining the instru‐
ment, are too dispersed to reach a joint understanding on how to devise a peer review.
This translates into divergent views on the appropriateness of the UNCAC peer review’s
procedures and, consequently, leads to a lower assessment (i.e. mean score) of the UN‐
CAC peer review on this measure of authority.
Regarding the procedural correctness of the peer reviews, the analyses in Chapter 5
found that the WGB is, overall, perceived as less procedurally correct. It maintains com‐
parably high levels of political bias and is seen to have difficulties in applying the rules
uniformly. This chapter showed that this may be due to the leading role assumed by the
United States and Mark Pieth in the peer reviews, as well as more recently, several Euro‐
pean countries that have become very active in WGB meetings. Though these actors are
generally credited for the pressure experienced in the WGB and the concrete results the
mechanism has achieved, the means employed by the United States and Pieth to reach
these outcomes are not always considered to be legitimate.
Finally, this chapter made a first attempt at explaining the observed similarities and
differences in second‐order compliance. Empirically, it is hard to trace what drives mem‐
ber state behaviour: a logic of appropriateness, a logic of consequences, or—perhaps
most likely—a combination of both. This chapter found three factors that are likely to
explain variation in second‐order compliance amongst the peer reviews. The first con‐
cerns the heterogeneity in member state experiences with peer review, a factor related
to a peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity, and which helps explain why Eu‐
ropean states exhibit different levels of second‐order compliance across the three peer
reviews. Considering that to many WEOG states the UNCAC peer review is the third anti‐
corruption peer review in which they participate, monitoring fatigue is growing rapidly.
Such monitoring fatigue appears to have a disproportionate effect on the UNCAC peer
review compared to the WGB and the GRECO. The UNCAC peer review is the latest addi‐
tion to the anticorruption peer reviews and is overall perceived as less legitimate, which
is why several European states appear to give priority to the WGB or the GRECO. The
second factor relates to the exclusivity and reputation of a peer review with a small and
restricted membership and the ambition of many states to be recognised as a member
of the in‐group. Several states seem to care more about their image and reputation in
the smaller WGB and the GRECO than in a global peer review that essentially any state
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can join. This helps explain why they exhibit higher levels of second‐order compliance in
these smaller‐sized peer reviews. The third explanation pertains to the factor of policy
entrepreneurship, more concretely, the pressure exerted by individual actors in the WGB,
such as the United States and former chairman Pieth. This pressure clarifies why many
states act in accordance with the WGB’s procedural requirements (i.e., exhibit second‐
order compliance).
To conclude, this chapter accounts for a significant share of the variation in the dif‐
ferent dimensions, subdimensions, and measures of peer review authority. However, lim‐
itations should be acknowledged. Rather difficult to explain were differences in percep‐
tions of the ability of the peer review to formulate practically feasible policy recommen‐
dations as well as perceptions of uniform rule application, amongst others. Moreover, it
remains unclear why the UNCAC peer review is overall perceived as more capable of de‐
livering technical assistance than the GRECO, which also operates various technical assis‐
tance programs. Likewise, not all differences in second‐order compliance between the
UNCAC peer review, on the one hand, and the GRECO and the WGB, on the other, could
be explained. Inevitably, interviews have their limitations; it is not always possible to
probe why interviewed officials maintain certain perceptions on each measure of peer
review authority. In addition, based on this qualitative approach, it is difficult to assess
the relative importance or share of each independent variable in explaining peer review
authority. Nevertheless, this exploratory study provided detailed insight into the factors
that are likely to affect most dimensions, subdimensions, and measures of peer review
authority.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
At the time this dissertation is being written (February 2017), thousands of Romanians
are taking to the streets to protest an emergency ordinance that decriminalises several
corruption offences (The Guardian, 2017b). France is preoccupied with ‘Penelopegate’,
the possible misuse of public funds by the Republican presidential candidate, François
Fillon, to finance a job for his wife, which she allegedly never performed (The Guardian,
2017a). On the other side of the globe, South Korean President, Ms. Park Geun‐hye, was
recently impeached, following mass protests over her alleged involvement in a corruption
scandal (Harris, 2016). Corruption is making headlines almost on a weekly basis. However,
rather than an indication of rising corruption levels, these protests also epitomise a
worldwide decline in tolerance for graft. The days are apparently over when corruption
was simply perceived as a, perhaps unfortunate, fact of life. Instead, citizens increasingly
voice their dissatisfaction with poor governance and corrupt politicians.
Against this background, multilateral anticorruption conventions and instruments
have proliferated around the globe. Almost every state in the world is signatory to at least
one of them, thereby signalling a commitment to fight corruption. However, just signing
a convention is not enough to put these laws into practice. Moreover, in the absence of
an independent, international oversight body, member states’ compliance with these an‐
ticorruption conventions cannot be enforced. Consequently, the question arises as to
how to make sure that signing an anticorruption convention is not just window dressing,
but that states will also abide by their anticorruption commitments.
One answer is: by means of peer review between states. As an instrument that ‘re‐
spects sovereignty and diversity’ (Bocquet, 2008, p. 129), peer review has garnered pop‐
ularity in this policy field. Though typically lacking enforcement tools, the instrument may
induce policy reform by creating transparency around states’ anticorruption perfor‐
mance, generating peer pressure, and mobilising public pressure. Furthermore, peer re‐
views may assist states in their anticorruption efforts, by identifying gaps in their legisla‐
tion, providing technical assistance to states in order to close these gaps, and by facilitat‐
ing mutual learning processes. Consequently, peer review may be a useful tool in narrow‐
ing the gap between signing a convention and putting it into practice.
The ubiquitous use of peer reviews in numerous international organisations and pol‐
icy fields has attracted academic interest in the instrument. So far, these studies were
mainly concerned with questions of whether these soft‐governance instruments have
generated effects in states and, if so, through which processes (Armingeon, 2004; Casey
& Gold, 2005; de Ruiter, 2010; López‐Santana, 2006; Momani, 2006). Much less was
known about the conditions under which they can do so, other than those related to the
domestic level. This dissertation marks an important contribution to our understanding
of peer reviews by investigating one such condition that is necessary in order for policy
reform in states to take place: peer review authority. Though insufficient by itself, author‐
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ity is deemed necessary for a peer review to engender effects in member states by initi‐
ating learning processes or by exerting peer and public pressure. Authority in this regard
is conceived as a mode of social control that is rooted in the collective recognition of an
actor’s or institution’s legitimacy.
The overarching aim of the study was to establish the comparative degrees of author‐
ity held by three peer reviews employed in the fight against corruption and to make the
first steps in explaining possible differences between them. In doing so, it made three
important contributions to the literature. First, it is amongst the first studies to have em‐
pirically investigated authority, conceived of as a social relation158. This conceptualisation
means that authority does not inhere in an actor or institution’s competences, but is
vested in a shared belief in their legitimacy. In this endeavour, measures of authority were
developed that can be used for empirical application to peer reviews in other policy areas
and, after some small adjustments, other soft‐governance and monitoring instruments.
Second, this dissertation is the first to systematically examine the comparative degrees
of authority held by peer reviews in the fight against corruption. Until now, the anticor‐
ruption peer reviews had received little attention by students of peer reviews, despite
their widespread use in this policy field. Likewise, in the body of literature on international
anticorruption regimes, comparably the most attention was paid to the legal norms (i.e.,
the international conventions) that underlie these regimes or the state and nonstate ac‐
tors that have played key roles in its formation and enforcement. Third, this inquiry has
provided insight into several factors that help explain why some anticorruption peer re‐
views hold more authority than others. It hereby paves the way for future studies that
can test the relevance of these factors on a larger number of case studies. The sections
that follow first present an overview of the study and its main findings. Second, the im‐
plications of the empirical findings for theory and policy‐making purposes are discussed.
Finally, the chapter points out the limitations of the study, sets out areas for future re‐
search, and takes a closer look at the future of peer reviews in the fight against corrup‐
tion.

7.2 OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY AND ITS MAIN FINDINGS
The main motivation to embark on this study was the following research puzzle: why do
some peer reviews appear to carry more authority than others, even though all of them
build on a shared set of attributes? Commonly lacking enforcement tools, peer reviews
can only evoke effects in states through processes of peer pressure, public pressure,
learning, and capacity‐building. Nevertheless, some of these monitoring instruments are

158
The umbrella project of which this dissertation is part is the first to study the authority of peer reviews across
different policy and organisational contexts. See http://peer‐reviews.info. Accessed March 24, 2017.
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perceived to be more worthwhile and effective than others. Chapter 1 laid out this re‐
search puzzle and introduced three research questions that need to be answered to ad‐
dress it. First, how can the authority of peer review be conceptualised and measured?
Second, how much authority do different peer reviews in the field of anticorruption hold?
And, third, how can differences in the authority of peer reviews in the field of anticorrup‐
tion be explained?
Chapter 2 made the first steps in addressing this research puzzle, by focusing on one
aspect of the first research question: How can the authority of a peer review be concep‐
tualised? This chapter showed that many scholars talk about authority, but often mean
different things when using the term. Chapter 2 introduced an understanding of authority
as a sociological and relational concept. Authority, in this interpretation, is not an attrib‐
ute that can be held and passed on to another actor or institution. Instead, it only exists
in so far as the larger social group recognises that it exists. Empirically, peer review au‐
thority manifests itself in two ways: perceptions of the legitimacy of the peer review and
member state compliance with a peer review’s procedural requirements (i.e., second‐
order compliance). The degrees of authority peer reviews hold then hinges on the level
of perceived legitimacy of these peer reviews, as well as on the share of member states
that demonstrate second‐order compliance. A second aim of this chapter was to review
the literature in search of factors that might explain variation in peer review authority. It
identified three promising candidates in this regard: (1) the membership size and heter‐
ogeneity of the peer review, (2) the composition of delegations to the peer review, and
(3) the institutional design of the peer reviews.
After this discussion on the conceptual and theoretical underpinnings of the study,
Chapter 3 outlined data and methods. It was posited that different methods for data col‐
lection and analysis are needed to answer the three research questions most effectively,
which informed the choice for an exploratory sequential mixed‐methods research design.
These data and methods include an online survey, interviews, and online documents,
which are used at different stages of the research project. In addition, this chapter out‐
lined the methods for data analysis, the comparative case study method, and the ra‐
tionale behind the selection of the three case studies: the OECD’s Working Group on
Bribery, the Council of Europe’s GRECO, and the peer review of the UN Convention
Against Corruption.
Chapter 4 dealt with the operationalisation of peer review authority, addressing the
following question: How can the authority of a peer review be measured? This study was
not the first to draw upon a sociological and relational understanding of authority. The
dissertation, however, marks a novel addition to existing scholarship by operationalising
this conception of authority and by examining it empirically. Fifteen exploratory inter‐
views, complemented with insights from the secondary literature, were utilised to oper‐
ationalise the concept of authority into measurable components. First of all, these con‐
cerned measures of perceptions of peer review as an appropriate instrument in the fight
against corruption (mission) that delivers meaningful outcomes (capabilities) and that is
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procedurally legitimate (proceduralism). The exploratory interviews indicated that such
perceptions are context‐dependent: what is deemed appropriate and fair in one peer
review need not necessarily be appreciated in another context. Rather than assessing the
legitimacy of the peer reviews against external (normative) standards, the study there‐
fore examined the extent to which context‐specific expectations of legitimacy are satis‐
fied159. Secondly, the exploratory interviews served to develop three measures of second‐
order compliance by the member states. These are attendance rates, states’ voluntary
publication of review reports, and timeliness and responsiveness in the peer reviews. The
measures of peer review authority that were developed in Chapter 4 are specifically tai‐
lored to the empirical case of peer reviews in the policy field of anticorruption. However,
as indicated earlier, with some adaptations, they can also be applied to peer reviews in
other organisational and policy contexts, and even to other instruments of multilateral
surveillance and soft governance, such as benchmarking, ranking, and expert reviews. As
such, this inquiry paves the way for future studies on the authority of these instruments.
Having developed measures of peer review authority, Chapter 5 set out to answer the
second research question: How much authority do different peer reviews in the field of
anticorruption hold? Using the online survey and interviews, these measures were ap‐
plied to three peer reviews in the field of anticorruption: the WGB, the GRECO, and the
peer review of the UNCAC. One of this dissertation’s main findings in this regard is that
peer reviews hold different degrees of authority. This is an important revelation in light
of some of the critique on the mechanism (and soft‐governance instruments more
broadly), which tends to paint all peer reviews with the same brush or discards the in‐
strument as a second‐best option to more binding agreements (Schäfer, 2004, 2006a,
2006b). The identification of differences in peer review authority, moreover, indicates
that there must be certain factors that, either positively or negatively, impact its devel‐
opment. This has significant implications for policy‐making purposes; it suggests that
there are policy‐, institution‐, or organisation‐specific conditions that can be considered
when devising a peer review in order to make it more authoritative. These policy impli‐
cations are discussed later in this chapter.
As to the comparative degrees of authority of the three peer reviews, this study found
that the GRECO is topping the list. This peer review is overall perceived to maintain a high
level of legitimacy (the first dimension of peer review authority) and member states tend
to comply with its procedural requirements (the second dimension of peer review au‐
thority). The GRECO scores high, or rather high, on essentially all subdimensions and
measures of peer review authority, apart from its ability to deliver technical assistance to
states. Strengths are the perceived value of the output it produces: practically feasible
review recommendations and accurate review reports. It also performs well in terms of
the perceived appropriateness of its procedures and the correct application of those.
Second in line is the WGB. Of the three case studies, this peer review is clearly perceived
159

As indicated in Chapter 2, this denotes the distinction between normative and sociological legitimacy.
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as best able to organise pressure on states to induce compliance with peer review rec‐
ommendations. However, the ways in which it does so are not always deemed appropri‐
ate. With comparably lower scores on perceptions of correct rule application (i.e., the
extent to which procedures are perceived to be applied fairly and consistently), the main
strength of this peer review is in the results it is seen to produce (its capabilities), rather
than in the means through which it does so (its proceduralism, more specifically, the cor‐
rect application of rules). The degree to which states comply with the procedural require‐
ments of the peer review (i.e., second‐order compliance), however, is not lower than that
of the GRECO. Finally, the UNCAC peer review bears least authority. As the largest and
newest anticorruption peer review, it clearly finds itself in a difficult position. Views are
not aligned on what this peer review should do (its mission) and how it should do this
(the appropriateness of its procedures). Likewise, its ability to generate pressure is per‐
ceived to be low. Yet, this peer review’s comparably lower assessment on several
measures of authority should not overshadow some of its strengths. The peer review is
perceived comparably best able to deliver technical assistance to states and is also seen
to fare quite well in terms of correct rule application.
Another important finding from the analyses in Chapter 5 is that different groups of
actors at times maintain divergent perceptions of the legitimacy of the peer review. This
is mainly discernible in the UNCAC peer review, where regional background often had a
statistically significant effect on the involved officials’ legitimacy perceptions. These find‐
ings make a case for studying authority as a sociological rather than a normative concept.
Instead of assessing the peer reviews against external, objective standards, this study
showed that their authority depends on the subjective understanding of those who con‐
fer authority. Authority lies in the eye of the beholder. Thus, what is perceived to be le‐
gitimate by one group of actors (whether defined in terms of national background or
profession) need not necessarily be perceived in the same way by another. More con‐
cretely, overall, many WEOG officials’ views on appropriate procedures deviate consider‐
ably from those of many Asian officials who participate in the UNCAC peer review. This
study examined the relevance of two characteristics, or control variables, in this regard:
participants’ regional background and professional affiliation (i.e., IO Secretariat mem‐
bers, national anticorruption experts, and diplomats); both factors were considered to be
most likely to affect respondents’ perceptions of a peer review.
Chapter 5 showed that the three peer reviews under study maintain different degrees
of authority. The aim of Chapter 6 was then to answer the final research question: How
can differences in the authority of peer reviews in the field of anticorruption be explained?
To find out why the GRECO carries most authority, why the WGB is a middle case, and
why the UNCAC peer review is the least authoritative, this chapter combined deductive
and inductive research strategies. It started off with several broader expectations that
were derived from the theoretical literature on the factors explaining peer review author‐
ity: (1) a peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity, (2) the composition of dele‐
gations to a peer review (technical experts on anticorruption or diplomats), and (3) the
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institutional design of a peer review. It subsequently probed their relevance by means of
interviews and the online survey. However, based on the literature, it remained quite
unclear how these independent variables affect peer review authority, if at all. Interviews
were crucial in order to identify how the involved officials perceive the link between these
factors and peer review authority. In addition, interviews provided for opportunities to
bring up alternative factors, commonly unidentified in the literature, that affect peer re‐
view authority.
The first independent variable, a peer review’s membership size and heterogeneity,
can be confirmed to affect peer review authority. The largest and most heterogeneous
peer review (i.e., the UNCAC peer review) carries less authority than the two smaller and
more homogeneous peer reviews (the WGB and the GRECO). Differences in membership
size and heterogeneity help explain the following variation in peer review authority be‐
tween the three peer reviews: (1) why the functions of the UNCAC peer review are overall
deemed less appropriate than those of the other two peer reviews (which relates to the
mission subdimension), (2) why the procedures of the UNCAC peer review are overall
deemed less appropriate than those of the other two peer reviews (which relates to the
proceduralism subdimension), and (3) why the level of second‐order compliance of the
UNCAC peer review is lower than that of the other two peer reviews. Interestingly, how‐
ever, membership size and heterogeneity matter in different ways than initially expected
based on the insights of the theoretical literature. The survey found that mutual trust
amongst delegations is high across the three peer reviews, irrespective of the peer re‐
view’s membership size. The same is the case for the extent to which state delegates
maintain a common understanding on how to fight corruption (i.e., their like‐minded‐
ness). Interviews were then used to find out why—if not through mutual trust or a shared
understanding on how to fight corruption—membership size and heterogeneity affect
peer review authority. Based on these interviews, this study found three relevant factors
that are related to membership size and heterogeneity and that affect peer review au‐
thority: (1) heterogeneity amongst member states in terms of their experiences with peer
review as a monitoring instrument, (2) heterogeneity amongst member states in terms
of their motives for joining a peer review, and (3) the exclusivity and prestige of a small
and restricted membership.
As to the first factor, the UNCAC peer review’s large membership size concurs with
heterogeneity in terms of member state experiences with peer review as a monitoring
instrument; many European states participate in up to three anticorruption peer reviews,
whereas many African or Asian states in only one (i.e., the UNCAC peer review). This study
found that this type of heterogeneity translates into disparate views on what a peer re‐
view should do (its mission) and how it should do it (its procedures). Broadly speaking,
rather experienced states with peer review tend to be more supportive of transferring
sovereignty to the peer review as opposed to less experienced states. This helps explain
the comparably lower assessments of the UNCAC peer review on both subdimensions of
authority vis‐à‐vis the GRECO and the WGB. The second factor pertains to heterogeneity
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in terms of member states’ motives for joining a peer review, which may be principally to
improve their own anticorruption performance, to signal a commitment to battle corrup‐
tion, or to pressurise other states into action against graft. Like the previous factor, this
aspect of heterogeneity helps explain why the UNCAC peer review’s purpose (mission)
and procedures (proceduralism) are overall deemed less appropriate than those of the
WGB and the GRECO. In the UNCAC peer review, member states’ motives for joining a
peer review appear to be more diverse than for the other two peer reviews, translating
into different views on what the peer review should do and through which procedures.
This, in turn, leads to comparably lower mean scores for the UNCAC peer review on these
measures. Finally, the third factor, which pertains to the exclusivity of a small member‐
ship, helps explain differences in second‐order compliance between the three peer re‐
views, more specifically why European states behave differently in the UNCAC peer re‐
view compared to the other two peer reviews. There are several indications that states
comply with a small peer review’s procedural requirements in order to be recognised as
members of an exclusive or restricted in‐group. If the peer review has a large member‐
ship, and basically any state can join the in‐group, the ‘second‐order compliance pull’ of
the peer review appears to be lower.
The second independent variable concerns the composition of delegations to a peer
review, which can also be confirmed to affect peer review authority. The peer review that
comparably involves the most diplomats (i.e., the UNCAC peer review) carries the least
authority. In contrast, delegations to the more authoritative WGB and the GRECO are
primarily composed of technical experts. The study found that differences in the compo‐
sition of delegations to an anticorruption peer review provide one explanation for why
the WGB and the GRECO are comparatively better able to exert peer pressure than the
UNCAC peer review. However, as shown later on, variation in the composition of delega‐
tions is not the only explanation for the observed differences in peer pressure amongst
the three peer reviews. Additional explanations relate to the institutional designs of the
GRECO and the WGB, and the advocacy role assumed by certain actors in the WGB.
In line with the expectations from the theoretical literature, the involvement of eval‐
uators who have substantive expertise on anticorruption fosters peer review authority.
Interviews indicated that it leaves the impression that the evaluations are technical and
objective, and, in fact, might explain why mutual trust in the peer reviews is so high. How‐
ever, as in all three peer reviews, the evaluations are carried out by technical experts, the
involvement of these experts does not explain variation in authority amongst these peer
reviews. Hence, substantive expertise on anticorruption might overall enhance the au‐
thority of a peer review, but does not explain variation between the three case studies.
This is not the case for the involvement of diplomats. As mentioned before, the UNCAC
peer review involves diplomats to a comparably larger extent than the WGB and the
GRECO. The presence of diplomats at the UNCAC plenary sessions is seen to create unfa‐
vourable circumstances for the exertion of peer pressure, partly because these meetings
become more political and partly because many diplomats do not have the necessary
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background knowledge to ask critical, technical questions about anticorruption, and as
such exert peer pressure.
The third independent variable concerns a peer review’s institutional design, which
was also found to affect peer review authority. More concretely, institutional design pro‐
vides a plausible explanation for the following identified variation in authority between
the three peer reviews: (1) why the WGB and the GRECO are comparably better able to
exert peer pressure than the UNCAC peer review, and (2) why reports of the UNCAC peer
review are perceived to be somewhat less accurate than those of the other peer reviews.
Based on the theoretical literature, this study started off with the expectation that
institutional design matters. However, what was still unclear was which institutional de‐
sign features matter and how they affect peer review authority. Based on the interviews,
this study found five institutional design features to be of relevance in this regard: (1) the
discussion of country reports in plenary sessions, (2) the procedures for the adoption of
the report (consensus versus consensus minus one), (3) the degree of obligation of a peer
review, (4) follow‐up monitoring, and (5) the transparency of the plenary sessions.
Several of these features are found relevant in explaining differences in peer pressure
amongst the three case studies, notably, the discussion of country reports in plenary ses‐
sions, follow‐up monitoring, and the in‐camera setting of plenary sessions. These features
provide the institutional structures for peer pressure to develop. It is, however, important
to note that these features do not guarantee that peer pressure will also be exerted; this
chapter found that the closed‐door setting of the WGB and the GRECO plenary sessions
is seen to stimulate a free and frank dialogue amongst state delegates, an atmosphere
that is conducive for peer pressure to take shape. However, in the UNCAC peer review,
closed doors do not have the intended effect of stimulating open dialogue. This can be
attributed to other factors that inhibit a free exchange of views on technical anticorrup‐
tion issues in this peer review, such as the presence of diplomats and the lack of discus‐
sion of individual country reports. In principle, a closed‐door setting might be necessary
to stimulate a free exchange of views on technical matters, however, it is not sufficient
to achieve this.
Two institutional design features are found to be relevant in explaining variation in
the perceived accuracy of review reports. These concern the procedures for the adoption
of the report (which can be consensus based or by means of the consensus minus one
principle) and the degree of obligation of a peer review, by which this study meant the
leeway states maintain over their own evaluation exercise. In this regard, the procedures
of the UNCAC peer review (i.e., the adoption of reports by means of consensus amongst
a small group of actors and its rather low degree of obligation) invoke some concerns
about the accuracy of its evaluation reports. In the WGB and the GRECO, in turn, the
reviewed states do not have a say over the formulation of their own evaluation report
nor over the other stakeholders that are consulted to provide input for the evaluations.
Hence, state delegates maintain a complete overview of other states’ performance and
feel reaffirmed that the reviewed state cannot amend the final review report. This helps
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explain why, overall, the evaluation reports produced by these peer reviews are per‐
ceived to be somewhat more accurate than those of the UNCAC peer review.
Finally, interviewed officials also brought up the relevance of several institutional de‐
sign features (notably, the discussion of reports in plenary sessions, the consensus minus
one principle, and follow‐up monitoring) in relation to the proceduralism of the WGB and
the GRECO, more precisely, their ability to apply the rules correctly and consistently. The
discussion of reports in plenary and follow‐up monitoring were overall recognised to pos‐
itively contribute to the correct application of rules by a peer review, whereas the con‐
sensus minus one principle was reported to have a somewhat negative effect on this.
However, caution should be taken when interpreting these results. One possibility is that
the negative effects of one feature (i.e., the consensus minus one principle) can be offset
by the other two features (i.e., the discussion of reports in plenary and follow‐up moni‐
toring). Moreover, as shown in Chapter 5, the UNCAC peer review (which does not discuss
reports in plenary, adopts these reports by means of consensus, and does not have a
system for follow‐up monitoring in place) is overall perceived somewhat better able to
apply the rules fairly and consistently than the WGB (which has these procedures in
place). Another possible scenario is that in the WGB other, external factors are at play
that explain why this peer review is not perceived as comparably better able to apply the
rules correctly than the UNCAC peer review.
The fourth independent variable, policy entrepreneurship, was not based on the the‐
oretical literature, but derived inductively. This independent variable clarifies why the
GRECO and the WGB—which maintain comparable memberships, involve substantive ex‐
perts largely to the same extent, and have rather similar institutional designs—carry dif‐
ferent degrees of authority. More specifically, this factor helps explain (1) why pressure
is felt to be higher in the WGB (capabilities), (2) why the WGB is overall perceived less
able to apply the rules correctly (proceduralism), and (3) why this peer review shows a
level of second‐order compliance comparable to that of the GRECO.
This study found that the advocacy roles assumed by the United States and former
WGB Chairman Mark Pieth have helped to ratchet up pressure on states to follow up on
their recommendations. This clarifies the abovementioned differences in pressure be‐
tween the WGB and the GRECO, and their similarities in the level of second‐order com‐
pliance. The ways in which the United States and Pieth exerted this pressure, however,
were not always appreciated by the Working Group members. This accounts for the
WGB’s lower scores on correct rule application (which ties in with the subdimension of
proceduralism).

7.3 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
At the start of this project, very little was known about the factors that influence peer
review authority. The bulk of the existing literature drew upon different conceptions of
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authority than the one employed by this study. Hence, the factors that this literature
found to be of relevance were inapplicable to an investigation of peer review authority.
Searching for potentially relevant influences on peer review authority, this study prag‐
matically combined insights from the socialisation, institutionalist, and peer review liter‐
atures. Three factors were selected: membership size and heterogeneity, the composi‐
tion of delegations to the peer reviews, and institutional design. Now that this study has
been completed, it is fitting to return to the socialisation and institutionalist literatures
and to reassess their relevance in light of the empirical findings. In addition, this section
discusses the generalisability of the study’s findings.

7.3.1 The socialisation literature
The international socialisation and social‐constructivist literatures ran as a red thread
throughout the theoretical framework. To reiterate, one of the main underlying assump‐
tions of these literatures is that member states’ interests and identities are not fixed, but
are susceptible to change through social interactions in international fora. Socialisation
then denotes ‘the process of inducting individuals into the norms and rules of a given
community’ (Checkel, 2005; Hooghe, 2005, p. 865). Studying socialisation is highly com‐
plex. To conclude that socialisation indeed happened, individuals’ norms need to have
discernibly changed during a given timeframe. Furthermore, the impact of social interac‐
tions on this shift in norms needs to be isolated from alternative explanations. A system‐
atic, longitudinal analysis of international socialisation in peer reviews, however, lay out‐
side of the scope of this dissertation, neither did the online survey collect the necessary
data to study this.
Though this study cannot make any claims about the extent to which socialisation
happened in the three peer reviews, several of its findings are of relevance for this body
of literature. This study, for instance, found that mutual trust is high across the three
review mechanisms, irrespective of differences in their membership sizes and heteroge‐
neity. One possible explanation for this was the choice in all three peer reviews of tech‐
nical experts to carry out the evaluations, which ties in with the notion of epistemic com‐
munities developed by Peter Haas (1992). Such an epistemic community might then ex‐
tend beyond national boundaries and economic and political systems; state delegates
trust one another based on similarities in their professions, not (or not only) based on
similarities of their countries. When studying socialisation processes, it might therefore
be worthwhile to consider the heterogeneity of the involved officials in terms of their
professional background. An additional factor, worthy of consideration in this context, is
state delegates’ prior experiences with peer review as a monitoring instrument and their
prime motives for joining a peer review. This study found these factors to have an effect
on the authority of the peer reviews.
One of this study’s findings is that the global and heterogeneous UNCAC peer review
lacks a shared, normative basis for the instrument of peer review. This is not the case for
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the smaller and more homogeneous WGB and the GRECO. Insufficient data is available
to ascribe this finding to socialisation processes. It would be premature to posit that so‐
cialisation happened in the two smaller‐sized peer reviews that maintain higher levels of
like‐mindedness, but did not take place in the universal UNCAC peer review. In principle,
views may have already been aligned in the GRECO and the WGB before the start of the
peer reviews, which would mean that like‐mindedness is not a product of the exchanges
in the context of the peer reviews. Nonetheless, one interviewed GRECO official indicated
that, in her view, newcomers to the peer reviews have been gradually socialised into the
norms and values of the instrument (interview 16). Furthermore, this study found that
today a significant share of state delegates from the 49 GRECO member states and the
41 WGB member states deem their procedures to be highly appropriate. As indicated
before, they may already have been on the same page before the start of the peer review,
however, the likelihood of this scenario can be questioned. According to a GRECO official,
in the early stages of the mechanism, many discussions took place amongst state dele‐
gates on the GRECO’s methodology and the approach taken in the evaluations. Today,
state delegates’ views on these issues appear to be much more aligned (interview 17).
Though this example certainly does not confirm that socialisation did take place in the
GRECO, equally so, it also does not discard the possibility. Other researchers have also
pointed to socialisation processes in peer reviews, such as the OMC (e.g. Zeitlin, 2009).

7.3.2 The institutionalist literature
Informed by institutionalist scholarship, this research started off with the expectation
that institutional design affects peer review authority. What was still rather unclear was
which specific institutional design features matter for peer review authority and how they
do so. Based on the literature, the effects of several institutional design features, such as
transparency and the degree of obligation of a peer review, appeared to be rather am‐
biguous; arguments can be put forward that these features weaken peer review author‐
ity, but also that they strengthen peer review authority.
This study found that the relationship between several institutional design features is
rather straightforward and unambiguous. Concurrent with some insights from the litera‐
ture on information systems (e.g. Dai, 2002; Mitchell, 1998), peer reviews that provide
ample insight into other states’ policy performance and behaviour are overall deemed
more authoritative by the involved officials. A procedure which is seen to create such
transparency is the discussion of country reports in plenary sessions, as is done in the
GRECO and the WGB. By going step by step through the different paragraphs of the eval‐
uation reports, state delegates get an overview of the progress made (and hiccups expe‐
rienced) by their peers. Another institutional design feature that is rather uncontroversial
in relation to peer review authority is follow‐up monitoring. Overall, it is maintained that
this feature, as it exists in the WGB and the GRECO, strengthens a peer review’s authority,
by keeping the issue at the top of the policy agenda. Further institutional design features
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that are largely appreciated in all three case studies are the combination of self‐ and
other‐reporting (country visits) to collect information on state performance.
The findings on several other institutional design features, however, confirm rather
than resolve the ambiguity reported in the literature on the relationship between these
features and authority. Two aspects warrant attention in this regard. The first pertains to
context; some institutional design features play out differently across organisational (and
possibly also policy) contexts. Thus, in some settings a procedure may foster a peer re‐
view’s authority, whereas in others it has the opposite effect. The best example in this
regard is the transparency of the peer reviews’ plenary sessions to the broader public. To
reiterate the discussion in Chapter 2, the literature was inconclusive about the relation‐
ship between transparency, legitimacy, and authority (e.g. Carraro & Jongen, 2015; De
Fine Licht, Naurin, Esaiasson, & Gilljam, 2014; Hood, 2007, 2010; Mitchell, 2011; Stasav‐
age, 2004). This study found that this relationship is contingent on several other factors
and that there is not one straightforward answer to the question whether or not trans‐
parency fosters a peer review’s authority. More concretely, the plenary sessions of the
three anticorruption peer reviews are organised in an insulated, closed‐door setting.
However, whereas this feature is seen to foster the authority of the GRECO and the WGB,
as it is felt to encourage open dialogue on rather sensitive topics, it is subject to criticism
by a considerable number of state delegates in the UNCAC peer review. In spite of the
latter’s closed‐door setting, some state delegates reported that the discussions in plenary
sessions are not frank and unconstrained. Other factors, such as the presence of diplo‐
mats and the provision that only thematic reports (rather than country reports) are dis‐
cussed in plenary sessions, are seen to inhibit such a free and frank exchange of views on
politically sensitive topics. As such, to several delegates, in the absence of a free discus‐
sion, it becomes harder to justify the peer review’s lack of transparency to the broader
public. Lack of transparency is therefore seen to negatively affect the authority of the
peer review, rather than foster it, the latter of which is the case in the other peer reviews.
Another institutional design feature that is rather context‐dependent is the consensus
minus one principle. In the WGB and the GRECO, both of which follow this procedure to
adopt reports, this is perceived to give rise to back‐scratching amongst state delegates
and to generate some political bias. However, relative to the GRECO, the politically
charged setting of the WGB (with a very active United States) can be considered to exac‐
erbate these effects.
The second aspect that warrants attention pertains to the sociological conception of
authority. As authority hinges on the involved actors’ values, identities, and subjective
interpretation of what is appropriate, several procedures are assessed differently by var‐
ious groups of officials. Some officials might attach most value to a thorough review and,
hence, be more willing to surrender sovereignty over the collection, analysis, and dissem‐
ination of information. Others, in turn, deem the reviewed states’ ownership over the
evaluations and the ensuing reports more important. Their assessments of the legitimacy
of certain procedures, therefore, differ. Thus, to answer the question of how institutional
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design affects a peer review’s authority, two questions have to be added: institutional
design in which context and authority for whom?

7.3.3 Generalisability of the findings
The findings of this study raise questions about their generalisability to peer reviews in
alternative policy and organisational contexts, as well as to other soft‐governance instru‐
ments. Various aspects set bribery and corruption apart from other policy problems that
are monitored through peer review. As indicated in Chapter 1, corruption is a highly sen‐
sitive political issue; bestowing authority on these instruments might have significant do‐
mestic repercussions. This study found that peer reviews in the field of anticorruption
maintain some authority, which provides a rather optimistic scenario for peer reviews in
less politically sensitive policy areas. Empirical testing of whether this presumption in‐
deed holds true is currently carried out within the umbrella research project of which this
dissertation is part. In this project, the findings on anticorruption will be compared to the
findings on peer reviews in the fields of macroeconomic coordination, human rights pro‐
tection, and sustainable development (Carraro, Conzelmann, Jongen, & Kühner, 2017)160.
In addition, the umbrella project allows for empirical testing of the relevance of organi‐
sational context in explaining peer review authority. This study found that the large and
heterogeneous membership of the UNCAC peer review has several adverse effects for its
authority. At the same time, this study detected that peer review authority is affected by
a combination of several factors, of which membership size and composition represent
only one. It may be the case that, with a different institutional design, several of the dis‐
advantageous implications of a large and heterogeneous membership can be offset.
Compared to the UNCAC peer review, the UPR, for instance, maintains more authority,
though it operates in the same organisational setting. One explanation for this can be
found in differences in their institutional designs, for instance, their transparency to the
broader public (Carraro & Jongen, 2015)161.
As to the generalisability of the findings to other soft‐governance instruments, this
study’s operationalisation of authority is largely applicable to other soft‐governance and
multilateral surveillance instruments. A sociological and relational conception of author‐
ity is particularly suitable to studying such instruments. Like peer reviews, they generally
lack enforcement tools and display minimal variation in their formal competences. If we
are to understand why some of these monitoring and soft‐governance instruments carry
more authority than others, the perceptions of those who confer this authority are highly

160
Preliminary findings indicate that the peer reviews under study differ considerably in the authority they hold.
However, policy context does not provide a plausible explanation for the observed differences in peer review
authority. Considerable variation can also be identified amongst peer reviews that are employed in the same
policy area.
161
Compared to the UNCAC peer review, the UPR is more transparent to the public. For example, all plenary
sessions are webcasted, and any interested observer can attend the plenary sessions of the UPR.
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important. A sociological and relational conception of authority squares well with such
aims.
The findings on the explanations of authority are somewhat harder to generalise be‐
yond the case of peer reviews. Peer review is a rather peculiar type of monitoring instru‐
ment; it involves national administrations to a considerably larger extent than most other
monitoring arrangements by letting governmental experts, amongst others, carry out the
reviews. These structural differences render several explanations less plausible for the
authority of instruments other than peer reviews. The involvement of diplomats in the
instrument and several institutional design features, such as the discussion of country
reports in plenary and procedures for the adoption of the reports, are largely inapplicable
to other instruments of multilateral surveillance. On a more general level, however, it
seems plausible that several explanatory factors do have an effect on the authority of
other monitoring instruments. The expertise of the officials who carry out the peer review
is quite likely to affect the authority of a monitoring instrument. The same goes for the
leeway states maintain over the provision of information to the reviewing team; if states
can prevent the evaluators access to other stakeholders in the evaluation process, this
might affect the authority of the instrument much in the same way as it affects a peer
review. Also, follow‐up monitoring is likely to affect a monitoring instrument’s authority;
it provides states with a longitudinal overview of their performance in a certain policy
area that might generate pressure on them to take action and implement reform.

7.4 POLICY IMPLICATIONS
At a time when the usefulness of peer review and aspirations to replicate the instrument
in other organisations and policy areas are being debated, the following sections discuss
the broader implications of the study’s findings for policy‐making purposes162. It starts
off with some general reflections and recommendations on issues to consider when de‐
vising a peer review. Subsequently, it sets forth two specific recommendations for the
UNCAC peer review on issues that are presently intensely debated by state delegates: a
follow‐up monitoring instrument for this peer review and the transparency of the IRG to
the broader public.

7.4.1 General reflections and recommendations on peer review as a monitoring
instrument
As it often turns out to be unfeasible to reach agreement on more binding monitoring
arrangements, peer reviews have developed into popular review instruments. One of the
162

The UN member states are currently negotiating a peer review (or alternative monitoring arrangement) for
the UN Treaty on Organised Crime.
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questions policy‐makers face is how to develop a peer review that is able to exert some
pressure on its member states and is more than just a ‘talking shop’. The WGB, but also
the GRECO, are good examples of peer reviews that are rather able to do this; though the
peer reviews do not have any enforcement power, states feel under pressure to imple‐
ment reform, especially in the WGB. Therefore, if the aim is to devise a peer review that
is able to put pressure on its member states to implement reform (without forcing them),
it is advisable to establish a peer review that has the following institutional design fea‐
tures in place: (1) country evaluation reports are discussed in plenary sessions (2) that
are closed off from the public gaze and (3) that monitor states’ implementation of review
recommendations. In addition, the authority of the peer review may be enhanced by con‐
sulting a variety of stakeholders to provide input to the evaluation and by involving mostly
national anticorruption experts rather than diplomats.
In addition to several institutional design features that can be considered when de‐
vising a peer review, the findings of this study underscore the importance of equality
amongst the peers. In the WGB, several states are felt to have a disproportional influence
on the dynamics in the discussions. Though this need not necessarily be a bad thing (this
study showed that the advocacy roles assumed by the United States is an important rea‐
son for why states feel the need to implement recommendations), several options could
be considered if the ambition is to enhance the peer review’s correct application of rules.
These options include a limit on the number of delegates that states can send to the peer
review plenary sessions (e.g., a maximum of two delegates per country) as well as to leave
more time in meetings to go through the evaluation reports paragraph by paragraph.
Several delegates, particularly from smaller administrations, indicated that they struggle
to prepare in detail for the various country reports discussed in these meetings and,
hence, have more difficulties participating in the debate (interviews 33, 41, confirmed by
interview 8)163. Large states, such as the United States, can send a larger number of del‐
egates, each of which prepares in detail for a country report and, therefore, can have
more impact on the discussions (interviews 4, 6, 8, 41, 43, 44, also in the GRECO inter‐
views 9, 36).
Finally, care should be taken that the instrument of peer review does not fall victim
to its own success. Though peer review might generally be an appreciated instrument, an
increase in monitoring fatigue reported in this study suggests that each new peer review
may pose a threat to the authority of existing ones. Several state delegates indicated that
they perceive the peer review exercises as a burden on national administrations and had
seemingly lost enthusiasm for the review exercises. This leads to a decreasing quality of
responses to the self‐assessment checklists and dwindling enthusiasm and engagement
in the peer review. Though each time a new peer review is established it is stated explic‐
itly that it should not duplicate existing efforts, but rather complement them, this is hard

163
It was however also noted that the number of reports discussed per WGB plenary session has decreased
(interview 40).
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to realise in practice. As Christos Giakoumopoulos, Director of Monitoring, DG Human
Rights, and Legal Affairs at the Council of Europe, asserts: ‘Avoiding duplication is very
easy to declare and quite complex to achieve’ (2009, p. 27). More care should be taken
to avoid an overlap in review exercises. The GRECO and the WGB, for instance, clearly
touch upon different reviewing themes. However, the UNCAC peer review covers many—
though not all—of the topics that are also under review by the MESICIC, the WGB, and
the GRECO. When considering peer review as a monitoring instrument in a certain policy
field, it is advisable to reflect on whether the instrument is already employed in this policy
field and whether this new peer review would involve the same states (and target the
same government departments and officials), as the existing peer reviews. If so, options
could be explored to broaden the scope of existing monitoring arrangements and review
a wider range of issues, rather than establish an entirely new peer review. Another pos‐
sibility is to enlarge the membership of existing peer reviews, though care should be
taken that this does not affect the practical conduct of the peer review exercises. As in‐
dicated by several interviewed officials, the size of the UNCAC peer review’s membership
is deemed too large to allow for a systematic discussion of each member state’s evalua‐
tion report in plenary sessions.

7.4.2 Policy recommendations for the UNCAC peer review
Whilst conducting this research, two aspects related to the UNCAC peer review were reg‐
ularly brought up by interviewed officials: (1) the establishment of a system for follow‐up
monitoring, and (2) what to do in terms of the transparency of plenary sessions for the
broader public. As these aspects largely dominate the debate on how to proceed with
the UNCAC peer review, this study reflects upon these issues and formulates recommen‐
dations to foster the authority of the instrument.
As to the first aspect, to enhance the authority of the UNCAC peer review, the estab‐
lishment of a system for follow‐up monitoring is recommended. The analyses in Chapters
5 and 6 showed that follow‐up monitoring is very much appreciated in the WGB and the
GRECO, and that it enhances the authority of these instruments. Follow‐up monitoring is
understood as the monitoring of states’ implementation of the recommendations made
(rather than just the anticorruption legal instruments under review). It pushes states to
act on these recommendations and avoids the possibility of backsliding on the policy
agenda. Furthermore, it is recognised to contribute to the fairness and consistency of the
peer reviews, by providing an opportunity to return to the performance of states that
were evaluated earlier in the review process. In the UNCAC peer review, there appears
to be rather broad agreement that a system for follow‐up monitoring would benefit the
mechanism. However, how such a system would function is still debated. Considering
their different sizes, the models of follow‐up monitoring in the GRECO and the WGB can‐
not simply be exported to the UN context. In the UNCAC peer review, a full review of all
member states’ compliance with the whole convention takes approximately ten years.
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Clearly, this is too long to develop an effective system for follow‐up monitoring; it makes
rather little sense to monitor states’ compliance with recommendations they received
ten years earlier.
Reflecting upon these limitations, the following two design options could be consid‐
ered for the UNCAC peer review: (1) written follow‐up monitoring, and (2) oral follow‐up
monitoring. As to the first option, member states could be requested to provide written
follow‐up to their peers on the efforts they have made to implement recommendations.
To maintain the momentum of the peer review, about two years after the adoption of
the report seems a reasonable time frame. As such, there would be no need to wait with
follow‐up monitoring until all other countries have completed their first review. The sec‐
ond option relates to oral follow‐up, which is a less ambitious alternative to, or possible
augmentation of, written follow‐up monitoring. State delegates could be regularly re‐
quested to present their progress on the implementation of the review recommenda‐
tions during the plenary sessions164. It is true that states currently take the floor at UNCAC
plenary sessions to report on their progress, but this is, first of all, voluntary and, second,
largely one‐sided. In these presentations, states can in principle only focus on their
achievements and ignore their shortcomings (which several interviewed officials in fact
perceived to be the case). More critical question‐and‐answer sessions therefore seem
crucial to ensure that the complete story is put on the table. One could think of the format
of the OECD’s Tour de Table in this regard as potentially a good model for the organisation
of these oral follow‐up sessions.
The second aspect pertains to the transparency of the UNCAC peer review to the
broader public, a highly sensitive issue. To reiterate, contrary to the GRECO and the WGB,
the closed‐door setting of the UNCAC peer review’s plenary sessions has attracted a great
deal of criticism, mostly from WEOG and GRULAC officials. This section sets forth two
mutually exclusive recommendations that would address the question of transparency in
order to make the UNCAC peer review more authoritative: (1) to make the peer review
more open to the peers, or (2) to make it more open to the public. To substantiate these
recommendations, this study showed that the WGB and the GRECO have attracted less
criticism on their closed doors mostly because this institutional design feature is seen to
serve an instrumental function in the peer review process; it stimulates open debate
amongst technical experts on anticorruption and hence plays a role in fostering peer pres‐
sure. In the UNCAC peer review, in contrast, a considerable number of delegates consider
this not to be the case. Notwithstanding the peer review’s closed doors, there is much
less of a free and frank exchange of views amongst state delegates on sensitive issues. To
make the peer review more authoritative, discussing individual country reports in plenary
represents one option to make the peer review more open to the peers. This gives states
insight into other states’ performance, provides opportunities for direct dialogue, and
164

This is different from a regular review cycle in the sense that states do not have to undergo another country
visit and formal assessment by the reviewing team as regards their implementation of review recommenda‐
tions.
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fosters horizontal accountability amongst the peers. This is also the case in the GRECO
and the WGB—by enhancing the information exchange amongst the peers within plenary
sessions, the closed doors of these sessions become easier to justify. If it is not possible
to create more transparency for the peers, the peer review is recommended to increase
its transparency for the broader public and hence advance possibilities for vertical ac‐
countability between states, their citizens, and civil society. This might bolster the per‐
ceived legitimacy of the monitoring instrument.

7.5 LIMITATIONS
This inquiry faced several limitations, which are mostly of a methodological nature or are
caused by more practical considerations. This section reflects upon these limitations, sev‐
eral of which feed into recommendations for future research. The first limitation, as indi‐
cated in Chapter 3, emerges from the decision to focus on the internal legitimacy of peer
reviews, meaning the perceptions of actors who are directly involved in them. Three rea‐
sons justified the exclusion of external actors in this study. First, external actors to the
process, such as civil society, business, and political parties, are often inadequately in‐
formed about the precise functioning of the peer reviews to assess their fairness, effec‐
tiveness, and purpose in the level of detail that this study aspired to. Second, the civil
servants who are directly involved in the peer review are usually also (partly) responsible
for the implementation of policy recommendations. This is not the case for nonstate ac‐
tors, which places them in a different position vis‐à‐vis the mechanism. Third, methodo‐
logical considerations precluded these actors’ inclusion in the survey. Considering that it
already proved a challenge to identify and contact national anticorruption experts (par‐
ticularly in the case of the UNCAC peer review), one can imagine the difficulties in arriving
at a representative sample of civil society, business, and political parties in 178 states
across the globe. Nonetheless, a potential bias should be acknowledged that emerges
from the choice to only study the views of the officials who are directly involved in the
peer reviews. These officials might have stronger views about these peer reviews (which
can be more positive or more critical) than actors who are external to the process.
The second limitation, returning to an issue outlined in section 7.2, pertains to the
fact that the analyses in this study were mostly concerned with the establishment of the
comparative degrees of peer review authority and explaining variation in peer review au‐
thority. Though a few individual level attributes of the involved actors have been consid‐
ered (i.e., the impact of regional background and professional affiliation), these charac‐
teristics received rather little attention. They were mostly treated as control variables,
rather than possible explanations for why certain actors perceive a peer review or several
of its attributes to be more or less legitimate. A more systematic analysis of these indi‐
vidual level characteristics lay outside this study’s purview, however, provides a promis‐
ing direction for future research. The following information has already been collected in
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this regard: respondents’ age, sex, number of years of involvement in the peer reviews,
and number of reviews that they conducted. Studying these characteristics helps to an‐
swer the question which types of actors confer more authority to a peer review than oth‐
ers? For instance, does long‐term involvement in a peer review generally tend to foster
one’s beliefs in the authority of a peer review, or does it disillusion them?
In addition to this, it is worthwhile linking member state characteristics to legitimacy
perceptions and behaviour. Anonymity of the survey precluded such analyses, but the
interview findings indicate that peer review is viewed differently by states that participate
in several peer reviews as compared to states that are only involved in one of them. Like‐
wise, an official’s general attitude toward a peer review might depend on, for example,
whether the participant comes from a donor or recipient country in terms of foreign aid,
on the (perceived) severity of the problem of corruption in a country, or on the level of
democracy, amongst other factors. The findings of this study gave several indications that
such factors matter. For instance, some delegates from donor countries expressed the
initial ambition to use the UNCAC peer review as a development tool. Hence, these fac‐
tors call for further examination.

7.6 FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA
The previous section set forth several directions for future research that are directly
linked to this study’s limitations. In addition, this section sets out avenues for new re‐
search. This study steered clear of assessing the domestic impact of peer reviews. In‐
stead, its focus was on the international level and the institutional, organisational, and
policy‐specific factors that make some peer reviews more authoritative than others. In
this endeavour, it complemented existing research on the domestic impact of peer re‐
views by looking at one of the preconditions for a peer review to generate effects: their
authority. Now that we know which peer reviews are more authoritative than others and
for what reasons, several new research questions and puzzles emerge.
First, how does peer review authority relate to policy reform in states? The logical next
step after this study is to ‘go domestic’ again and to empirically probe the microprocesses
that connect the international and the domestic levels. This dissertation primarily drew
upon a theoretical argument in this regard. Peer review authority is necessary for the
instrument to induce effects in states through peer and public pressure, through learning
and capacity‐building, or through socialisation processes. To gain an insight into how peer
review authority, these peer review processes, and compliance all link to one another,
qualitative research is crucial. Case study analyses of several member states provide a
good starting point in this regard.
Second, the findings of this study introduced a new research puzzle: Why does the
authority of a peer review not always translate into deference by its member states? This
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study found that the GRECO holds comparatively speaking the highest degree of author‐
ity of the three peer reviews under study. And yet, several governments have openly de‐
fied the authority of the GRECO and refused to implement its recommendations. This is
particularly the case for one specific review theme of the GRECO: the transparency of
political party funding. States that show, or have shown, blatant noncompliance on the
review recommendations include Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and the
Netherlands. This puzzling situation calls for further examination, for instance, by study‐
ing the perceptions of actors that are external to the peer review, such as civil society and
political parties, but also civil servants in other governmental departments. Many of these
actors are not directly responsible for policy implementation, but may nevertheless be
able to thwart or affect policy reform.
Third, how does the authority of peer reviews compare to the authority of other actors
in the global governance of anticorruption? Peer review represents only one type of in‐
stitution in the global governance of anticorruption. As outlined in the introduction to
this dissertation, many more actors can be identified. One of these is Transparency Inter‐
national, which produces extensive information on states’ anticorruption performance in
the form of rankings and indices and, in this regard, fulfils a comparable function to the
peer reviews. How does the authority of Transparency International compare to that of
the anticorruption peer reviews? Does Transparency International reinforce the authority
of peer reviews (for instance by drawing attention to these reports) or contest their au‐
thority? One example of the way in which the findings of Transparency International have
been used to challenge the GRECO’s authority can be found in Sweden’s compliance re‐
port on the transparency of party financing. The Swedish authorities justified their refusal
to implement the GRECO recommendations by stating they have no reason to believe the
current level of self‐regulation does not suffice to fight corruption, based on Sweden’s
high ranking in Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (Council of Eu‐
rope, 2011, p. 5). In this instance, the authority of Transparency International is invoked
to justify why certain reform need not be implemented, which illustrates the need for
more comparative work in this area.
Fourth, and related to the third avenue for future research: How does the authority
of peer reviews compare to the authority of other instruments of soft‐governance and
multilateral surveillance? This study developed measures of peer review authority which,
after minor modifications, can be applied to assess the authority of other soft‐governance
and monitoring instruments. As outlined in subsection 7.3.3, this study’s operationalisa‐
tion of authority as a sociological and relational concept is particularly useful for studying
these types of institutions. It paves the way for a comparative assessment of the authority
of different monitoring instruments, which—beyond its theoretical relevance—is of in‐
terest for policy‐making purposes. Policy‐makers are presented with different options to
monitor states’ policy performance: self‐reporting, peer review, or expert reviews. Such
comparative analyses of their authority will advance understanding of the extent to which
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different instruments are perceived to be worthwhile and effective monitoring instru‐
ments in specific policy and organisational contexts.

7.7 THE WAY AHEAD FOR PEER REVIEWS IN THE FIGHT AGAINST
CORRUPTION
Perhaps the most pressing question at the end of this study is: do peer reviews in the
fight against corruption matter, and will they continue to do so in the future? At first
sight, the recent events in Romania, a country that participates in various anticorruption
monitoring instruments, might suggest they do not. After all, the authority of the GRECO
did not deter the Romanian government from issuing the emergency ordinance. Further‐
more, the recent election of Donald Trump as President of the United States casts a
shadow over the global fight against bribery. For decades, the United States has been at
the forefront of the fight against foreign bribery and taken a leading role in the WGB.
However, not too long after Trump’s inauguration, the Senate voted to repeal the Cardin‐
Lugar Law, which would have increased the transparency rules and reporting obligations
for the extractive industries sector. The main reasons that were given for rescinding the
law were that it would be bad for business and increase red tape. Responding to these
events, Larry Elliott, economics editor at The Guardian, reported that ‘four weeks of Don‐
ald Trump’s Presidency have put at risk four decades of progress in the fight against cor‐
ruption and gladdened the heart of every kleptocrat around the world’ (2017). If we add
to this the growing reviewing fatigue in this policy area, which in the future might imperil
the authority of these instruments, as well as problems with the financing of some of
these instruments, and the large share of states that are noncompliant with the peer
review recommendations, it becomes clear that several challenges lay ahead of peer re‐
views 165.
The future of peer reviews in the fight against corruption, however, might not be as
bleak as these developments suggest. As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, the
number of Romanians taking to the streets also shows that the public’s awareness of
corruption has grown and its tolerance for it has waned. On a general level, peer reviews
can be considered to have contributed to increased global awareness of corruption by
keeping the fight against corruption on the national agendas. In addition, the findings of
this study show that, based on participants’ accounts of these instruments, peer review
is a worthwhile and authoritative instrument. There are also good reasons to expect it
will continue to be so for the years to come. As long as corruption and bribery continue
165

The UNCAC peer review is partly funded through voluntary contributions by UN member states. Several UN
states have withdrawn their financial support to this instrument. As to incompliance with peer review recom‐
mendations, one example is the GRECO’s third review theme, which deals with the transparency of political
party financing. Many states are in the noncompliance procedure, which might affect the credibility of the peer
review (interview 37).
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to plague our societies, there is pressing need for authoritative information on states’
efforts to fight it, on capacity‐building of reform‐oriented actors (through mutual learning
and technical assistance), and on tools to hold governments accountable for their perfor‐
mance. National and transnational NGOs, such as Transparency International, have made
great efforts in addressing these issues. However, the peer reviews are perceived to pro‐
vide a valued complement to these endeavours, because of the unique opportunities
they provide for policy learning and the formation of international networks amongst
governmental officials. In addition to this, states tend to reach agreement more easily on
the establishment of soft law or soft governance instruments than on more binding ar‐
rangements, particularly if they are concerned about losing sovereignty on certain mat‐
ters (e.g. Abbott & Snidal, 2000). In a politically charged policy area such as anticorrup‐
tion, it is unlikely that states will agree on the establishment of a more binding monitoring
instrument. Though perhaps second‐best, and certainly not without its limitations, peer
review is likely to continue to be of high relevance as a monitoring instrument in the years
to come.
Finally, returning to the recent developments in the United States, the consequences
for the future of peer reviews are hard to portend. They seem serious, as they take place
in a country that for a long time has been a reference point in the fight against foreign
bribery. At the same time, these events also provide an outstanding opportunity for the
four anticorruption peer reviews that the United States currently participates in to show
what they are worth. Perhaps even by joining forces, the peer reviews might be able to
keep the country on track. The United States was one of the key actors in evoking the
global shift in norms toward transnational bribery. However, this does not mean that to‐
day its government is in a similar position to reverse this normative shift.
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF INTERVIEWS
Exploratory interviews:
1) GRECO delegate, Western European and Others Group
2) UNODC official
3) UNCAC and WGB delegate, Western European and Others Group
4) WGB delegate, Western European and Others Group
5) GRECO delegate, Western European and Others Group
6) UNCAC and WGB delegate, Western European and Others Group
7) OECD official
8) OECD official
9) Council of Europe official
10) Council of Europe official
11) UNCAC delegate, African Group
12) UNODC official
13) UNCAC delegate, Western European and Others Group
14) GRECO, UNCAC, WGB delegate, Eastern European Group
15) GRECO and UNCAC delegate, Eastern European Group
Main interviews:
16) Council of Europe official
17) Council of Europe official
18) UNODC official
19) UNCAC delegate, Asian Group
20) UNCAC delegate, Western European and Others Group
21) GRECO delegate, Western European and Others Group
22) GRECO and UNCAC delegate, Eastern European Group
23) UNCAC delegate, GRULAC
24) UNCAC delegate, GRULAC
25) UNCAC delegate, GRULAC
26) UNCAC delegate, African Group
27) UNCAC delegate, African Group
28) UNCAC delegate, Asian Group
29) UNCAC delegate, GRULAC
30) UNCAC delegate, Asian Group
31) GRECO delegate, Eastern European Group
32) GRECO delegate, Western European and Others Group
33) GRECO and WGB delegate, Western European and Others Group
34) GRECO delegate, Eastern European Group
35) GRECO delegate, Eastern European Group
36) GRECO delegate, Eastern European Group
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37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)
43)
44)
45)
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GRECO delegate, Western European and Others Group
GRECO and UNCAC delegate, Eastern European Group
GRECO delegate, Eastern European Group
WGB delegate, Western European and Others Group
UNCAC and WGB delegate, Western European and Others Group
WGB delegate, Non‐European
WGB delegate, Eastern European Group
WGB delegate, Non‐European
UNCAC delegate, Western European and Others Group
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APPENDIX 2: SELECTION OF DIPLOMATS IN THE UNCAC PEER REVIEW
The diplomats were selected as follows:
1) During attendance of the resumed fifth session of the IRG, held in October 2014,
and the sixth session of the IRG, held in June 2015, many contacts were estab‐
lished with diplomats and national experts. As it can be said with absolute cer‐
tainty that these diplomats were present at the IRG sessions, first priority was
given to these officials compared to other officials mentioned on the attendance
list. If contact was established with more than one diplomat per country, priority
was given to the diplomat who had attended the most meetings during the time
frame of June 2014–June 2015. If several diplomats had attended an equal num‐
ber of meetings, the diplomat who appeared first on the attendance list after
the ambassador was contacted. In total, 14 diplomats were selected following
this strategy.
2) The next step consisted of contacting the 95 remaining embassies by email, ask‐
ing them to provide the names and email addresses of the responsible diplomats
for the UNCAC file. In those cases where no reply was given, embassies were
directly contacted by phone and asked for the relevant contact details. In total,
48 diplomats were selected following this strategy.
3) Of the remaining 47 States Parties with diplomatic representation in Vienna, 18
could be contacted through an internet search. Again, priority was given to the
diplomat who had attended the most meetings during the chosen time frame.
In case of an equal number of meetings, the diplomat who appeared first on the
attendance list after the ambassador was contacted.
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APPENDIX 3: SELECTION OF NATIONAL EXPERTS IN THE UNCAC PEER
REVIEW
The national experts were selected as follows:
1) Priority was given to actors with whom personal contact was established, for
instance, during the resumed fifth session of the IRG, during the sixth session of
the IRG, and during the GRECO 68 plenary session. If contact was established
with more than one expert per country, priority was given to the experts who
had attended the most meetings during the time frame of June 2014–June 2015.
If several experts had attended an equal number of meetings, the expert who
appeared first on the attendance list was contacted. In total, the contact details
of 31 experts could be retrieved.
2) Second, the email addresses of 64 national experts could be retrieved by means
of an internet search. Priority was given to the expert who had attended the
most meetings during the identified time frame, as indicated on the attendance
list. If the contact details of the experts listed on the attendance list could not
be retrieved, the contact details of national coordinators were located.
3) The contact details of three national experts were collected by contacting em‐
bassies and national administrations.
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APPENDIX 4: MISSION
Table A4.1: The perceived appropriateness of the instrument of peer reviews in the field of anticorruption
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.44

0.66

3.38

0.62

3.36

0.55

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.41

0.61

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.33

0.49

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.46

0.52

WEOG

3.46

0.64

3.34

0.68

3.40

0.56

EEG

3.46

0.52

3.44

0.50

3.18

0.54

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.40

0.82

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.45

0.65

3.33

0.68

3.36*

0.54

IO Secretariat

3.62

0.52

3.28

1.11

3.61

0.50

National anticorruption experts

3.43

0.66

3.34

0.64

3.43

0.58

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.16

0.45

Interaction between regional
0.337
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.248

0.389

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Table A4.2: The perceived appropriateness of the standards of assessment
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.17

0.74

3.22

0.66

3.22

0.62

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.23

0.56

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.08

0.51

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.23

0.59

WEOG

3.17

0.72

3.14

0.66

3.33

0.60

EEG

3.23

0.72

3.36

0.57

3.12

0.80

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.13

0.73

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.14

0.73

3.20

0.70

3.25*

0.62

IO Secretariat

3.62

0.51

3.14

1.06

3.61

0.50

National anticorruption experts

3.09

0.74

3.20

0.66

3.25

0.69

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.09

0.47

Interaction between regional
0.817
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.135

0.374

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A4.3: The perceived appropriateness of the IO that hosts the peer review
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.38

0.67

3.42

0.63

3.43

0.58

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.52

0.51

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.50

0.52

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.46

0.66

WEOG

3.46

0.67

3.41

0.66

3.40

0.62

EEG

3.30

0.48

3.44

0.58

3.31

0.60

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.26

0.80

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.39

0.66

3.40

0.68

3.44

0.58

IO Secretariat

3.50

0.53

3.42

1.13

3.69

0.48

National anticorruption experts

3.37

0.37

3.40

0.62

3.47

0.61

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.29

062

Interaction between regional
0.380
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.035

0.151

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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APPENDIX 5: CAPABILITIES
Table A5.1: The perceived ability of the peer review to exert peer (state‐to‐state) pressure
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.97

0.67

2.71

0.72

2.26

0.78

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.40

0.83

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.08

0.67

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.23

0.73

WEOG

2.91

0.72

2.64

0.76

2.32

0.91

EEG

3.00

0.43

2.83

0.64

2.19

0.66

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.02

0.76

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.92

0.671

2.69

0.72

2.30**

0.79

IO Secretariat

3.25

0.71

2.86

0.69

2.77

0.73

National anticorruption experts

2.87

0.66

2.68

0.73

2.36

0.79

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.00

0.58

Interaction between regional
0.070
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.430

0.158

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A5.2 Individual perceptions of pressure from the peer review to implement recommendations (national
experts only).
WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Regional background

3.07*

0.58

2.80

0.71

2.42

0.66

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.33

0.87

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.67

0.52
0.49

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.71

WEOG

3.19

0.54

2.89

0.76

2.15

0.56

EEG

2.67

0.65

2.67

0.64

2.50

0.71

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.18

0.41

‐

‐

‐

‐

Note: One‐Way ANOVA (Post‐Hoc Test LSD); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A5.3: The perceived ability of the peer review to exert public pressure
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.63

0.809

2.62

0.760

2.07

0.71

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.33

0.81

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.08

0.79

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.00

0.70

WEOG

2.49

0.82

2.60

0.86

2.03

0.78

EEG

2.85

0.69

2.67

0.57

1.93

0.70

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.77

0.83

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.61

0.79

2.61**

0.74

2.10*

0.73

IO Secretariat

3.00

0.58

3.29

0.49

2.54

0.66

National anticorruption experts

2.57

0.79

2.54

0.73

2.11

0.80

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.90

0.55

Interaction between regional
0.375
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.818

0.582

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A5.4: The perceived ability of the peer review to facilitate mutual learning
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.98

0.80

2.97

0.70

2.81

0.77

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.20

0.94

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.92

0.79

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.77

0.73

WEOG

2.92

0.83

2.81

0.71

2.50

0.64

EEG

3.08

0.86

3.25

0.61

2.94

0.68

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.04

0.60

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.94

0.803

2.97*

0.69

2.84

0.78

IO Secretariat

2.50

0.53

3.29

0.49

3.23

0.73

National anticorruption experts

3.00

0.82

2.94

0.70

2.80

0.74

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.73

0.83

Interaction between regional
0.579
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.306

0.552

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A5.5 The perceived ability of the peer review to deliver technical assistance
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.46

0.76

2.32

0.84

2.79*

0.77

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.31

0.79

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.91

0.70

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.77

0.44

WEOG

2.39

0.77

2.35

0.86

2.46

0.76

EEG

2.75

0.62

2.27

0.83

2.73

0.79

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.52

0.82

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.44

0.77

2.34

0.84

2.77

0.78

IO Secretariat

2.00

0.54

2.33

1.03

2.54

0.78

National anticorruption experts

2.50

0.78

2.34

0.83

2.89

0.78

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.69

0.81

Interaction between regional
.378
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.037

0.252

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A5.6: The perceived ability of the peer review to facilitate international cooperation
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.92

0.83

2.75

0.79

2.73**

0.79

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.25

0.58

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.83

0.84

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.85

0.90

WEOG

2.86

0.77

2.67

0.85

2.32

0.67

EEG

3.08

0.95

2.91

0.67

2.75

0.78

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.00

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.91

0.81

2.72

0.78

2.72

0.81

IO Secretariat

3.25

0.71

2.71

0.49

2.85

0.80

National anticorruption experts

2.87

0.82

2.72

0.81

2.77

0.84

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.60

0.77

Interaction between regional
0.555
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.899

0.528

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A5.7: The perceived ability of the peer review to formulate practically feasible review recommendations.
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.77

0.66

3.05*

0.75

2.78**

0.80

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.31

0079

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.83

0.58

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.54

0.78

WEOG

2.86

0.63

2.90

0.66

2.48

0.58

EEG

2.69

0.63

3.14

0.71

2.63

0.72

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.68

0.81

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.78

0.63

3.07**

0.73

2.79

0.81

IO Secretariat

2.63

0.74

3.71

0.49

3.00

0.71

National anticorruption experts

2.80

0.62

3.00

0.72

2.77

0.73

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.74

0.97

Interaction between regional
0.066
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.734

0.373

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Table A5.8: The perceived ability of the peer review to provide an accurate overview of reviewed states’ perfor‐
mance
WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Regional background

2.94

0.70

3.06

0.73

2.60

0.77

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.93

0.80

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.73

0.65

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.62

0.87

WEOG

3.05

0.66

2.95

0.73

2.37

0.74

EEG

3.00

0.70

3.26

0.69

2.56

0.73

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.68

0.68

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.96

0.72

3.07

0.72

2.62

0.78

IO Secretariat

2.88

0.84

3.29

0.76

2.69

0.75

National anticorruption experts

2.97

0.71

3.05

0.72

2.71

0.84

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.45

0.69

Interaction between regional
0.141
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.092

0.633

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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APPENDIX 6: PROCEDURALISM
Table A6.1: The perceived appropriateness of the peer review’s general design
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.03

0.47

3.17

0.55

2.89*

0.54

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.06

0.44

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.25

0.45

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.76

0.72

WEOG

3.11

0.46

3.10

0.59

2.66

0.48

EEG

3.00

0.00

3.29

0.46

2.93

0.46

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.86

0.63

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.02

0.47

3.17*

0.53

2.89

0.56

IO Secretariat

3.25

0.46

3.57

0.53

3.08

0.51

National anticorruption experts

3.00

0.47

3.12

0.52

2.82

0.60

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.93

0.53

Interaction between regional
0.289
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.890

0.089

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A6.2: The perceived appropriateness of the transparency of the peer review to the outside world
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.89

0.64

3.21

0.59

2.61***

0.77

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.12

0.62

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.75

0.62

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.53

0.52

WEOG

2.91

0.65

3.17

0.63

2.10

0.78

EEG

3.07

0.27

3.29

0.55

3.00

0.65

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.66

0.81

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.84

0.65

3.21

0.58

2.64

0.77

IO Secretariat

3.00

0.53

3.14

0.38

2.50

0.52

National anticorruption experts

2.82

0.66

3.21

0.60

2.80

0.77

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.43

0.81

Interaction between regional
0.154
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.633

0.236

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2);* p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A6.3: The perceived appropriateness of the absence of NGOs and civil society at meetings
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.01

0.77

3.01

0.79

2.20**

0.94

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.25

0.93

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.91

0.51

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.92

0.86

WEOG

3.08

0.92

3.07

0.77

1.78

0.91

EEG

3.15

0.38

2.91

0.83

2.60

0.91

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.73

0.59

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.00

0.76

3.01

0.78

2.23

0.95

IO Secretariat

3.12

0.64

2.85

0.90

2.23

0.96

National anticorruption experts

2.98

0.77

3.03

0.77

2.27

0.92

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.16

1.01

Interaction between regional
0.348
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.096

0.047

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Table A6.4: The perceived appropriateness of self‐reporting by the reviewed state
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.96

0.43

3.20

0.61

3.02*

0.67

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.06

0.85

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.25

0.62
0.55

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.15

WEOG

2.94

0.47

3.12

0.64

2.67

0.61

EEG

3.00

0.40

3.33

0.56

3.33

0.49

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.00

0.38

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.98

0.43

3.16

0.63

3.05

0.68

IO Secretariat

2.75

0.46

3.28

0.49

3.16

0.72

National anticorruption experts

3.01

0.42

3.15

0.65

3.10

0.67

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.93

0.69

Interaction between regional
0.563
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.141

0.971

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A6.5: The perceived appropriateness of information collection during country visits
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.37

0.72

3.50

0.50

3.37

0.72

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.33

1.15

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.28

0.48

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.20

1.30

WEOG

3.36

0.72

3.56

0.50

3.36

0.72

EEG

3.53

0.51

3.41

0.50

3.53

0.52

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.26

0.88

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.32

0.73

3.49

0.50

3.34

0.52

IO Secretariat

3.62

0.52

3.71

0.49

3.41

0.51

National anticorruption experts

3.28

0.75

3.46

0.50

3.40

0.49

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.23

0.56

Interaction between regional
0.765
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.965

0.713

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A6.6: The perceived appropriateness of the degree of obligation of country visits (mandatory/optional).
WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Regional background

3.63

0.60

3.58

0.56

2.22

0.81

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.37

0.81

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.16

0.83

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.84

0.80

WEOG

3.65

0.54

3.63

0.53

2.10

0.74

EEG

3.69

0.48

3.50

0.59

2.66

0.82

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.53

0.83

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.62

0.59

3.57

0.55

2.25

0.83

IO Secretariat

3.75

0.46

3.85

0.38

2.58

0.79

National anticorruption experts

3.61

0.61

3.54

0.56

2.08

0.88

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.40

0.72

Interaction between regional
0.896
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.308

0.424

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A6.7: The perceived appropriateness of the procedures regarding the discussion of review reports.
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.53

0.61

3.69

0.52

2.38*

0.80

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.56

0.81

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.75

0.62

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.07

0.76

WEOG

3.58

0.50

3.68

0.52

2.10

0.83

EEG

3.38

0.65

3.70

0.55

2.66

0.72

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.53

0.82

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.49

0.60

3.69

0.52

2.39

0.82

IO Secretariat

3.75

0.46

4.00

.00

2.50

0.90

National anticorruption experts

3.46

0.62

3.65

0.54

2.31

0.78

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.46

0.86

Interaction between regional
0.818
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.790

0.150

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A6.8: The perceived appropriateness of procedures regarding the adoption of the report
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.98

0.81

2.88

0.84

2.79

0.86

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.06

0.68

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.08

0.51

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.84

0.90

WEOG

2.94

0.80

2.82

0.84

2.53

0.79

EEG

3.07

0.64

3.00

0.85

2.73

0.70

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.00

1.00

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.95*

0.80

2.89

0.84

2.83

0.77

IO Secretariat

3.50

0.76

3.33

0.52

3.00

0.74

National anticorruption experts

2.89

0.79

2.86

0.86

2.89

0.81

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.67

0.71

Interaction between regional
0.995
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.748

0.707

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A6.9: The perceived appropriateness of procedures regarding the publication of reports
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.54

0.59

2.11

0.78

2.10**

0.81

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.25

1.00

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.58

0.67

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.92

0.76

WEOG

3.52

0.51

2.00

0.79

1.73

0.67

EEG

3.61

0.51

2.29

0.75

2.40

0.74

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.53

0.83

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.53

0.58

2.11*

0.78

2.13

0.82

IO Secretariat

3.75

0.46

1.50

0.55

2.36

0.67

National anticorruption experts

3.50

0.59

2.17

0.78

2.04

0.81

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.20

0.90

Interaction between regional
0.634
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.643

0.430

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A6.10: The perceived appropriateness of systems for follow‐up monitoring
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.48

0.59

3.64

0.48

1.98*

0.67

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.00

0.63

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.27

0.65

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.76

0.72

WEOG

3.55

0.50

3.68

0.47

1.78

0.57

EEG

3.53

0.52

3.58

0.50

2.33

0.72

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.27

0.80

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.46

0.58

3.63*

0.49

1.98

0.65

IO Secretariat

3.75

0.46

4.00

0.00

2.00

0.63

National anticorruption experts

3.42

0.59

3.59

0.49

2.00

0.66

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.97

0.63

Interaction between regional
0.244
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.411

0.093

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A6.11: The perceived absence of political bias in the peer review
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.46

0.80

2.95

0.78

2.52*

0.91

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.56

1.09

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.67

1.07

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.15

0.90

WEOG

2.33

0.79

3.02

0.76

2.26

0.71

EEG

3.00

0.58

2.83

0.83

3.13

0.64

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.25

0.83

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.44

0.79

2.97

0.78

2.56

0.91

IO Secretariat

2.38

0.92

3.29

0.49

3.00

1.13

National anticorruption experts

2.45

0.78

2.94

0.80

2.55

0.88

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.38

0.82

Interaction between regional
0.052
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.702

0.300

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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APPENDIX 7: INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Table A7.1: Mutual trust in the peer reviews
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.85

0.63

2.93

0.58

2.86

0.53

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.00

0.43

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.00

0.47

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.00

0.58

WEOG

2.87

0.72

3.08

0.41

2.65

0.49

EEG

2.83

0.72

2.83

0.66

2.87

0.64

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.82

0.60

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.84

0.61

2.92

0.58

2.87

0.53

IO Secretariat

‐

‐

National anticorruption experts

2.84

0.61

2.92

0.58

2.91

0.58

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.79

0.42

Interaction between regional
‐
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

‐

0.952

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Table A7.2: A common understanding of how to fight corruption
WGB

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Regional background

2.69

0.64

2.82

0.53

2.62**

0.66

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.07

0.59

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.83

0.58

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.69

0.75

WEOG

2.69

0.67

2.76

0.58

2.27

0.53

EEG

2.83

0.39

2.92

0.41

2.53

0.64

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.57

0.76

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.71

0.64

2.83*

0.53

2.62

0.65

IO Secretariat

2.75

0.46

3.29

0.49

2.64

0.50

National anticorruption experts

2.70

0.67

2.78

0.52

2.68

0.70

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.50

0.64

Interaction between regional
0.501
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.633

0.556

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Table A7.3: Perceptions of member states’ competences to review other states’ performance
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2.96

0.43

2.97*

0.41

2.93

0.51

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.08

0.52

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.90

0.57

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.85

0.56

WEOG

3.03

0.41

2.86

0.42

2.87

0.46

EEG

2.92

0.29

3.13

0.34

3.00

0.54

Non‐Western/non‐European

2.82

0.60

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

2.93

0.48

2.98

0.42

2.92

0.51

IO Secretariat

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

National anticorruption experts

2.93

0.48

2.98

0.42

2.96

0.59

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.86

0.36

Interaction between regional
‐
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

‐

0.799

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Table A7.4: Perceptions of the expertise of the member state officials involved in the reviews
WGB
Regional background

GRECO

UNCAC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

3.14

0.69

3.20

0.60

3.04**

0.59

African

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.13

0.64

Asian

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.10

0.32
0.39

GRULAC

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.17

WEOG

3.21

0.69

3.20

0.57

2.65

0.49

EEG

3.00

0.90

3.21

0.66

3.33

0.72

Non‐Western/non‐European

3.07

0.47

‐

‐

‐

‐

Professional affiliation

3.09

0.72

3.17

0.64

3.01

0.62

IO Secretariat

3.00

0.82

3.33

0.52

2.63

0.67

National anticorruption experts

3.10

0.72

3.16

0.65

3.12

0.63

Diplomats

‐

‐

‐

‐

3.00

0.52

Interaction between regional
0.475
background and professional affiliation
(p‐value)

0.145

0.938

Note: Two‐Way Analysis of Variance (Post‐Hoc Test Hochberg GT2); * p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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INTRODUCTION
Corruption is an insidious plague that has a wide range of corrosive effects on so‐
cieties. It undermines democracy and the rule of law, leads to violations of human
rights, distorts markets, erodes the quality of life, and allows organised crime, ter‐
rorism and other threats to human security to flourish.
Kofi Annan (2003)
This statement by former UN Secretary‐General Kofi Annan at the adoption ceremony of
the UNCAC underscores the need for international, collective action against corruption.
Often blamed for many of today’s socio‐economic problems, corruption is extremely hard
to fight. First of all, it is a rather hidden crime; often, both the bribe‐payer and bribe‐taker
have an incentive to engage in corrupt activity and, thus, have few reasons to report to
the authorities. Second, corruption bears many transnational implications. For instance,
for asset recovery or investigations into foreign bribery cases, international coordination
among different jurisdictions is necessary. Third, even though anticorruption has devel‐
oped into a global norm, the way it is defined has many cultural and normative connota‐
tions attached to it (e.g. Johnston, 2005). What is perceived as an obvious case of corrup‐
tion in some cultures might be viewed completely differently in other cultural contexts.
This makes it difficult to take collective action at the international level.
As outlined in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, the findings of this study do not answer
the question of how to fight corruption more effectively. They do, however, yield im‐
portant insights into the instruments that are typically used to monitor states’ anticor‐
ruption performance and compliance with their anticorruption legal obligations: peer re‐
views amongst states. This study’s findings have advanced our understanding of the fac‐
tors that are likely to affect the authority of peer reviews. If we are to improve global
compliance with international anticorruption (and other) norms, such insights into the
authority of peer reviews are crucial. Thus, the societal significance of this study can be
differentiated along two lines: its relevance for peer review as a monitoring instrument
and, though more indirectly, for the global fight against corruption. The sections that fol‐
low reflect upon these two lines and subsequently spell out several policy recommenda‐
tions. The chapter concludes with discussing the actors to which the findings of this study
might be most relevant and useful and elaborates on the efforts that have been made to
reach out to these audiences.

PEER REVIEW AS A MONITORING INSTRUMENT
This dissertation formed part of a five‐year NWO‐funded research project on the author‐
ity of peer reviews amongst states: No Carrots, No Sticks – How do Peer Reviews among
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States Develop Authority in Global Governance? In this project, the findings on the au‐
thority of the three peer reviews selected as case studies for the dissertation are com‐
pared to peer reviews in three other policy fields (human rights, macro‐economic gov‐
ernance, and sustainable development) and in four international organisations (the
OECD, the WTO, the UN, and the Council of Europe). The aim of the project is to shed
light on the organizational‐, institutional‐, and policy‐specific conditions under which peer
reviews develop authority.
The pertinence of research on peer review is underscored by the widespread use of
peer reviews (as evidenced by the number of IOs employing the instrument outlined
above) and the costs of this instrument. Considerable financial and human resources are
invested in peer reviews; for instance, the costs of the UNCAC peer review total approxi‐
mately $3.8 million, annually (United Nations 2015c). Additionally, national administra‐
tions incur significant financial and administrative costs to coordinate their own review
and to attend and prepare for plenary sessions. Consequently, the questions emerge of
whether this money is well spent and whether peer review has developed into a mean‐
ingful policy instrument. Peer review, as a non‐binding monitoring instrument, might be
easier to agree upon than more binding forms of agreement, which explains its wide‐
spread use. However, this of course does not automatically render the instrument mean‐
ingful.
The findings of this study show that, when appropriately devised and carried out, peer
reviews can bear authority. Several institutional design and organisational factors appear
to play a role in the formation of authority and hence can be taken into consideration
when devising a new peer review or improving existing ones. These factors are discussed
in further detail in the section titled ‘policy implications’ below. The dissertation’s findings
also bear relevance in light of recent attempts to expand the use of peer review, such as
to monitor states’ implementation of the UN Treaty on Organized Crime (UNTOC), but
also to revise existing peer reviews. A few years ago, the OECD, for instance, issued calls
for public comments to solicit views on how to organise the WGB’s Phase 4 evaluations.
The public, civil society, the private sector, and other international organisations were
asked to provide input on what they consider the most pertinent areas to review, on the
steps that could be taken in case of continued noncompliance with the Anti‐Bribery Con‐
vention, and on how to improve the visibility of the peer review, amongst others (OECD,
2014a).

THE GLOBAL FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION
The past decade has witnessed a rapid expansion of anticorruption conventions and in‐
struments on the global level. In the absence of an international oversight body that can
enforce implementation of these conventions, peer reviews are amongst the few options
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to monitor states’ compliance and to motivate them to take action. Additionally, the re‐
ports produced by means of peer review provide one of the main sources of information
on states’ anticorruption activities. The EU, for instance, uses the GRECO evaluation re‐
ports to assess states’ eligibility to join the EU. Therefore, already just for their presumed
value as a source of information on states’ anticorruption efforts, research into the peer
reviews employed in this field is highly relevant.
It is, however, important to mention that the link between an authoritative peer re‐
view and reduced corruption levels in member states (or improved anticorruption per‐
formance, for that matter) is extremely difficult to establish. Even if peer reviews are
largely authoritative and manage to induce states to implement their international anti‐
corruption commitments, it is not clear whether the implementation of these anticorrup‐
tion norms also has the intended effect of reducing corruption. The suggested legal re‐
form might not suffice to effectively cut down on corruption. Hence, this research into
the authority held by peer reviews only represents one piece of a larger, complex puzzle
concerning the battle against corruption. To make any claims about the contribution of
peer reviews to states’ anticorruption performance (i.e. the effectiveness of peer reviews
to curtail corruption), several other aspects need clarification. For instance, what is the
link between peer review authority and member states’ compliance with international an‐
ticorruption norms? And, how does member states’ compliance with international norms
relate to their effectiveness in curbing corruption? While this inquiry has only focused on
the authority of the instruments used to monitor compliance, it nevertheless marks an
important step in anticorruption research. As mentioned before, almost all multilateral
anticorruption conventions and legal instruments are monitored by the instrument of
peer review. This study has shown that the instrument of peer review can bear authority
in the global fight against corruption, but that the degree of authority is contingent on
several factors, which can subsequently be taken into consideration when devising a peer
review.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
At a time when the usefulness of peer review is being debated and aspirations to replicate
the instrument in other organisations and policy areas surface, the following subsections
discuss the broader implications of the study’s findings for policy‐making purposes. It
starts off with some general reflections and recommendations on issues to consider
when devising a peer review. Subsequently, it sets forth recommendations for the UNCAC
peer review. The decision to focus on the UNCAC peer review specifically is motivated by
two reasons. First, this study found that this peer review bears the least authority, espe‐
cially when compared to the GRECO. Second, two issues are presently debated by the
participants in this peer review and this section formulates recommendations to address
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these issues: a follow‐up monitoring instrument for this peer review and the transparency
of the Implementation Review Group to the broader public.

General reflections and recommendations on peer review as a monitoring
instrument
As it is often unfeasible to reach an agreement on more binding monitoring arrange‐
ments, peer reviews have developed into popular review instruments. One of the ques‐
tions policy‐makers face is how to develop a peer review that is able to exert some pres‐
sure on its member states and is more than just a ‘talking shop’, whilst maintaining its
non‐binding character. The WGB as well as the GRECO are good examples of peer reviews
that are able to do this. Though the peer reviews do not have any enforcement power,
states feel compelled to implement reform, especially in the WGB. Therefore, if the aim
is to devise a peer review that yields a sufficient level of authority to put pressure on
member states to implement reform (without forcing them), it is advisable to establish a
peer review that has the following institutional design features in place: (1) country eval‐
uation reports are discussed in plenary sessions, (2) these plenary sessions are closed off
from the public gaze, and (3) states’ implementation of review recommendations is mon‐
itored (i.e. there is a system in place for follow‐up monitoring). In addition, the authority
of the peer review may be enhanced by consulting with a variety of stakeholders and by
involving mostly national anticorruption experts as compared to diplomats.
In addition to several institutional design features that can be considered when de‐
vising a peer review, the findings of this study underscore the importance of equality
amongst the peers. In the WGB, several states are felt to have a disproportional influence
on the dynamics in the discussions, though this need not necessarily be a bad thing. This
study showed that the advocacy role assumed by the United States (US) is an important
reason for why states feel the need to implement recommendations. Still, there are sev‐
eral options that could be considered if the ambition is to enhance the equality of treat‐
ment in the peer review. These options include a limit on the number of delegates that
states can send to the peer review plenary sessions (e.g., a maximum of two delegates
per country) as well as to leave more time in meetings to go through the evaluation re‐
ports paragraph by paragraph. Several delegates, particularly from smaller administra‐
tions, indicated that they struggle to prepare in detail for the various country reports
discussed in these meetings and, hence, have more difficulties participating in the de‐
bate. Large states, such as the US, can send a larger number of delegates, each of which
prepares in detail for a country report and, therefore, can have more impact on the dis‐
cussions in plenary sessions. This might foster inequality, as during these plenary sessions
the provisional country reports are discussed and recommendations are subsequently
formulated.
Finally, care should be taken that the instrument of peer review does not fall victim
to its own success. Though peer review might generally be an appreciated instrument, an
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increase in monitoring fatigue reported in this study suggests that each new peer review
may pose a threat to the authority of existing ones. Several state delegates indicated that
they perceive the peer review exercises as a burden on national administrations and had
seemingly lost enthusiasm for the review exercises. This leads to a decreasing quality of
responses to the self‐assessment checklists and dwindling enthusiasm and engagement
in the peer review. Though each time a new peer review is established it is stated explic‐
itly that it should not duplicate existing efforts, but rather complement them, this is hard
to realise in practice166. As Christos Giakoumopoulos, Director of Monitoring, DG Human
Rights, and Legal Affairs at the Council of Europe, asserts: ‘Avoiding duplication is very
easy to declare and quite complex to achieve’ (2009, p. 27). More care should be taken
to avoid an overlap in review exercises. The GRECO and the WGB, for instance, clearly
touch upon different reviewing themes. However, the UNCAC peer review covers many—
though not all—of the topics that are also under review by the MESICIC, the WGB, and
the GRECO. When considering peer review as a monitoring instrument in a certain policy
field, it is advisable to reflect on whether the instrument is already employed in this policy
field and whether this new peer review would involve the same states (and target the
same government departments and officials) as the existing peer reviews. If so, options
should be explored to broaden the scope of existing monitoring arrangements and review
a wider range of issues, rather than establish an entirely new peer review. Another pos‐
sibility is to enlarge the membership of existing peer reviews, though care should be
taken that this does not affect the practical conduct of the peer review exercises too
much—for instance, opportunities to discuss individual country reports in detail during
plenary sessions should not be compromised. As indicated by several interviewed offi‐
cials, the size of the UNCAC peer review’s membership is deemed too large to allow for a
systematic discussion of each member state’s evaluation report in plenary sessions.

Policy recommendations for the UNCAC peer review
Whilst conducting the interviews for this study, possible reforms related to the UNCAC
peer review were regularly brought up: (1) the establishment of a system for follow‐up
monitoring, and (2) what to do in terms of the transparency of plenary sessions for the
broader public. As these issues largely dominate the debate on how to proceed with the
UNCAC peer review, this subsection reflects upon them in light of this study’s discussion
on the authority of peer reviews.
As to the first area for reform, to enhance the authority of the UNCAC peer review,
the establishment of a system for follow‐up monitoring is recommended. The analyses in
Chapters 5 and 6 showed that follow‐up monitoring is very much appreciated in the WGB
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One of the guiding principles of the peer review of the UNCAC is that the mechanism shall: ‘Complement
existing international and regional review mechanisms in order that the Conference may, as appropriate, coop‐
erate with those mechanisms and avoid duplication of efforts’ (United Nations, 2011, p. 5).
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and the GRECO, and that it enhances the authority of these instruments. Follow‐up mon‐
itoring is understood as the monitoring of states’ implementation of the recommenda‐
tions made (rather than just the anticorruption legal instruments under review). It pushes
states to act on these recommendations and avoids the possibility of backsliding on the
policy agenda. Furthermore, follow‐up monitoring is recognised to contribute to the fair‐
ness and consistency of the peer reviews, by providing an opportunity to return to the
performance of states evaluated earlier in the review process. In the UNCAC peer review,
there appears to be rather broad agreement that a system for follow‐up monitoring
would benefit the mechanism. However, state delegates are still debating how such a
system would function. Considering their different sizes, the models of follow‐up moni‐
toring in the GRECO and the WGB cannot simply be exported to the UN context. In the
UNCAC peer review, a full review of all member states’ compliance with the whole con‐
vention takes approximately ten years. Clearly, this is too long to develop an effective
system for follow‐up monitoring; it makes rather little sense to monitor states’ compli‐
ance with recommendations they received ten years earlier.
Reflecting upon these limitations, the following two design options could be consid‐
ered for the UNCAC peer review: (1) written follow‐up monitoring, and (2) oral follow‐up
monitoring. As to the first option, member states would be requested to provide a written
follow‐up to their peers on the efforts they have made to implement recommendations.
To maintain the momentum of the peer review, about two years after the adoption of
the report seems a reasonable time frame for this. Follow‐up monitoring should not only
be launched after all countries have completed their first review. The second option re‐
lates to oral follow‐up, which is a less ambitious alternative to, or potential augmentation
of, written follow‐up monitoring. State delegates could be regularly requested to present
their progress on the implementation of the review recommendations during the plenary
sessions167. It is true that states currently take the floor at UNCAC plenary sessions to
report on their progress, but this is voluntary and often largely one‐sided. In these
presentations, states can in principle only focus on their achievements and ignore their
shortcomings (which several interviewed officials in fact perceived to be the case). More
critical question‐and‐answer sessions therefore seem crucial to ensure that the complete
story is put on the table. One could think of the format of the OECD’s Tour de Table in
this regard as potentially a good model for the organisation of these oral follow‐up ses‐
sions.
The second area for reform pertains to the transparency of the UNCAC peer review
to the broader public, a highly sensitive issue. To reiterate, contrary to the GRECO and
the WGB, the closed‐door setting of the UNCAC peer review’s plenary sessions has at‐
tracted a great deal of criticism, mostly from WEOG and GRULAC officials. This section
sets forth two mutually exclusive recommendations that would address the question of
167 This is different from a regular review cycle in the sense that states do not have to undergo another country
visit and formal assessment by the reviewing team as regards their implementation of review recommenda‐
tions.
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transparency to make the UNCAC peer review more authoritative: (1) to make the peer
review more open to the peers, or (2) to make it more open to the public. To substantiate
these recommendations, this study showed that the WGB and the GRECO have attracted
less criticism on their closed doors mostly because this institutional design feature is seen
to serve an instrumental function in the peer review process; it stimulates open debate
amongst technical experts on anticorruption and hence plays a role in fostering peer pres‐
sure. In the UNCAC peer review, in contrast, a considerable number of delegates consider
this not to be the case. Notwithstanding the peer review’s closed doors, there is much
less of a free and frank exchange of views amongst state delegates on sensitive issues. To
make the peer review more authoritative, discussing individual country reports in plenary
represents one option to make the peer review more open to the peers. This gives states
insight into other states’ performance, provides opportunities for direct dialogue, and
fosters horizontal accountability amongst the peers. This is also the case in the GRECO
and the WGB—by enhancing the information exchange amongst the peers within plenary
sessions, the closed doors of these sessions become easier to justify. If it is not possible
to create more transparency for the peers, the peer review is recommended to increase
its transparency for the broader public and hence advance possibilities for vertical ac‐
countability between states, their citizens, and civil society. One possibility, for instance,
is to allow civil society and academics to attend these sessions. Another possibility is to
webcast these meetings. Increased transparency for the public might bolster the per‐
ceived legitimacy of the monitoring instrument—both internally and externally. Potential
downsides related to this reform should however be acknowledged; for instance, in‐
creased transparency for the public might promote diplomatic posturing of state dele‐
gates in plenary sessions.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
The key audiences of this study include policy‐makers at the international and the na‐
tional level, more specifically, the officials who are directly involved in the peer reviews
as Secretariat members, diplomats, member state delegates, or evaluators. In addition,
the findings of the study might also be relevant for the international organisations organ‐
ising these peer reviews and member states participating in them. Many officials who
were invited to participate in the study (through interviews or by filling out the survey)
are also well‐placed to advance and implement policy reform. Hence, various events and
outreach activities were organized to raise awareness about the research project and to
present the findings of the study. These events include a presentation at the Dutch Min‐
istry of the Interior (October 2015), awareness‐raising activities at the Council of Europe
on the margins of the 68th session of the GRECO (June 2015, together with Thomas
Conzelmann), and a presentation and luncheon at the UN Human Rights Council in Ge‐
neva (June 2015, together with Valentina Carraro and Thomas Conzelmann). Various
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other luncheons and outreach activities are scheduled to take place at the OECD in the
second half of 2017.
In addition to the abovementioned activities, the larger research project operates its
own website168. The website provides information on the research project, the research
team, and project publications. It also lists various events and conferences that are at‐
tended or organized by members of the research team and provides the contact details
of the researchers. Leaflets were aimed at raising attention about the research project
and the website. These leaflets were distributed at the international organisations host‐
ing the peer reviews under study and were provided to interviewees.

168

http://fasos‐research.nl/peer‐reviews/. Last accessed June 22, 2017.
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In de afgelopen twee decennia heeft een wereldwijde, normatieve verschuiving plaats‐
gevonden omtrent corruptie. Tot de jaren ‘90 van de vorige eeuw werd het omkopen van
buitenlandse ambtenaren doorgaans beschouwd als een geaccepteerd onderdeel van in‐
ternationale handel en waren steekpenningen in diverse Europese landen fiscaal aftrek‐
baar. In een relatief kort tijdsbestek is de algemene visie op corruptie echter aanzienlijk
veranderd. Het einde van de Koude Oorlog en de aansluitende golven van democratise‐
ring en economische liberalisering luidden een nieuw tijdperk in, waarin corruptie niet
langer werd geduld. Vandaag de dag wordt corruptie doorgaans beschouwd als een ern‐
stige belemmering voor economische ontwikkeling, democratisch bestuur en effectieve
armoedebestrijding.
Een manier waarop bovengenoemde normatieve verschuiving tot uiting komt is het
aantal multilaterale verdragen dat tracht corruptie op internationaal niveau aan te pak‐
ken. Landen hebben zich in het algemeen bereid getoond deze verdragen te onderteke‐
nen om zodoende hun inzet kenbaar te maken om actie te ondernemen tegen corruptie.
Een handtekening alleen is echter onvoldoende om corruptie ook daadwerkelijk te be‐
strijden. Gebrek aan politieke wil, maar ook een tekort aan expertise of financiële midde‐
len, gooien regelmatig roet in het eten en verhinderen de naleving van deze verdragen.
Aangezien er op internationaal niveau geen toezichtsorgaan of rechterlijke macht is die
landen ertoe kan dwingen zich aan hun internationale afspraken te houden, dient de
vraag zich aan hoe landen toch aangezet kunnen worden om aan hun verplichtingen te
voldoen.
Een mogelijk antwoord op bovenstaande vraag is: door middel van wederzijdse, in‐
terstatelijke evaluaties, in het Engels peer reviews genoemd. Deze peer reviews vormen
het meest gebruikte evaluatiemechanisme op het gebied van corruptiebestrijding. Peer
review berust op een systeem waarin landen elkaar beoordelen met betrekking tot de
naleving en uitvoering van internationale anticorruptie verdragen. Het eindproduct van
een dergelijke evaluatie is een rapport met aanbevelingen hoe het geëvalueerde land zijn
functioneren kan verbeteren. Landen kunnen door middel van dit evaluatiemechanisme
elkaar niet dwingen om deze aanbevelingen uit te voeren. In plaats daarvan tracht het
mechanisme landen aan te sporen tot verandering door middel van groepsdruk en landen
publiekelijk terecht te wijzen (naming‐and‐shaming) alsmede door het stimuleren van
beleidsleren, het uitwisselen van ervaringen, en het opbouwen van de capaciteiten van
landen om corruptie te bestrijden.
In mijn proefschrift bestudeer ik het gezag van peer reviews in de wereldwijde bestrij‐
ding van corruptie. Gezag is noodzakelijk voor deze evaluatiemechanismen om landen
daadwerkelijk ertoe aan te zetten hun beloftes na te leven. Zoals eerder genoemd is het
namelijk niet mogelijk landen te dwingen de wettelijk niet‐bindende aanbevelingen van
de evaluaties uit te voeren. Gezag is echter niet toereikend. Het is mogelijk dat landen
bereid zijn de aanbevelingen van een gezaghebbend peer review op te volgen, maar in
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de praktijk door financiële of politieke omstandigheden niet in staat zijn deze ook te im‐
plementeren. Toch zullen zij eerder bereid zijn de aanbevelingen van een gezaghebbend
peer review serieus in overweging te nemen.
In dit onderzoek probeer ik antwoorden te vinden op drie vragen: (1) Hoe kunnen we het
gezag van een peer review mechanisme conceptualiseren en meten? (2) Hoeveel gezag
hebben verschillende peer review mechanismen op het gebied van corruptiebestrijding?
(3) Hoe kunnen mogelijke verschillen in het gezag van peer reviews worden verklaard? In
Hoofdstuk 2 beantwoord ik het eerste aspect van de eerste vraag: hoe kunnen we het
gezag van een peer review conceptualiseren? Ik laat zien dat veel academici de term ‘ge‐
zag’ gebruiken, maar vaak naar verschillende zaken refereren. Ik poneer dat het gezag
van een beleidsinstrument zoals een peer review, het best benaderd kan worden als een
sociologisch en relationeel concept. In deze benadering verwijst gezag niet naar zekere
competenties of bevoegdheden die een ambtsdrager of institutie kan bezitten en ook
weer kan doorgeven aan een mogelijke opvolger (zoals het gezag of de autoriteit van een
President). In plaats daarvan berust gezag op een sociale relatie; gezag bestaat in zoverre
dat de beoogde volgers het gezag van een persoon of institutie ook daadwerkelijk erken‐
nen. Een voorbeeld is het gezag van een Professor, wat berust op de sociale erkenning
van zijn of haar expertise in een bepaald vakgebied. Toegepast op peer reviews uit dit
gezag zich op twee manieren: (1) de beoogde volgers van een peer review beschouwen
het peer review als legitiem en (2) de landen die deelnemen aan het peer review confor‐
meren zich aan de sociale normen van het mechanisme.
In Hoofdstuk 3 behandel ik vervolgens de methodologische basis van de studie. In dit
hoofdstuk stel ik dat zowel kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve onderzoeksmethodes voor het
verzamelen en analyseren van data noodzakelijk zijn om de drie vragen te beantwoorden.
Deze data bestaan uit (1) 45 semigestructureerde interviews met diplomaten, leden van
het Secretariaat van de betreffende internationale organisaties en deskundigen op het
gebied van corruptiebestrijding, welke verantwoordelijk zijn voor de uitvoering van de
evaluaties of hebben opgetreden als delegatielid, (2) een online vragenlijst die verstuurd
is naar meer dan 500 ambtenaren en deskundigen (responspercentage van 48.8%) en (3)
een groot aantal online beleidsdocumenten, waaronder evaluatierapporten, verslagen
van vergaderingen, voortgangsrapporten en synthese rapporten. In aanvulling op de dis‐
cussie van de verschillende bronnen die ik geconsulteerd en geanalyseerd heb, bespreek
ik in dit hoofdstuk de methode van vergelijkend casus onderzoek en onderbouw ik de
keuze voor drie casussen: (1) de Werkgroep inzake Omkoping bij Internationale Zakelijke
Transacties georganiseerd door de Organisatie voor Economische Samenwerking en Ont‐
wikkeling (OESO), (2) de Groep Staten tegen Corruptie (GRECO) van de Raad van Europa
en (3) het evaluatiemechanisme van het Verdrag van de Verenigde Naties tegen Corrup‐
tie (VVNC).
In Hoofdstuk 4 komt het tweede aspect van de eerste onderzoeksvraag aan bod: hoe
kunnen we het gezag van een peer review empirisch meten? Dit proefschrift is niet het
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eerste onderzoek dat het concept ‘gezag’ benadert als een sociale relatie. Het is echter
wel een van de eerste academische studies die het concept operationaliseren in meet‐
bare componenten. Ik maak hierbij gebruik van 15 verkennende, semigestructureerde
interviews alsmede verschillende inzichten verkregen uit de secundaire literatuur. Zo‐
doende heb ik diverse maatstaven ontwikkeld van de gepercipieerde legitimiteit van een
peer review: de algemene perceptie dat een peer review een gepast beleidsinstrument
is (de missie van het instrument), dat betekenisvolle resultaten boekt (de capaciteiten
van het instrument) en dat procedureel legitiem is (het proceduralisme van het instru‐
ment). De verkennende interviews gaven aan dat zulke percepties afhankelijk zijn van de
context waarin een peer review opereert; wat als gepast en eerlijk wordt beschouwd in
een specifiek peer review hoeft niet noodzakelijkerwijs ook in een andere context ge‐
waardeerd te worden. In plaats van de legitimiteit van een peer review te meten aan de
hand van externe, normatieve standaarden, bestudeer ik daarom in welke mate een peer
review voldoet aan context‐afhankelijke verwachtingen van zijn legitimiteit, dat wil zeg‐
gen, ik onderzoek de sociologische legitimiteit van een peer review. In aanvulling op de
maatstaven die ik heb ontwikkeld om de gepercipieerde legitimiteit van een peer review
te bestuderen, heb ik aan de hand van de verkennende interviews ook maatstaven ont‐
wikkeld van de mate waarin landen zich conformeren aan de sociale normen van een
peer review. Drie maatstaven heb ik vervolgens uitgekozen: het opkomstpercentage bij
plenaire vergaderingen, het percentage landen dat hun evaluatierapporten vrijwillig en
in zijn geheel publiceert en de mate waarin landen responsief zijn in de evaluaties en tijdig
informatie aanleveren.
Na het ontwikkelen van maatstaven van het gezag van een peer review, heb ik deze
maatstaven toegepast op de eerder genoemde drie casussen met als doel het beant‐
woorden van de tweede vraag: hoeveel gezag hebben verschillende peer reviews op het
gebied van corruptiebestrijding? Ik laat in Hoofdstuk 5 zien dat het gezag van de drie peer
reviews verschilt. Het GRECO mechanisme bezit relatief het meeste gezag. In de regel
beschouwen de deelnemers aan dit peer review het mechanisme als zeer legitiem en
conformeren landen zich aan de sociale normen van het mechanisme. De GRECO wordt
in het algemeen zeer positief beoordeeld op vrijwel alle dimensies, sub dimensies en
maatstaven van gezag, met uitzondering van het faciliteren van technische assistentie
aan lidstaten om de aanbevelingen te implementeren. De sterke punten van dit mecha‐
nisme zijn de gepercipieerde nauwkeurigheid van zijn evaluatierapporten en de prakti‐
sche uitvoerbaarheid van de aanbevelingen. Het mechanisme wordt ook gewaardeerd
om de kwaliteit van de procedures en de correcte toepassing van deze procedures in de
praktijk. Tweede in de rij van gezaghebbende peer reviews is de OESO Werkgroep. Van
de drie bestudeerde casussen is de OESO Werkgroep het best in staat druk uit te oefenen
op landen om de aanbevelingen te implementeren. Echter, de manier waarop deze druk
wordt uitgeoefend, wordt niet altijd gewaardeerd. Relatief scoort dit mechanisme min‐
der goed op de correcte toepassing van procedures en regels (d.w.z. de mate waarin pro‐
cedures consequent worden toegepast). De kracht van dit mechanisme ligt voornamelijk
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in de resultaten dat het boekt in plaats van de manier waarop deze resultaten bereikt
worden. De mate waarin landen zich conformeren aan de sociale normen van dit evalu‐
atiemechanisme komt echter wel overeen met die van de GRECO. Tot slot is het VN me‐
chanisme het minst gezaghebbend. Als het jongste en grootste peer review op het gebied
van corruptiebestrijding moet dit mechanisme zijn plek nog vinden tussen de gevestigde
instrumenten. De meningen blijken dan ook verdeeld over het doel van dit peer review
(zijn missie) en hoe dit doel te bereiken (procedures). Evenzo is dit mechanisme zeer be‐
perkt in staat druk uit te oefenen op landen om de aanbevelingen voortkomende uit de
evaluaties te implementeren en conformeert een relatief groot aantal landen zich niet
aan de normen van het mechanisme. Desalniettemin is het VN mechanisme relatief het
best in staat technische assistentie te verlenen aan landen en ook in termen van correcte
naleving van procedures doet het mechanisme het goed.
In aanvulling op bovenstaande bevindingen concludeer ik dat verschillende groepen
individuen de legitimiteit van de drie peer reviews verschillend beoordelen. Dit is voor‐
namelijk waarneembaar in het VN mechanisme, waar de regionale afkomst van respon‐
denten dikwijls een statistisch significant effect heeft op hun percepties inzake de legiti‐
miteit van het mechanisme. In de regel wijken de visies van West‐Europese ambtenaren
en diplomaten op de legitimiteit en gepastheid van het VN mechanisme significant af van
die van hun Afrikaanse en Aziatische collega’s. De West‐Europese deelnemers blijken
veelal sceptischer over het mechanisme dan de Aziaten en Afrikanen. Deze bevindingen
onderstrepen de relevantie om gezag als een sociologisch concept te benaderen. De gra‐
datie van het gezag van een peer review is afhankelijk van de subjectieve interpretatie
van legitimiteit door de beoogde volgers van het peer review. Wat de een als zeer legi‐
tiem beschouwd, kan in de ogen van een ander minder gepast zijn.
Nadat ik in Hoofdstuk 5 heb vastgesteld dat de drie peer reviews er verschillende gra‐
daties van gezag op nahouden, probeer ik deze verschillen in Hoofdstuk 6 te verklaren. Ik
maak hiervoor gebruik van de interviews en—doch in mindere mate—de online questi‐
onnaire. Ik begin met het verkennen van de relevantie van drie verklarende factoren die
zijn uiteengezet in de secundaire literatuur: (1) het aantal en de heterogeniteit van de
deelnemende landen aan een peer review, (2) de samenstelling van delegaties naar een
peer review (d.w.z. voornamelijk experts versus een combinatie van experts en diploma‐
ten) en (3) de institutionele vormgeving van een peer review. Enkel gebaseerd op de lite‐
ratuur is het echter onduidelijk hoe deze factoren zich verhouden tot het gezag van een
peer review. Bovendien is de kans aanwezig dat andere factoren een rol spelen in de
vorming van gezag, die vooralsnog niet beschreven zijn in de literatuur. Dit hoofdstuk is
daarom deels van een inductieve en verkennende aard.
Mijn studie wijst uit dat de eerste verklarende factor, het aantal en de diversiteit aan
landen dat deelneemt aan een peer review, van invloed is op het gezag van het instru‐
ment. Het grootste en meest heterogene peer review, namelijk dat van de VN, heeft min‐
der gezag dan de kleinere en homogenere OESO Werkgroep en GRECO. Deze factor biedt
een verklaring voor drie aspecten: (1) waarom de functies van het VN mechanisme meer
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betwist worden dan die van de twee andere peer reviews, (2) waarom de geschiktheid
van de procedures van het VN mechanisme veelvuldig onderwerp zijn van discussie en
(3) waarom in het VN mechanisme relatief minder landen zich conformeren aan de soci‐
ale normen van het peer review dan in de andere twee peer reviews. Interessant genoeg
blijkt dat deze eerste factor zich op een andere manier verhoudt tot het gezag van een
peer review dan verwacht. Drie aspecten die gelieerd zijn aan de grootte en heterogeni‐
teit van peer review blijken van belang te zijn voor het gezag van een peer review: (1)
heterogeniteit inzake de ervaringen die de lidstaten hebben met peer review als een eva‐
luatiemechanisme, (2) heterogeniteit omtrent de beweegredenen voor landen om deel
te nemen aan een peer review en (3) de exclusiviteit en het prestige van een peer review
met een exclusief lidmaatschap. Mijn studie toont aan dat, anders dan verwacht, er niet
sprake is van meer wederzijds vertrouwen in de kleine, homogenere peer reviews dan in
het grote VN mechanisme.
De tweede verklarende factor is gerelateerd aan de compositie van delegaties naar
een peer review. Het peer review waarbij relatief gezien de meeste diplomaten betrokken
zijn, het VN mechanisme, heeft ook het minste gezag. De delegaties naar de Werkgroep
inzake Omkoping en de GRECO bestaan daarentegen voornamelijk uit bureaucraten en
experts op de inhoudelijke aspecten van corruptiebestrijding. Ik laat zien dat dit een ver‐
klaring biedt voor de waargenomen verschillen in druk die de OESO Werkgroep en de
GRECO weten uit te oefenen op hun lidstaten in vergelijking tot het VN mechanisme. De
aanwezigheid van diplomaten in het laatstgenoemde mechanisme leidt tot ongunstige
omstandigheden voor lidstaten om druk uit te oefenen, deels omdat de sfeer meer poli‐
tiek geladen wordt en deels omdat diplomaten vaak niet de noodzakelijke, technische
achtergrond hebben om kritische, inhoudelijke vragen te stellen. Echter, de specificatie
dat de evaluaties worden uitgevoerd door experts (wat het geval is voor alle drie de peer
reviews) versterkt het gezag van deze mechanismen. Het verklaart waarom wederzijds
vertrouwen tamelijk hoog is in de peer reviews en waarom de evaluaties als technisch en
objectief worden beschouwd.
De derde verklarende factor betreft de institutionele vormgeving van een peer review,
welke ook van invloed blijkt te zijn op het gezag van een peer review. Deze factor biedt
een plausibele verklaring voor de volgende waargenomen verschillen in gezag tussen de
drie casussen: (1) waarom de OESO Werkgroep en de GRECO relatief beter in staat zijn
druk uit te oefenen dan het VN mechanisme en (2) waarom de evaluatierapporten van
het VN mechanisme in het algemeen als minder accuraat worden beschouwd dan die van
de andere peer reviews. Enkel gebaseerd op de secundaire literatuur was het echter on‐
duidelijk welke aspecten of kenmerken van de institutionele vormgeving van een peer
review van invloed zijn op gezag. In mijn studie identificeer ik vijf relevante institutionele
kenmerken: (1) het bespreken van evaluatierapporten tijdens de plenaire vergaderingen,
(2) de procedures voor het aannemen van evaluatierapporten (consensus versus consen‐
sus min een), (3) de verplichtingen die het mechanisme oplegt aan lidstaten (bijv. betref‐
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fende het ondergaan van een landenbezoek of de publicatie van rapporten), (4) de aan‐
wezigheid van een system voor follow‐up monitoring en (5) de transparantie van plenaire
vergaderingen. Interviews suggereren dat een aantal van deze kenmerken ook een rol
speelt bij de consequente toepassing van procedures (het proceduralisme van een peer
review). Het is echter belangrijk enige voorzichtigheid in acht te nemen met de interpre‐
tatie van de resultaten van het proceduralisme van de peer reviews.
De vierde verklarende factor, de leidende rol van diverse actoren binnen het peer re‐
view op het gebied van corruptiebestrijding (d.w.z. policy entrepreneurship), komt niet
voort uit de secundaire literatuur, maar is inductief verkregen. Deze factor verheldert
waarom de GRECO en het OESO mechanisme (twee mechanismen die een vergelijkbaar
ledenbestand en institutionele vormgeving hebben alsmede beide voornamelijk techni‐
sche experts behelzen), verschillende gradaties van gezag bezitten. Concreter genomen
biedt deze factor een aanvullende verklaring waarom: (1) de druk in de OESO Werkgroep
hoger is dan in de GRECO, (2) waarom de OESO Werkgroep minder goed in staat wordt
geacht om de regels en procedures correct toe te passen en (3) waarom de deelnemende
landen zich in gelijke mate conformeren aan de sociale normen van beide peer reviews.
Ik laat zien dat in het bijzonder de leidende rol van de Verenigde Staten en voormalig
voorzitter van de OESO Werkgroep, Mark Pieth, de druk substantieel hebben weten op
te voeren op landen om de aanbevelingen op te volgen. De manier waarop deze druk
wordt uitgevoerd wordt echter niet altijd gewaardeerd.
In Hoofdstuk 7 vat ik de belangrijkste bevindingen van mijn onderzoek samen. Ten
eerste bespreek ik de implicaties van de studie voor de academische literatuur evenals
de generaliseerbaarheid van mijn bevindingen voor zowel peer reviews in andere inter‐
nationale organisaties en beleidsvelden als voor vergelijkbare evaluatiemechanismen.
Mijn bevindingen zijn onder andere relevant voor de literatuur betreffende socialisatie in
internationale organisaties en diverse stromingen binnen het institutionalisme. Ten
tweede geef ik verschillende aanbevelingen voor beleidsdoeleinden. Ik richt mij hierbij
specifiek op de transparantie van het VN peer review en de ontwikkeling van een follow‐
up mechanisme, aangezien deze aspecten veelvuldig werden aangekaart tijdens inter‐
views. Zo stel ik voor dat het VN mechanisme een van de volgende opties in overweging
neemt: (1) het peer review transparanter te maken voor deelnemende landen of (2) het
peer review transparanter te maken voor de buitenwereld. Met betrekking tot het follow‐
up mechanisme adviseer ik een combinatie van schriftelijke en mondelinge follow‐up.
Voor peer reviews in het algemeen zet ik verschillende procedures uiteen die in overwe‐
ging kunnen worden genomen met als doel het creëren van een peer review dat druk
uitoefent op lidstaten en tevens gelijke behandeling en invloed van landen waarborgt.
Ten derde reflecteer ik op de grenzen van mijn studie en bespreek ik diverse mogelijkhe‐
den voor vervolgstudies. Tot slot werp ik een blik op de toekomst voor peer review als
een evaluatiemechanisme in de wereldwijde bestrijding van corruptie onder andere in
overweging nemende de recente ontwikkelingen in de Verenigde Staten onder het Pre‐
sidentschap van Donald Trump.
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In the past two decades, the number of international anticorruption
conventions has increased considerably. In the absence of an international
oversight body or judiciary, however, the international community cannot
punish states that have not met their promises under these conventions.
To motivate states to abide by the norms they have commonly agreed
upon, international organisations frequently utilise peer reviews amongst
states as monitoring instruments. These peer reviews cannot coerce states
to comply with international anticorruption norms, but seek to promote
compliance by exposing—and at times shaming—underperforming
states, by organising peer pressure, and by stimulating policy learning.
This dissertation examines the authority of peer reviews amongst states in
the fight against corruption. By drawing upon a sociological and relational
conception of authority, the study clarifies some of the preconditions for
peer reviews to promote compliance with international norms. Specifically,
it addresses (1) how the authority of a peer review can be conceptualised
and measured, (2) how much authority different peer reviews carry, and
(3) why some peer reviews hold more authority than others. Adopting a
mixed-methods approach, combining original survey and interview data,
the dissertation compares the authority of three peer review mechanisms:
the Working Group on Bribery (organised by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development), the Group of States against Corruption
(Council of Europe), and the peer review of the United Nations Convention
against Corruption. The study concludes that these peer reviews differ in
the authority they carry and explains these differences with reference to
their membership size and composition, their institutional set-up, and the
types of government officials that are typically involved in the reviews.

